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Thesis Abstract 
This thesis presents a multiscale structural analysis of upper crustal deformation at a passive 
continental margin, using the Jurassic - Quaternary Otway Basin along Australia’s southern 
margin as a case study.  
Techniques of structural analyses across the micro (calcite twin, magnetic and porefabric 
analyses), meso (wellbore and outcrop natural fracture analysis) and macroscales (three-
dimensional seismic interpretation) providing an effective means of characterising stress and 
strain across space and time. 
The integration of these investigative methods at a passive continental margin for the first time, 
has assisted in reducing structural uncertainty for basin evolution models, delivering original 
insights into the evolution of stress within these tectonic environments. The results of this study 
show magnitudes of maximum differential stress as high as 69MPa during extension and 
continental breakup, in contrast to magnitudes as low as 13MPa during basin inversion. The 
influence of high extensional stresses during continental break up, resulting in layer parallel 
stretching (LPSt), a microstructural strain which may develop in layered rock, characterised by 
an azimuth of stretching or thinning, orthogonal to the orientation of regional extensional faults. 
LPSt occurs in the early stages of extension, prior to the development of calcite twins, natural 
fractures, and faults which occur progressively as the intensity and duration of extension 
increases.  
This is evidenced in the Otway Basin, where Late Cretaceous aged NE-SW and N-S oriented 
LPSt is co-axial with extensional azimuths during that time, derived from the stress inversion 
of seismic scale faults, calcite twins and natural fractures from the outcrop and wellbore. The 
neotectonic preservation of LPSt in the Otway Ranges, an uplifted section of Early Cretaceous 
sediments in the Otway Basin, suggests that early grain-scale extensional strain can be 
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preserved during ensuing phases of inversion at continental margins. As during the process of 
inversion, stress is primarily released through the reactivation of previously formed extensional 
fault and detachment systems. A process of deformation that results in low levels of coupling 
between the basement and cover, an observation that is supported by the low magnitudes of 
compressional stress (13MPa) calculated during the same period. 
Additionally, the results of this study have improved our understanding of sub-surface fluid 
flow in the Otway Basin. Geomechanical modelling demonstrating that low contemporary 
magnitudes of effective normal stress, acting on NW-SE oriented faults, striking parallel to the 
orientation of maximum horizontal stress, results in a high risk of fault dilation. This suggests 
that future efforts of exploration for conventional oil and gas systems within the Otway Basin, 
are best focused where E-W, N-S and NE-SW striking faults interact with the major NW-SE 
fabric, or where the influence of basin inversion is most pronounced. 
A major outcome of this study is a new structural framework for the Otway Basin, one that is 
defined by a consistent pattern of NW-SE striking faults across much of the basin, in contrast 
to the previous structural model of opposing fault trends in the west and east. The new 
framework characterises a structural trend that is consistent with faulting patterns in 
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Chapter 1: Contextual Statement of research 
The aim of this thesis was to undertake a multiscale structural study of upper crustal 
deformation at a passive continental margin. The aim being to increase our understanding of 
how stress of strain evolve across time and space within these tectonic environments. 
Previous research using many of the same methods, including calcite twin, natural fracture and 
petrophysical analysis, have been successful in constraining the tectonic evolution of other 
plate settings. Especially in stable foreland basins and fold-and-thrust belts such as the Paris 
Basin (France) (e.g. Rocher et al., 2004) and the Rocky Mountains (North America), (e.g. 
Amrouch et al., 2010), in many cases redefining the structural understanding of the respective 
study areas. The integration of these techniques with three dimensional seismic (3D) data, has 
also proved to be a powerful tool for constraining the structural evolution of subsurface, intra-
cratonic sedimentary basins, such as The Cooper-Eromanga Basin (Australia) (Kulikowski and 
Amrouch, 2017). 
In this thesis the chosen case study is the Otway Basin, a Jurassic – Quaternary sedimentary 
province located along Australia’s southern continental margin. A region of great significance 
to Australia’s natural resource sectors; prospective for oil and gas, geothermal energy and 
hosting Australia’s largest carbon capture and storage experiment. 
The Otway Basin has seen a significant amount of geological research, however most studies 
to date that have focused on constraining its structural evolution have been limited to the 
macroscale (seismic data). The current structural framework of the basin (Krassay et al., 2004) 
is enigmatic, especially in the eastern Otway Basin where NW-SE striking faults, 
representative of the main structural trend in the west, supposedly intersect with orthogonal 
NE-SW striking faults in the Otway Ranges and Torquay Sub-Basin.  
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The occurrence of these two orthogonally striking sets of faults has resulting in a number of 
conflicting models for early basin evolution and extension. Which broadly speaking tend to 
favour either a large scale NE-SW oriented branched rift system (e.g. Etheridge et al., 1987) or 
oblique styles of rifting where fault strike has not developed orthogonal to the direction of 
tectonic transport, under NW-SE and N-S azimuths of extension (e.g. Cooper and Hill et al., 
1997).  
An additional point of debate with respect to the history of the Otway Basin, is the timing and 
influence of any compressional and inversional tectonic events. With episodes of inversion and 
subsequent structuring proposed mainly during the Mid-Cretaceous (e.g. Cooper and Hill, 
1997) and the Miocene – recent (Holford et al., 2014). Time periods which do not align well 
with some thermochronological datasets that indicate cooling during the Latest Cretaceous and 
Early Palaeogene, and that the source rocks of the basin are currently at their maximum burial 
temperatures (Duddy and Erout, 2001). 
This study aims to address the uncertainties with respect to both tectonic extension and 
compression in the Otway Basin, taking a multiscale approach to structural analysis. 
Simultaneously demonstrating the effectiveness of this style of investigation at continental 
margins. The outcomes of this study may have potential consequences for the timing, 
development and critical moment of petroleum systems within the basin, in addition to future 
efforts of carbon capture and storage and geothermal energy projects. 
 
Manuscript 1 
As prior to this thesis, there were no studies investigating the paleostresses of the study area on 
the meso (wellbore/outcrop) and micro (grain/crystal) scale, it was necessary to undertake a 
brief pilot study. Particularly as calcite twin analysis had not been attempted within the basin, 
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there was a need to ensure that calcite veins were suitable for use with Etechecopar’s calcite 
stress inversion technique. Containing crystals of ample size to measure visually with a 
universal stage microscope and sufficient levels of twinning to derive a statistically accurate 
stress tensor.  
Natural fractures were interpreted from nine geophysical wellbore image logs in the western 
basin, and 13 field sites within the Otway Ranges, an outcropping section of Early Cretaceous 
sediments in the eastern basin. A single paleostress tensor was derived from the use of calcite 
twin analysis from an outcrop sample, also within the Otway Ranges.  
The results of this study indicated that mesoscale fracture evidence for multiple post-Albian 
structural events, was more complex than previously thought. In particular suggesting the 
occurrence of a ~NE-SW oriented compressional stress regime, at some point during the basins 
evolution following the deposition of the Aptian – Albian Eumeralla Formation. A tectonic 
event, which was inexplicable given the current structural framework of the basin. This study 




As the Otway Basin covers almost 150,000 square kilometres, it was necessary to divide our 
analysis between the western and eastern portions. In the western Otway Basin, stress inversion 
of natural fracture data from 11 geophysical borehole image logs was combined with oriented 
calcite twin samples from the sub-surface, and fault data from four 3D seismic surveys. 
Results from this study assisted in constraining the multiscale patterns of deformation across 
the western Otway Basin, indicating that successive paleostress events were reflected across 
fault, fracture and calcite twin data. The results essentially refining a previously proposed 
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model of structural evolution, to include a Post-Albian – Pre Late Creataceous stage of ~NW-
SE extension and thermal subsidence, isolated onshore. 
A lack of macroscale geological evidence for compressional deformation, such as fault 
inversion structures, reverse offset or low angle thrust faulting also indicated that the influence 
of compressional deformation throughout the history of the western Otway Basin is negligible. 
The results from this study, also providing potential insights into the degree to which plate 
boundary forces dissipate within intraplate settings, as well as the nature of inversion within 
the Otway Basin. Which the results suggest is unlikely to have occurred in a ~NW-SE oriented 
manner, given the high degree of non-co-axiality between horizontal stresses of that orientation 
and dip directions of major faults.  
The study also highlights the degree of structural and spatial uncertainty when working with 
2D rather than 3D seismic data, and how a multiscale approach to structural analysis can assist 
in reducing this. Drawing contrasts between the 3D seismic data interpreted within the results, 
and a previous study utilising nearby 2D seismic lines, which strike ~NW-SE, parallel to the 
orientation of major extensional faults.  
 
Manuscript 3 
The outcomes detailed within manuscript 1, particularly those indicating a possible NE-SW 
compressional event, suggested that further fieldwork within the eastern section of the basin, 
may reveal more about its structural history. During this work a notable outcropping calcite 
vein, ~5cm in apperture with two generations of calcite crystals, was discovered in the 
Eumeralla Formation at Castle Cove. A location supposedly characterised by the Castle Cove 
Fault, a ~NE-SW trending inverted normal fault that has shaped the evolution of the cove 
(Debenham et al., 2018). The discovery of this vein provided a unique opportunity to undertake 
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a local case study, integrating multiple techniques of structural analysis across the micro and 
mesoscale. 
Stress inversion of stylolites, calcite twins and natural fractures were paired with three samples 
of magnetic fabric analysis to investigate the nature of paleostress and strain at Castle Cove. 
As a consequence, the study determined 5 phases of stress development at Castle Cove, 
including the influence of an early ~NW-SE oriented maximum horizontal stress during the 
Mid Cretaceous, two stages of ~N-S and NE-SW oriented extension during the Late Cretaceous 
and a ~NE-SW oriented strike slip or compressional phase at some point between the end of 
Late Cretaceous rifting, and stress reorganisation in the Late Miocene. 
The findings also showed a lack of multiscale evidence for the presence of the ~NE-SW 
trending inverted Castle Cove Fault. Characterised by the preservation of extensional, 
petrophysical rock fabrics, a lack of low angle fractures and thrust faults and no evidence of 
~NW-SE oriented compression within calcite twin data, which is highly sensitive. Raising 
further questions with regard to the structural style of the eastern Otway Basin and in particular 
the nature of basin inversion. 
 
Manuscript 4 
This study addresses the findings of manuscript 1 and manuscript 3, further integrating outcrop 
fracture data with geophysical image logs, 3D seismic and calcite twin analysis. The results of 
this manuscript provide original insights into the evolution of stress at passive continental 
margins.  
The structural analysis of three 3D seismic surveys, positioned immediately SW from the 
outcropping Otway Ranges, provided the opportunity to study what is essentially the offshore 
continuation of the structure. This was combined with natural fracture and fault analysis in five 
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geophysical image logs and 31 field sites throughout the Otway Ranges. In addition to the 
application of Etchecopar’s calcite stress inversion technique on 12 calcite vein samples from 
throughout the Otway Ranges. 
From 3D seismic interpretation, structures that had previously been interpreted as ~NE-SW 
trending anticlinal folds were revealed to actually comprise a ~NE-SW trending network of 
inverted, ~NW-SE striking detachment faults. Structural evidence for fault inversion within the 
system being most obvious above sections of underlying shallow basement.  
These observations were supported with natural fracture analysis from the outcropping section 
of the structure, within the Otway Ranges. Fracture analysis showing a complex network of 11 
fracture sets (6 major and 5 minor) characterising five main phases of basin evolution. Phase 1 
and phase 2, defining ~NE-SW and radial continental rifting at the start of the Late Cretaceous. 
Phase 3 outlining a period of ~NE-SW oriented strike slip and compressional basin inversion, 
beginning in the ~Mid-Maastrichtian. With phases 4 and 5 defining compressional relaxation, 
continental separation and eventual reorganisation to the environment of in situ stress.  
Paleostress tensors derived through calcite stress inversion further support this model, with 
calculated stress magnitudes displaying a distinct pattern. One that is defined by magnitudes 
of maximum differential extensional stress, as high as 69MPa, during continental separation 
and as low as 13MPa during basin inversion. When compared to previous studies in foreland 
basins and fold-and-thrust belts, the magnitudes calculated in this study represent some of the 
highest extensional paleostress values determined to date. Suggesting that extensional 
paleostresses of this magnitude, may uniquely define the evolution of stress at passive 
continental margins.  
The high extensional stresses are explained due to the intensity of extensional deformation 
during continental break up, especially when rifting occurs following a period of tectonic 
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quiescence and minimal faulting. In contrast, the low compressional stresses during basin 
inversion are attributed to the release of stress through the reactivation of the extensional 
detachment surface, and existing network of extensional faults and fractures. In the Otway 
Ranges, this effect corresponds to low levels of compressional deformation on the mesoscale. 
With respect to the framework of the Otway Basin, the structural model suggested within this 
study proposes that ~NW-SE striking faults dominate the structural framework of the eastern 
basin and Otway Ranges. The results suggesting that no orthogonal change in fault strike occurs 
from west to east within the sediments of Otway Basin. The NE-SW trend of the Otway Ranges 
explained by its isolation above an enigmatic section of shallow underlying basement, which 
assisted in isolating the release of stress during basin inversion. 
 
Manuscript 5 
Given the nature of the proposed model for basin inversion in manuscript 4, it was pertinent to 
apply two microstructural techniques of analysis within the Otway Ranges. In an attempt to 
constrain the nature and orientation of internal deformation and link its development to the 
evolution of stress within the region.  
The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) and anisotropy of P-wave velocity (APWV) 
was determined on 16 outcropping samples within the Otway Ranges. The results showing a 
well-defined magnetic and pore fabric, indicative of ~N-S and ~NE-SW oriented extensional 
tectonic deformation. Of particular note in the results, is the defined phase of layer parallel 
stretching (LPSt) an extensionally driven counterpart to the well documented phenomenon of 
layer parallel shortening (LPS).  
It is proposed in this paper that LPSt occurs during the first stage of extensional deformation, 
prior to the development of mesoscale features – such as fractures - and the tilting of the 
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bedding. In the Otway Ranges these extensional petrofabrics were preserved during inversion, 
as stress was released mainly through the reactivation of the top basement decollement zone. 
A feature that is well documented in compressional settings (e.g. Robion et al., 2007) and 
typical of low levels of coupling between the basement and cover. An insight which provides 
further evidence for the presence of a top basement detachment zone within the eastern Otway 
Basin, and the structural model of evolution presented in manuscript 4. 
As this study represents the first characterisation of grain-scale strain at a rifted margin, there 
is no basis for comparison. That being said given the intensity of extensional deformation 
documented within manuscript 4, which is defined by values of maximum differential stress as 
high as 69MPa. It is suggested that the development LPSt may be dependent upon high 
extensional stress magnitudes, especially in basin units that are largely unaffected by faulting 
prior to the onset of extensional deformation and continental break up. 
The results also support the occurrence of ~NW-SE striking faults within the Otway Ranges, 
suggested by the findings of manuscript 4. Making a significant contribution towards 
redefining the structural architecture of the Otway Ranges and the eastern Otway Basin.  
 
Manuscript 6 
As the Otway Basin is an important natural resource for Australia and given the vast amount 
of geophysical data interpreted within manuscripts 2, 4 and 5. It was pertinent to investigate 
the complexity of sub surface fluid flow within the basin, and attempt to use the region as a 
case study for other passive margin sedimentary basins. In doing so, taking into account the 
debate surrounding the in situ stress regime of the basin, which has been interpreted as 
compressional, strike slip and extensive in recent times (Tassone et al., 2017). 
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The geomechanical modelling of dilation tendency on faults, from eight 3D seismic surveys 
was completed alongside the stability of natural fractures, extracted from 7 well bore image 
logs. Modelling of fault dilation tendency indicated that high angle  (50-90º) ~NW-SE striking 
faults, trending parallel to the orientation of maximum horizontal stress are at a high risk of 
dilation, largely irrespective of the regime of in situ stress. This is due to low levels of effective 
normal stress in the horizontal plane under strike slip and extensional regimes of in situ stress. 
Under a compressional stress regime, this window of risk increases to include ~NW-SE striking 
faults of all dip angles. While under an extensional stress regime, low angle (10-30º) ~NW-SE 
striking faults are at a low risk of dilation. The complimentary modelling of fracture stability 
in this study also indicated that increases in pore pressure required for fracture reactivation, are 
lowest under a strike slip stress regime. Requiring less than 5MPa in order to be reactivated.  
The results of the modelling were contrasted with the style of successful and unsuccessful 
hydrocarbon fields within the Otway Basin, and the distribution of volcanic material and 
shallow cave systems. Displaying good correlation in both cases and suggesting that the results 
of the modelling may be reflected by geological evidence. 
The outcomes of this study also have specific implications for any future unconventional 
hydrocarbon production within the Otway Basin. As the low reactivation pressure of natural 
fracture networks and the high likelihood of dilated faults, suggests a potentially high risk of 
up-dip contamination of regional groundwater systems, which are important in the region. 
Additionally, this case study in the Otway Basin may provide lessons for other frontier 
continental margin basins, such as the Ceduna Sub-Basin, which displays a similar relationship 
between in situ stress and fault geometry. 
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Manuscript 7 
Because of the insights provided in the preceding manuscripts, and other recent studies the 
structural framework of the Otway Basin required revising. This study presents the final piece 
of the “structural puzzle,” in the interpretation of the Torquay 3D seismic within the Torquay 
Sub-Basin, at the eastern margin of the Otway Basin.  
The results from this study support theories from manuscript 4 and manuscript 5, that ~NW-
SE striking faulting continues to dominate the structural architecture of Otway Basin 
sediments, into its eastern most sections. Characterising a structural trend that is more 
consistent from east to west within the basin, and between the neighbouring sedimentary 
provinces along Australia’s southern margin. An insight that suggests the existing structural 
framework, incorporating two orthogonally striking fault networks that intersect within the 
Otway Ranges is unlikely. 
As a result, a new structural map of the basin was produced, incorporating the multiscale 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review of the Study Area: Australia’s Otway Basin 
– Tectonic Setting, Structural Evolution and Hydrocarbon Systems 
 
2.1 Introduction – The Otway Basin 
Australia’s southern margin underwent its first extensional event during the breakup of the 
super continent Gondwana, from approximately 164-145 Ma (Leven et al., 1990), responsible 
for the formation of the en-echelon series of sedimentary basins straddling its coast line, the 
Bight, Otway and Gippsland Basins (Boeuf & Doust, 1975; Leven et al., 1990; Norvick & 
Smith, 2001; Perincek et al 1994a). Rifting along the southern margin began in the west, in the 
Bight Basin, during the Callovian (Mid-Late Jurassic), having propagated east towards the 
Otway Basin by the Tithonian (Late Jurassic – Early Cretaceous) (Lyon et al. 2007; Norvick 
& Smith, 2001) (fig. 1).  
The Otway Basin (fig. 2) trends largely NW-SE and extends within on and offshore parts of 
South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania (Krassay et al, 2004) over a geographical area of 
approximately 60,000km2 from Cape Jaffa in the west, to  the Mornington Peninsula in the east 
(Gallagher and Holdgate, 2000). To the SE the basin is continuous with the Sorrell Basin 
(Moore et al. 2000), to the east with the Bass Basin (Hill et al. 1995), to the west by the Bight 
Basin (Wilcox and Stagg, 1990) and is bound to the north and north east by the Paleozoic and 
Proterozoic basement rocks of Victoria’s ancient fold belts (Cayley et al. 2002: Krassay et al. 
2004). 
Since the early commercial discovery of hydrocarbons within the North Paaratte-1 well in 1979 
in Victoria (Geoscience Australia, 2014) the Otway Basin has been one of the most explored 
basins in Australia. Over 200 wells have been drilled within on and offshore sections of the 
basin and at least 35,000km of 2D seismic and 10,000km2 of 3D seismic has been acquired, 
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concentrated mainly within South Australia and Victoria. Despite these efforts, commercial 
discoveries have been limited to isolated dry gas fields totalling close to two trillion cubic feet 
(O’Brien et al. 2009) well beneath the scale of Australia’s other basins such as the Cooper, 
Gippsland and Carnarvon.  
This literature review outlines the tectonic setting of the Otway Basin, with a focus on its 
structural evolution and hydrocarbon prospectively. 
 
2.2 Geological Setting of the Otway Basin 
2.2.1 Evolution and Tectonic History of the Otway Basin 
Initial rifting along the southern margin of the Australian continent began during the Callovian 
(Mid-Late Jurassic) at the western edge of the Bight Basin, with rifting having propagated east 
into the Otway Basin by the Tithonian (Late Jurassic – Early Cretaceous) (Norvick & Smith, 
2001). In the past, the southern margin of the Otway Basin was confined by Antarctica and a 
‘triple point plate’ junction, a boundary that is now marked by Western Tasmania and the West 
Tasman Rise (Gibson, Morse, Ireland, & Nayak, 2011).  Along its northern edge, the basin 
includes thin aprons of sediment of which small outcrops are visible today (e.g. Marino High) 
bounded by Paleozoic and Proterozoic basement (Ball et al., 2013; Krassay, 2004). Within the 
deepest sections of the basin sediment thickness is approximately 12km composed of ~6km of 
Early Cretaceous units, ~4km of Late Cretaceous units and ~2km of Tertiary deposits (Birch, 
2003). The western margin of the basin in South Australia is bounded by the N-E trending 
Trumpet Fault near the town of Robe (Drexel & Preiss, 1995; Morton & Dextral, 1995). The 
Eastern margin is marked by the highly faulted Sorell Zone east of the Torquay Sub-basin and 
the Mornington Peninsula.  
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The majority of studies within the Otway Basin (fig.3) divide its tectonic history into five main 
phases which are generally agreed upon within most of the current literature. They include; 
initial rifting during the Early Cretaceous, a post-rifting event of basin compression and 
inversion during the Mid-Cretaceous (post Albian), renewed rifting in the Late Cretaceous, a 
and a “recent” change to a tectonic environment of compression from the Miocene to the 
present day (Holford et al. 2014). 
 
2.2.1.1 Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Initial Rifting 
Early rifting within the Otway Basin was primarily isolated onshore (Krassay et al. 2004; Lyon 
et al. 2007) and was responsible for the formation of a series of half-grabens continuous with 
the regional coastline, mainly defined by landward dipping faults (fig.4) (Palmowski et al. 
2001; Lyon et al. 2007; Briguglio et al. 2015). Despite a large amount of research, the 
orientation and extensional lineation of the initial rifting event within the Otway Basin remains 
under debate. Early works suggest an extensional lineation oriented ~NW-SE, producing 
~NW-SE and ~W-E striking faults as a product of oblique extension (Wilcox and Stagg, 1990: 
O’Brien et al. 1994), others propose a ~NE-SW lineation more normal to regional fault patterns 
(Perincek et al 1994b; Teasdale et al. 2003) in addition to ~N-S rifting (Hill et al. 1994; 
Finlayson et al. 1998; Lyon et al. 2007). Much of the regional debate on rifting orientation can 
be attributed to the paradox of near-orthogonal structural grains within the Otway Basin, 
particular in the eastern half of the Basin and the Otway Ranges (fig. 5) (Cooper, 1995). 
Briguglio et al. (2015) has presented the most detailed insight into the evolution of basin wide 
depocentres during the Early Cretaceous to date. Through the use of extensive 2D seismic 
mapping across much of the onshore basin, the study shows that the deposition of many early 
basin units were controlled by the displacement, linkage and growth rate of faults, which varied 
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significantly across the basin. Extension during the Early Cretaceous was as much as 21% in 
the western basin and far less in the east (Cooper and Hill, 1997; Briguglio et al. 2015). 
Initial rifting within the Otway Basin came to a close at the end of the Hauterivian (Early 
Cretaceous), when rifting is believed to have shifted offshore and south of the Tartwauop Fault 
Zone. Thus leaving many of the Early Cretaceous depocentres, such as the Penola Trough, as 
failed rift structures (Palmowski et al. 2001; Lyon et al. 2007). The influence of post-rift 
subsidence across the basin increased into the Berremain and Albian periods replacing fault 
growth as the main driver behind the creation of accommodation space (Palmowski et al. 2001; 
Lyon et al. 2007). 
 
2.2.1.2 Mid Cretaceous Basin Inversion 
Following the cessation of initial extension and the deposition of the widespread Eumeralla 
Formation, the Otway Basin is believed to have experienced basin wide ~NW-SE compression 
(fig. 6). Resulting in uplift and erosion responsible for an unconformity at the top of the 
Eumeralla Formation (Krassay et al. 2004). This uplift was originally attributed to thermal 
uplift accompanied by compression by Smith (1988) based on the analysis of 2D seismic 
reflection data in the eastern basin. Although is now known to be synonymous with regional 
uplift and denundation across much of eastern Australia (Noll and Hall 2003; Hill et al. 1995; 
Palmowski et al. 2004; Norvick and Smith 2001).  
In this period it has been proposed that reverse reactivation along basin forming normal faults 
was responsible for accommodating inversion (Hill et al. 1995; Krassay et al. 2004) there is 
very little evidence for fault inversion as few present day faults display reverse offsets along 
with a distinct lack of thrust faulting, especially within the western basin (Lyon et al. 2007). 
Within this period, the Otway Ranges was possibly uplifted due to 8-10% shortening, isolating 
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the Torquay Sub Basin from the more western sectors of the basin (Hill et al. 1995; Hill and 
Cooper 1996; Cooper and Hill, 1997). This period along with the Miocene – recent inversional 
event is discussed in greater detail in the coming section. 
 
2.2.1.3 Renewed Late Cretaceous Rifting 
Although sea floor spreading was slow (Veevers et al. 1991) rifting and the creation and growth 
of normal fault networks recommenced during the Late Cretaceous (Palmowski et al. 2001; 
Noll and Hall 2003; Robson et al. 2016, 2017, 2018). The creation of a hinge zone, south of 
the initial Early Cretaceous fault zones produced a series of ~NW-SE trending offshore 
depocentres along with the creation of wide-spread seaward dipping fault networks (Palmowski 
et al. 2001). As with the lineation of initial rifting, extensional directions within this period 
have also been debated with N-S to NE-SW (Perincek et al. 1994b), exclusive N-S (Miller et 
al. 2002) and more oblique ~NE-SW (Schneider et al. 2004) rifting all proposed.  
Stages of fault growth within this period have been studied in detail by a series of works by 
Robson et al. (2016, 2017 and 2018). In the western basin, ~NW-SE striking normal faults 
were found to have nucleated at the start of the Late Cretaceous, linked to deeper ~W-E striking 
basement fabrics, experienced a period of dormancy during the middle-Late Cretaceous 
followed by additional fault nucleation and growth into the latest Cretaceous along with 
continued growth into the Cenozoic (Robson et al. 2017). In the eastern basin, highly variable 
fault growth of ~NW-SE striking basement linked faults, began in the early Turonian, 
continuing into the latest Maastrichtian resulting in the development of a series of hard linked 
fault arrays (Robson et al. 2016). Additionally, the presence of wide-spread sinistral 
transtensional features within the Shipwreck Trough (Robson et al. 2018) has shown this sector 
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of the basin experienced a significant degree of strike slip influence through this stage of rifting, 
as suggested by earlier works (Palmowski et al. 2004; Stacey et al. 2013). 
This secondary phase of rifting led to continental break up to the west, within the Bight Basin 
(Norvick and Smith, 2001) and was eventually deflected southward, beneath Tasmania within 
the Otway Basin, leaving the Torquay Sub Basin and the Bass Basin as failed rift structures 
(Hill et al. 1995). 
 
2.2.1.4 A Shift to Fast Seafloor Spreading  
The first creation of oceanic crust between Australia and Antarctica in the Mid Eocence at 
approximately ~44Ma marked a shift to faster spreading and a continental drift regime (fig. 2) 
(Royer and Rollet 1997; Norvick and Smith 2001). In the Otway Basin, this faster environment 
of drift led to thermal subsidence wide spread marine transgression and the collapse of 
continental margins (Norvick and Smith, 2001). Due to this increase in drift, the Sorrel Fault 
Zone in the eastern basin saw thousands of kilometres of transform strike-slip motion (Moore 
et al. 2000; Miller et al. 2002; Palmowski et al. 2004). 
 
2.2.1.5 Stress Reorganisation and Miocene to Present Day Compression 
The mid Miocene is believed to have represented a period of stress reorganisation to ~NW-SE 
compression throughout much of south east Australia, resulting in fault inversion, folding and 
uplift all most pronounced within the eastern Otway Basin within the Otway Ranges (Perincek 
et al. 1994b) Krassay et al. 2004; Palmowski et al. 2001; Hill et al. 1995). Many studies have 
used the analysis of petroleum industry data, largely borehole break out and drilling induced 
tensile fracture data, which support a ~NW-SE maximum horizontal stress orientation (fig. 7) 
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as evidence for this compressional environments of stress (Tassone et al. 2017). This state of 
compressional stress within south east Australia has been attributed to changes in plate motion 
between the Pacific and Indo-Australian Plate (Dickinson et al. 2002; Sandiford 2003a).  
This is largely due to the arc collision of Australia with SE Asia at Australia’s northern plate 
boundary combined with southern ridge push forces from the spreading centre and collisional 
forces at the eastern plate boundary with New Zealand (Hill et al. 1995; Sandiford 2003a; 
Nelson et al. 2006). In the Otway Basin uplift of the Otway Ranges has also been attributed to 
igneous under plating due to large scale extension and detachment faulting along upper plate 
boundaries has also been suggested by Lister et al. (1991), although this theory is has not been 
explored by any other authors. In contrast to fault related uplift, which is the favoured model 
by most authors, it has been suggested that late Pliocene and Quaternary uplift and sea level 
changes were caused by Quaternary glacial episodes resulting in an unconformable relationship 
between Quaternary and Pliocene strand line systems (Wallace et al. 2005). These uplift and 
compressional events will be discussed in greater detail in section 3.3 
 
2.2.2 Stratigraphy of the Otway Basin 
Since 1962 (McQueen, 1962) the stratigraphy of the Otway Basin has been subjected to 
numerous studies  (e.g. Leslie 1966; White 1968; Reynolds et al. 1966) with these early works 
based mainly on palynological, palaeontological and petrographic data from on-shore 
petroleum wells, outcrop data and limited off-shore samples (Moore et al. 2000; Tassone, 
2014). Prior to the establishment of a basin wide tectonostratigraphic framework through 
extensive 2D seismic mapping by Krassay et al. (2004), the stratigraphy of the basin was highly 
confusing, with almost 200 formation names and the on-going changing of unit names (Boult 
et al. 2002) likely due to units being correlated on their palaeontology rather than their lithology 
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(Glenie, 1971). Substantial structural variations between the basin’s western and eastern 
portions have led to studies based in South Australia and Victoria placing varying emphasis on 
different stratigraphic divisions (Birch, 2003). 
The effort to redefine basin wide stratigraphy by Krassay et al. (2004) (fig. 3) was largely 
successful with the majority of recent works adopting the framework. This work divided basin 
wide sedimentary succession into eight super-sequence scaled stratigraphies across seven 
varying tectonic basin phases. From oldest to youngest, the super sequences include the 
Crayfish Supersequence, which includes the reservoir and source rocks of the Pretty Hill 
Formation, Sawpit Shale and Sandstones and Laira and Casterton Formation. The Eumeralla 
Supersequence, which includes the Eumeralla Formation, recognised as the major source rocks 
within eastern parts of the basin (O’Brien et al. 2009). The Shipwreck Supersequence, 
containing the reservoir Flaxman and Waarre formations along with the Belfast Mudstone, 
Sherbrook, Wangerrip, Nirranda, Heytesbury and Whalers Bluff Supersequences. This work 
differs from other recent studies as it includes sediments within the “Gambier Basin” as being 
within the greater Otway Basin, while they were identified as a separate basin by Boult and 
Hibburt (2002). Though widely used, improvements to the framework can still be made as the 
identification of a number of units within the Sherbrook Supersequence, especially the Belfast 
Mudstone, remains a challenge (Tassone, 2014). Partridge (2001) gives a descriptive revised 
stratigraphy of the Sherbrook Group which in part addresses this shortcoming (Tassone, 2014). 
As the works within this thesis are largely focussed upon the structure of the Otway Basin, 
rather than the stratigraphy, it is not discussed further. For detailed lithological descriptions of 
various units and more in depth chronological distributions it is recommended that the reader 
consult Krassay et al. (2004).  
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2.2.4 In-situ Stress of the Otway Basin 
The in-situ stress tensor is composed of both the orientations and magnitudes of the three 
principal stresses (Anderson, 1951). Maximum horizontal stress orientation within the Otway 
Basin has been constrained by many scientific works (eg: Hillis and Williams, 1992, 1993; 
Hillis 1995; Hillis and Reynolds, 2000; Mildren and Hillis, 2000; Reynolds and Hillis, 2000; 
Reynolds et al. 2003; Nelson et al. 2006; Van Ruth et al. 2006; Bailey et al. 2014. 2016; Rajabi 
et al. 2017; Tassone et al. 2017) and has shown to be approximately ~135° NW-SE (Tassone 
et al. 2017), which is believed to primarily reflect the increased coupling of the Australian and 
Pacific plate boundaries associated with uplift in southern New Zealand since the late Miocene 
to early Pliocene (Sandiford et al. 2004).  
Within the central and eastern Otway Basin the magnitude of maximum horizontal stress has 
been determined on two occasions, both through the application of the expanded frictional limit 
theory. Nelson et al. (2006) determined a value of approximately 29MPa/km within the western 
basin increasing to 37MPa/km in the east. While Vidal-Gilbert et al. (2010) determined a value 
of 27MPa/km and Berard et al. (2008) a much lower gradient of 18.75MPa/km down to depths 
of 2km. 
Due to the large amount of petroleum industry data within the Otway Basin, the magnitude of 
minimal horizontal stress has been published on a number of occasions (Nelson et al. 2006; 
Vidal-Gilbert et al. 2010; Hillis 1995) including a thorough central and eastern basin regional 
review by Tassone et al. (2017) using eighty-nine LOTs (fig. 8) from 73 vertical wells with all 
data of D quality. This review showed that σh values vary significantly with lithology and 
depth within the basin, the highest best-fit gradients present within the marl and carbonate 
formations at 20.3 MPa/km and 21.2MPa/km for the central and eastern basin respectively and 
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the lowest gradients within the sands and undifferentiated sands/shale formations at gradients 
of 15.4MPa/km and 17.9MPa/km for the central and eastern regions. These values were 
relatively consistent with the gradients determined by Nelson et al (2006) of 18.5MPa/km with 
a lower limit of 15.5MPa/km, Van-Ruth (2007) of 14.5MPa/km and Berard et al. (2008) of 
15.98MPa/km. Vertical stress gradients (fig. 9) have also been determined within a number of 
these studies. Drawing on the most recent review of regional neotectonics by Tassone et al. 
(2017) it was found that as with minimum horizontal stress, vertical stress gradients vary across 
the basin, but in general the regional gradients are between 22MPa/km and 24MPa/km with 
evidence for gradients as high as ~26MPa/km where older, denser rocks have been exhumed. 
This range is slightly higher than the result determined by Vidal-Gilbert et al. (2010) of 21.45 
MPa/km and that of Berard et al. (2008) of 20.7MPa/km. 
Pore pressure gradients reviewed from Tassone et al. (2017) within the Otway Basin show 
considerable variation with geographic location and are consistently above the hydrostatic 
gradient assumed by Nelson et al. (2006). In the central Otway Basin, gradients lie between 
10MPa/km and 14MPa/km and in the case of one well, as high as ~16.5MPa/km, in the eastern 
basin pore pressure are on the whole, lower, lying between ~10MPa/km and ~12.5MPa/km.  
Vidal-Gilbert et al. (2010) determined a pore pressure gradient of approximately 8.64MPa/km 
at the CO2 CRC site in February 2008, prior to the injection of CO2 but following the 
production of gas within the unit. 
Whilst the orientation of maximum horizontal stress, and the orientation of the entire tensor 
has been consistently interpreted, the stress regime has been interpreted as normal, strike slip 
and reverse across most of the basin. Determining the relative magnitudes of the in-situ 
stresses, and the in-situ stress regime has been a complex problem, especially when stress data 
from the petroleum industry related datasets is compared to neotectonic evidence of faulting 
and folding (Tassone et al. 2017).  
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As this thesis is predominantly concerned with the analysis of paleo stresses, although the 
proposed in-situ stress regimes for the basin are often considered, more detailed descriptions 
are not provided here. For a detailed analysis of both neotectonic deformation and petroleum 
industry data it is recommended the reader consult Tassone et al. (2017) which provides a 
comprehensive insight into the neotectonics of the Otway Basin. 
 
2.3 Structural Framework of the Otway Basin 
2.3.1 Extensional Origins 
Typically speaking many recent structural studies within the Otway Basin are concerned with 
structuring associated with the accumulation of hydrocarbons (e.g. Lyon et al. 2007; Schneider 
et al. 2004; Robson et al. 2016) although other studies have analysed basin wide evolution 
(Etheridge 1985; Moore et al. 2000; Teasdale et al. 2003; Krassay et al. 2004; Stacey et al. 
2013; Briguglio et al. 2015). Generally speaking the basin is recognised to have a variable 
structural style from the west (fig. 5, fig. 10), within South Australia to the east within Victoria 
and Tasmania (Krassay et al. 2004) generally divided by the differing structural trends 
identified within Early Cretaceous sedimentary units (Hill et al. 1995; Finlayson et al. 1996; 
Miller et al. 2002). Onshore in the western basin high angled ~NW-SE and W-E striking normal 
faults that dip northward dominate the structuring (Miller et al. 2002; Lyon et al. 2007), while 
offshore high angle normal faults that dip towards the south are most obvious (Robson et al. 
2017). In the eastern basin NE-SW striking NW dipping normal faults and N-S striking 
extensional and sinistral strike slip faults dominate basin architecture, a number of which are 
thought to have been inverted during compressional events (Perincek et al. 1994b; Miller et al. 
2002; Debenham et al. 2018) although it is worth noting, few inversional structures have been 
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clearly observed in 3D and have been published, although Holford et al. (2011; 2014) assumed 
a model where normal offset along reactivated faults was maintained. 
 
 A number of early works suggested that basement terranes (fig. 11) have played a significant 
role in shaping the structural architecture of the basin. For example Hill et al. (1995) used 2D 
seismic data to essentially show the variation of fault systems across two distinct basement 
provinces in the eastern basin, while Teasdale et al. (2003) modelled the effect of basement 
terranes using a multitude of large scale geophysical data including, gravity, aeromagnetic and 
seismic data. Basement influence has been studied at a higher resolution in the western basin, 
where Lyon et al. (2007) used 2D and 3D seismic analysis to investigate the influence of deep 
seated basement faults on the evolution of Early and Late Cretaceous normal faults in the 
Penola Trough. Miller et al. (2002) also attributed the variation in fault strike across the basin 
to rheological differences between neighbouring basement terranes, especially as they respond 
to crustal extension.  
Gibson et al. (2011) proposed that architectural basement features left over from the late 
Neoproterozoic, such as the Avoca-Sorrell Fault were re-activated during the mid-late 
Mesozoic, heavily influencing continental rifting and basin development  during this period. 
Gibson and Totterdell et al. (2013) expand on this concept and present a convincing case for 
early basement controlled faulting at the time of basin formation within the Otway Basin 
proposing that the varying structural trends in basin sediments, from west to east across the 
basin are a result of differential environments of stress throughout its sectors, which they 
attribute to basement architecture. The authors propose that the predominantly NW – SE 
structural fabric in the western half of the Basin and the almost orthogonal NNE – SSW fabric 
in the eastern half have been heavily influence by the compartmentalisation of strain within the 
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Coorong Shear Zone (west) and Avoca-Sorrell Fault Zone (east) (fig. 12). In particular they 
give additional evidence to the theory that basement rocks beneath the Western half of the 
Otway Basin are similar to that of the Gawler Craton remaining from the breakup of the Rodinia 
supercontinent.  
The concept of the reactivation of basement features by Gibson et al. (2011) coincides with 
studies by other authors that show evidence for significant sinistral transtension along this fault 
zone – also known as the Sorrell Fault Zone. Miller et al. (2002), Hill et al. (1994)and Krassay 
et al. (2004) all agree that this zone was responsible for the significant partitioning of high 
angle N-S strike-slip faulting with the perhaps the best evidence coming from Robson et al. 
(2018) who observed sinistral releasing jog structures typical of transtension (fig. 13). This 
zone essentially marks the transition from a typical passive margin environment in the western 
most basin to the failed rift structuring of the Bass Basin and uplifted highlands to the east (Hill 
et al. 1994; Robson et al. 2018). Irrespective of their origins, the varying structural features 
across the Otway Basin have been well mapped (e.g. Gloe et al. 1998; Smith, 1998) although 
the first most major study, labelling numerous sub-basins and fault zones was Moore et al. 
(2002) (fig. 14) which employed extensive 2D seismic analysis, dividing the basin into six 
provincial depocentres including the inner Otway Basin, Beach Port Sub-Basin, Morum Sub-
Basin, Discovery Basin high, Hunter Sub-Basin and Nelson Sub-Basin neighbouring the Sorell 
Basin off the western coast of Tasmania. This initial work was then updated as part of the 
extensive tectonostratigraphic framework by Krassay et al. in 2004. Using Moore et al. (2000) 
as a basis the study identified additional structural features that required individual 
identification including the Penola Trough, Shipwreck Trough and Torquay Sub-Basin. In 
addition to a variation of structural styles from west to east, it has also been shown by 
Palmowski et al. (2004) that whilst in both cases, sedimentation rates were equal to extensional 
rate, suggesting subsidence as the main driver, rates of extension were almost double in the 
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eastern Shipwreck Trough during the Late Cretaceous than what they were within the Penola 
Trough. Suggesting that throughout the basins history extension rates have varied spatially 
across the basin (Palmowski et al. 2004). 
 
2.3.2 Basin Inversion and Exhumation 
Generally speaking there is a widespread consensus within much of the current literature that 
the Otway Basin has experienced two periods of uplift, which in general have both been 
attributed to ~NW-SE compressional forces resulting in the inversion of basin forming normal 
faults (fig. 15) (Hill et al. 1995; Cooper and Hill, 1997; Krassay et al. 2004 Edwards, 1996; 
Debenham et al. 2018). Whilst they have largely been considered to have affected the entire 
Otway Basin (Krassay et al. 2004) differences in vertical motions and resulting exhumation 
between the west and east have been identified (Palmowski et al. 2001; Tassone et al. 2014). 
Early evidence from Gloe et al. (1988) suggested that the presence of Palaeocene-Eocene coals 
at 300-360m within the 600m Otway Range, that sit unconformable on top of the outcropping 
Eumeralla Formation provided evidence for a limited amount (e.g. <300m) of exhumation (Hill 
et al. 1994). As scientific works progressed in detail so did the estimated degree of uplift. Aside 
from exhumation additional evidence for these events of compression affecting the basin has 
been presented using the 2D seismic analysis of a number of low wave length fold structures 
within the offshore basin, with Holford et al. (2014) presenting evidence for multiple periods 
of post break up compression (fig. 16). These events have been generally thought to be 
responsible for the formation of the Otway Ranges, Minerva Anticline, Crowes Anticline, Loch 
Ard Anticline, Pecten Anticline and Curdi Monocline (Holford et al 2014, Tassone et al.2014). 
Additional work utilising 2D seismic restoration techniques have been used by Hill and Cooper 
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(1996) who constructed a balanced cross section across the Otway Ranges, in the eastern part 
of the basin, also incorporating thermochronological virtinite reflectance data. 
 A series of other studies have used similar techniques incorporating vitrinite reflectance 
studies (e. g. Duddy et al. 1993; Cooper and Hill, 1997; Green et al. 2004) in order to constrain 
events of exhumation and uplift. These works suggest a cooling events occurring during the 
mid-Cretaceous, and post Campanian – pre-Miocene. The degree of removed section across 
the basin varies considerably with estimates ranging from 3.5km (Cooper and Hill, 1997) in 
the east to 1.5km across the Mussel Terrace (Duddy and Erout, 2001; Duddy et al. 2003), with 
major exhumation believed to be concentrated around the eastern most coastline of the Otway 
Ranges (Hill et al. 1995).  
More recent work by Tassone et al. (2014) (fig. 17) and Tassone (2014) has continued to 
explore the theme of exhumation. Tassone et al. (2014) utilized sonic transit time analyses in 
order to produce estimates of net exhumation across the entire Otway Basin. Applying this 
technique to Early Cretaceous fluvial shales within 110 onshore and offshore petroleum wells, 
the authors suggested >1500m of exhumation within much of the eastern basin and minor 
exhumation, <200m, across the central and western portions, suggesting that uplift has been 
concentrated around the eastern Otway Ranges section. This model for basin development has 
recently been integrated as part of a cast study at Castle Cove by Debenham et al. (2018) who 
undertook highly detailed fracture mapping producing a chronological model for regional 
fracture development assuming the reserve reactivation of ~NE-SW trending normal faults. 
Whilst the afore mentioned studies suggest there is obvious evidence for exhumation, the 
driving forces and timing behind the creation and timing of structuring of these events is less 
well constrained. The growth of offshore fold structures attributed to both NW-SE compressive 
plate boundary forces (Sandiford et al. 2003; Holford et al. 2014) in addition to transpressive 
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forces surrounding the  Sorrel Fault Zone (Schnieder et al. 2004). Holford et al. (2014) used 
2D seismic analysis along ~W-E striking lines in order to interpret the compressive growth of 
low amplitude fold, while a similar earlier study was conducted by Hill et al. (1995). While 
these two studies, in addition to others (e.g. Edwards et al. 1996) present interpretations of 
thrust faulting and inversion, they lack detail. Additionally the most comprehensive mapping 
of the Otway Ranges to date (fig. 18) conducted by Medwell (1971) includes no outcropping 
~NE-SW thrusts or inversional structures within the basin, which raises certain questions as to 
the driving force behind basin exhumation and uplift.  
In contrast to compressive based -fault inversion models for uplift and exhumation in the 
Miocene, Wallace et al. (2005) use a geomorphological approach interpreting strandlines in 
order to estimate post-depositional uplift, implying between 175-240m of Early Pliocene uplift 
when sea level changes are also considered (Sandiford et al. 2003). Although this evidence has 
been viewed as questionable as Late Neogene magnitudes for uplift from these studies (Wallace 
et al. 2005; Sandiford et al. 2003) give estimate of roughly 500m less than thermochronological 
data. 
To summarise this section, the history of uplift and compression within the Otway Basin, 
remains confusing. As whilst many different studies postulate uplift and exhumation, 
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2.4. Petroleum Systems, Carbon Capture, Geothermal and Unconventional in the Otway 
Basin 
2.4.1 Petroleum Systems 
The hydrocarbon systems of the southern Australian margin consist of a series of subdivisions 
belonging to the Austral Petroleum Super-system (APS), catalogued by the age of their 
individual source rocks and similar tectonic history (Bradhshaw, 1993). In total, three 
subdivisions of the APS have been recognised for the Otway Basin, relating to various types 
of source rock depositional environment, and can be correlated geochemically to separate oil 
families (Edwards et al. 1999). Furthermore Edwards et al. (1999) divided these subdivisions 
into smaller groups, four of which are known to occur within the Otway Basin (fig. 19), 
surmising that in total; six oil families are present within the Basin. Although, work by 
Boreham et al. (2004) showed that this may be an overestimation due to drilling contaminants. 
While commercial oil is yet to be discovered, commercial gas discoveries have been made 
within the Port Campbell Embayment/Shipwreck Trough in Victoria and the Penola Trough in 
South Australia (Geoscience Australia, 2014). Due to a series of oil shows that demonstrate 
good medium-gravity, waxy oil proneness the presence of oil within the region should not be 
ruled out, although many have been classed as under mature or leaked off (Mehin & Kamel, 
2002). A number of these oil shows have been described to have a strong geochemical 
association with their respectful natural gases suggesting the two share similar a similar source 
(Boreham et al. 2004). Additionally, strong stratigraphic and geographic relationships between 
oil and gas shows and their respective source rocks suggest that the hydrocarbons of the Otway 
Basin are likely to have short to medium range migration pathways from source rock to trap 
(Boreham et al., 2004; Morton & Dextral, 1995) This also suggests that within the Otway 
Basin, reservoir proximity to actively generating source kitchens is the principal control on the 
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distribution of significant accumulations of hydrocarbons. As a consequence the basin is still 
considered an active target for hydrocarbon exploration. Whilst poor fault seal within the 
Otway Basin has long been suggested as a significant hindrance to the discovery of significant 
hydrocarbon plays (O’Brien et al. 2009), a secondary factor of a narrow window for present 
day maturity for source rocks has also been suggested (O’Brien et al. 2009). 
It is also worth noting that accumulations of natural gas within the Otway Basin vary in their 
composition, showing clear chemical differences between fields in the west and eastern regions 
(Mehin and Kamel,2002; O’Brien et al. 2009). Gas from some wells appears high in methane 
and low in carbon dioxide (e.g. North Paaratte-1: 96.0%/0.1%) while others display an almost 
opposite trend (e.g. Boggy Creek-1: 9.0%/88.7%) (O’Brien et al. 2009). Mehin and Kamel 
(2002) suggested that the presence of wet gas and carbon dioxide within some wells was not a 
product of thermal cracking of gas in place, this was supported by helium isotope analysis by 
Watson et al. (2004) confirming a mantle derived source for carbon dioxide within the basin. 
Within the ASP, three subdivisions have been recognised within the Otway Basin (Edwards et 
al. 1999). They are primarily related to the deposition environment of source rock and can be 
correlated to three distinct families of oil. Table 1 displays a summary of hydrocarbon volumes 
within the basin and subsystems. 
 
2.4.1.1 Austral 1 (A1) Petroleum System 
Source rocks of the A1 petroleum system are those present within Late Jurassic interbedded 
mudstones of the early rift phase Casterton Formation and the lacustrine shales of the Crayfish 
Subgroup (O’Brien et al. 2009). Recognised as an excellent source rock by a number of early 
studies (Lovibond et al. 1995; Lsvin and Muscatello, 1997), the Casterton Formation was 
deposited within Early Cretaceous half-grabens, thickest in the western basin and has an 
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average total organic carbon (TOC) of approximately 2.6% with mainly type II-III kerogens. 
The unit is potentially generative for oil and gas (Mehin and Constantine, 1999; O’Brien et al. 
2009) and with early geochemical studies (Padley et al. 1995; Edwards et al. 1999) identifying 
the unit as the most probable source for much of the oil and gas accumulations within the Pretty 
Hill reservoir unit in South Australia (O’Brien et al. 2009). 
Within the eastern Victorian sector of the basin, the distribution of the Crayfish group is largely 
restricted to the portions closest to South Australia. Although within this portion of the basin 
The Pretty Hill Formation has been found to have a “fair” source rock potential (Mehin and 
Constantine, 1999) with average TOC levels of 1.7% with typically type III kerogens, with 
minor levels of type II and type IV (O’Brien et al. 2009). Where it is thermally mature within 
the basin, the Laira Formation is also potentially generative for both oil and gas (Mehin and 
Constantine, 1999). 
Effectively all of the discovered hydrocarbons within the onshore South Australian Otway 
Basin are derived from the A1 petroleum system and reservoired within the Crayfish Subgroup 
sediments (O’Brien et al. 2009). This is likely due to the fact that A1 source rocks are optimally 
located with respect to windows of highest maturity, within the western basin, the Eumeralla 
Formation is far less mature than in the east (O’Brien et al. 2009). It has been suggested that 
equivalent members to the Crayfish Group within the eastern basin are now over mature, 
having experienced far greater levels of burial and now no longer generating hydrocarbons 
(O’Brien et al. 2009). Peak maturity within the Otway Basin for this system has been modelled 
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2.4.1.2 Austral 2 (A2) Petroleum System 
Lying uncomfortably above the members of the A1 systems, the members of the A2 petroleum 
system are largely responsible for the majority of economical hydrocarbon discoveries within 
the eastern and offshore Otway Basin (Edwards et al. 1999; Boreham et al. 2004). The Early 
Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation, has been recognised as the primary source rock within this 
system, in particulary within the Port Campbell Embayment and the Shipwreck Trough, which 
contain the Thylacine, Geographe, Casino, Halladale and Iona gas fields (Mehin and Link, 
1994; Foster and Hodgson, 1995; Luxton et al. 1995; Boreham et al. 2004), with gas shows 
outside these regions also being attributed to this system (O’Brien et al. 2009).  The Eumeralla 
Formation was deposited throughout the Albian to Aptian and coincides with a major anoxic 
oceanic event, with a very strong intra-formational spike in TOC at ages of approximately 
113Ma which correlates in age with the proposed Seli anoxic oceanic event of early Aptian in 
age (O’Brien et al. 2009). 
Gas has been considered to have been sourced primarily from two coaly facies within the 
Eumeralla Formation, the first of Early Aptian age, the second of Early Albian age (O’Brien et 
al. 2009). These facies have been described as approximately 200m in thickness, consisting of 
repeating successions of 2-3m seams with interlaced mudstones rich in disseminated organic 
matter (O’Brien et al. 2009). Data from BHP Petroleum (1992), suggest that these two facies 
extend across most of the basin with excellent potential for the generation of gas and light oil 
(Preston, 1992; Geary and Reid, 1998). Interbedded organic rich mudstones within the 
Eumeralla Formation have also been thought to have contributed to discoveries made within 
this system (O’Brien et al. 2009). Whilst there is recognised potential for the generation of 
liquid hydrocarbons within the A2 system in the Otway Basin, discoveries to date consist 
entirely of gas prone source rocks, with limited quantities of condensate and liquid production. 
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2.4.1.3 Austral 3 (A3) Petroleum System 
The Late Cretaceous to Early Paleogene, Latrobe Group sediments have been acknowledged 
as the major source rock interval for the oil and gas systems of the offshore Gippsland Basin, 
and some of Australia’s first major oil and gas fields. There have been no significant 
discoveries within this system in the Otway Basin (O’Brien et al. 2009). Neither the tertiary 
sediments nor any members of the Sherbrook Group have reached thermal maturity within 
many of the wells drilled within the onshore or inner continental shelf region (O’Brien et al. 
2009). As of 2009, further exploration was recommended in order to assess the ability of the 
A3 petroleum system to produce economic volumes of hydrocarbons, although that being the 
case, from extensive modelling by O’Brien et al. (2009) it seems that if any liquid hydrocarbons 
are present it will be within Turonian, Waarre and Flaxman sections, deposited within anoxic 
oceanic conditions. 
 
2.4.2 Geothermal energy and Carbon Capture and Storage 
The geothermal potential of the Otway Basin is currently under assessment. The most recent 
volcanic activity on the Australian continent is thought to have occurred in the Mt Gambier 
region of south eastern South Australia, within the confines of the Otway Basin (Geoscience 
Australia, 2014). Additionally the region has been found to contain higher heat flow than 
surrounding areas making it a potential target for hot dry rock geothermal technology 
(Geoscience Australia, 2014).  
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The Otway Basin is also host to Australia’s largest and longest running, operating, carbon 
capture and storage project: CO2 CRC, within the onshore Port Campbell Embayment (fig. 
21). To date it is the world’s largest carbon capture and storage project with over 80,000 tonnes 
of CO2 injected and stored across multiple Late Cretaceous formations. The site was chosen 
for a number of reasons including access to previously established oil and gas infrastructure, a 
nearby source of carbon dioxide from the Naylor-1 well and a large amount of available oil 





















Fig. 1:  A geological map of the southern margin of the Australian continent and the location of the 
Bight, Otway, Bass and Gippsland Basins. Note that here the Tasman Fracture Zone is synonymous 
with the Sorell Fault Zone. Additionally sea floor isochrons between Australia and Antarctica are also 
displayed. Taken from Miller (2000) (Miller et al., 2002). 
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Fig. 2 A second map of Australia’s southern rifted margin with (a) more clearly outlining the 
extent of the Otway Basin and (b) noting the changes in rift nature from normal rifting in the 
west, where continental separation began along the southern margin, to a transitionally 
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Fig. 3: A stratigraphic section of the Otway Basin taken from Krassay et al (2004) which 
shows the main lithological units and rift phases. 
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Fig. 4: The Otway Basin (a) showing the location of of major Early Cretaceous depocentre 
bounding faults as well as the depth to basement (b) an isopach map for the Crayfish group. 
(Briguglio et al. 2015). Note the high thickness of the Crayfish Group in the west where early 
extension rates were higher. 
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Fig. 5: A structural elements map of the eastern most Otway Basin taken from Stacey et al. 
(2013). Note the change in structural trend from ~NW-SE to ~NE-SW across the Prawn 
Platform at ~143ºE. This feature has considerably contributed to different models for basin 
evolution. 
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Fig. 6 A schematic example of the Castel Cove Fault, within the Otway Ranges which has 
been interpreted as an inverted normal fault. This diagram simply outlines the general basin 
phases; rifting, compression, renewed rifting, and the onset of compression, which are 
agreed upon within the literature. Taken from Debenham et al. (2018). 
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Fig. 7: An example of results from the most recent in-situ stress study by Tassone et al. 
(2017) showing (a) the orientation of well-bore failure features (b) the same features length 
weighted and (c) The determined orientations on maximum in-situ stress. Taken from 
Tassone et al. (2017). 
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Figure 8: Leak off test data for the Otway Basin compiled by Tassone et al. (2017). Note the 
variations between central and eastern regions and by formation. A good example as to why 
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Fig.9: Vertical stress gradients determine from 24 wells within the Otway Basin by Tassone 
et al. (2017). Again, note the changes in gradient between the central and eastern Otway 
Basin  which contributed to challenges when attempting to constrain the in-situ stress tensor 
on the basin scale. 
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Fig 10: A basin wide structural elements map of the Otway Basin, taken from Krassay et al. 
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 Fig. 11:  A geological basement map of the Otway region. Showing the western Lachlan Fold 
Belt, eastern Delamerian Fold Belt and structural trends across the basin, which have suggested to 
influence the nature of fault development. Taken from Miller (2002).  
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Fig 12: A geographical map showing the location of the Avoca Fault (AF) in addition to the 
Coorong Shear Zone (CoSZ) and the Kalinjala Mylonite Zone (KMZ), which have been 
suggested to have accommodated strain and influence the development of fault networks 












Fig. 13: Documented evidence of sinistral transtension along the Sorell Fault Zone within the 
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Fig 14: A geological map showing the division of off-shore late-phase rift structures from the 


















Fig. 15: A figure taken from Holford et al (2014), based largely on a model for basin 
development outline by Edwards et al. (1996). The top figures display an un-interpreted and 
interpreted seismic section through low wavelength folding attributed to the reactivation of 


















Fig. 16: The chronology of post-breakup inversion structures within the Otway Basin. Taken 
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Fig. 17: A figure taken from Tassone et al. (2014) which outlines the distribution of post-Albian net exhumation across the Otway Basin. 
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Fig. 18: Detailed structural map of the Otway Ranges, note the lack of thrust faulting. Taken from Medwell (1968). 
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Fig. 19: Two figures taken from O’Brien et al. (2009). Top represents well drilled in the OB 
classified according to their hydrocarbon shows. Bottom represents wells that intersected 
strong shows within the different petroleum systems. 
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Table 1: Taken from O’Brien et al. (2009) displays a list of approximate volumes of 
hydrocarbons present in fields in (in billion cubic feet or Bcf), classified by the (interpreted) 









Fig. 20: Peak maturity for the A1 (top) and A2 (bottom) petroleum systems within the Otway 
Basin. Taken from O’Brien et al. (2009). 
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Fig. 21: A map showing the location of the CO2 CRC project in the Otway Basin. Taken from 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review of Methods Used in this Study 
Foreword 
The aim of this thesis is to integrate a number of proven methods of structural analysis, from 
the micro to the macroscale, in order to provide a complete understanding of the evolution of 
stress within passive margin sedimentary basins. This work represents the most comprehensive 
structural analysis, in addition to the first study of paleostress evolution within such a setting 
to date. Providing insights that are applicable to all industries that utilise sub-surface resources 
(e.g. oil, gas, geothermal energy, carbon capture and storage) within these provinces. The 
chosen case study is the Otway Basin, Australia. A sedimentary province that provides 
outcropping rift sections, along with a large amount of petroleum industry data, both on and 
offshore, which has allowed for traditional outcrop and laboratory techniques to be combined 
with cutting edge industry geophysical and well data. As a result, this study also represents the 
first time many of these techniques have been used, and integrated, within a predominantly 
offshore sedimentary basin. 
The methods used in this study can be broken down to the various spatial scales they are 
concerned with:  
Microscale: Application of calcite twin and petrophysical analysis, including the anisotropy 
of magnetic susceptibility and the anisotropy of P-wave velocity. 
Mesoscale: Geophysical (well bore image log), core and outcrop analysis of natural fracture 
data. 
Macroscale: The analysis of three dimensional (3D) seismic datasets. 
The following section provides outlines of these analytical methods, beginning with calcite 
twin stress inversion, in many senses, the key microscale method of this study. 
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3.1 Calcite Twin Stress Inversion Technique  
3.1.1 The nature of twinning within calcite crystal 
The occurrence of twinning within calcite crystals is a mechanism of plastic deformation and 
a response to gliding along particular crystal planes (Amrouch, 2010). First studied by Turner 
(1953), twinning in calcite occurs primarily at low confining pressures and temperatures of 
typically between 25Cº and 400ºC with levels of critical resolved shear stress (RSS) of 10±4 
MPa (Turner et al., 1954; Lacombe and Laurent, 1996; Laurent et al., 2000; Amrouch, 2010; 
Lacombe, 2010; Kulikowski, 2018; Beaudoin and Lacombe, 2018). The development of twins 
within calcite crystals of varying size follows well constrained geometric laws (fig. 1) with 
each twin representing a dislocation wedge (fig. 2) which has migrated along a sliding plane, 
defined as an e twin (Amrouch, 2010). Each calcite crystal contains three e planes, configured 
around the optical axis of the crystal (Turner and Orozco, 1976) with the direction of twinning 
along each plane, defined as the orientation of the straight line that connects the initial and final 
position of a given atom or the direction of simple shear (Amrouch, 2010; Kulikowski, 2018). 
Twinning with calcite crystals is limited to these three e planes due to the atomic structure of 
calcite (Turner and Orozco, 1976). Each twin lamella within a crystal can be compared to a 
fault plane, which as a result of the critical RSS, experiences reactivation and subsequent slip 
in a certain orientation, in the case of a vertical optical crystal axis, this reactivation is towards 
the centre, much like a reverse fault (Turner et al., 1954). 
Twinning will only occur under shear stresses above a critical values, defined as the critical 
resolved shear stress (CRSS) or the twinning threshold τs. 
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Equation 1, represents how the value of CRSS can be obtained, where σ represents the stress 
applied to the critical point of the twin plane and S represents the Schmid factor (Amrouch, 
2010; Kulikowski, 2018) defined below. 
Equation 2: 𝑆𝑆 = cos(𝛼𝛼) ∗ cos (𝛽𝛽) 
Where α represents the angle between the direction normal to the twin plane and the direction 
of the applied compressional stress and β, the angle between the compression and the twin 
displacement vector. High Schmid values have been shown to be analogous with high volumes 
of twinning (Rowe and Rutter, 1990). A value or CRSS of 10MPa is typically used for grains 
sized between 300-400μm (Turner et al., 1954, Laurent, 1984; Lacombe and Laurent, 1996) 
the value is largely independent of temperature, and can vary, especially with grain size and 
distribution (Newman, 1994) and internal deformation (Laurent et al., 2000). The magnitude 
of CRSS also depends on internal crystal strain or strain hardening, fluctuating between 5-
7MPa for weakly (~1%) deformed crystals and 13-15MPa for zones of higher (4%) 
deformation (Laurent et al., 2000). 
 
3.1.2 External effects which can influence results 
3.1.2.1 Grain Size 
Work by Rowe and Rutter (1990) and a number of previous studies (Schmid and Paterson, 
1977; Casey et al., 1978; Spiers, 1982; Spiers and Rutter, 1984) showed that the occurrence 
and volume fraction of twinning within a crystal increases with grain size. As such, given 
constant conditions of differential stress, larger crystals will contain a higher incidence of twins 
than smaller crystals (Kulikowski et al., 2018) mainly due to the relationship between grain 
boundary and grain volume. Therefore, as grain size increases values of CRSS decrease which 
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has consequences for understanding variations in grain size within samples when using 
techniques of calcite twin stress inversion (Kulikowski et al., 2018). 
 
3.1.2.2 Internal Deformation 
It has been shown that due to strain hardening affects within heavily deformed or twisted calcite 
crystals, values of CRSS are often higher than within undeformed crystals (Amrouch, 2010). 
The more deformed a crystal, the more difficult it is to twin (Amrouch, 2010). Indeed, at higher 
temperatures of deformation or simply higher deformation in general, other mechanisms for 
absorbing stress can intervene such as sliding along cleavage planes within the crystal, which 
can result in the distortion or curving of twins (Amrouch, 2010). 
 
3.1.2.3 Temperature 
Temperature can have a significant effect on the appearance of twins within calcite crystals 
(Burkhard, 1994) but as twinning is not thermally activated it is not directly dependant on 
temperature. Amrouch (2010) shows that twin density can be highly affected by temperature 
as especially below 170 ºC -200 ºC it is far easier to widen existing twin planes than to create 
new ones. The opposite is also true; at temperatures exceeding ~200 ºC, it is easier to create 
new twins than to widen existing ones (Amrouch, 2010) and as such high temperature twinning 
conditions are reflective of thick, low density twins (Burkhard, 1994; Ferrill, 1998; Janssen et 
al., 2007). Resulting relationships between twin density, twinning temperature, twinning 
intensity and thickness can be used to provide indications as to the paleotemperature conditions 
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3.1.2.4 Pressure 
Both isotropic and fluid pressures have been found to increase the normal stress acting on twin 
planes, increasing the CRSS value required to induce twinning. Although this increased value 
is <1% of the value of normal stress (Turner et al., 1954). This was confirmed by Friedman 
and Heard (1974) who showed that twinning will not occur if samples are exposed to simple 
isotropic environments of stress (Amrouch, 2010).  
 
3.1.2.5 Differential Stress Magnitude 
It has been shown for any constant grain size, temperature or confining pressure, the maximum 
differential stress (σ1 – σ3) can significantly influence twin density (fig. 3) and the volume 
fraction of twinning within the crystal (Rowe and Rutter, 1990; Amrouch, 2010). Given a 
constant grain size, increases in maximum differential stress will result in higher twin volumes, 
density and incidence (Kulikowski, 2018). 
 
3.1.2.6 The appearance of calcite twins 
As the measurement of calcite twins within this study has been completed manually – using a 
universal stage - it is important to recognise how the above factors can influence the appearance 
of twin planes within calcite crystals. Much work on this was completed by Burkhard (1994). 
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3.1.3 Determining Paleostress Tensors from Calcite Twins 
3.1.3.1 Background 
Since the pioneering work of Turner (1953) 65 years ago, there have been several methods 
developed to determine paleo-stress orientations from calcite twin data (Spang, 1972; Jamison 
and Spang, 1976; Laurent, 1984; Laurent et al., 1990; Etchecopar, 1984; Sperner and 
Ratschbacher, 1994; Nemcok et al., 1999; Lacombe, 2010). All these methods of paleostress 
analysis founded on calcite twin analysis share a fundamental assumption that crystal twins 
were formed under a homogenous stress field and have not been subject to passive rotations 
following deformation (Lacombe, 2010). These methods work best when applied to small 
strains which can easily be approximated by coaxial conditions of stress and strain (Burkhard, 
1993; Lacombe, 2010), in this case the orientation of twinning along e planes can be correlated 
with principal paleostress orientations.  
Amongst these different methods, Etchecopar’s (1984) calcite stress inversion technique 
(CSIT) has emerged as the most useful and regularly used, applied in a number of tectonic 
environments including the thrust belts of Zagros [Iran] (Amrouch et al., 2010), Khao Khwang 
[Thailand] (Arboit et al., 2017), The Albanides [Albania] (Lacombe et al., 2009) and the Rocky 
Mountains [Wyoming] (Craddock and Van Der Pluijm, 1999; Amrouch et al., 2010a, 2010b; 
Beaudoin et al., 2012, 2016) and more recently in the Cooper and Eromanga Basins of Australia 
(Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). While early techniques of calcite twin analysis such as 
Turner’s (1953) which can only be applied to uniaxial stress ellipsoids and yields only the 
orientation of the maximum and minimum principal stresses, and Jamison and Spang’s (1976) 
which provides only the maximum differential stress and no orientations, the computerised 
CSIT provides five of the 6 parameters needed to constrain the complete stress tensor 
(Lacombe, 2010). To date, CSIT (Etchecopar, 1984; Laurent, 1984) is the only technique which 
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allows for the simultaneous calculation of principal stress orientation and differential stress 
magnitudes from a single set of twin data (Lacombe, 2010). The method is tried and proven 
(Beaudoin and Lacombe, 2018) and although the last three years has seen the emergence of 
new methods (Parlangeau et al., 2018; Yamaji, 2015) CSIT continues to be the most widely 
used (Beaudoin and Lacombe, 2018). 
 
3.1.3.2 Etchecopar’s Calcite Stress Inversion Technique 
The CSIT technique contains a number of assumptions: 
1) The state of stress is homogeneous at the grain scale 
2) A constant critical resolved shear stress is responsible for twinning 
3) Tangential forces applied to any material cause parallel displacement 
4) The stress tensor is symmetrical, i.e no torque. 
The inversion process is very similar to that used to determine paleostress orientations from 
fault slip data (Etchecopar, 1984), as twin gliding in the direction of twinning is geometrically 
comparable to slip along a slickenside lineation within a fault plane (Lacombe, 2010). In 
addition to accounting for deformed – twinned - planes, CSIT also takes into account 
undeformed – untwinned - planes (Etchecopar, 1984). The inverse problem consists of finding 
the appropriate stress tensor that best fits the distribution of both twinned and untwinned planes 
within the crystal (Lacombe, 2010). Theoretically, the derived stress tensor must meet the 
major requirements that all twinned planes have sustained RSS larger than that exerted upon 
all the untwinned planes (Lacombe, 2010). 
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The initial inversion of slip data along calcite twin planes produces what is defined as the 
reduced stress tensor, T’, which contains only four of the six parameters needed for a complete 
tensor (Lacombe, 2010).  
These four parameters include: 
1) Orientation of the maximum principal stress (σ1) 
2) Orientation of the intermediate principal stress (σ2) 
3) Orientation of the minimum principal stress (σ3) 
4) The ellipsoid shape ratio for the stress tensor (ϕ) (equation 3) 
Equation 3: 𝜙𝜙 = (𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜎𝜎3)
(𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎3)
 
These four parameters define T’ which at this point is simply a function of T, –the complete 
stress tensor, such that:  
Equation 4: 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇′ + 𝑙𝑙𝑰𝑰 
Where both k and l represent scalar values [k = (σ1 – σ3) > 0; l = σ3)] and I the unit matrix. 
From this point forward the solution to the inversion is searched for as the reduced tensor T’, 
while the maximum differential stress (σ1 – σ3) is scaled to a value of 1 (Etchecopar, 1984; 
Lacombe, 2010). For this reduced and normalised tensor, the RSS acting along any twin plane 
can therefore only vary between -0.5 and 0.5 (Lacombe, 2010). 
The inversion process can then take place, in two steps: Firstly, a solution is obtained by 
applying a series of completely random stress tensors and calculating the components with 
respect to all the twinned and untwinned planes (fig. 5) (Lacombe, 2010). Following this step 
it is possible that the RSS exerted on some untwinned planes may exceed that exerted along 
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twinned planes that are compatible with the tensor, the second stage of the process requires the 
application of a penalization function, f  (equation 5) ideally reduced to zero, in order to 
minimise this effect.  
Equation 5: 𝑓𝑓 =  ∑ (𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 −𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖=1 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎′) 
Where τa’ is the smallest RSS applied on compatible twinned planes and τsj are the resolved 
shear stresses applied to the N number of untwinned planes j such that τsj > τa’ (Etchecopar, 
1984). The optimisation of this process allows for a best fit solution to the reduced stress tensor, 
including the largest amount of twinned planes whilst simultaneously achieving the lowest 
possible value for f. From this the orientations of the three principal stresses σ1, σ2, and σ3 (σ1 
≥ σ2 ≥ σ3, compression being positive) are calculated, in addition to the value of the shape 
ratio, Φ [Φ = (σ2 – σ3)/(σ1 – σ3), 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1] indicating the magnitude of σ2 relative to σ1 and 
σ3 (Etchecopar, 1984; Lacombe, 2010). In the case of polyphase tectonic events, once a given 
tensor is resolved, and if sufficient data remains (>30% of the original twinned data) the process 
can be re-run incorporating all untwinned planes in addition to the remaining twinned planes 
from the resolution of the first tensor (Etchecopar, 1984; Kulikowski, 2018). This ability has 
been proven an a number of occasions (Lacombe et al., 1990; Lacombe, 2007) and can also be 
applied to single phase stress tensors in order to solidify the results, this is of particular 
importance in complex basin settings which have under gone successive phases of tectonic 
development (Kulikowski, 2018).  
At this point given an assumed constant and known CRSS, the absolute magnitude of maximum 
differential stress can be calculated. In addition to the magnitude of the principal stresses if 
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3.1.4 Sample collection, preparation and analysis within this study 
The initial goal of this study was to undertake the first integration of calcite twin analysis from 
an offshore sample obtained from well core, and reoriented using the technique and method 
described within Kulikowski and Amrouch (2017). After promising expectations within the 
planning phase of the project these efforts were hindered due to a number of reasons including: 
1) A small amount of oriented wells that also contained core samples within the appropriate 
intervals 2) Long time frames organising core inspections as a number of core samples 3) The 
misidentification of both drilling mud and quartz for calcite from core photographs, which 
provided the best was to initially plan sampling (fig. 6).  4) Insufficient calcite to produce a 
stress tensor using the CSIT method within a number of sampled intervals 5)  
While two sub-surface samples were collected and analysed, as a result of the difficulties 
described above, sampling for CSIT for this study was conducted primarily within outcropping 
sections of the Eumeralla Formation within the Otway Ranges. Samples were collected from 
oriented outcropping veins mainly from cliff faces and shortcut platforms along the coast. 
Samples were then prepared using the method outlined in fig. 7 and thin sections were created 
in three orientations in order to measure twinning orientations in 3D. All measurements were 
completed using a universal stage microscope (fig. 7) which was available for use at the 
Australian School of Petroleum, at the University of Adelaide, allowing for the complete 
measurement of all twinned and untwinned planes within each calcite crystal, in addition to the 
optical axes Following their measurement, a number of rotations were required in order to 
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3.2 Analyses of Rock Physical Properties 
3.2.1 Introduction 
The rationale behind the inclusion of the following analyses techniques as part of this thesis 
accounts for the contribution that petrophysical rock heritage has upon ongoing deformation, 
to quantify grain-scale strain and to compare it with results from our other datasets. When 
combined with other methods including calcite twin analyses, the interpretation of multi-scale 
geophysical data and natural fault and fracture mapping in the field, techniques of petrophysical 
analyses allow us to more fully “complete the picture,” in terms of the relationship between 
induced stress and perceived strain. Such comparisons and insights are particularly important 
within the petroleum industry as structural deformation on the micro-scale can have large scale 
implications and consequences with regard to porosity and permeability.   
In the next section the fundamentals of the two techniques of petrophysical analysis used within 
this study are outlined; the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) and the anisotropy of 
P-wave velocity (APV). 
 
3.2.2 Rock Magnetism 
3.2.2.1 Introduction to techniques 
There are a number of methods used to measure the anisotropy of rocks. They differ from each 
other by measuring either the induced or the remanent magnetisations: 
Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS): measures the weak field anisotropy 
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Anisotropy of Remanent Magnetism (ARM): measures the magnetisation of 
isothermal remanent anisotropy, which is linked to the ferromagnetic fraction of the 
rock (Amrouch, 2010). 
In this thesis, we use AMS, which has been successfully applied within a number of previous 
structural studies, especially those within orogenic belts (e.g. Jackson, 1991; Robion, 2007; 
Amrouch, 2010b: Robert et al., 2018). Ideally this method is combined with an analysis of the 
magnetic mineralogy of the rock, which assists in identifying the main carrier of the magnetic 
signal. Although due to time constraints, it was not possible in this study.  
 
3.2.2.2 Magnetic Mineralogy  
The magnetic mineralogy of a material is generally define by: 
1) The magnetic moment, M (A.m-1) 
2) Its magnetisation, J (A.m-1) 
3) Its magnetic susceptibility, K 
Magnetisation of any material contains two components, the remanent magnetisation which is 
always present in the rock, without the presence of an external field or applied field, H and the 
magnetisation induced by the applied field, which is absent without it. Applying a field to any 
material results in the development of an induced magnetisation, J which is directly 
proportional to the material’s susceptibility along with the strength of the applied field 
(equation 6): 
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In this case, magnetic susceptibility K, is a dimensionless ratio, between H and J. It is 
controlled mainly by the crystallographic composition of the minerals within any material.  
In general magnetic mineralogy can be divided into three types: 
Diamagnetic Materials:  Diamagnetism is characterised by a very low magnetic susceptibility 
within any given material. This susceptibility is negative and also independent of temperature. 
The minerals responsible for diamagnetic behaviour are those with zero magnetic moments. 
For example, many rare earth elements, alkaline earths, rare gases and lead. The magnetic field 
induced by these materials is proportional to the induced field but aligned in a negative manner 
(Langevin, 1905). 
Paramagnetic Materials: Paramagnetic behaviour is exhibited when these materials 
dominated the magnetic signal of the rock. This partial signal can be attributed to the spin of 
electrons within the incomplete outer shells of a number of elements. In a latent fashion these 
materials act in a similar manner to diamagnetic materials, however when subjected to an 
imposed field they align in a positive manner. The strength of this magnetism is reliant on the 
strength of the implied field, though in this case is inversely proportional to the applied 
temperature (Langevin, 1905). 
Ferromagnetic Materials: Ferromagnetic behaviour is characterised by a very strong and 
reasonably stable magnetic susceptibility, approximately 1000 times stronger than diamagnetic 
materials. Therefore such materials have a strong influence over the average of the signal, even 
if they are present in extremely small amounts. Unlike other forms of magnetic behaviour 
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3.2.2.3 Magnetic Susceptibility 
The magnetic susceptibility of a material is simply a measure of its overall response to an 
applied magnetic field (Borradaile, 1988). This characteristic behaviour in rocks can be can be 
considered as one of the three main classes described previously, as determined by their 
mineralogical composition. 
Magnetic susceptibility is defined by equation 7, where J is the induced magnetisation of the 
material and H is the applied, external magnetic field. Both H and M within this equation are 
expressed in amperes per meter. Volumetric susceptibility is dimensionless, or written as SI 
units. 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 7: 𝐾𝐾 =
𝐽𝐽
𝐻𝐻 
Magnetic susceptibility varies in the general case, according to both applied field and 
temperature values, and may also vary according to the measurement direction, possibly 
resulting in a non-parallelism between the H and M vectors. That being the case, it is standard 
practice to measure K at room temperature with low field strength (≤ 1mT) conditions:  
1) Experimental procedures are simple, safe and allow for a high turnover of samples and high 
sensitivity. 
2) Magnetic susceptibility, K is a good estimate of the in situ induced magnetization of a rock 
in the Earth’s field and can therefore also serve as a good estimate for magnetic anomaly 
interpretations. 
3) The value of K can be correctly approximated for by a second order (magnitude and two 
directions), symmetrical tensor. A factor that greatly facilities the measurement of the 
anisotropy of susceptibility. 
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For both paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals, the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility is 
controlled by the crystallographic orientations of the mineral grains within the crystal lattice 
and not sizable influenced by the overall grain shape (Borradaile, 1988). The anisotropies of 
paramagnetic, matrix forming minerals are quite high when compared to other minerals of 
different classes (Amrouch, 2010). 
The contributions of ferromagnetic minerals to the overall susceptibility are important, as such 
it is best to know whether or not they are present within any given material prior to investigating 
its susceptibility. The susceptibilities of these minerals are sensitive to overall rock composition 
and grain organisation but at the same time are much stronger and more positive than those of 
the para and diamagnetic classes. For example, typical K values are up to 5 SI units/unit volume 
for magnetite. For minerals like magnetite, the response can be heavily controlled by grain 
shape and grain spacing within the rock. Hematite, like the paramagnetic and diamagnetic rock-
forming minerals, yields a component of magnetic fabric to the rock that is primarily influenced 
by the crystallographic alignment of the anisotropic grains. As such, even if present in very 
small quantities ferromagnetic minerals have the ability to drastically influence the 
susceptibility of a material with an even larger effect on its anisotropy. 
 
3.2.3 The Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) 
3.2.3.1 Introduction to AMS 
The Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) is one of the most widely used methods of 
analyses, used to measure the orientation of magnetic fabric within the rock (Borradaile, 1988; 
Borradaile and Jackson, 2004). Previous work has also shown that AMS can be applied to 
structural geology as a tool for the analyses of micro-deformation. Through the microscale 
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analyses of both mineral and tectonic fabrics (eg: Amrouch et al., 2011; Borradaile and Henry, 
1997; Jackson and Tauxe, 1991; Robion et al., 2014; Tarling and Hrouda, 1993).  
Measuring AMS in rock samples is a non-destructive technique for quantifying the average 
magnetic fabric (Amrouch, 2010). AMS analyses is rapidly completed and can be done on a 
wide range of rocks and specimens. Its most attractive feature being that it sums the magnetic 
contributions of multiple components of the rock, presenting an average bulk fabric description 
(Borradaile, 1988) from the use of induced magnetisation within an applied field. Under these 
conditions measurements along a minimum of six suitably oriented axes through a specimen 
provide us with a quantification of the AMS. As all induced magnetisations are ephemeral 
responses to applied field susceptibility can be defined as the ratio of the induced magnetisation 
to the inducing field. Susceptibility is controlled almost exclusively by the combined 
orientation distribution of 100% of the minerals within a single sample. When measured 
properly at low fields within rocks that contain a strong permanent magnetisation, the AMS is 
unaffected. Conversely, for samples that contain a very weak signal the equipment requires 
careful and precise calibration in order to penetrate through the typical surrounding noise 
(Sagnotti et al., 2003). 
The beauty of the AMS technique is that within a ~3 minute time period the method can provide 
a measure of the orientation distribution within a 10.5cm3 core-plug sample (fig. 8). 
AMS has been widely used within earth science disciplines for a number of years. In the early 
1990s especially, the technique was used more commonly due to: 
1) Applicability to almost every rock and soft sediments type. 
2) High sensitivity which allows fabrics that were once considered isotropic to be re-analysed, 
opening up new research fields. 
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3)Timely operation of approximately 15 minutes per sample allowing, for statistically 
significant fabric investigations, particularly applicable to the mapping of large scale 
structures such as those in magmatic bodies or tectonic units. 
4) Opening new possibilities for semi-quantitative and quantitative application in terms of 
fabric deformation, intensity and symmetry. 
5) Prevalence as a new tool to aid in paleomagnetic interpretations in terms of age of the 
natural remanence magnetism and a better correction for structural influences on the fabric. 
 
3.2.3.2 Technique Background 
AMS analysis can be completed on a wide range of rocks and specimens (Borradaile, 1988). 
Its most attractive feature being that it sums the magnetic contributions of multiple components 
of the rock, presenting an average bulk fabric description (Borradaile, 1988) which, like in this 
study, can be linked to larger environments of stress and strain (Amrouch, 2010). 
The principle directions of the susceptibility ellipsoid (fig. 9) derived from AMS, commonly 
show orientations consistent with that of rock kinematic history (strain). This relationship arises 
as most magnetically susceptible minerals have distributions or shape orientations that are 
easily influenced by kinematic deformation within the rock lattice. Due to this, AMS is a 
physical property of rocks which has been used extensively for petrofabric and structural 
studies (Rochette et al., 1992). Its governing principle is simple: AMS arises from preferred 
bulk, orientation of anisotropic magnetic minerals or the magnetic fabric. The orientation of 
the crystallographic axes themselves, often controlling grain shape, determine the AMS for the 
vast majority of rock forming minerals (Borradaile, 1988). 
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The output for typical AMS measurements are given in the form of an ellipsoid of magnetic 
susceptibility, (fig. 9) defined by a second order tensor of length and orientation of the three 
principle axes K1 > K2 > K3.  
In addition to the tensor values and the ellipsoid of magnetic susceptibility a number of 
additional parameters are also used as part of the data measurement and analysis, including 
Mean susceptibility (equation 8) to give an overall estimate of bulk susceptibility in addition 
to three main ratios of the anisotropy in different directions (table 1). Known as the lineation, 
foliation and degree of anisotropy. 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 8:𝐾𝐾(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) =
(𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘3)
3  
 
Parameter Formula Source 
Magnetic 
Lineation 

























𝑃𝑃′ = 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒√2[ (𝐸𝐸1 − 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚)2 + (𝐸𝐸2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚)2 + (𝐸𝐸3 − 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚)2] 
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Table 1: Different parameters used to define the shape of the ellipsoids of anisotropy. K1, K2 
and K3 are respectively the maximum, intermediate and minimum main axes, after Amrouch 
(2010) and cited sources. 
 
Following data acquisition, using the appropriate equipment, statistical treatment of AMS data 
from a set of specimens is required in order to define a mean site AMS tensor. This treatment 
can be in the form of either numerical or analytical techniques (Rochette, 1992). Additionally, 
early use of the AMS technique contained a number of specific assumptions, which have shown 
to still generally apply today (Rochette et al., 1992). 
They are as follows: 
1) The assumption the AMS ellipsoid is co-axial to the major petrofabric of the rock. This can 
be the bedding plane within sedimentary rocks, the magmatic foliation plane for magmatic 
rocks or the flattening plane for solid state deformed rocks. K1 is parallel to the foliation, 
whichever form it may take. The K3 axis is perpendicular to the foliation. Therefore, we name 
K1 the magnetic lineation direction and K3 the pole of magnetic foliation. Though this 
assumption is on the whole, valid, inverse AMS fabrics have been found within samples where 
susceptibility is carried by a certain group of minerals, including iron bearing carbonates, 
tourmaline, cordierite, goethite and SD magnetite (Rochette et al., 1992).  
2) The shape of the AMS ellipsoid is directly related to the rock fabric. In most rock types there 
is a simple relationship between the F and L parameters and the intensities of linear or planar 
preferred orientations. In the case of deformation in the solid state, this implied a direct 
relationship between the resolved AMS tensor and strain within the rock sample. Therefore, a 
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quantitative application of AMS is possible once the exact relationship with strain has been 
determined (Borradaile, 1991).  
3) The assumption that the obtained AMS measurement is not effected by natural or artificial 
remanent magnetisations. On the whole this is valid, although structurally based AMS tensors 
can be biased by the presence of magnetic remanence. As such it is best not to use samples that 
have previously been used for ARM or IRM acquisition or those that have been submitted to 
static field demagnetisation. 
 
3.2.3.3 Measuring the AMS signal 
The actual acquisition of AMS data is a rapid procedure, with magnetic anomalies within 10 
cubic cm sample able to be measured in period less than 5 minutes (Graham, 1954). While this 
technique can yield important information regarding the magnetic fabric within the rock. It is 
not always a simple and easy process to link the fabric resolved from AMS with any specific 
deformation (Robion et al., 2014). 
The measurements themselves within this study gave been made within a KLY-3 Kappabridge 
susceptometer (fig. 10) that operates under a low A.C field of 4x10-4T. This was free available 
for use at the University of Cergy-Pontoise, Paris, France. 
While individual mineral grains will possess their own unique degree of AMS due to their 
shape, size, crystal lattice or state of stress, a sample composed of roughly 105 grains randomly 
distributed anisotropic grains, will, present as isotropic. This means the actual degree of AMS 
in a measured sample can be attributed to mainly other, non-granular factors (Amrouch, 2010). 
Additionally, anisotropy is controlled strongly by both the magnetocrystalline properties and 
the overall form of the crystal. For example, Stacey et al., (1960) showed that induced 
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magnetisation is easier when parallel to the orientation of easy magnetisation within the crystal 
lattice structure, especially in highly anisotropic crystal systems. A relationship between the 
percentages of shape anisotropy as a function of measured susceptibility (fig. 11) can be 
observed within different crystal shape ratios (Amrouch et al., 2011; Bathal, 1971) as evidence 
for grain shape having a significant effect on susceptibility. 
 
3.2.3.4 Interpreting the Magnetic Fabric 
A petrofabric shown within a completed AMS measurement should reflect the mean orientation 
of the three axes of anisotropy within the magnetic field (fig. 9). The overall shape of the 
anisotropy can be classed as one of three broad categories according the relationship between 
the different axes; planar, linear or triaxial. Both planar and linear fabrics can be heavily 
influenced by the presence of either complimentary or highly-adverse mineral grain shapes 
(fig. 12). 
As sedimentary rocks often contain their own natural fabric (e.g: bedding) the study of AMS 
fabrics within them can at times become complex, as discerning between such fabrics and 
relevant tectonic magnetic ones can be difficult. While sedimentary fabrics are affected by all 
types of depositional processes including gravity, currents in addition to grain shape and 
condition. The more sediments have been subjected to consolidation and mechanical 
compaction the more difficult it is to record a new anisotropy relating to tectonics (Robion et 
al., 2007). It is also possible for processes such as diagenesis to create new paramagnetic 
minerals which may slightly alter the initial sedimentary fabric. 
A challenge of working with AMS data within sedimentary rocks is distinguishing between the 
original sedimentary fabric and those imposed by any form or degree of tectonic deformation. 
The three major styles of magnetic fabrics are sedimentary, intermediate and tectonic. 
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Sedimentary fabrics: Initial magnetic fabrics within sedimentary rocks are dependent upon a 
number of factors, including grain shape, size and weight, in addition to gravity, paleocurrents 
and the orientation of the earth’s magnetic field (Amrouch, 2010). In the case of a sedimentary 
rock deposited in calm terrestrial conditions, gravity is the major factor, and a planar rock fabric 
(Rees, 1965) is developed. In this case K1 and K2 lie within the depositional plane and K3 is 
parallel to the pole of the bedding plane. The presence of weak or strong currents of deposition 
can alter this fabric (King, 1955; Rusnak, 1957; Granar, 1958; Hecht, 1962) although in general 
K3 remains perpendicular to the depositional plane or slightly rotated in the direction of the 
current (Granar, 1958) with K1 remaining in the bedding. In all cases sedimentary fabrics 
display planar or oblate fabrics (fig. 13), with a T value of ~1 and F greater than 1. Depending 
on the degree of compaction, burial or dissolution, this fabric may be difficult to alter 
throughout the process of deformation (Robion et al., 2007). 
Intermediate fabrics: During compressional events it has been shown that the magnetic 
lineation of K1 develops parallel to the relevant fold axis, an effect known as layer parallel 
shortening (Graham, 1966; Frizon DeLamotte et al., 2002). This fabric is referred to as 
intermediate and not wholly tectonic in nature, as though the K1 lineation has shifted parallel 
to the folding, the pre-existing sedimentary fabric remains defined by the K3 lineation. As 
such, the very first effect of shortening that can be observed in such fabrics is the shift of the 
K1 lineation parallel to the shortening direction (Kissel et al., 1986) (fig. 14).  
Tectonic fabrics: As deformation due to tectonic forces increases, so does their influence on 
magnetic fabrics (fig. 14). Strictly speaking we define a fabric as tectonic, rather than 
intermediate, if the plane containing the K1 and K2 linitations is perpendicular or oblique to 
the sedimentary fabric, resulting in a shift of K3 away from a position perpendicular to the 
bedding fabric (fig. 14). As a rule, these are present, mainly in highly deformed and 
metamorphic rocks. Much work has been done comparing magnetic fabrics of different origins 
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[Graham (1966), Kligfield et al. (1981), Averbuch et al. (1993), Lüeneburg et al. (1999) and 
Frizon DeLamotte et al. (2002)] with a consensus, magnetic fabrics and their nature are highly 
related to the overall degree of tectonic influence. 
In addition to sedimentary, intermediate and tectonic fabrics, shear and inverse magnetic 
fabrics also exist. Though they are not discussed herein. For information regarding their nature, 
the reader should refer to: Lamarche and Rochette (1987) and Borradaile and Jackson (2009). 
 
3.2.3.5 Using AMS to constrain and environments of paleostress 
A number of studies have successfully compared AMS results with the structural analysis of 
brittle structures on the micro and mesoscale, at low levels of deformation (Kissel et al., 1986; 
Sagnotti et al., 1994, 1999; Mattei et al., 1997; Faccenna et al., 2002; Borradaile and Hamilton, 
2004; Cifelli et al., 2004, 2005; Amrouch et al., 2010b). Although the process is not easily 
completed as brittle strucutes – especially fracture networks- can record polyphase deformation 
events, while AMS often records strain in an area close to the stress field and during shorter 
periods of time (Amrouch, 2010). Where AMS measurements have recorded tectonic 
compression, the magnetic lineation of K1 has typically been found to be perpendicular to the 
orientation of compression (Kissel et al., 1986; Mattei et al., 1997; Sagnotti et al., 1998; Pares 
et al., 1999, Amrouch, 2010b; Robert et al., 2018). Interpretation of magnetic fabrics on this 
basis provide a reliable indicator of the orientations of paleostresses, especially compression. 
Additionally it has been shown that in weakly deformed sediments within extensional settings, 
the lineation of K1 coincides will with the direction of maximum stretching (σ3) or extension 
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3.2.4 Anisotropy of P-wave Velocity (APV) 
In contrast to AMS, the analysis of the anisotropy of the P-wave velocity (APV) is more 
sensitive to porosity and void arrangement (Amrouch, 2010) in addition to the form and 
individual structure of the minerals constituting the rock (Bhathal, 1971) and the nature of 
inter-granular arrangements. Structural studies that have utilised elastic properties and  the 
propagation velocity of P waves to study microstructural anisotropy in rocks are limited, 
although in sedimentary rocks notable studied include; King, 1966, Hrouda, 1993; Louis et al., 
2003; 2004; Amrouch, 2010. In this study, with inspiration from Amrouch (2010) we compare 
the results of these two methods of AMS with APV in order to gain a more complete insight 
into the anisotropy of pore fabric within our samples (Louis et al., 2004). 
 
3.2.4.1 Principles of APV 
For any sedimentary rock, its physical properties are dependent upon a number of factors, 
including: 
1) The shape of the crystal lattice of minerals within the rock. 
2) The shape of individual grains and their orientation within the rock matrix. 
3) Structural or mechanical damage of the rock or the alteration of intergranular contact 
surfaces. 
4) The structure of the porosity network within the rock. 
5) The nature of the bedding plane. 
All the above factors can vary through space within the rock meaning that they are responsible 
for varying degrees of anisotropy. As such varying style of rock anisotropy can be defined or 
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approximated using a second rank tensor, where the three dimensional representation is a 
simple ellipsoid, generally known as K: 
 
 
Converting K, to the (XYZ) reference plane, the tensor is simplified to: 
 
 
As with AMS, the shape and nature of the ellipsoid, K, is dependent upon the relative 
magnitudes of Kmax, Kmin and Kint. This makes the analysis of rock microstructures though 
the use of this method possible (Amrouch, 2010), allowing for a high sensitivity of 
measurement but the characterisation and estimation of the general structural condition of the 
rock. Amrouch (2010) showed the existence of a link between multiple rock physical 
properties, including AMS and APV with the microstructural nature of the rock, including the 
orientation of microfracture networks.  
As APV measures the speed of P-waves through the rock sample the results are predominantly 
a function of rock density (Louis et al., 2003, 2004; Amrouch, 2010). The varying anisotropy 
of  P-wave speed through the sample provides good indications with respect to the texture of 
the matrix, the arrangement of the grains and the connectivity of the pore fabric within the rock. 
By comparing P-wave velocity between dry and saturated rock samples it is possible to gain 
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an insight into the permeability of the rock and its influence of anisotropy. It is also possible to 
combine these results with other analytical methods including the measurement of porosity 
using mercury and the impregnation of ferro fluid into the rock to gain an even more accurate 
constrain on the nature of pore the porefabric. 
 
3.2.4.2 Controls on APV 
Within sedimentary rocks, such as those measured in this study, APV is controlled by a number 
of factors, including: 
1) Shape of the pore fabric within the sample; due to the presence of void spaces within 
the rock, generally the orientation of maximum velocity following the measurement of 
APV is parallel to the direction of maximum pore length, with the minimum speed 
perpendicular to it (Louis et al., 2003; 2004). 
 
2) The shape of individual grains within the sample. As grain shape directly controls the 
shape of the pore fabric, a similar influence is observed. The maximum speed in the 
longest grain orientation and the minimum speed perpendicular to it. 
 
3) The distribution and nature of intergranular contacts; two granular contact zones are 
considered, vertical and horizontal. Louis et al (2003) showed that deformation under 
horizontally oriented loading is mechanically easier than vertical loading. Additionally, 
uniaxial compaction upon a set of spherical grains will reorient the contact surfaces and 
harden the deformed medium, parallel to the orientation of compaction. Resulting in 
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4) As shown by Sayers and Kachanov (1995) patterns of micro fractures within the rock 
can have a significant effect on velocity anisotropy. For example in a non-porus media 
with a set of sub-parallel micro fractures, P-wave speed will be significantly reduced in 
the orientation perpendicular to the micro fractures. For more information regarding the 
effect of micro fractures on P-wave velocity see Hudson (1981) and Kachanov (1993). 
 
3.2.4.3 Rock Fabric Styles in APV 
Prior to experiencing deformation, – for example horizontal shortening – sedimentary rocks, 
as with AMS, are characterised by a sedimentary fabric associated with the bedding plane. 
These fabrics can be either derived to simple horizontal deposition or their vertical compaction 
(Louis et al., 2003). For depositional style fabrics, lower P-wave speeds associated with 
orientations parallel with the bedding plane (Louis et al., 2003). For compaction style 
sedimentary fabrics – vertical compaction results in grain scale alterations to intergranular 
contact surfaces (Louis et al., 2003). As such for compaction style fabrics, the maximum 
velocity is generally parallel to the pole of bedding, usually parallel with vertical compaction.  
For example, following deformation in the case of horizontal shortening, it is possible for a 
fabric similar to that of a compaction style to develop, once again, with the maximum P-wave 
speed parallel to the bedding plane. 
 
3.2.4.4 Measuring APV 
In this study APV is measured using an experimental protocal and device described within 
David et al. (2017). In contrast to other methods, that require manual rotation of individual 
samples, in order to measure P-wave velocity at varying orientations (fig. 17) this device (fig. 
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18) is responsible for manually rotating the specimen and acquiring measurements at 10º 
intervals, resulting in 36 measurements per specimen. The device utilises a pair of ultra-sonic 
P-wave sensors in addition to a digital oscilloscope HP54603B (fig. 18). 
Samples for APV were measured under dry conditions, following 24 hours in an oven at 60° 
after saturation with distilled water in order to control for the effect of pore space on travel 
time. P-wave velocity values were then calculated from the measured travel time, first; by 
automatic detection using the AIC method and second, controlled through the use of in house 
scilabTM routine developed by P. Robion.  
 
3.2.5 Preparation of Rock Samples for AMS and APV 
As this study involved the transportation of rock samples from the Victorian Coast, within the 
eastern most OB, to the University of Cergy-Pontoise in Paris, the preparation of samples was 
a long process. In all but one sample case, both AMS and APV was completed on all samples. 
As field sampling was not possible, and in order to study the petrophysical characteristics of 
our samples in 3D, it was essential to have specimens within varying orientations. This required 
the use of a protocal designed by Louis et al. (2003) in which an oriented field sample is used 
to collect multiple cylindrical samples in three orthogonal orientations (fig. 17). As such, large 
blocks were collected from the field (fig. 19) and cut down to cubes using a large saw. 
Cyclindrical plugs were taken from three faces – X, Y, Z – and trimmed down to the standard 
size for AMS measurement, which closely approximate a sphere (22.5mm long and 25mm in 
diameter). This resulted in a total of 271 specimens for AMS and APV across a total of 18 
samples. In the case of APV we used a method outlined by Louis et al. (2004) as although 
seismic velocities are generally described by a fourth rank tensor, they can be approximated 
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3.3 Natural Fracture Analysis 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Within this study, the analysis of natural fracture composes the mesoscale component of 
structural analysis, providing a proven method for linking the upscaling of microscale 
techniques, such as CSIT, AMS and APV to the macroscale (Amrouch, 2010a, 2010b; 
Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Natural fracture and fault data was acquired from 
outcropping formations, primarily, the Early Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation, which outcrops 
in the Otway Ranges and in the sub-surface through the analysis of geophysical resistivity 
based wellbore image logs. 
For subsurface analysis, the introduction of modern imaging tools has presented fundamentally 
new methods, providing a nearly continuous record of the in situ chemical and physical 
properties of the penetrated formations (Prensky, 1999). Wellbore imaging tools are one of the 
fastest, easiest and most precise methods for the collection of subsurface formation specific 
data (Prensky, 1999; Poppelreiter et al., 2010; Pokalai et al., 2016; Kulikowski et al., 2016c).  
Wellbore imaging tools measure either the electrical conductivity / resistivity of the borehole 
wall or the sonic travel time and amplitude of the reflected acoustic signal (Prensky,1999; 
Gaillot et al., 2007). Conductivity/resistivity based borehole instruments used to record the 
analysed imaged logs in this study are the Simultaneous Acoustic and Resistivity Images 
(STAR) by Baker Atlas, and the Fullbore Formation Micro Imager (FMI) and Formation Micro 
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Scanner (FMS) developed by Schlumberger. The interpretation of wellbore image logs (fig. 
20) was carried out using cutting edge software (Geolog by Paradigm and RockDok by Ikon 
Science) which allowed for the 3D orientation of structural features, including natural fractures, 
faults and bedding planes to be resolved. In outcrop natural fracture and other outcrop data (fig. 
21), was collected in 3D using a compass clinometer and the freely available electronic app, 
FieldMoveClino, developed by Midland Valley. 
 
3.3.2 Processing and Analysis Natural Fractures 
In both the surface and subsurface, once measured sets of natural fractures can be identified 
based upon common angles of dip and strike, in addition to lithological unit of occurrence. As 
part of this processing natural fractures are sorted into bins, based up their 3D geometry and 
spatial distribution, which allows for the distinct trends to be revealed which are not easily 
observed within large data dumps of planes or poles on stereonets (Kulikowski, 2018). At this 
point, depending on the nature of bedding, data may be “back tilted” in order to distinguish sets 
that may have occurred prior to the tectonic event responsible for tilting the bedding (Hancock, 
1985; Bellahsen et al., 2006). It is important to consider the mode of fracturing as different sets 
may also be distinguished based upon their mode of nucleation (fig . 22). Once natural fracture 
sets have been distinguished, they are analysed based upon their geometry and assigned 
conjugate sets and paleostress tensors based upon their 3D characteristics and relationship to 
the three principal stresses (Anderson, 1951). This process can be assisted by inversion 
software such as Win-Tensor that simulates paleostress tensors based upon the 3D geometry 
of fracture sets (Kulikowski, 2018). 
 
3.3.3 Stress Inversion of Natural Fracture Data 
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The nucleation of natural fractures within a rock mass requires a magnitude of differential 
stress that is equal or greater to the rock strength, that in the field are typically derived from 
natural structural activity (Zoback et al. 1989; Sibson, 2003; Zoback et al. 2003; Kulikowski, 
2017). Failure can also be induced as a result of increases in pore pressure within the rock 
matrix, which essentially reduces the effective normal stress acting on the rock mass, resulting 
in tensile failure (fig. 22) shifting the Mohr’s circle to the left, potentially intersecting the 
failure or reactivation curves (Kulokowski, 2017). 
The orientation of the three principal stresses (Anderson, 1951) which define the stress tensor 
are the primary control on the development of fracture geometries. An an understanding of the 
patterns of deformation which form under each type of stress regimes (e.g. normal, strike slip, 
reverse) can allow for stress tensor and nucleation relationships to be formed (Anderson, 1951), 
with changes in dip, intensity and strike often indicating a change in structural activity or 
tectonic regime (Seeburger and Zoback, 1982; Amrouch, 2010; Kulikowksi, 2017). While not 
possible in the sub-surface, the observation of cross cutting relationships can assist in 
discerning relative chronologies between fracture sets (Amrouch, 2010). The 3D geometry of 
natural fractures within outcropping formations and subsurface data can be used to provide 
significant insights into the paleostresses responsible for their formation in addition to complex 
regional structural histories (Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Bellahsen et al., 2006; Amrouch, 2010; 
Amrouch et al., 2010a, Arboit et al., 2015; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017; Kulikowski, 2017). 
One aspect that is key to the stress inversion of natural fractures is identifying the mode of 
fracture formation (fig. 22). Conjugate mode 2 fractures, the most common in subsurface 
provinces (Kulikowski, 2017) will develop with ~60˚ of separation between them, bisected by 
the plunge orientation of the maximum principle stress (σ1). With the minimum principle stress 
(σ3) bisecting the complimentary 120˚ arc in the same plane as the intermediate principle stress 
(σ2) (Anderson, 1951; Zoback, 2003). While extensional (mode 1) fractures will develop 
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parallel to the plane of σ1, dilating in the direction of σ3 (Anderson, 1951). As such 
understanding both tensile and shear modes of failure requires different approaches, which can 
be challenge when working in large regional setting (Kulikowski, 2017). Challenges with this 
method can arise due to stress perturbations created by local pre-existing faults, folds or 
fractures (Tavani et al., 2015) and as such care must be taken in order to precisely distinguish 
regional fracture trends from local ones. 
As per the method of Kulikowski and Amrouch (2017) this style of natural fracture stress 
inversion can be undertaken within successive stratigraphic units within sedimentary basins, in 
order to distinguish polyphase stress evolutions that can then be confirmed using quantitative 
multiscale methods (Amrouch et al., 2010a, 2010b; Kulikowski, 2017). 
 
3.4 Three Dimensional (3D) Seismic Analysis 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The analysis of three dimensional (3D) seismic surveys is common place within the petroleum 
industry, providing for an effective means of imaging and mapping the subsurface. In Australia, 
the large amount of open file datasets of this nature provide a unique opportunity for the 
combination of multiple, large datasets in order to constrain the structural and tectonostratophic 
framework of sedimentary basins (e.g. Krassay et al., 2004; Kulikowski, 2017). In this study, 
as with previous work completed in the Cooper Basin (Kulikowksi, 2017) 3D seismic data 
allows for the upscaling of micro and mesoscale techniques of structural analysis to a regional 
scale. Basic techniques of seismic analysis such as fault and horizon picking in cross section 
provide the foundations for more advanced techniques of analysis such as the use of seismic 
attributes, providing insights intro structural trends which would otherwise not be available 
(Kulikowksi, 2017).  
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This thesis utilises the analysis of multiple 3D seismic surveys completed at varying degrees 
of detail depending on their location and the use of their data within the scope of this study. 
The following section briefly outlines the main methods of seismic analysis used in this study. 
 
3.4.2 3D Seismic Time to Depth Conversion 
One obstacle that must be overcome during the use of seismic datasets is the conversion of the 
dataset from the two way time (TWT) domain, to the depth domain. This is important as the 
geometries of faults and structures within TWT are not reflective of the true geometry, and as 
such analysis purely within the time domain is insufficient for the degree of structural insight 
required in this study. Whilst there are many methods for converting from TWT to depth (see 
Kulikowski, 2017 for a good summary), to date their varying accuracy has not been assessed 
within the Otway Basin, and as such within this study a single method of depth conversion has 
been used across all datasets. 
Well control within the data in this study is sufficient to control conversion from time to depth 
with all but two surveys, containing checkshot data from wells, which provides time and depth 
pairs. Depth conversion was undertaken using the time-depth-trend method, which utilises a 
relationship between the TWT domain of seismic data and the true depths of horizons from 
wells, a method which has been successfully used in the region before (fig. 23) (Lyon et al., 
2007). Time and depth pairs from wells within each survey were plotted on a graph and their 
relationship defined by either a linear or exponential trend such as equation 11, where y is equal 
to depth, x equal to time, and a, b and c constants. 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 11: 𝑦𝑦 = 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 + 𝑐𝑐 
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This time-depth equation was then used to extrapolate time depth pairs beyond the available 
well data and convert the entire 3D survey to depth. This process was undertaken with cutting 
edge industry software Down Under Geosolutions: Insight v4.4  (DUG Insight). Where well 
checkshot data was not available, a linear time-depth trend from Petkovick (2004) was used in 
order to undertake the process. 
 
3.4.3 Techniques of Seismic Analysis 
3.4.3.1 Overview 
The interpretation of 3D seismic surveys is not a complicated process, with modern software 
packages allowing for an easy and integrated approach, although it can become a challenge 
amidst areas of complex structuring or low data resolution. In this study, 3D surveys were 
converted from time to depth and interpreted using the standard techniques (Mitchum et al., 
1977; Vail et al., 1977) incorporating fault identification, reflector tracing and attribute 
mapping. In particular the seismic attributes of incoherence and curvature proved to be the 
most valuable as they can be used to visually enhance structuring along reflectors that are 
difficult to distinguish within the depth volume (Neves et al., 2004; Basir et al., 2013; 
Kulikowski, 2017). Seismic interpretation within this project was completed using the industry 
standard software DUG: Insight.  
 
3.4.3.2 Fault Interpretation using 3D seismic 
The approach used for interpreting faults within the datatsets was fundamentally guided by the 
current understanding of basin evolution for the region. The presence of extensional, strike slip 
and compressional faults were all thought to be possible. Particular care was taken with respect 
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to the analysis of fault inversion. Faults were interpreted at line spacing’s that varied from 
survey to survey, depending on the size and degree of structural complexity. Faults were 
predominantly recognised in cross sections along survey inlines and crosslines, with arblines 
being employed in a number of regions where structural complexity was high and the 
orientation of survey lines was not ideal for the resolution of the structural trend (e.g fault strike 
is W-E and crossline strike is also W-E). In cross section, faults were typically identified due 
to the offset of seismic reflectors along their length (fig. 24). 
 
3.4.3.2 Reflector Identification 
The interpretation of seismic reflectors within the datasets was guided by well ties in addition 
to the current basin framework, which outlines major periods of rifting occurring throughout 
the Early and Late Creteaceous Period. Each reflector was traced along survey lines where 
possible to establish a broad framework and then traced in further detail along various line 
spacings. Interpretation was significantly aided by a built in amplitude snapping feature within 
DUG: Insight in addition to propagator guided picking at survey extremities and where 
structuring was less complex. Finally each interpretation was interpolated between lines in 
order to create complete 3D surface.  
 
3.4.3.4 Seismic Attribute Mapping 
The most useful seismic attribute, employed throughout this study were incoherence and 
curvature. 
Useful for identifying faults, incoherency (also known as coherency or similarity) was 
introduced by Bahorich and Farmer (1995) and later developed by Gersztenkorn and Marfurt 
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(1999). In this instance DUG: Insight was used to re-process the original 3D volume into an 
incoherency volume for which amplitudes were then extracted along particular horizons of 
interest or depth slices to visually enhancing lateral discrepancies (fig. 25). Incoherency was 
often used with this study to provide a “first pass” which greatly assisted in identifying major 
fault networks and trends. 
The mapping of curvature along specific horizons assisted in providing potential insights into 
the distribution of natural fractures attributed to folding or bending within our datasets.  
For more information on curvature, it is recommended the reader consult (Kulikowski, 2017) 
 
3.5 Integrating Multiscale Data 
There are a number of cases involving the integration of many of the methods outlined within 
this chapter to date.  
For example CSIT has been combined with natural fracture data on a number of occasions in 
order to constrain consistent evidence for various regimes of paleostresses (e.g. Amrouch et 
al., 2010a; Beaudoin et al., 2012) whilst Amrouch et al. (2010b) have shown to the usefulness 
of combining techniques of petrophysical analysis such as AMS and APV with such datasets 
in order to more fully constrain the 4D evolution of stress and strain, although this was 
completed on a single anticline at Sheep Mountain, Wyoming, not across an entire sedimentary 
basin. 
The most recent example of this style of multiscale integration comes from the Cooper Basin 
(Kulikowski, 2017) where the first integration of sub-surface CSIT data was combined for the 
first time with geophysical well and seismic datasets (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). This 
was done through coordinating paleostress regimes from the microscale to the macroscale, and 
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proved effective in constraining the 4D evolution of one of Australia’s most importance 
sedimentary basins.  
In this study, we build on these works, with the aim to combine the proven out comes of 
Amrouch (2010) (multiscale methods of stress and strain analysis) and Kulikowski (2017) 
(multiscale methods of stress analysis in the subsurface) in order to undertake the first study 
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Fig. 1:  The geometric laws that define twinning with calcite crystals (a) displays a 
stereographic projection of twin and cleavage planes in addition to their shear orientation in 
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Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of a twin plane, showing the change in optical axis, C, between 
the host crystal (light grey) and twin (dark grey) with the shear sense oriented towards the 
host crystal. Modified after Lacombe et al. (1990) and Amrouch, (2010). 
 
 
Fig 3: Examples of varying twin density from Amrouch (2010) high density to the left and low 
density to the right 
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Fig. 4: A figure focusing on the different types of calcite twins after Burkhard (1994). (a) and 
(b) schematic diagrams showing the geometry of twinning in relation to the optical axis (c) 
sketches of twin types taken from Burkhard (1994) (d) real world examples of the different 
types of calcite twins taken from Amrouch (2010) (e) a table modified from Burkhard (1994) 
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Fig. 5: Left: Aa schematic graphical representation of the normalised shear stress within 
both twinned and untwinned planes. Right: Pseudo Mohr’s circle that illustrates the 
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Fig. 6: An example of filled fractures within off-shore core sections from wells Halladale-1DW1 
and Halladale-1DW2. Fracture fill was mistakenly identified as calcite from core photographs. 
Upon inspection, the fractures are filled with drilling mud or cement. During the planning stage 
these two wells were identified as the primary target for the first offshore sampling of CSIT. 
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Fig.7: A series of photographs outlining the sampling process for CSIT. (a) an oriented 
sample is collected from the field (b) small sections are cut from the sample in x,y / x,z / z,x 
planes in order to measure the sample in 3D (c) thin sections are created (d – f) samples are 
measured using the universal stage microscope, where slides are placed on the stage between 
thin layer of glycerine. See how the stage can be moved in order to measure the orientation of 
the twin planes in (f). (g) and (h) examples of twinning under the microscope, with (g) 
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Fig. 9: The ellipsoid of magnetic 
susceptibility, defined by the 
maximum (K1), intermediate (K2) 
and minimum (K3) susceptibility. 
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Fig. 10: Photograph of the KLY-3 Kappabridge Susceptometer used to complete the AMS 
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Fig. 11: Graph displaying the evolution of shape anisotropy as a percentage of the total 
signal as a function of the overall susceptibility with different mineralogical contributions 
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Fig. 12: Graphical diagram of shape parameters T vs P; (Jelinek, 1981) with the different 








Fig. 13: A lower hemisphere 
projection, displaying an example 
of a sedimentary fabric, with S0 
(the bedding) in the horizontal 
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Fig. 14: A lower hemisphere steronet plot displaying the transition from sedimentary fabric 






Fig. 15:  Lower hemisphere stereonet projections showing two different styles of tectonic 
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Fig 16: From Cifelli et al. (2005), using AMS within “undeformed clays” steronets on the left 
display the AMS fabric, while stereonets in the middle show the orientation of extensional 
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Fig. 17: Sampling method for the APWV and AMS samples within this study. (a) Coring 
scheme showing the sampling of three orthogonal samples cored from a single block. Where 
one of the faces, in this case X, corresponds to precise geographic coordinates. After David 
et al. (2017) (b) Position of the three oriented cores with the inferred measurement directions 
(in this case 26) (c) example of the measurement path around the sample and (d) 
Measurement scheme represented on sample and on a lower hemisphere stereonet, with the 
investigated directions for this schematic scenario. Azimuth angles measured from the north 
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Fig. 18: Annotated photographs of the experimental device used to measure APV (top) and 
the linked computer and oscilloscope. This is advantageous and easier as the used does not 
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Fig. 19: A series of photographs showing how the samples for AMS and APV were prepared 
in this study. (a) Oriented samples were taken from the field from sites within the Otway 
Ranges (b) Samples were packaged carefully and shipped to (c) Paris in France for analysis 
at the University of Cergy-Pontoise (d) uneven samples were cut into even cubes in order for 
the three orthogonal plugs to be taken (e) faces on each cube are annotated to ensure the 
correct orientation of the plugs following the sampling (f) Plug speicmens used for both AMS 
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Fig. 20: An example of an interpreted image log from Jolly-1ST1 within this study, showing 
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Fig. 21: An example of natural fracture data acquired from outcropping formations(a) 
unannotated (b)annotated photograph showing the nature of the bedding and a stereonet 
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Fig. 22: (a) Schematic digram modified from Fossen (2016) showing the relationship of 
various deformation features with the three principal stresses (b) Schematics displaying the 
three main modes of fracture formation (c) Schematics showing the orientation of the three 
principal stresses under the three regimes of stress, including lower hemisphere projections 
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Fig. 23: Time vs depth plot example from this study showing how time depth relationships 
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Fig. 24: (a) An example of an uninterpreted seismic section from the Carpenter 3D used in 
this study (b) interpreted section showing faults and horizons (c) stereonet and rose diagram 
showing geometry of interpreted faults (d) dip angles of interpreted faults in the survey. 
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Fig. 25: Examples of reflectors interpreted (a),(b),(c) and isopachs (d) and (h)interpreted 
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Determining paleo-structural environments through natural
fracture and calcite twin analyses: a case study in the Otway
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Abstract. The structural history of the Otway Basin has been widely studied; however, previous works have focussed on
large kilometre scale, basin and seismic structures, or have over-simplified natural fracture analysis with an excessive focus
on fracture strike direction and a disregard for 3D geometry, a crucial characteristic when considering states of stress
responsible for natural fracture formation. In this paper, we combine techniques of natural fracture analysis and calcite twin
5 stress inversion to investigate themeso (outcrop and borehole) andmicro (crystal) scale evidence for structural environments
that have contributed to basin evolution. Our results indicate that basin evolution during the post-Albian may be markedly
more complex than the previously thought stages of late Cretaceous inversion, renewed rifting and long-livedmid-Eocene to
recent compression, with evidence for up to six structural environments detected across the basin, including; NE–SW and
NW–SE extension, NW–SE compression, a previously undetected regime of NE–SW compression, and two regimes of
10 strike-slip activity. By constraining structural environments on the meso- and micro-scale we can deliver higher levels of
detail into structural evolution, which in turn, provides better-quality insights into multiple petroleum system elements,
including secondarymigrationpathways and trap formation.Our research also shows that theOtwayBasinpresents a suitable
environment for additional micro-scale structural investigations through calcite twin analyses.
Additional keywords: basin analysis, tectonic, paleo-stress, structure.
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Introduction
The use of natural fractures as a tool for paleo-stress and
structural analyses is well established (Bellahsen et al. 2006;
Amrouch 2010; Arboit et al. 2015) and is becoming increasingly
5 more popular for basin analysis studies (Beaudoin et al. 2012;
Kulikowski et al. 2015; Kulikowski et al. 2016a; Kulikowski
and Amrouch 2017). Historically, paleo-stress analysis has
relied on natural fracture data obtained from rock outcrops
within onshore provinces; with recent studies beginning to
10 expand these methods of interpretation and analysis to subsurface
data (Kulikowski and Amrouch 2017). Borehole image log
interpretation is a well documented process, and is often used
to quantify in situ states of crustal stress (Zoback et al. 1985;
Pokalai et al. 2016; Rajabi et al. 2017a) and to identify the
15 presence of natural fractures and faults. While these techniques
yield important information concerning local and instantaneous
crustal stress fields, our scientific knowledge of stress fields
sustained by rocks throughout their history, especially in
Australian sedimentary basins, remains poor. Determining
these ancient states of stress and the associated spatial and
temporal distribution and density of natural fractures can have
5significant implications for exploration, improved recovery and
economic feasibility of projects (Kulikowski et al. 2016a,
2016b, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch 2017), while also
providing ‘mechanical checkpoints’ - quantified specific states
of stress - during basin evolution (Amrouch et al. 2010b; Arboit
10et al. 2017).
The field of paleo-stress analysis is the understanding of
ancient states of stress and their relative or absolute chronologies
and magnitudes from the interpretation of deformation features
within the rock (Lacazette 2009; Amrouch et al. 2010b). Traditional
15conceptual models for fracture deformation relationships have
several shortcomings, which include: (1) an over-simplistic
emphasis on fracture strike; (2) minimal emphasis on dip
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angle; and (3) a failure to account for the spatial and temporal
evolution of deformation (Bellahsen et al. 2006; Amrouch et al.
2010a). By considering fracture networks in four-dimensions
(4D), as opposed to two- (2D) or even three-dimensions (3D),
5 the accuracy of tectonic deformation understanding and the
structural interpretation of data can be greatly improved
(Kulikowski and Amrouch 2017). The integration of calcite
twin analysis with methods of natural fracture interpretation in
the subsurface and outcrop has been shown to provide another
10 level of depth and confidence to structural interpretations
(Amrouch et al. 2010a; Kulikowski and Amrouch 2017). In
recent times, Kulikowski and Amrouch (2017) have made
innovative inroads into quantitatively determining the structural
evolution of subsurface provinces, by using calcite samples from
15 re-oriented petroleum core in combination with natural fracture
and fault analyses, providing the first paleo-stress tensors in an
Australian case study, in the Cooper–Eromanga Basin.
Following on from these recent works, paleo-stress inversion
is performed on natural fractures and calcite twins from
20 a dataset in the Otway Basin, Australia, to provide insights
into the structural history and provide the first quantitative
measurement of specific orientations of paleo-stress within
the region. The Jurassic to Quaternary Otway Basin (Fig. 1) is
a largeNW–SE trending sedimentary basin that spans the onshore
and offshore parts of South Australia, Victoria and offshore
Tasmania. This basin contains hydrocarbon accumulations,
5geothermal energy potential, and CO2 storage capabilities, all
of which require an understanding of subsurface natural fracture
distributions and accurate basin development models. Current
models show that initial rifting commenced during the Late
Jurassic with multiple phases of extension and compression,
10responsible for the formation of stratigraphic and structural
complexities (Norvick and Smith 2001). Although the region
has been extensively studied, this paper presents a pilot study
for the Otway Basin using a similar approach to Kulikowski
and Amrouch (2017) in the Cooper Basin. For the first time the
15meso- and micro-scale structural history of the Otway Basin
is investigated through the 4D analysis of natural fractures
obtained from geophysical well data located in the Penola
Trough (west) and from outcrop located in the Otway Ranges
(east), with a calcite twin stress inversion technique that
20is performed on a sample obtained from the Otway Ranges.
This study provides valuable information on the: (1) spatial
distribution of natural fractures; (2) the temporal distribution
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 1. (a) Amap of Australia’s southern margin showing the location of the Otway Basin, along with somemajor structural elements, after Alley and Lindsay
(1995), Moore et al. (2000) and Krassay et al. (2004). (b) Locations of sub-surface image logs in the Penola Trough. (c) Field sites in the Otway Ranges.
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of regional natural fracture sets; and (3) constraints on the stress
orientation and regime of structural events.
Geological setting
Tectonic history
5 The structural evolution of the Otway Basin (Fig. 1) has been
widely studied (e.g. Boeuf and Doust 1975; Willcox and Stagg
1990; Hill et al. 1994; Perincek et al. 1994a, 1994b; Moore et al.
2000; Holford et al. 2011, 2014; Norvick and Smith 2001; Lyon
et al. 2007; Gibson et al. 2011, 2013; Robson et al. 2018) though
10 there continues to be a large degree of uncertainty with respect to
thenature of structural episodes that have shaped its development.
For example initial rifting within the basin has been proposed as
N–S (Lyon et al. 2007)N–S toNE–SW(Hill et al.1994),NW–SE
(Willcox and Stagg 1990) and NE–SW (Perincek et al. 1994a).
15 VaryingStructural trends fromwest to east are further highlighted
by the presence of multiple directions of fault dip and strike –
mainly NW dipping NE–SW trending faults in the east (Perincek
and Cockshell 1995) and E–W to NW–SE trending faults in
the west (Miller et al. 2002; Lyon et al. 2007) and a lack of
20 sub-seismic scale structural investigations. More recent studies
suggest that for a significant portion of its early history, the
Otway Basin experienced local tectonic stress variations
occurring simultaneously in different parts of the basin as
a result of basement controlled rifting (Gibson et al. 2013).
25 Following the major basin forming tectonic activity of the
Jurassic and Cretaceous, a regional shift to a NW–SE
compressional regime as early as the mid-Eocene was responsible
for fault reactivation, right lateral wrenching, folding and uplift
(Perincek and Cockshell 1995; Hill et al. 1994; Krassay et al.
30 2004; Palmowski et al. 2004; Holford et al. 2014). At present,
the maximum horizontal stress component of this theory is
supported by borehole breakout data in the offshore Otway
Basin (Hillis and Reynolds 2000; Nelson et al. 2006). This
significant shift in stress orientation during the Eocene can be
35 attributed to the development of an intraplate stress field in
south-eastern Australia, in addition to the ongoing evolution of
the tectonic boundaries of the Indo-Australian plate (Sandiford
et al. 2004; Rajabi et al. 2017a, 2017b). The influence of these
boundaries is evident in several compressional structures within
40 the basin, including the Otway Ranges, Barongarook High,
Barrabool Hills and the Bellarine High (Krassay et al. 2004).
Stratigraphic record
From mid-way through the 20th century, the Otway Basin
has been the focus of several stratigraphic studies (e.g.
45 McQueen 1962; White 1968; Moore et al. 2000; Duddy 2003;
Krassay et al. 2004). The most prevalent issue surrounding the
stratigraphy of the Otway Basin is the definition of the Otway
Group (or Otway Supergroup) and the boundary between the
Lower Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation and the Crayfish Group
50 (or Crayfish Subgroup), in addition to the nomenclature of
many of the smaller formations. The nomenclature within the
basin has been further confused by the conversion of the original
nomenclature from litho-stratigraphic to chronostratigraphic
based upon palynological divisions (Birch 2003). Substantial
55 structural variations between the western and eastern portions
of the basin have also led to studies from South Australia and
Victoria placing varying emphasis on different stratigraphic
divisions, which has led to further confusion across state lines.
Fig. 2 displays the most current stratigraphic chart for the basin,
5in addition to complimentary tectonic histories from Lyon et al.
(2007) and Krassay et al. (2004).
Hydrocarbon systems, geothermal energy and CO2
capture and storage
The Otway Basin is of particular interest due to its significance
10as both a hydrocarbon producing province and a major global
CO2 sequestration project. The hydrocarbon systems of the
southern Australian margin consist of a series of subdivisions
belonging to the Austral Petroleum Super-system (APS),
catalogued by the age of their individual source rocks and
15similar tectonic history (Bradshaw 1993). In total, two subdivisions
of the APS have been recognised for the Otway Basin and can
be correlated geochemically to the Austral 1 and Austral 2 oil
families (Edwards et al. 1999). While commercial oil is yet to be
discovered, commercial gas discoveries have been made within
20the Port Campbell Embayment/Trough inVictoria and the Penola
Trough in South Australia (Geoscience Australia 2016). Due to
a series of oil shows that demonstrate good, medium-gravity,
waxy oil proneness the presence of oil within the region should
not be ruled out, although many have been classed as under
25mature or leaked off (Mehin and Kamel 2002). Several these oil
shows have been described to have a strong geochemical
association with their respectful natural gases suggesting that
the two share a similar source (Boreham et al. 2004).
Additionally, strong stratigraphic and geographic relationships
30between oil and gas shows and their respective source rocks
suggest that the hydrocarbons in the Otway Basin are likely to
have short to medium range migration pathways from source
rock to trap (Morton and Dextral 1995; Boreham et al. 2004)
This also suggests that within the Otway Basin, reservoir
35proximity to actively generating source kitchens is the principal
control on the distribution of significant accumulations of
hydrocarbons. As a consequence, the basin is still considered an
active target for hydrocarbon exploration (Geoscience Australia
2016), with Beach Energy poised to drill the Haselgrove-3 well
40in late 2017. At present, hydrocarbon exploration and production
are banned in onshore regional Victoria.
The geothermal potential of the Otway Basin is currently under
assessment. The most recent volcanic activity on the Australian
continent is thought to have occurred in the Mt Gambier region
45of south-eastern South Australia, within the confines of the
Otway Basin (Geoscience Australia 2016), theoretically making
the region an excellent target. Additionally, inland sectors of the
basinhavebeen found to containhigherheatflow than surrounding
areas making it a potential target for hot dry rock geothermal
50technology (GeoscienceAustralia 2016). Several efforts havebeen
made to successfully harness geothermal power from the region,
howevermost have failed due to a lack of economic feasibility and
fluid loss.
Lastly, the Otway Basin plays host to Australia’s first
55demonstration of geological carbon storage as part of the ‘CO2
CRC – Otway Project’. The project is of global significance and
involves leading Australian and international researchers working






Fig. 2. A stratigraphic chart of the OtwayRanges showing lithostratigraphy taken fromKrassay et al. (2004) and Lyon et al. (2007).Major tectonic events from
both studies – in addition to evidence from this study – are also included. Stratigraphic units with natural fracture data in this study are highlighted in yellow.
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to develop and implement rigorous monitoring and verification
research complimenting the demonstration of subsurface CO2
storage. Stage one of the project has seen over 65000 tonnes of
CO2 injected and monitored in a depleted gas reservoir within the
5 Late Cretaceous to TuronianWaarre Formation (CO2 CRC 2016).
Methodology
To gain an insight into the meso-scale structural deformation
of the basin, our approach was divided between the most easily
accessible data for subsurface analysis – image log data within
10 the South Australian Penola Trough – and the only sizeable
outcropping portion of pre-Miocene sediments in the basin –
the Otway Ranges. This approach allowed the structural
environments of the western and eastern parts of the region to
be analysed at the meso-scale. While drawing broad conclusions
15 on the overall evolution of the basin from sparse (thousands of
kilometres) structural data can overlook local variations, such
an approach has provided a platform for the identification of
regionally pervasive natural fracture sets. The study has also
reiterated the importance of sub-seismic scale data analysis,
5particularly within complex basin settings that can have
economic significance on valuable industries (e.g. petroleum,
geothermal, and CO2).
Natural fracture interpretation in the subsurface
The introduction of modern imaging tools has presented
10fundamentally new methods for subsurface analysis and data
collection (Prensky 1999). Wellbore imaging tools are one
of the fastest and most precise methods for gathering interval
specific subsurface data. Natural fractures can be easily identified
in wellbore electrical resistivity image logs as sinusoids,
15appearing either resistive (closed) or conductive (open) (Fig. 3).
Distinguishing natural fractures from induced fractures and
(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 3. A schematic showing how wellbore image logs, in this case a Formation Micro Imager (FMI) (a) can be ‘unfolded,’ and interpreted in 2D (b, c).
Modified from Brown et al. (2015).
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other rock features, such as faults, bedding, cross-bedding and
other sedimentary structures, can be a challenge, especially as
well inclination increases. As mode 2 (shear) natural fractures in
subsurface logs are the most commonly encountered (Fig. 4), we
5 use the term fractures in a general sense to describe slide-mode
discontinuousmeasures on the borehole scale.With respect to the
subsurface component of this study, a total of nine down-hole
image logswere analysed from theSouthAustralian portionof the
Otway Basin in the Penola Trough. The total image log length
10 amounted to 11.94 km and covered formations ranging in age
from the Upper Jurassic to the Upper Cretaceous. Well
information is displayed in Table 1.
Natural fracture interpretation from rock outcrops
Fracture data was also collected at 14 sites within outcrops of
the Lower Cretaceous syn-rift Eumeralla Formation, along the
coast of the Otway Ranges in western Victoria. This formation
5crops out mainly as shore platforms, that are easily accessible by
beaches, and as cliff faces along the road side. Structural data was
collected via traditional methods, involving the use of a compass
clinometer aided by Digital Field Mapping Software.
Natural fracture processing and analysis
10Within this study, our interpretation of natural fracture data is
based upon the statistical analyses of fracture strike and dip
angles, in combination with fracture-bedding relationships.
Once obtained, fracture data were divided initially by their
stratigraphic unit of occurrence, in an attempt to chronologically
15constrain their incidence.Within these groups,major fracture sets
were identified based upon the statistical analyses of common
strike and dip angles. Pre-tilting and post-tilting of the bedding
and its effect on fracture orientation and dip was also considered,
however in most subsurface cases, bedding dip was on average
20less than 11. Additionally, the principal stress orientation tool,
Win-Tensor (Delvaux and Sperner 2003), was used to constrain
the specific sets and assign regional directions of the three
principal stresses. Outlying fractures that did not fall within
one of our sets (less than 20% of total fracture data) were
25excluded from our final interpretations. The excluded fracture
data likely represents local stress perturbations, rock heterogeneities,
or measurement error and do not align with the regional paleo-
principal stresses (Faulkner et al. 2010; Kulikowski and
Amrouch 2017).
30Our approach was based upon the fundamental principles of
rock failure, with a heavy emphasis on the three Andersonian
environments of stress (Anderson 1905) (Fig. 5). The occurrence
of natural fractures is dependent on the critical failure strength
of the given rock unit. This strength, and the corresponding
35conditions of stress responsible for inducing failure, are
normally associated with structural events (Zoback et al. 1989;
Dresen 1991; Sibson 2003; Zoback et al. 2003) and often lead
Fig. 4. Aphotograph taken froma subsurface core sample fromHaselgrove-
2 within sandstone of the Pretty Hill Formation. Red dashed line indicates
a primary calcite vein; blue dashed line indicates secondary calcite vein
formed through shearing or mode 2, determined through the apparent
displacement of vein 1. Bedding within the formation is massive and not
visible at this scale but is oriented at 10/345.
Table 1. A table displaying well information for the nine image Formation Micro Imager (FMI) and Formation Micro Scanner (FMS) log intervals
used as part of this study. Maximum borehole deviations do not necessarily align with image log intervals, virtually all natural fracture data was
gathered from near-vertical well sections








Killanoola 1 37120 42.2000 14040003.0200 FMI 788m 163 4.40
Balnaves 1 37260 50.5000 14042016.1000 FMI 1894m 177 56.07
Jacaranda Ridge 1 37200 57.1900 14045010.7200 FMS 2207m 17 8.50
Wynn 1 37240 32.9900 14052019.8400 FMS 1621m 23 5.97
Ladbroke Grove 2 37270 54.7500 14047024.4900 FMS 997m 13 31.00
Ladbroke Grove 3 37240 56.3200 14046049.4200 FMI 874m 124 11.54
Katnook 4 37270 18.9200 14046032.2200 FMS 1248m 11 6.99
Penley 1 37120 07.6300 14026049.5300 FMS 1437m 109 5.50
Haselgrove 1 37260 30.9400 14049049.7800 FMS 393m 40 4.69
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to the formation of highly distinguishable fracture set geometries
and characteristics. The geometry of these regional natural
fracture sets are dependent on the relationship between the
three principal stresses (s1, s2 and s3) and the precise mode
5 of fracturing (I, II or III). Under an ideal and ‘text book’
environment of stress, conjugate natural fracture sets will
develop with ~60 of separation and bisected by the maximum
principal stress (s1). In this case the minimum principal stress
(s3) will bisect the corresponding angle of 120 formed by the
10 conjugate pair, and be orthogonal to the orientation of the
intermediate principal stress (s2) (Anderson 1905) (Fig. 5). An
understanding of these fracture geometries, in addition to their
relationship with the bedding, allows us to gain insights into the
likely stress environment responsible for their development
15 and relative chronology. That being said, when making such
structural inferences, it is important to keep in mind that that
perturbations to ‘text book’ stress environments and pre-existing
deformation suchas folds, faults or fractures canhavea significant
influence on fracture geometries, especially in environments of
20 non-coaxial deformation (Healy et al. 2006; Tavani et al. 2015).
Calcite twin analysis
Mechanical twinning within calcite is a plastic deformation
that occurs at low temperatures (25400C) and low confining
pressures. The process of e-twinning – twinning along the ‘e’
25 plane of the crystal lattice – is easily compared with a zone
of simple shear. Three ‘e-planes’ exist for calcite and are
geometrically centred on the optical axis of the crystal. The
analyses of these twins through calcite twin inversion, has
been proven to accurately measure five of the six parameters
30 needed to define a complete paleo-stress tensor, and is capable
of providing evidence for poly-phase tectonic events (Rocher
et al. 2004;Lacombe et al. 2007;Amrouch et al.2010a;Amrouch
2010). The calcite twin stress inversion technique is similar to
the technique used to analyse slickensides on a fault plane
35 (Etchecopar 1984). The technique consists of developing the
best fit tensor for the distribution of twinned and untwinned
e-planes within the sample. Within this study, the use of calcite
twin analysis is to: (1) compare the quantitative results with
those from natural fracture analysis; and (2) test the regions
suitability for more extensive calcite twin analysis. This study
5uses Etchecopar’s calcite stress inversion technique (CSIT)
(Etchecopar 1984) on a sample taken from a shore platform of
outcropping Eumeralla Formation at Jameson Beach (Fig. 6).
Results and interpretation
Subsurface natural fracture analysis and categorisation
10When dealing with large amounts of structural data, it is
inherently difficult to divide results and interpretation, as the
categorisation of fracture sets is in itself an interpretation. Over
600 natural fractures were interpreted within the subsurface of
the Penola Trough, in the South Australian portion of the Otway
15Basin (Fig. 7). Across the nine wells, fracture data was collected
within all the penetrated formations, although the fracture
density (fractures/metre) was variable between formations. Our
initial treatment of data divided these fractures into eight major
sets with evidence for a total of four structural environments.
20Natural fracture count per well can be seen in Table 1, while
Table 2 displays fracture density by well and formation. All the
fractures interpreted within the subsurface have dip angles less
than 85. This may be due to the fact that in a generally vertical
well, naturally formed vertical fractures are difficult to intersect
25and distinguish due to their common orientation with the well
bore and the fact that their presence is easily concealed by the
occurrence of borehole break outs and/or drilling induced
tensile fractures.
The first major fracture group (W1) contains two conjugate
30sets of NW–SE striking fractures with dip angles greater than
45 (Fig. 8). Consequently, fractures were categorised to have
nucleated under an extensional regime (s1 = sV), with the
direction of extension (s3) oriented NE–SW. Evidence for this
set was detected within all penetrated formations that contained
35image logs, including thePalaeozoic basement. The secondmajor
Fig. 5. A schematic diagram showing the three Andersonian stress environments (Anderson 1905) in addition to text book fracture sets formed under their
conditions. Row 1 represents orientations of fault displacement, while row 2 displays approximate angles of conjugate fracture formation for each regime.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 6. (a) A satellite image (Google Earth 2018) showing the orientation of the vertical bedding within a wave platform at Jameson Beach. The Great Ocean
Road can be seen running past on the left (b) A photograph taken in the field showing the sampled vein at Jameson Beach in the Otway Ranges. (c) A universal
stage microscope used to measure the spatial orientation of the twinned and untwinned planes within the crystal and angles of extinction of the calcite crystals.
(d) The calcite filled vein – in the Z orientation – from Jameson Beach. The sample is within the Eumeralla Formation.
Fig. 7. Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet plots displaying natural fracture data collected from the nine wells within multiple formations in the western
Otway Basin and fracture data gathered in the field. For wells, large steronets represent poles to fracture planes, with small steronets displaying fracture planes
and fracture strike as rose diagrams. For field data, at the bottom right, all poles to planes and fracture planes are displayed for the 13 field sites.
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group (W2) included those striking almost orthogonal to set
one, with similar angles of dip above 45 and striking towards
the NW and the SE (Fig. 8). As such, these fractures were
categorised under a NW–SE extensional regime. Once again,
5 this major set was detected within all penetrated formations
that contained borehole image log data, including the basement.
The third (W3) and fourth (W4) major fracture groups detected
within the well data are fractures with dip angles less than 45.
As such these fractures were categorised to have nucleated
under compressive regimes of paleo-stress (s3 = sV). Group
W3 is composed of NW–SE striking fractures dipping towards
5the NE or the SW with s1 = sH and oriented towards the NE
or SW. Fractures within this group were found in four of the
six formations penetrated with image logs. Evidence for their
Table 2. This table displays fracture densities from each well by their formation. Average fracture density (frac/m) within each formation is also
displayed. Values were calculated by dividing fracture count per interval by interval length in metres
NP, not penetrated; PNL, penetrated no log












Killanoola 1 0.1 0.07 NP PNL NP PNL
Balnaves 1 NP 0.28 0.18 NP 0.09 0.09
Jacaranda Ridge 1 0.05 PNL PNL PNL PNL PNL
Wynn 1 0.09 NP PNL PNL NP PNL
Ladbroke Grove 2 NP 0.03 0.01 PNL PNL PNL
Ladbroke Grove 3 NP 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.22 0.03
Katnook 4 NP 0.02 PNL PNL PNL PNL
Penley 1 0.04 NP 0.006 NP NP 0.12
Haselgrove 1 NP 0.22 PNL PNL PNL PNL
Formation Average 0.07 0.11 0.059 0.05 0.15 0.08
Fig. 8. Orientation of the major fracture sets categorised by dip degree and dip direction as part of this study. For well data, these sets include all detected
fractures across all penetrated formations with image logs. Field data includes fractures from all 13 localities studied within the Eumeralla Formation. See Fig. 1
for location of wells and field sites.
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occurrence did not occur within either the Windermere or
Katnook sandstones, as they were detected in formations both
above and below these two units. The final set (W4) is composed
of fractures striking orthogonal to group 3, and once again
5 categorised to have formed under a compressive regime with
s1 = sH, and oriented NW–SE.
Outcrop fracture analysis and categorisation
Field data were collected from a total of 14 localities within
the Otway Ranges. All data were collected from portions of the
10 Lower Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation outcrops, which appears
as grey coloured sandstone exposed on elongated platforms
parallel to the coast line. Honeycomb style weathering within
the unit is abundant and at times made the collection of accurate
fracture data difficult. In total, fracture data for seven major
15 fracture sets were gathered during the field work, with evidence
for a total of five paleo-tectonic structural environments. Similar
to the well data, major fracture sets F1 and F2 were comprised
of conjugate fracture sets strikingNW–SE (F1) andNE–SW (F2)
with dips greater than 45. As such, these were classified to
20 have nucleated under extensive conditions and categorised as
evidence for NW–SE and NE–SW extensional events. Fracture
sets F3 and F4 each contained only one minor fracture set each,
meaning that no conjugate fractures were detected. That being
the case fracture set F3 contains NW–SE striking fractures with
dip angles lower than 45, while fracture set F4 contains
those striking NE–SW with a similar angle of dip. These were
categorised to have formed under compressive conditions.
Additionally, fracture evidence for two strike-slip environments
5was detected; fracture set F5, contains near-vertical fractures
(>85) striking approximately NNW–SSE while set F6 contains
a set striking NE–SW.
In addition to fracture geometry, regular cross cutting
relationships were observed. Fractures categorised as part
10of set F2 were regularly observed to terminate upon those
categorised as part of set F1 (Fig. 9). All major fracture sets
and their paleo-stress regimes are outlined in Fig. 8.
Jameson Beach – paleo-stress tensor from calcite
twin data
15With a bedding dip angle of almost 90 providing a good potential
control on pre-tilting and post-tilting structural events, Jameson
Beach on the eastern edge of the Otway Ranges provided an
interesting environment within which to complete calcite twin
analyses (Fig. 6). A total of 95 calcite crystals of similar sizes
20(400–500mm) were measured within the X, Y and Z planes, with
moderately thin, type 1 twins being the most prevalent implying
a low temperature (<200C) and low deformation environment
(Burkhard 1993). Table 3 presents the determined calcite paleo-
stress tensor in detail.
Fig. 9. Natural fracture cross cutting relationships observed on a bedding plane upon a wave cut platform within the Eumeralla Formation. Fractures appear
unfilled and suggest a distinct chronology between structural environments. Fracture set F2 is regularly observed to terminate on Fracture Set F1.
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The determined tensor, in combination with the extremely
high angle of dip, allows for two possible paleo-stress scenarios
(Fig. 10). First, interpreted using the present-day sub-vertical
bedding, we see evidence for a compressional regime (s3 =sv)
5with an almost horizontal s1, plunging towards to NNW.
Second, if we analyse the tensor using a pre-tilted bedding
plane (rotation of stereonet to horizontal bedding), we observe
a rotation between s1 and s3 with evidence for an extensional
stress regime with s1 =sv and s3 horizontal and plunging
10towards the NNW.
Discussion
Although the structural evolution of the Otway Basin has been
studied in several works (e.g. McQueen 1962; White 1968; Hill
et al. 1994; Moore et al. 2000; Krassay et al. 2004; Palmowski
15et al. 2004; Lyon et al. 2007; Holford et al. 2014), complex
structural geometries and conflicting studies (e.g. Lyon et al.
2007; Willcox and Stagg 1990; Hill et al. 1994; Perincek et al.
1994a) mean that to date basin evolution remains controversial.
Krassay et al. (2004) provide a comprehensive regional
20tectonostratigraphic framework for the Otway Basin, dividing
basin evolution into seven basin phases which compliment
varying structural styles throughout the region. This includes
two early stages of rifting from the Tithonian–Barremian and
Aptian–Albian, subsequent uplift in the Cenomanian and
25renewed rifting from the Turonian–Middle Eocene driven by
varying rates of sea floor spreading, followed by the onset
of compression. However, even with such a comprehensive
stratigraphic framework a detailed structural analysis, supported
by quantitative data below the seismic resolution, remains
30unavailable.
Additionally, the variation in structural style from west to
east within the basin has been identified by several authors (Hill
et al. 1994; Palmowski et al. 2004; Gibson et al. 2013). Rates
of extension are known to have been significantly higher in
35the eastern portions of the basin along with a greater influence
of compression and inversion during the later stages of the
Cretaceous (Palmowski et al. 2004). The combination of well
and outcrop data from different localities within the basin,
gathered as part of this study, give us further insight into
40these longitudinal structural variations. While this study is not
the first to analyse natural fractures within the Otway Basin
(Bailey et al. 2014) it is the first to account for their spatial
distribution and 3D geometry that attempts to link their
development to structural events.
45Extensional structural environments
From the natural fracture results presented as part of this study,
three inferences can be drawn regarding the structural evolution
of the Otway Basin. First, in the eastern portion of the basin,
following the deposition of the Lower Cretaceous Eumeralla
50Formation (~95 Ma), the basin may have experienced multiple
extensional events, as shown by fracture sets F1 and F2 (Fig. 8).
This hypothesis, for multiple periods and orientations of
extension, is supported by Perincek and Cockshell (1995) and
Teasdale et al. (2003) who proposed oblique NE–SW extension
55within the early periods of basin development. Perincek and
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basement faults throughout the region using seismic data, which
support aNE–SWextensional event during the Early Cretaceous,
as does a series of NW–SE elongate troughs within the Otway
Basin that are believed to have developed during this period.
5 Teasdale et al. (2003) also employed basement seismic
interpretation to determine that Early Cretaceous extension
within the Otway Basin was focussed along a large NW
trending fault zone within the region, complementing the
theory of basin forming NE–SW extension. As the basin-wide
10 deposition of the Eumeralla Formation postdates initial extension
within the Otway, insights into the embryonic period of basin
evolution are not possible from this dataset. However, fracture
sets F1 and F2 suggest that the structural environments of
extension within the eastern sector of the basin may have
15 undergone greater variations of tectonic stress orientation,
particularly following the deposition of the Eumeralla, than
previously thought. This is further supported with the
consistent cross cutting relationship evident between the two
fracture sets (Fig. 9).
20 A large amount of extensional fractures were categorised into
the conjugates fracture groups W1 and W2 in subsurface
formations as young as 95 Ma, which infers that the western
Otway Basin has experienced significant extensional structural
environments oriented NE–SW and NW–SE (Fig. 8). This
25 hypothesis is once again supported by Perincek and Cockshell
(1995) and Teasdale et al. (2003). Fracture evidence for N–S
extension as proposed by Lyon et al. from the analysis of
basement fault geometry (2007) was not found. Due to the
lack of chronological evidence from the well analysis, we are
30 unable to determine the chronology of events between fracture
set W1 and W2.
What is clear with respect to the extensional origins of
the Otway Basin, is that the basin experienced significant
longitudinal variations in structural environment from west to
35 east. As suggested by the macro-scale studies of Hill et al.
(1994), Palmowski et al. (2004) and Gibson et al. (2011).
A variation was likely due to disparities in basin terrane fabric
across the region. In the case of the West African and Brazilian
break-up (a similar scenario to the break-up of Australia and
40 Antarctica), basement control has been proven to exert a strong
influence on the development and evolution of the margin during
later active extension (de Castro et al. 2012). From simple fault
trend analyses, it is clear that evidence for extension in all
proposed directions is visible. Hill et al. (1994) was the first to
5recognise this and proposed that this scattering of fault trends
may be due to the orientation of pre-existing basement faults
and fabric. Miller et al. (2002) advocated for strong basement
control on extensional orientations within the Otway Region,
attributing them to ‘substantial rheological differences in
10the lithosphere’ across the boundary between the Lachlan and
Delamerian Fold Belts, which lies within the central basin
region. Additionally, the authors also suggested that extension
within the eastern most portion of the basin was stalled in the
Mid-Cretaceous by the presence of underlying Proterozoic and
15Paleozoic basement structures, which may explain the lower
occurrence of extensional fractures found within the field data
in this study. Additionally, in the western portion of the basin
(Penola Trough), Lyon et al. (2007) expanded on how basement
faults may control syn- and post-rift sedimentation and faulting.
20We stress that the most important element of our evidence
presented here is not that various extensional structural
environments have shaped the basin – as this has already been
shownon numerous occasions bymultiple authors – but that from
our meso-scale investigations, these variations and overall
25rifting may have continued to occur following the deposition
of the Lower Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation, as the formation
contains structural evidence for their occurrence. This poses new
questions for basin development from the Late Cretaceous
onwards and in particular the cessation of rifting at the end of
30the Albian. A higher level of extensional tectonic development,
forward from this point in time, would have considerable
implications on fault sealing and additional petroleum system
elements, especially as the source rocks are believed to have
been mature and over mature during the Middle to Late
35Cretaceous (Hill 2002).
Compressional structural environments
Through the categorisations of natural fractures in this study we
were able to detect structural indications for two compressional
Fig. 10. Lower hemisphere equal area stereonet plots displaying the paleo-stress tensors derived from Etchecopar’s (Etchecopar 1984) calcite twin stress
inversion technique (CSIT) measurements at Jameson Beach. See Fig. 1 for location.
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events within the basin, in both the western and eastern regions.
While evidence for the NW–SE inversion event in fracture sets
W4 and F4 is unsurprising, especially given the nature of the field
study area within the uplifted Otway Ranges, of particular note is
5 that both the well data and field data suggest that at some point in
time both sectors of the Otway Basin experienced compression
in a NE–SW orientation. Given that many previous studies
within the basin have primarily focussed on large, basin and
seismic scale structures, or have simply grouped fractures based
10 upon their direction of strike, ignoring 3D geometry, it is not
surprising that these signs have been overlooked until now,
especially as large scale movement within this structural
regime may have been overprinted by the significant amount
of extensional features within the basin and the dominating
15 presence of the NW–SE inversion event. What is questionable
is when this event occurred relative to the other events within
the history of the Otway Basin.
Strike-slip structural environments
Considering that under a typical strike-slip stress regime, natural
20 fractures often developed near vertical, the fact that they were not
detected within the multiple image logs in the western portion of
the basin is not surprising as these near-vertical fracture sets are
notoriously difficult to detect in a near-vertical well. However, as
not a single high angle fracture was detected in the subsurface,
25 our data suggest this region has been minimally affected by
strike-slip stress conditions. We cannot rule out that some less
steeply-dipping fractures we observe may be Riedel shears that
are rooted in deeper, more-steeply-dipping strike-slip faults, but
consider this unlikely.
30 Fracture data gathered from the Otway Ranges show signs for
two strike-slip stress environments, in fracture sets F5 and F6
(Fig. 8). Determining the specific chronology of these sets from
within one formation is difficult and evidence was not possible in
outcrop. That being said, given the current maximal horizontal
35 stress orientation within the region (Rajabi et al. 2017a) it is
possible that fractures in set F6 have been formed under
conditions similar to the present-day environment. This is
entirely dependent on the rock mechanical properties, and the
current stressmagnitudes affecting the regionwhich are presently
40 un-constrained (Rajabi et al. 2017a).
Jameson Beach – interpretation of calcite twin and natural
fracture data
The results from the calcite twin inversion are promising,
especially in regard to planning additional studies of this
45 nature within the Eumeralla Formation. The initial calcite twin
analysis found a good number of quality calcite crystals, which
is important to maintain statistical confidence in the derived
tensor. That being said, the interpretation of the derived tensor
is not so straight forward. Analysing the tensor data using a pre-
50 and post-tilted bedding plane gives us two possible structural
conditions. The post-tilting compressional tensor, with s1
plunging towards the NW and parallel to the present-day
stress, coincides well with low angle fracture set F4, which is
present on a regional scale, but was not detected at Jameson
55 Beach. Additionally, the orientation of s1 in this case aligns
very well with in situ stress orientations from recent studies
conducted by Rajabi et al. (2017a) who showed that the
maximum horizontal stress orientation within the Victorian
Otway Basin trends NW–SE at 137N. Lastly, the near-
vertical orientation of the bedding striking NE–SW is almost
5certainly evidence for large scale NW–SE compression. Using
the un-tilted bedding plane, the s1 becomes sub-vertical and
presents an extensional tensor oriented NNW–SSE. This
environment coincides with regional fracture set F2, which is
present at most field sites and within the un-tilted fracture
10data detected at Jameson Beach. While direct fracture evidence
at Jameson Beach is lacking for a NW–SE compressional
environment, meso-scale evidence is present on a regional
scale in the form of fracture set F4. While on the macro-scale,
the mere presence of the uplifted Otway Ranges conclusively
15shows the region has been subjected to a NW–SE compressional
environment. Additionally, given the low angle of compressional
fractures and the limited vertical exposure at the site, it is very
possible they may not have been detected by our field sampling.
These things considered, we believe the correct interpretation
20of this data is in its present-day form as evidence for a NW–SE
compression event occurring post-tilting of the bedding.
Bedding analysis from image log data
Throughout the course of assigning paleo-stress regimes, all
conjugate fracture sets were analysed with the bedding plane
25in the present-day geometry and in the un-tilted form. This
additional analysis is key to determining whether fractures
developed before, during, or post-tilting of the bedding plane,
and in constraining relative timing of fracture development.
During this process fracture pairs within W1, classified under
30a NE–SW extensional regime, were found to contain a series of
data that appeared more Andersonian in nature with the bedding
un-tilted. Average bedding dip direction within the well data
were found to be SSW (195). This dip direction, parallel to
the implied direction of extension as suggested by fracture
35group W1, suggests the western portion of the basin may have
undergone substantial andmultiple periods of NE–SW extension
during the early basin history.
Implications for hydrocarbon exploration
A complete understanding of natural fracture networks within
40hydrocarbon reservoirs is fundamental to elements of both
hydrocarbon exploration and production. Work in the Big
Horn Basin in the United States (Amrouch 2010) and the
Cooper Basin in Australia (Kulikowski and Amrouch 2017,
2018) has shown that a complete 4D understanding of natural
45fracture networks, and the stress regimes responsible for their
inception, together with a regional tectonostratigraphic model
have the potential to greatly enhance hydrocarbon exploration
and production. In the case of the Otway Basin, this complete
4D picture is yet to be pieced together. Reservoir and source
50rocks of the relevant petroleum systems display strong
stratigraphic and geographic relationships suggesting that
migration from source to trap occurs over a short to medium
distance in avertical orientation andalthoughmigrationpathways
are thought to be simple, major economic discoveries are yet
55to be made. A possible explanation lies in the lack of a complete
and comprehensive 4Dmodel for the basin, especially throughout
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the Late Cretaceous period during which the majority of the
basins’ source rocks (exact timing is dependent on the sub-
system) are believed to have entered into the oil window (Hill
2002). Therefore, the nature of the structural events controlling
5 basin evolution during this time period is of particular importance
for hydrocarbon exploration and why the possible unknowns
suggested herein should be taken into account. What is certain
is that, the Otway Basin clearly underwent significant tectonic
activity during the time the source rocks of its major petroleum
10 systemswere entering, andwellwithin the oilwindow.Therefore,
grounding any exploration efforts around incomplete or over-
simplified knowledge of these events in particular should be
done with great caution, as we have shown here, they are not
fully constrained.
15 The possible presence of previously undetected compressional
events within the basin, responsible for the formation of low
angle and closed fracture networks, should also be cause for
concern during the exploration and production process. As part of
a wider fracture network these low-angled fractures may appear
20 conductive under present-day stress conditions, but may remain
closed simply due to their low dip angle geometry that is not
critically oriented relative to the in situ stress to undergo
reactivation (Kulikowski et al. 2016c). These geological
factors have significance outside of the petroleum industry and
25 in particularly can impact the effectiveness of currentCO2 storage
and geothermal energy programs.
Conclusions and future work
Following the analysis of subsurface and outcrop natural fracture
data, the structural evolution of both the western and eastern
30 Otway Basin may be considerably more variable and complex
thanpreviously thought, especially from theLateCretaceousuntil
present, which is the most important window for hydrocarbon
exploration and production. In this paper we have presented
some of the first meso-scale structural evidence for different
35 structural environments of paleo-stress in regions of the basin
that are far removed from one another. Within both regions, we
have presented natural fracture evidence for multiple paleo-stress
regimes including several episodes of extension, strike-slip and
compression. With four structural environments present within
40 both the western and eastern portions of the basin and strike-
slip environments unique to the eastern sector. Additionally, we
have shown the first evidence for the presence of a possible
compressional event oriented NE–SW within the study area.
Lastly by completing the first calcite twin analysis on a sample
45 collected from outcrop in the Australian continent, we have
shown that the region is suitable for an expanded study of this
nature, as calcite filled fractures are not only commonly found
throughout multiple formations, but they are appropriately
deformed to obtain sufficient data to quantitatively define the
50 paleo-stress conditions throughout basin development.
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Deciphering the structural history of sedimentary basins that lack outcrop or are predominantly 11 
offshore is a processes rife with uncertainty. Especially as early models for basin evolution in 12 
such settings are often reliant on isolated seismic data sets, insufficient for the analysis of 13 
complex and regional structural trends. A solution to this problem is the integration of multi-14 
scale structural data, which allow for comprehensive models to be produced in both three and 15 
four dimensions. Using calcite twin, core samples, geophysical image logs and 3D seismic 16 
surveys, we show the benefit of this integrated approach in South East Australia, within the 17 
western Otway Basin. Multiple paleostress environments were responsible for the creation of 18 
an intricate network of faults, across four main phases: (1) N-S oriented initial rifting (2) post-19 
rift ~NW-SE extension, isolated onshore (3) renewed, ~NE-SW rifting, predominantly off-20 
shore resulting in the long lived growth of ~NW-SE and E-W striking faults and (4) a shift to 21 
a passive margin, gravitationally dominated setting. Where ~NW-SE striking extensional faults 22 
likely remain active, especially along the continental shelf. Evidence for a compressional stress 23 
regime is limited to the micro and mesoscale, constrained by calcite twin and natural fracture 24 
data. Our findings indicate that it is possible the structural influence of basin inversion within 25 
the western Otway Basin has been over estimated in the past. This study also illustrates that 26 
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while such an approach is “more comprehensive,” no model is without potential short comings, 27 
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1.0 Introduction 53 
When working in complex sub-surface basin provinces, establishing an accurate model of 54 
structural evolution can be a challenge. Access to outcropping structures is often limited, and 55 
structural analysis is restricted to mesoscale (well) and macroscale (seismic) datasets with 56 
microscale techniques of analysis rarely included (e.g. Teasdale et al., 2003; Krassay et al., 57 
2004; Lyon et al., 2007). While the analysis of seismic datasets is a powerful tool, it is not 58 
without its shortcomings. Especially when restricted to two dimensions (2D) as 1) only a slither 59 
of data is available for interpretation that may or may not be representative of the regional or 60 
even local structural trend. 2) Structural analysis is highly dependent upon the domain (i.e. two 61 
way time or depth) in which the data is interpreted, as the angles of faults and folds may 62 
drastically change. 3) The relative angle between subsurface structures and the acquired dataset 63 
can have a significant impact on the nature of the 2D lines with some structures often invisible 64 
in certain line orientations. In complex rifted settings, these problems are often emphasised by 65 
the high number of faults, large spatial distribution of rift-units, on and off-shore scattering of 66 
datasets and unknowns regarding the nature of in situ stresses (Tassone et al., 2017). Which 67 
results in a high degree of uncertainty for models of structural evolution.  68 
 69 
The analysis of mesoscale natural fracture data (Bellahsen et al., 2006) and microscale calcite 70 
twin data (Lacombe et al., 2007; Amrouch et al 2010; Arboit et al., 2017; Kulikowski et al., 71 
2017) represent well-established means of constraining stress (Etchecopar, 1984; Burkhard, 72 
1993; Lacombe and Laurent, 1996) and strain (Groshong, 1972; Craddock and Van Der 73 
Pluihm, 1999; Amrouch 2010) patterns. However, only recently have they been integrated with 74 
modern geophysical tools (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017) and never before have they been 75 
applied in the sub-surface at a passive margin setting. 76 
 77 
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In this study we present an integrated approach to reducing the level of structural uncertainty 78 
when working in complex rifted settings. Our chosen case study being the Otway Basin (fig. 79 
1) a sedimentary province along Australia’s southern margin, which has been the focus of 80 
continued exploration for oil and gas and geoscience research for 40 years. Also hosting carbon 81 
capture and storage and geothermal energy projects.  82 
 83 
Efforts to constrain the structural evolution of the region have varied in success, with most past 84 
studies focusing mainly on isolated portions of the basin (e.g: The Penola Trough: Lyon et al., 85 
2007; Bailey et al., 2014, The Shipwreck Trough: Robson et al., 2017, Schnieder et al., 2004, 86 
The Torquay Sub Basin: Hill et al., 1995, Trupp et al., 1994; Holford et al., 2011a) particularly 87 
within the off-shore eastern section, and only in a few cases (eg: Krassay et al., 2004; Briguglio 88 
et al., 2015) has basin wide analysis been completed.  89 
 90 
Past works utilise mainly macroscale two dimensional (2D) (e.g Hill et al., 1995, Krassay et 91 
al., 2004; Holford et al., 2014) and three dimensional (3D) seismic data in isolation (Lyon et 92 
al., 2007; Schneider et al., 2004; Robson et al., 2016, 2017, 2018). Providing structural 93 
descriptions of fault networks often limited to the time domain, and interpretations using lines 94 
of restricted orientation. The contribution that micro and mesoscale deformation can make 95 
towards establishing a more comprehensive model for structural evolution (Amrouch et al., 96 
2010a, 2010b; Robion et al., 2007; Arboit et al., 2015; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017) has 97 
been ignored until now.  98 
 99 
In this paper, we integrate the multiscale analyses of calcite twin, fault and fracture data in 100 
order to analyse both the spatial and temporal distribution of structural deformation within the 101 
study area. Focused on the western, subsurface portion of the basin this study is the most 102 
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spatially inclusive of to date, incorporating micro, meso and macroscale data. Providing an 103 
insight into fault and fracture populations within the sub-surface, which are of consequence for 104 
conventional and unconventional models of hydrocarbon explorations and production, 105 
geothermal energy and carbon capture and storage projects. 106 
 107 
2.0 Geological Setting 108 
2.1 Geological Background and Structural Evolution  109 
The Otway Basin (fig. 1) is a large ~NW-SE striking sedimentary basin, that formed as part of 110 
an en-echelon series of sedimentary provinces along the southern margin of the Australian 111 
continent during the separation of Gondwana (Norvick and Smith, 2001; Krassay et al 2004). 112 
It is continuous with the Bight Basin to the west and the Sorrell and Bass Basins to the east 113 
(fig. 1). Covering close to 150,000 km2 , with almost 80% of the basin located in offshore 114 
provinces.  115 
 116 
While the series of basin forming events is generally well agreed upon (Krassay et al., 2004), 117 
there is uncertainty regarding the environments of paleostress. Recent work highlighting this 118 
complexity (Burgin et al., 2018). Initial rifting during the Early Cretaceous was concentrated 119 
onshore (Norvick and Smith, 2001), producing rift segments such as the Penola Trough (fig 1), 120 
which trend broadly NW-SE. Sedimentary fill during this period is defined by the Crayfish 121 
Subgroup member of the Otway Group (fig. 2), early rifting continuing until the late Barremian 122 
(Krassay et al 2004). Extensional azimuths during this period have been proposed as N-S (Lyon 123 
et al., 2007), and ~NW-SE (Williamson et al., 1990; O’Brien et al 1994). 124 
 125 
A basin-wide cessation in active rifting resulted in a significant period of subsidence and 126 
cooling during the Aptian – Albian, during which the Eumeralla Formation, the top most 127 
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member of the Otway Group, was deposited. The top of the formation is marked by a basin-128 
wide unconformity, representing a period of stress-reorganisation, compression, and the 129 
inversion of faults across the basin (Hill et al., 1995; Duddy, 2003). Rifting recommenced from 130 
the Turonian to Late Maastrichtian without the creation of oceanic crust at the rifting centre 131 
(Krassay et al., 2004).  132 
 133 
Extensional azimuths during this period have been proposed as N-S, following initial N-S 134 
rifting (Miller et al., 2002) and NE-SW following NW-SE (O’Brien et al 1994; Lyon et al., 135 
2007). The influence of large-scale transtension and sinistral strike slip movements within the 136 
eastern portion of the basin has also been suggested during this period (Robson et al., 2017; 137 
Schneider et al 2004). Further subsidence following ~Mid Eocene break up is believed to have 138 
initiated a significant transgressive event throughout the entire basin (Bernecker et al., 2003). 139 
Growth wedges in the eastern portion of the basin suggesting that extension may have 140 
continued as far as the Paleogene (Holford et al., 2014).  141 
 142 
There is a consensus that from the mid-Eocene much of southeastern Australia has been 143 
subjected to ~NW-SE compressional stresses due to plate boundary forces, and coupling with 144 
New Zealand (Sandiford et al., 2003; 2004). In the Otway Basin, this reorganisation has 145 
supposedly led to faulting, folding and the reverse reactivation of existing normal faults (Hill 146 
et. al., 1005; Hillis et. al., 2008a, 2008b; Holford et al., 2011a; 2011b; 2014),(Etheridge et. al., 147 
1991; Dickenson et al., 2002; Holford et al., 2014). Producing a number of broad amplitude 148 
anticlines within the offshore basin (e.g. Holford et al., 2014). That being said, there is a degree 149 
of uncertainty as to the interpretation of these inversion structures as 1) evidence for thrust 150 
faulting and inversion is limited to the interpretation of poor quality 2D lines, containing little 151 
reverse offset. 2) Early Cretaceous, petroleum source rocks are at their maximum burial 152 
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temperature (Duddy and Erout, 2001; Tassone et al., 2014) suggesting recent exhumation is 153 
unlikely. 3) The azimuth of suggested Miocene inversion is non-coaxial with the overall 154 
extensional trend of the basin, meaning that any fault inversion would be highly oblique (fig. 155 
1). Further questions with respect to the nature of basin inversion have been raised recently, 156 
with mesoscale evidence for a ~NE-SW compressive event on the mesoscale (Burgin et al., 157 
2018).  158 
 159 
3.0 Methodology 160 
This study is based on the integration of calcite twinning, natural fracture and fault analysis 161 
and 3D seismic interpretation.  162 
 163 
3.1 Macroscale Fault Structural Analyses Using 3D Seismic Data 164 
3.1.1 3D Seismic Data 165 
Structural analysis was completed on four 3D surveys, three onshore and one offshore (fig. 1), 166 
in the western Otway Basin. The primary aim being to determine fault strike, dip angle and 167 
spatial distribution. 168 
 169 
Onshore this study utilises: The St George 3D seismic, acquired in 2001 with a vertical 170 
resolution of 41m and a maximum penetration of 8s TWT. The Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D, 171 
acquired and merged in 2000, with a resolution of 44m and a penetration of 5s TWT. The 172 
Tillbooroo 3D, acquired in 1993, with a resolution of 42m and a penetration of 3.9s. All surveys 173 
are situated over the NW-SE trending Early Cretaceous Penola Trough. 174 
 175 
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Off-shore we utilise the Carpenter 3D survey, positioned in shallow waters, approximately 176 
35km south the Australian coastline. Acquired in 2002, the survey has a resolution of 51m and 177 
a maximum depth of 6.0s TWT.  178 
 179 
3.1.2 Seismic Interpretation  180 
To assist with seismic interpretation we exploit a common seismic attribute known as 181 
incoherency, demonstrated as an effective tool for 3D seismic interpretation (Basir et al., 2013; 182 
Kulikowski et al., 2017). Seismic interpretation began with the identification of a series of 183 
regional reflectors, primarily the Top Sherbrook and Top Otway Group reflectors as they 184 
represent the top of rift units within the basin (Krassay et al., 2004).  185 
 186 
Faults were interpreted at various line spacing’s throughout each survey, according to structural 187 
complexity. Seismic analysis was completed in the depth domain; with conversion from time 188 
to depth for onshore surveys completed using check-shot data and polynomial model from 189 
Bungaloo-1 (fig. 3). The offshore Carpenter 3D seismic was converted to depth using time-190 
depth relationships for the Central Otway Basin derived from Petkovic (2004) (fig. 3). 191 
 192 
3.2 Mesoscale Natural Fracture and Fault Analyses 193 
In this study we use the categorisation of natural fracture and fault data throughout the sub-194 
surface of the basin to develop deformation-fracture relationships (Stearns, 1968; Price and 195 
Cosgrove, 1990). Relationships that assist in the interpretation of paleostress tensors and the 196 
nature of sub-surface fault and fracture networks, providing a link between micro and 197 
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 201 
3.2.1 Natural fracture data in the sub-surface 202 
Modern imaging tools have allowed for new methods of subsurface analysis and structural 203 
interpretation (Prensky, 1999) (fig. 4). Natural fractures can be identified in resistivity based 204 
image logs as sinusoidal features that appear either conductive or resistive (Bailey et al., 2014). 205 
In this study we integrate the analysis of 11 well-bore image logs within the Penola Trough, in 206 
the western Otway (table 1) within regional basement and the sediments of the Otway Group.  207 
 208 
3.2.2 Natural Fracture Processing and Analysis 209 
Following image log interpretation fracture sets were defined based upon their degree of dip 210 
and common dip azimuth, in addition to their spatial relationships with each other and the 211 
bedding (fig. 5). As mode of opening is difficult to distinguish from resistivity based image 212 
logs (fig. 6), core inspections were carried out to ensure mode-2 formation (fig. 7). Fracture 213 
measurements outside of the major regional sets (~20%) were not included in the processing 214 
and analysis. Classed as outliers representing stress perturbations, rock heterogeneities or 215 
measurement errors that cannot be correlated to the orientations of the principal stresses 216 
(Faulkner et al., 2010).  217 
 218 
The analytical approach is based on the fundamental principles of rock failure that describe the 219 
relationship between Anderson’s three stress regimes and nucleated fracture geometry (fig. 5), 220 
which develops once the point of mechanical failure has been reached (Zoback et al., 1989; 221 
Dresen, 1991; Sibson, 2003; Zoback et al., 2003). Aided by paleostress orientation tool 222 
wintensor (Delvaux and Sperner, 2013) specific geometries of fractures were distinguishable 223 
based upon their relationship to the principal stress orientation, and the mode of fracture 224 
formation (Anderson, 1951).  225 
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 226 
Conjugate fracture sets are assumed to develop with ~50˚-70˚ of separation between them, 227 
bisected by the plunge orientation of the maximum principle stress (σ1) (fig. 5). With the 228 
minimum principle stress (σ3) bisecting the complimentary 120˚ arc in the same plane as the 229 
intermediate principle stress (σ2) (Anderson, 1951; Zoback, 2003). This understanding of 230 
natural fracture geometry, and consideration of pre and post tilting relationships, allows for the 231 
determination of most likely regime of paleostress responsible for fracture nucleation 232 
(Anderson, 1951).  233 
 234 
3.2.3 Fault Interpretation 235 
Mesoscale faults were interpreted in well-bore image logs where distinguishable offset was 236 
visible along the sinusoidal feature, and where bedding dip varied significantly and consistently 237 
across a damage zone sinusoid (fig. 6). Fault planes were also identified in re-oriented core 238 
samples from Jolly-1 (fig. 7) and Jacaranda Ridge-1 (fig. 7), to derive the regime of faulting 239 
and the sense of movement along the fault plane. 240 
 241 
3.3 Measuring microscale deformation with calcite twin analysis 242 
Pioneered by Turner (Turner, 1953) several methods of calcite twin stress inversion exist. All 243 
of which can be employed to produce meaningful paleostress orientation and magnitude data 244 
(Etchecopar, 1984; Tourneret and Laurent, 1990; Lacombe, 2001; Lacombe et al., 1992; 2007; 245 
Rocher et al., 2004; Parlangaeu et al., 2018) Mechanical twinning in calcite crystals is plastic-246 
style deformation in response to dislocation gliding along the “e-planes,” of the crystal lattice 247 
(Burkhard, 1993). Twinning in calcite occurs at temperatures between <25 and 400˚C and in 248 
environments of low-confining pressure and resolved shear stress (RSS). The component of 249 
stress that is aligned with the direction of twinning. Twinning can be compared to a zone of 250 
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perfect simple shear, due to a shift in the position of the atoms within the lattice. Three e-planes 251 
exist in each crystal and are geometrically centered on the optical axis, C (fig. 8).  Etchecopar’s 252 
calcite stress inversion technique (CSIT), used herein consists of developing the best fit tensor 253 
for the distribution of twinned and un-twinned e planes, and is capable of discerning polyphase 254 
structural events. CSIT can be applied to small twinning deformation which is able to be 255 
approximated under co-axial conditions (stress = strain).  256 
 257 
We use CSIT to determine four of the six parameters of a complete stress tensor: maximum 258 
principal stress orientation: (σ1), intermediate principal stress orientation (σ2), minimum 259 
principal stress orientation (σ3) and the differential stress ratio, (ϕ; where 260 
ϕ = [(σ2 − σ3)]/[(σ1 − σ3])). These four values comprise what is defined as the reduced stress 261 
sensor, T’. 262 
 263 
The technique begins with a trial and error process of applying several experimental tensors to 264 
the dataset. The total components of T’ being calculated for each scenario. A perfect tensor is 265 
found when all twined planes are consistent with a given tensor, each twinned plane sustaining 266 
a shear stress value larger than the maximal one exerted upon any un-twinned plane. The best 267 
tensor is found when the penalization function, (f ) is reduced as close to zero as possible. This 268 
function is defined as: 269 




Where τa ′ is the smallest RSS applied to the twinned planes that are compatible with the 271 
experimental stress tensor, and τsj is the RSS applied upon the N of untwinned planes j such 272 
that τsj> τa’ (Etchecopar, 1984; Laurent, 1984).  273 
 274 
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The optimal tensor is found by incorporating the maximum amount of twinned planes in the 275 
sample, while ensuring the value of the penalization function remains as low as possible. Due 276 
to local heterogeneities, perturbations, and measurement uncertainties, a small percentage 277 
(~10-15%) of un-twinned planes can be included within the tensor as having received a RSS 278 
greater than the τa’. We combine CSIT with subsurface methods of sampling and integration 279 
from Kulikowski and Amrouch (2017) in order to obtain paleostress tensors from re-oriented 280 
petroleum core samples from the subsurface Otway Basin.  281 
 282 
3.4 Previous studies using similar datasets 283 
While previous works have utilised the same datasets [e.g. Lyon et al., 2007 – St George and 284 
Balnaves 3D, Robson et al., (2016) – Carpenter 3D, Bailey et al., 2014; Burgin et al., 2018 285 
(image log data – except Jolly-1ST1 and Bungaloo-1)]. This study is the first to 286 
comprehensively integrate their analysis with high order fault data. The dataset having been 287 
re-interpreted from all previous works. 288 
 289 
Additionally, in comparison to previous studies in the region (Bailey et al., 2014) we place a 290 
far greater level of importance on complete 3D fracture geometry and take the further step of 291 
linking fracture geometry with paleostress regimes.  292 
 293 
4.0 Results and Interpretation 294 
In any study involving the use of geophysical data, such as image logs and seismic surveys, the 295 
separation of results and interpretation is difficult, as the interpretation of faults within seismic 296 
data, is itself the result. In this section we present our ‘results’ and interpretation of the 3D 297 
seismic and wellbore image logs in parallel, followed by a discussion. 298 
 299 
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 300 
4.1 Macroscale: Structural Analysis using 3D seismic 301 
In all 3D surveys, fault dips were predominantly high (fig. 9, fig. 10, fig. 14) and where low 302 
angle faulting is displayed it is representative of a gradual transition towards a lower angle at 303 
depth (fig. 10).  304 
 305 
4.1.1 On Shore 3D Surveys 306 
Multiple fault sets are present within the onshore surveys, which are linked to varying 307 
orientations of extension. They are best observed along the Top Sherbrook Group reflector 308 
within each survey (fig. 11).  309 
 310 
Consistent across all three surveys is a NW-SE ~145°N striking fault set (fig. 9 and fig. 10). 311 
Faults in this set occur in a number of ways including, isolated planes and laterally linked arrays 312 
(fig. 10). Relay ramps were also interpreted in St George 3D and Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D. 313 
This fault set is pervasive throughout most of the seismic section, penetrating all units of the 314 
Sherbrook and Otway Group and is characterised by concave extensional faults (fig. 12), that 315 
dip at high angles towards the southwest and northeast (fig. 9 and fig. 10). Thickening of the 316 
Sherbrook Group sediments and Early Otway Group Units, in the hanging wall of these faults 317 
can be observed within all three surveys. Offset along these faults is normal, with their upwards 318 
propagation (fig. 9 and fig. 10) into Palaeogene and Neogene sediments visible within all 319 
datasets.  320 
 321 
A second major set of ~E-W striking normal faults was detected in the Balnaves-Haselgrove 322 
3D, defined by a large listric fault that dips towards the south (fig. 10). The fault has controlled 323 
the formation of synthetic and antithetic faults of the same style, with faulting seeming to sole 324 
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out along the basement surface (fig. 10), although this was difficult to accurately constrain due 325 
to decreasing seismic quality with depth. Thickening within the Sherbrook Group is apparent 326 
within the hanging walls of these faults with minor thickening also evident in the early 327 
members of the Otway Group (fig. 10). In many cases along strike in either direction, these 328 
faults are linked to NW-SE and NE-SW striking normal faults (fig 11).  329 
 330 
A minor ENE-WSW (fig. 9 and fig. 10) striking set of faults was interpreted within the 331 
Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D and the Tillbooroo 3D. In both surveys, these faults are mainly 332 
isolated to the Eumerella Formation, terminating at the top Otway unconformity boundary, and 333 
showing no vertical linkage with deeper faults. The largest faults in this set dip towards the 334 
south, and are responsible for the formation of a small series of ENE-WSW striking horst and 335 
graben structures which are particularly evident within incoherency depth slices (fig. 13). In 336 
the Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D these faults are soft-linked to NW-SE and E-W striking faults 337 
along strike to the west. The formation of this fault set post-dates the deposition of the Otway 338 
Group as thickness is uniform between the foot and hanging walls. 339 
 340 
4.1.2 Offshore 3D Survey – Carpenter 3D 341 
Offshore, the Carpenter 3D is dominated by high-angle ~NW-SE (135°N) striking normal 342 
faults that dip towards the southwest. The faults are best observed along the Top Sherbrook 343 
Group reflector (fig. 15) where soft and hard linkage of parallel striking faults can be seen. 344 
 345 
As discussed by Krassay et al., (2004) the offshore western Otway Basin contains a far thicker 346 
sector of the Sherbrook Group in comparison to the onshore portion, which was also observed 347 
(fig. 14). Considerable thickening of the Sherbrook Group sediments within the hanging walls 348 
of some faults can be seen, though this is not consistent throughout the survey, suggesting that 349 
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multiple episodes of similarly oriented faulting have occurred. Large faults in the survey 350 
penetrate upwards into undifferentiated Palaeogene units, in a number of cases displaying 351 
significant normal offset (fig. 14).  352 
 353 
4.1.3 Fault division by unit of occurrence 354 
Grouping faults from all surveys between on and off-shore sectors, and dividing them 355 
according to their characteristics: basement involved, isolated to the Otway Group, or non-356 
basement involved Otway and Sherbrook Group Faults – provides another degree of insight 357 
(fig. 16).  358 
 359 
Basement linked faults strike primarily E-W or ~NW-SE in both on and off-shore sections of 360 
the basin. Onshore ~NE-SW striking faults are isolated within the Otway Group sediments. 361 
Non-basement involved, ~NW-SE and E-W striking faults extend throughout the Sherbrook 362 
and Otway Group sediments. Representing a broad pattern of faults that dip towards the north 363 
(fig. 16). 364 
 365 
4.2 Mesoscale: Natural Fracture and Fault Analyses 366 
4.2.1 Natural Fracture and Fault Interpretation from Wellbore Image Logs 367 
Lower hemisphere stereographic projections of fracture data with present day geometries, 368 
sorted by well are presented in fig. 17. Poles to planes cluster at NNW-SSE, N-S and NE-SW 369 
with natural fracture dip angles varying from ~25° to ~ 88° within a single well. High angle 370 
fractures dominate (fig. 18) with very few low angle and vertical fractures detected (fig. 19). 371 
However, in most cases well deviation from vertical was minimal, meaning vertical fractures 372 
were difficult to detect. Killanoola-1DW1 contained a high amount of ~NE-SW striking 373 
fractures and it’s impact on the overall trend within our data is observed within fig. 19.  374 
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 375 
Fault extracted from wellbore image logs strike ~NW-SE and ~NE-SW with dip angles 376 
between ~40° and ~80°. Offset along many of these faults was also visible, making it possible 377 
to classify their nature and regime of nucleation based on their sinusoidal geometry, which was 378 
mainly normal. 379 
 380 
4.2.3 Core Analysis 381 
Analysis from the Casterton member of the Otway Group in Jolly-1 ST1 at a depth of 3850.5m 382 
yielded the successful measurement of a high-angle extensional ~NNW-SSE striking fault (fig. 383 
7) showing slight oblique movement. Analysis within Jacaranda Ridge-1 at a depth of 2639.4 384 
m also showed evidence for small scale extensional faulting within the Upper Sawpit member 385 
of the Otway Group sediments, though in this case it was not possible to reorient the sample. 386 
 387 
4.3 Paleostress Regimes from Fault and Fracture Data 388 
Due to the highly faulted nature of the datasets, paleostress regimes were assigned to fault data 389 
using idealistic models and pure dip-slip normal movement on the fault planes. ~NE-SW 390 
striking normal faults were categorised under a NW-SE extensional stress regime as part of set 391 
FLT-A. ~NW-SE striking faults under a NE-SW extension regime FLT-B, and E-W striking 392 
faults under a N-S extensional stress regime, FLT-C (fig. 21). As all fracture data was obtained 393 
from the Otway Group units, discerning their relative chronologies based on their vertical 394 
distribution was not possible. Additionally, as in all wells bedding dip degree was negligible, 395 
generally ~10º, the analysis of pre and post tilting events was not possible. 396 
 397 
More than 80% of mesoscale fracture data was categorised under our method of analysis, with 398 
a diverse spread of mainly high angled fractures, classified into various sets and assigned 399 
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paleostress regimes. Fractures striking NE-SW were assigned to fracture set FRC-A an 400 
extensional paleostress regime, with σ3 trending broadly towards the SE.  Fractures striking 401 
NW-SE were assigned to a second extensional regime, FRC-B, with σ3 trending broadly NE. 402 
Arguably both FRC-A and FRC-B could be further reduced to a total of 4 extensional fracture 403 
sets, as both can be seen to contain two sub-sets of natural fractures (fig. 21). However, we 404 
have chosen to categorise them under only two sets as we believe that given the meso-scale 405 
nature of the data, the subsets likely reflect small variations within a large scale extensive stress 406 
regime which is defined by FLT-A and FLT-B. Fractures striking E-W were assigned to set, 407 
FRC-C, a N-S extensive regime with σ3 plunging towards the south.  408 
 409 
In addition to the extensional fracture sets, two lower angle compressional sets were visible 410 
within the data. Fractures striking NE-SW with low angles of dip were assigned to a 411 
compressive stress regime fracture set, COMP-A, with σ1 trending towards the NW. Low 412 
angle, NW-SE striking fractures only present within the penetrated basement units in 413 
Killanoola 1 and Penley 1 were assigned to set COMP-B, with σ1 trending towards the NE.  414 
 415 
Faults from image log data were assigned to two environments of paleostress: NE-SW striking 416 
faults were assigned to a NW-SE extensive stress regime in set ILF-A. Faults striking NW-SE 417 
were assigned to set ILF-B under a NNE-SSW extensional stress regime. 418 
 419 
4.4 Stress tensors from Etchecopar’s CSIT 420 
Two calcite samples from high angle, extensive fractures within the Sawpit Sandstone and 421 
Pretty Hill members of the Otway Group were analysed using Etchecopar’s CSIT. Producing 422 
a single stress tensor from each sample. 423 
 424 
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Sample JR-1 recorded a stress tensor, with a horizontal σ1 trending ~NW-SE and a low 425 
differential stress ratio (ϕ= 0.2) (fig. 22), σ1 plunging at 03º towards 135º. Sample HSG-2 426 
produced a ~NW-SE extensional stress tensor under back-tilted bedding conditions (fig. 22), 427 
σ1 plunging and 43º towards 120ºN.  JR-1 was re-oriented using image log data from the same 428 
well, while the HSG-2 samples was re-oriented using well bore image log from surrounding 429 
wells in combination with dip data from 3D seismic Kulikowski and Amrouch (2017). Data 430 
for each tensor is presented in table 2.  431 
 432 
5.0 Discussion 433 
 5.1 An integrated approach to determining extensional origins and paleostress evolution 434 
This study shows a distinct correlation between micro, meso and macroscale data, with a 435 
number of paleostress environments consistently present across all scales. Given that most 436 
basement involved faults strike E-W and the presence of a possible deep E-W fabric within 437 
both on and off-shore provinces (Lyon et al., 2007; Robson et al 2016), initial rifting within 438 
the western Otway Basin was likely oriented ~N-S. With the growth of E-W striking faults and 439 
more oblique ~NW-SE basement involved faults continuing throughout most of the Early 440 
Cretaceous. Evident in the thickening of all Crayfish sub-group units within the hanging walls 441 
of these faults, supporting evidence from Lyon et al., (2007). Mesoscale evidence for this 442 
paleostress event comes from FRC-C, in addition to the small scale faulting interpreted within 443 
the Jolly-1 core. This period also saw the development of a number of antithetic ~NW-SE and 444 
E-W striking syn-rift faults develop in conjunction with larger basement involved structures.  445 
 446 
Following deposition of the complete Otway Group during the Early Cretaceous, ~NE-SW 447 
striking faults isolated within the early onshore units suggest the western  Otway Basin 448 
experienced a minor ~NW-SE oriented extensional event. Supported by FRC-A, along with 449 
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the CSIT tensor from HSG-2 and image log fault set ILF-A. As there is no evidence for this 450 
fault set within our offshore dataset it is likely that this paleostress field was isolated onshore, 451 
possibly due to thermal relaxation or subsidence. This is a likely cause, especially as early 452 
rifting was concentrated onshore (Krassay et al., 2004; Brugiglio et al., 2015) and these faults 453 
show little penetration into the deeper sections, no syn-deposition growth and are restricted to 454 
the upper sections of the Otway Group (fig. 13) 455 
 456 
Renewed rifting began at the start of the Late Cretaceous, moving mainly offshore, marked by 457 
a higher thickness of Sherbrook Group sediments compared to the onshore region (fig. 9 and 458 
fig. 10). From the high amount of non-basement linked ~NW-SE striking faults onshore, and 459 
the presence of recently active ~NW-SE striking faults within the off-shore sector of the basin, 460 
this renewed period of rifting was likely oriented ~NE-SW. Supported by the mesoscale 461 
fracture and fault data from FRC-B and ILF-B. This period also saw the reactivation of early 462 
E-W striking faults, evident in their continued growth within on-shore sections of the basin and 463 
in very few cases ~NE-SW striking minor fault sets linked to ~E-W striking fault sections. 464 
From the presence of post rift faulting within the Sherbrook Group (fig. 14) and propagation 465 
of NW-SE striking faults within Palaeogene units, both on and off-shore, it is likely that this 466 
extensional regime of paleostress persisted well into the Palaeogene. 467 
 468 
5.2 Basin Inversion and Compressional History of the Western Otway Basin 469 
From the presence of broad wavelength folding within Palaeogene and Neogene units, previous 470 
studies suggest the Otway Basin has experienced multiple episodes of ~NW-SE compression 471 
and inversion throughout its evolution (Hill et al., 1994; Duddy et al., 1994; Krassay et al., 472 
2004; Holford et al., 2011a; Holford et al., 2014). These are generally believed to have been 473 
responsible for the multiple unconformities throughout the sedimentary succession (Krassay et 474 
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al., 2004; Holford et al., 2014) with inversion accommodated through the ~NW-SE reverse 475 
reactivation of basin forming normal faults. 476 
 477 
Two periods of ~NW-SE oriented compression have been proposed, firstly, following the 478 
deposition of the Otway Group, in the Mid-Cretaceous due to a rearranging of plate boundary 479 
forces. Secondly, from ~Late Miocene to recent due to stress transfer from the eastern plate 480 
margin (Sandiford et al 2003; 2004). To date the most substantial evidence for any significant 481 
compression within our study area, is the analysis of the broad amplitude Morum and Copa 482 
Anticlines (fig. 23), although the structures have only been imaged using scarcely spaced 2D 483 
seismic lines, interpreted in TWT (Holford et al., 2014).  484 
 485 
Considering the data from Carpenter 3D survey, it is possible the Morum and Copa structures 486 
have been misinterpreted, due to a parallel geometry between 2D line and regional fault strike 487 
(fig. 23). Especially as interpreted anticline hinges trend near orthogonal to the strike of 488 
underlying extensional faults (fig. 1), meaning they could not have accommodated ~NW-SE 489 
oriented inversion (fig. 23). However, if these structures do represent topographic highs, it is 490 
possible they were formed by a means other than ~NW-SE oriented fault inversion. Such as 491 
long-term compaction over a basement high, detachment folding within deep rift units or even 492 
co-axial inversion oriented ~NE-SW. For which mesoscale fracture evidence has been 493 
suggested by Burgin et al., (2018) in the eastern Otway Ranges.  494 
 495 
In the results from this study on the macroscale, there is no evidence for compressional 496 
environments of stresses, past or present. All faults are high-angle and display normal off-set, 497 
while ~NE-SW striking faults within the Tillbooroo 3D and Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D, which 498 
are ideally oriented for inversion under a ~NW-SE oriented compressional stress regime, show 499 
no evidence for reactivation. Suggesting that compressional neotectonic structuring within the 500 
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western Otway Basin has been minimal. Further evidence against the influence of large scale 501 
~NW-SE oriented compression, at the end of the Early Cretaceous, is the horizontal nature of 502 
seismic reflectors (fig. 8) between the Otway Group and Sherbrook Group. A feature which 503 
suggests that, though an unconformity may be present, there is no structural evidence to support 504 
that erosion was driven by fault inversion and tectonic compression. Lastly, very low levels of 505 
post-Albian exhumation in many wells, determined from sonic-log analysis (Tassone et al., 506 
2014) suggest minimal uplift following the deposition of the Otway Group echoing the results 507 
of the structural interpretations within this study. 508 
 509 
Although evidence on the macroscale for environments of compression is lacking, two 510 
paleostress environments of compression are present within the natural fracture and CSIT 511 
datasets. Suggesting that the influence of compressional stresses is not entirely absent from the 512 
western Otway Basin, but is limited to the micro and mesoscale. The presence of fracture set 513 
COMP-B, exclusively within the Paleozoic basement, suggests that at some point prior to initial 514 
rifting the region experienced ~NE-SW oriented compressional forces. While fracture set 515 
COMP-A and the stress tensor from JR-1 suggest that following the deposition of the Otway 516 
Group, the western Otway Basin may have experienced mild-compressive forces. Although the 517 
low ϕ value of 0.2 in tensor JR-1 suggests that σ2 and σ3 were interchangeable, meaning that 518 
a strike slip stress regime is also possible. 519 
 520 
Given the large amount of evidence for Miocene- recent ~NW-SE oriented compressional 521 
forces throughout much of South East Australia (Sandiford et al., 2003; 2004; Holford et al., 522 
2011a; 2014; Tassone et al., 2017) we believe the ~NW-SE compressional paleostress regimes 523 
detected within data from this study to be associated with this event. However, local stress 524 
perturbations – possibly due to previously formed structures - may also be responsible. 525 
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 526 
5.3 Neotectonic compression along Australia’s Southern Margin 527 
There is almost irrefutable evidence that plate boundary forces exert a first order control on the 528 
orientation of in-situ stresses within intra-plate settings such as the Australian continent, 529 
(Reynolds et al., 2003; Sandiford et al., 2004; Holford et al., 2014). However there is little in-530 
sight into the degree to which stress is released moving in-wards from plate boundaries (Rajabi 531 
et al., 2017b) and how regimes of in-situ stress are affected. Especially with respect to evidence 532 
from geological structures and not petroleum industry data, which may contradict each other, 533 
especially in the Otway Basin (Tassone et al., 2017).  534 
 535 
Evidence for neotectonic activity along Australia’s southern margin is at its most intense at the 536 
eastern boarder (Clark et al., 2011; Sandiford et al., 2004; Holford et al., 2011a; Tassone et al., 537 
2017), in the Gippsland Basin, where significant neotectonic normal fault inversion has 538 
occurred. The structures defining some of Australia’s pre-eminent oil fields of the late 20th 539 
century (e.g. the Snapper Anticline (Glenton, 1991). Moving progressively west, away from 540 
the “front,” of compression, despite, high levels of seismicity within the Bass Basin and 541 
possible uplift concentrated around the Otway Ranges (fig. 24). There seems to be a lack of 542 
widespread thrusting and inversion structures. Suggesting that the influence of plate-boundary 543 
compressive forces significantly decreases from east to west (fig. 24) along the southern margin 544 
of Australia. 545 
 546 
This is supported by evidence from this study, concentrated in the western Otway Basin, where 547 
the influence of ~NW-SE compression is limited to the micro and mesoscale (fig. 24) and post-548 
Albian exhumation is very low (Tassone et al., 2014). This insight has possible implications 549 
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for considering the structural evolution of intra-plate sedimentary basins and assists in 550 
providing further geological evidence for comparison with petroleum industry datasets. 551 
 552 
5.4 Comparisons with the intra-cratonic settings 553 
This study represents the second integration of multiscale datasets throughout the sub-surface, 554 
the first located within Australia’s intra-cratonic Cooper Basin (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 555 
2017). Whilst we have been able to apply this approach to our study area with some success - 556 
reducing the uncertainty surrounding a number of basin forming events - it is worth noting 557 
distinct challenges to the method when working in a passive margin, rather than intra-cratonic 558 
basin setting. In contrast to intra-cratonic sedimentary basins, which show lower levels of 559 
mesoscale extensional deformation (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017), passive margin settings 560 
such as the Otway Basin are controlled heavily by the influence of gravity as a vertical principal 561 
stress throughout their history. This is reflected in our dataset by the high amount of extensional 562 
faults and natural fractures – that all share a vertically oriented principal stress – and which, 563 
when viewed as a single group show evidence for environments of extension across almost 564 
360º (fig. 19).  565 
 566 
This made distinguishing individual fracture sets a challenge, especially when all formations 567 
were of similar age, and would have been impossible without the aid of fault and calcite twin 568 
data, highlighting the necessity for a multi-scale approach. Additionally, in such a 569 
gravitationally controlled province it is possible that extensional fracture sets may develop due 570 
to intermittent periods of thermal subsidence or flexural relaxation, which are not directly 571 
linked to large-scale paleo stresses, and are impossible to distinguish form those that are. In 572 
such a highly extended sub-surface province like the Otway Basin, it is also possible that low-573 
angle compressional fracture sets or twinning data may record local stress perturbations or 574 
stress “deflections,” (King et al., 2012; Debenham et al 2018). Resulting in compression within 575 
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or in close proximity to large extensional faults within the hanging wall section, especially 576 
when wide spread faulting is present within younger (higher) stratigraphic units. Within our 577 
dataset, this may be an alternative explanation for fracture sets COMP-A and COMP-B, 578 
especially as orientation of σ1 within both fracture sets are parallel to azimuths of σ3 from fault 579 
sets FLT-A and FLT-C, respectively. Additionally, the stress tensor derived from the JR-1 580 
sample, which with a differential stress ratio of 0.2 indicates the value of σ2 and σ3 were 581 
interchangeable (Lacombe et al., 2007) meaning any compression was not well defined. 582 
 583 
5.3 Implications for in-situ stress and present day sub-surface permeability 584 
A number of assessments of the in-situ stresses in the western Otway Basin using petroleum 585 
industry data, consider the region to be either within a strike-slip or compressional stress regime 586 
(Nelson et al 2006; King et al., 2012). With ~NW-SE, trending maximum horizontal stress 587 
considered as the maximum principal stress.  588 
 589 
Despite these suggestions, as discussed, evidence from this study shows that macro-scale 590 
geological evidence for both of these regimes is lacking. No strike slip faults or fractures have 591 
been detected, (although these are difficult to detect within vertical wells) and evidence for 592 
compression limited to the micro and mesoscale. Suggesting the influence of compressional 593 
stresses has been minimal during the structural evolution of the basin.  594 
 595 
In contrast, the propagation of extensional faulting into Palaeogene - Neogene sediments 596 
visible within all of our surveys (fig. 9 – fig. 14) suggests that extension within the region may 597 
have persisted until at least the Neogene. The on-going growth of extensional structures and 598 
their reactivation at depth required to accommodate continuing growth, is most likely under an 599 
extensional stress regime. Suggested by Rajabi et al., (2017b) who modelled a shallow 600 
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transition at ~3km from a shallow strike slip stress regime to an extensional stress regime in 601 
the Otway Basin.  602 
 603 
The presence of this transitional zone of stress within the shallower sections of the basin has 604 
significant consequences for current geomechanical models. While, Bailey et al., (2014) 605 
modelled fracture reactivation it was only completed under strike-slip and reverse conditions. 606 
Whereas evidence from this study suggests these regimes are unlikely, especially at depths of 607 
interest to petroleum exploration. As such, using similar stress conditions, we have briefly 608 
modelled fracture susceptibility for natural fractures from Jolly-1 under a present day 609 
extensional stress (fig. 25). 610 
 611 
The modelling indicates that under a normal stress regime almost all high angle fractures, 612 
especially those striking ~NW-SE within FRC-B, have very low pressures needed for 613 
reactivation. Meaning they are ideally oriented for fracture stimulation through hydraulic 614 
fracturing to assist in the production of potential oil and gas targets. This current uncertainty, 615 
affects not only the models for subsurface permeability of petroleum systems within the basin, 616 
but is of high importance for geothermal and carbon dioxide sequestration which involve the 617 
injection of material into subsurface networks. 618 
 619 
Additional evidence for present day extension within the western Otway Basin, especially 620 
within the off-shore sector, may be the presence of seismic activity concentrated around the 621 
continental shelf. Whilst there are no focal mechanism solutions available for any of these 622 
earthquakes, their clustering along the shelf (fig. 26), suggests they are likely extensional in 623 
nature and gravitationally controlled. As the influence of gravity, acting a vertical principal 624 
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stress, is particularly high along the continental shelf. However, this cannot be confirmed 625 
without focal mechanism solutions.  626 
This warrants further investigation as it suggests that passive margin basins, which extend 627 
throughout on and offshore provinces like the Otway Basin may experience somewhat of a 628 
“hybrid,” environment of in-situ stress between their onshore and offshore sections. As the 629 
local influence of gravitationally driven extension interacts with plate boundary forces, 630 
especially in offshore sections of the basin surrounding the continental shelf. As such, while 631 
the results of this study has successfully refined much of the regional structural evolution, they 632 
have also emphasised possible contradictions between geological evidence and petroleum 633 
industry data, with respect to the environment of in situ stress within the region.  634 
 635 
6.0 Summary and future work 636 
This study demonstrates how the use of an integrated approach to conducting structural analysis 637 
within a complex rifted setting, can assist in reducing the uncertainty behind models of 638 
structural development. Especially those that rely predominantly on the interpretation of 639 
seismic datasets. By combining methods of structural analyses across the micro, meso and 640 
macro scale we have presented new insights into the multi-scale structural framework of Otway 641 
Basin and the nature of post-break up compression along Australia’s southern margin. The first 642 
integration of these techniques within a passive margin sedimentary basin have produced a 643 
more comprehensive history of basin evolution than any previous study (fig. 27), one that 644 
accounts for deformation across both time and space.  645 
 646 
Basin evolution is constrained to four main phases: (1) ~N-S oriented initial rifting, wherein 647 
E-W basement fabric highly influenced fault development, supported by Lyon et al., (2007) 648 
and Robson et al., (2018). (2) minor, post-rift ~NW-SE extension, isolated onshore, possibly 649 
due to thermal relaxation or subsidence, which has not been previously discussed and was 650 
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resolved predominantly due to the integrated approach of this study.  (3) Renewed, ~NW-SE 651 
rifting, mainly offshore, resulting in the long-lived growth of ~NW-SE and ~E-W striking 652 
faults during the deposition of the Late Cretaceous and Palaeogene sedimentary units. (4) A 653 
shift to a passive margin, gravitationally dominated setting, where ~NW-SE striking 654 
extensional faults may remain active. Especially surrounding the continental shelf. 655 
 656 
The results provide the most comprehensive distribution of natural fracture and fault data to 657 
date along Australia’s southern margin, assisting on-going efforts for hydrocarbon exploration 658 
and production. Future work should involve the application of these techniques within the 659 
eastern Otway Basin, to assess the true nature of basin inversion and post-break up ~NW-SE 660 
oriented compression which has been questioned in this study. 661 
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Fig. 1: (a) Map of Australia’s southern margin displaying the location of the Otway Basin 
(modified from Stacey et al. (2013) (b) A regional map of the Western Otway Basin draped 
over a SEEBASE depth to basement model (Krassay et al. 2009). Local structures from 
Moore et al., (2000) and Holford et al. (2014). The locations of the four seismic surveys used 
within this study are also outlined (c) A close up map of the Penola Trough modified from 
Bailey et al. (2014), displaying the location of the Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D, Tilbooroo 3D 
and the St George 3D in addition to the 12 image logs used as part of this study. 
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Fig. 2: A stratigraphic column for the Otway Basin, including the major groups of sediments 
interpreted as part of this study. Modified from Tassone et al (2017) after Geary and Reid 
(1998) to include the confusion regarding many of the basin forming rift events. Note:the 
formations between the top Casterton Formation and the bottom Eumeralla Formation 
represent the Crayfish Subgroup of Early Cretaceous Units. 
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Fig. 3: Time depth relationships used to convert 3D seismic data from the time to depth 

























Fig. 4: A schematic showing how wellbore image logs, in this case a Formation Micro 



































Fig. 5: (a) A schematic diagram after Burgin et al., (2018) displaying the relationship 
between structural deformation features and the three principle stresses (b) The three 
primary modes of fracture formation (c) Text book relationships between Anderson’s three 















Fig.6: Example of an interpreted fault within this study from Jolly-1/ST1. A fault zone is 
identified, not only along a sinusoidal features but by abrupt and distinct changes in bedding 
nature across the sinusoid. Bedding dips ~SE above the fault zone ~SW within it and then 









Fig. 7: Jolly-1 ST1: (a) A picture of the filled fault plane within the Casterton member of the 
Otway Group with a mechanical pencil inserted for scale (b) annotation of the fault including 
the movement sense inferred from where space was created. The bedding plane used for re-
orientation is also included (c) Kinematic indicators on the fault plane with fingers for scale 
(d) annotations of kinematic indicators (slickenlines and slickenslides) assisting us in 
inferring the sense of movement. Jacaranda Ridge-1: (e) An uninterrupted vertical core 
section from Jacaranda Ridge-1 within the Sawpit Shale member of the Otway Group (f) 
interpreted core section showing significant mode-2 style normal offset within the core. As 
this section is well above the image log interval within the well it was not able to be precisely 
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Fig. 8: (a) Schematic diagram of a twin lamella in a calcite crystal (b) Stereographic  
projection (lower hemisphere, equal area) of the calcite twin planes. The central optical axis 
is vertical with poles to planes at 26.5º to the C axis. Planes of twinning are the three great 
circles. (c) Schematic illustrations of calcite twin types 1 -4 along with type descriptions in 
the neighboring table. (a) and (b) modified from Arboit et al. (2015) from Burkhard (1993) 
(c) along with table descriptions from Burkhard (1993). 
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Fig. 9: Seismic cross section and the results of our interpretation of the Tillbooroo 3D (a – d) 
and St George 3D (e –f). Of note is the clustering of poles within (c) and (g) that indicate the 
major fault sets within each survey. Also note the predominantly high angle nature of faults 
visible within the histogram displays in (d) and (h) an likely indicator, along with fault offset 
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Fig. 10: Un-interpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections through the Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D 
survey. Showing the thickening of units within the hanging wall sections of faults (c) Poles to 
planes projection of interpreted faults displaying major sets where pole density is highest and 
(d) fault dip angle histogram. Low angle faults within this survey are interpreted as part of a 
gradual transition towards a low angle listric fault (b) and not a result of compressional 















Fig. 11: Depth to structure maps (a), (b), (c) and the incoherence attribute (d), (e), (f) of the 
Top Sherbrook group reflector within the Tillbooroo 3D, St George 3D and Balnaves-
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Fig. 12: An example of an interpreted~ NW-SE striking fault plane taken from the Balnaves-
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Fig. 13: (a) A depth slice at 700m displaying the incoherence attribute through the 
Tillbooroo 3D survey, highlighting the tightly spaced NE-SW oriented fault network which 
cross cuts the major NW-SE faulting (b) un-interpreted arbitrary line through the survey (c) 
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Fig. 14: Un-interpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections through the Carpenter 3D survey. (c) 
Poles to planes projection of interpreted faults displaying the major ~NW-SE fault trend (d) 
Dip angles of fault interpreted within the survey. Of note is the extension of faults within 
panel (b) above the Top Sherbrook horizon and into Palaeogene sedimentary units in addition 
to the thickening of the Sherbrook Group within the hanging wall of large faults. Note the 
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Fig. 15: The Top Sherbrook and Mid Cenozoic reflector from the Carpenter 3D survey 
displayed as depth (a) and (c) and incoherence (b) and (d) which allows for a more distinct 
visualization of fault the major ~NW-SE striking fault trend. Note that in contrast to the on-
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Fig. 16: Amalgamated fault data from onshore and offshore sections of the western Otway 
Basin, divided into three formation specific categories. E-W striking and ~NW-SE striking 
fault comprise the majority of basement linked faults. NE-SW striking faults are largely 
isolated onshore, within the Otway Group sediments. 
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Fig. 17: Lower hemisphere stereonets displaying poles to planes and planes of all natural fracture data obtained from our image log 699 
interpretation.700 
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 701 
 702 
Fig. 18: An example of high angle, predominantly NW-SE striking natural fractures 703 
interpreted within the Jolly-1/ST1 well bore image log. There fractures are categorised as part 704 
of fracture set FRC-B and have been assigned a paleostress regime of ~NE-SW extension. 705 
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 706 
Fig. 19: Blue: All natural fractures from our interpretation. Green: All wells with fractures 707 
from Killanoola-1 removed. Note the high number of extensional fractures, from which 708 
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 716 
 717 
Fig. 20: All faults interpreted within the image log data of this study. Not the predominantly 718 
high angle of most faults in addition to the  mean ~NW-SE strike. 719 
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 720 
Fig. 21:  Paleostress tensors attributed to the formation of seismic scale faulting, natural 721 
fractures and faults from image logs determined through the method of analysis. For all 722 
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 727 
 728 
Fig. 22: The two stress tensors produced from CSIT in this study. JR-1, a ~NW-SE 729 
compressional stress tensors and HSG-2 a ~NW-SE extensional stress tensor interpreted 730 
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Figure 23: A compilation of figures illustrating an example of the possible misinterpretation 746 
of offshore “anticlines” within previous studies. (a) interpreted cross section from Holford et 747 
al. (2014) showing the interpretation of the low amplitude Morum anticline (b) map showing 748 
the location of this line in addition to the local fold axes (Holford et al. 2014) along with  the 749 
incoherence attribute displayed along the mid-Cenozoic horizon from this study (c) Inline 750 
through the Carpenter 3D parallel to the major fault trend, showing how line parallel 751 
faulting can cause apparent folding, especially in non-depth converted datasets which do not 752 
constrain the vertical to horizontal ratio (d) crossline through the Carpenter 3D showing the 753 
true structural architecture of the sub-surface and the “unfortunate” orientation of panel (c).  754 
(e) A second example from Holford et al. (2014) which likely represents the same scenario, 755 
interpretations from this study were likely greatly hindered by the inability to 756 
comprehensively determine fault geometry using only 2D data. (f) Depth converted version of 757 
panel (c) showing the drastic change in geometry of structures in the true geometry, where 758 
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 762 
Fig. 24: Stress and neotectonic map of south eastern Australia, showing the weaker influence 763 























Fig. 25: Results from the geomechanical modelling of natural fractures interpreted within the 785 
Jolly-1 well. Stress parameters were derived from Nelson et al. (2006) and Bailey et al. 2014, 786 
although the value of maximum horizontal stress was adjusted to reflect a possible over 787 
estimation and reflect a resultant extensive regime of in-situ stress. High angle fractures 788 
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 802 
 803 
Fig. 26: Map showing earthquakes within the western Otway Basin from 1840 to March 804 
2017. Note the concentration of seismic activity in this sector of the basin around the 805 
continental shelf. While focal mechanisms have not been determined, the clustering around 806 
the shelf break suggests that many of these earthquakes may be controlled by downward 807 
gravitational extension. Earthquake data from Department of Energy and Mining (2019). 808 
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 809 
Fig. 27: A stratigraphic column for the western Otway Basin after Tassone et al., (2017) 810 
after Geary and Reid (1998), including a revised generalised tectonic history based on the 811 
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Abstract. Models for basin evolution and natural fracture development often contain many uncertainties. Multiscale
approaches to structural analysis assist in reducing thesebyprovidingcheckpoints for structural evolution tobetter constrain
the development of palaeostress phases through time. In this study, we integrate the analysis of calcite twins, magnetic
fabrics, stylolites and natural fractures at Castle Cove in the eastern Otway Basin, producing a five-phase model for stress
5 evolution consisting of: phase 1 ~NW–SE Mid-Cretaceous strike-slip or compression; phases 2 and 3 Late Cretaceous
extension, coincidingwith the development of ~NW–SE and ~NE–SWstriking extensional fracture sets; phase 4 ~NE–SW
strike-slip andcompression, representinganenigmatic periodof stress evolutionwith respect to the current understandingof
the Otway Basin; and phase 5 present day ~NW–SE strike-slip stress. The results contribute to a 4D structural history
construction for the eastern Otway Basin and suggest that the evolution of the region may require reassessing in order to
10 determine the timing and nature of the detected ~NE–SWoriented compressional event. This study also demonstrates how
the use of a calcite stress inversion technique can assist in providing mechanical checkpoints for the evolution of complex
natural fracture networks, which can easily be expanded within the sub-surface.
Keywords: calcite, fracture, Otway Basin, palaeostress, tectonic.
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Introduction
When establishing models for basin evolution and fracture
development, there are many unknowns; taking a multiscale
approach by using microscale techniques, such as calcite twin
5 and petrophysical analysis, assists in refining these models.
Quantifying stress and strain through time and space has been
extensively used to reduce these unknowns, providing 
quantitative palaeostress and strain checkpoints (e.g. 
Amrouch et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2011). Etchecopar’s (1984)
10 calcite stress inversion technique (CSIT) has by far been the
most dominant method of calcite twin analysis over the last
40 years (Tavani et al. 2015; Beaudoin and Lacombe 2018).
The ability of calcite twin analysis to determine palaeostress
(Etchecopar 1984; Laurent 1984; Burkhard 1993; Lacombe
15 2001; Lacombe et al. 2007) and palaeostrain (Groshong 1972,
1974; Groshong et al. 1984) has been proven in several tectonic
environments, including the major fold-and-thrust belts of
Zagros (Iran) (Amrouch et al. 2005; Lacombe et al. 2007;
Amrouch et al. 2010a), Khao Khwang (Thailand) (Arboit
et al. 2015), the Albanides (Albania) (Lacombe et al. 2009),
the RockyMountains (Wyoming) (Craddock and van der Pluijm
1999; Amrouch et al. 2010a, 2010b; Beaudoin et al. 2012, 2016)
5and, more recently, in the Cooper and Eromanga basins of
Australia (Kulikowski and Amrouch 2017). The integration of
CSIT with petrophysical and natural fracture data has also been
shown to provide a good constraint on rock physical strain
(Amrouch et al. 2010b). Resultantly, the ability to upscale
10stress data from CSIT with higher order basin models and
modern interpretations of geophysical well, 2D and 3D
seismic data allows basin evolution models to be created with
even greater accuracy and extrapolated in higher detail
throughout the sub-surface (Kulikowski et al. 2018)
15In this study, we present a multiscale analysis that integrates
CSIT,magnetic fabric andnatural fractures alongsidea structural
analysis from a special oriented sample ‘Alice-18’ (A-18) taken
from Castle Cove in the eastern Otway Basin. In the scope of
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previous research, we highlight the relevance of palaeostress
inversion techniques in investigating sedimentary basins,
emphasising the effectiveness of a multiscale approach as a
useful tool for constraining fracture development and
5 structural models for use within the petroleum industry, in
both onshore and offshore provinces.
Geological setting
TheOtwayBasin (Fig. 1) trends largelyNW–SEandoccupies the
onshore and offshore regions of South Australia, Victoria and
10 Tasmania. It is of particular significance due to its status as one of
Australia’s commercial oil and gas provinces, in addition to
hosting one of the country’s major CO2 burial experiments
with additional potential for geothermal energy. Structural
trends vary from west to east across the Otway Basin, a
15 characteristic possibly explained by variations in basement
architecture (Lyon et al. 2007; Gibson et al. 2011), with much
of the western portion underlain by geological terranes
comprising the regional Cambrian–Ordovician fold belt and
the Mid-Palaeozoic Lachlan fold belt with a N–NNW striking
20 boundary (Gibson et al. 2011). The eastern portion of the basin
overlays theNeoproterozoic–CambrianSelwyn-TaswegiaBlock,
and themajorN–S strikingAvoca Shear Zone continues offshore
as the Sorrel Fracture Zone (Gibson et al. 2011).
Initial rifting within the Otway Basin began during the Late
25 Jurassic and gradually propagated eastwards during the break-up
of Gondwana (Perincek and Cockshell 1995; Norvick and Smith
2001; Krassay et al. 2004). Extensional azimuths for this period
of rifting have varied across a 90 arc, as suggested by numerous
authors over the last 30 years, and include azimuths of NW–SE
30 (Wilcox et al. 1992; O’Brien et al. 1994), N–S (Cooper and Hill
1997; Lyon et al. 2007) and NE–SW extension (Etheridge et al.
1985; Perincek et al. 1994). This period is characterised by
NW–W striking elongate depocentres in the western portion
of the basinwith almost orthogonalN–E striking structures in the
35 east (Fig. 1b).
A significant period of tectonic subsidence following the
conclusion of early rift activity during the Aptian–Albian led
to the deposition of the volcaniclastic and fluvio-lacustrine
Eumeralla Formation, which outcrops at Castle Cove (Fig. 2b)
40 and throughout theOtwayRanges (Fig. 2a). TheEumeralla is the
host formation for this study, and with its intra-formational coal
units, it is believed to be the key source for gas accumulations in
the eastern Otway Basin (Edwards et al. 1999; Boreham et al.
2004). The Otway Basin is believed to have been subjected to a
45 significant period of NW–SE compression, resulting in the
inversion of the basin and fault formation during the
Cenomanian and a basin wide unconformity that marks the
top of the Eumeralla Formation, with no Cenomanian units
preserved within the region (Krassay et al. 2004).
50 TheMid-Eocene (~43Ma)marked the onset of an increase in
the seafloor-spreading rate between Australia and Antarctica
(Veevers 2000; McGowran et al. 2004). Most studies indicate
that after this time period, the Otway Basin, along with most of
the continent, was subjected to compressional stresses as a result
55 of stress transfer from the Indo-Australian plate boundary
(Sandiford and Quigley 2009; Holford et al. 2014). This
compression is believed to have caused widespread inversion
throughout multiple sedimentary basins in Australia (Dickinson
et al. 2002; Holford et al. 2014), including the Otway Basin. The
most significant later-stage compressional structures occur in the
eastern section of the basin, in and around the Otway Ranges
5(Fig. 2) (Hill et al. 1995; Sandiford et al. 2004; Tassone et al.
2014), and comprise mostly ~NE–SW striking anticlinal
structures, with most studies labelling them as either Miocene
or Pliocene in age (Hill et al. 1995; Hillis et al. 2008).
It is worth noting that while this period of Miocene–Recent
10compression and fault inversion is widely accepted, there are a
few cases where reverse fault offset or thrust faulting has been
directly observed, which has puzzledmany previous researchers
(e.g. Schneider et al. 2004). As such, the reactivation of faults, in
some cases, has often been inferred from surface geology or the
15presence of folding (e.g. Edwards et al. 1996).
Methodology
Our structural analysis at Castle Cove took place at four sites
(Fig. 2b). Anisotropy ofmagnetic susceptibility (AMS) data was
gathered from sites 1, 2 and 3, in addition to natural fracture data,
20while our CSIT sample, A-18, was gathered from site 4 at the
western most end of cove. Due to difficult conditions accessing
the fourth site, noAMS samplewas able to be collected from this
location.
Measuring palaeostress orientations with CSIT
25Mechanical twinning within calcite crystals is a plastic-style
deformation response to dislocation gliding along ‘e-planes’
within the crystal lattice (Fig. 3a) (Burkhard 1993). Twinning
is themost commondeformationmechanismofcalcite andoccurs
at temperatures between 25C and 400C and in environments of
30low-confining pressure. It occurs at a resolved shear stress (RSS)
of 10  4 MPa (Amrouch 2010). The RSS is defined as the
component of stress that is alignedwith the direction of twinning,
with its threshold dependent upon both grain size and previous
internal deformation (Rowe and Rutter 1990; Laurent et al. 2000;
35Amrouch 2010; Parlangeau et al. 2019). The process of ‘e-
twinning’ within the calcite crystal can be compared with a
zone of perfect simple shear, due to the shift in position of the
atoms within the lattice along the e-plane. For unmetamorphosed
calcite, three of these planes exist within each crystal and are
40geometrically centred on the optical axis, ‘C’ (Fig. 3b).
The CSIT provides five of the six parameters needed for a
complete tensor:
45
(1) Maximum principal stress orientation (s1),
(2) Intermediate principal stress orientation (s2),
(3) Minimum principal stress orientation (s3),
(4) Differential stress ratio, (R; where R = [s2  s3]/[s1  
s3]), and
(5) The peak differential stress (s1  s3).
In this study, we restrict our analysis to the first four
50parameters, known as the reduced stress tensor, T0. CSIT
begins with a process of trial and error, applying multiple
experimental stress tensors to the dataset, with the total
components of T0 being calculated for each scenario.
Theoretically, a ‘perfect’ tensor is found for any sample when
55all twined planes are consistent with a given tensor, although the








Fig. 1. (a) A map of the Australian southern margin showing the location of the Otway Basin (modified from Stacey et al. (2013)). (b) Structural map of the
eastern Otway Basin (modified from Stacey et al. (2013)) showing the presence of two distinct structural fabrics within the region. Inverted normal faults are
taken from Debenham et al. (2018) and Holford et al. (2014). Location of Fig. 2 is also inserted.






determination of a perfect tensor is unlikely, as untwinned planes
are often incorporated. As such, the best tensor solution is found
when the penalisation function, f, is reduced as close to zero as




ðtsj  ta0 Þ
6 where ta 0 is the smallest RSS applied to the twinned planes that
are well matched with the experimental stress tensor, and tsj is
the RSS applied upon the N number of untwinned planes, j,
such that tsj > ta 0 (Etchecopar 1984; Laurent 1984). The optimal
10 stress tensor is found by incorporating the maximum amount
of twinned planes in the sample while ensuring the minimal
incorporation of untwined planes. Due to local heterogeneities,
perturbations and measurement uncertainties, a small number
of untwinned planes could be included within the tensor as
5having received a RSS greater than the ta 0 but not twinned.
In this sense the f function describes both the arrangement of
twin planes to the experimental tensor, in addition to its
quality. The successful execution of this process leads to
the determination of T0 (Etchecopar 1984; Laurent 1984).
10Calcite twins measured within our oriented outcrop sample
A-18 were type 1 or 2 twins (Fig. 4) (Burkhard 1993). For




Fig. 2. (a)A structuralmapof theOtwayRanges (afterDebenham et al. (2018)) showingmajor structural patterns alongwith the location ofCastleCove. (b)A
satellite image (Map data: Google Earth, CNES/Airbus 201) of Castle Cove (38 470 03.6500S, 143 250 27.0500W, Eye alt 1.83 km) showing the outcropping
location of the Eumerella Formation and the inferred location of the Castle Cove Fault (from Debenham et al. (2018)).
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram of a twin lamella in a calcite crystal showing how deformation can occur along certain ‘e-planes’ (modified from Arboit et al.
(2015)). (b) Stereographic projection (lower hemisphere, equal area) of the calcite twin planes. The central optical axis is vertical with poles to planes at 26.5 to
the ‘C’ axis. Planes of twinning are the three great circles (modified fromBurkhard (1993)). (c) Schematic illustrations of calcite twin types 1–4 alongwith type




Fig. 4. Photographs (a) and annotations (b) of thewesternmost part of Castle Cove, near site 4, where the ‘Alice-18’ (A-18) sample was obtained and thewall
strikes to the south-west. Photograph (c) and annotated photo (d) of the sample itself in-situ. (e)An example of type-1 calcite twins under themicroscope andhow
multiple sets of twin planes can be measured using the universal stage microscope.
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Strain analysis using AMS
Themeasurement of the AMSwithin sedimentary rocks has been
commonly used as a petrofabric tool to define weak deformation
(Hrouda 1991; Tarling and Hrouda 1993; Borradaile and Henry
5 1997). Described by a second order tensor with three principal
vectors defined by maximum susceptibility (K1), intermediate
susceptibility (K2) andminimum susceptibility (K3), whereK1>
K2 > K3 and their corresponding eigenvalues, the mathematical
representation is an ellipsoid of varying shape and magnitude
10 (Fig. 5) (Jelinek 1981). With a high sensitivity to even a slight
preferred orientation of magnetic minerals, this method can be
used to characterise very weak anisotropy in sedimentary rocks
and allows for the deciphering of sedimentary to tectonic rock
fabrics in compressional (Kissel et al. 1986;Averbuch et al. 1992;
15 Grelaud et al. 2000; Frizon De Lamotte et al. 2002; Robion et al.
2007; Amrouch et al., 2010b; Robert et al. 2018) and extensional
settings (Mattei et al. 1997; Cifelli et al. 2004, 2005; Soto et al.
2007; García-Lasanta et al. 2014, 2015).
Themagnetic fabricwithin a rock is typically defined through
20 the orthogonal orientations of K1, K2 and K3 (Fig. 5) and their
varying spatial distributions. To assess the magnitude and
character of the form of anisotropy within our samples, we
have analysed three common parameters of AMS after Jelinek
(1981). First, we calculated the corrected degree of anisotropy,
25 PJ. Ranging between a value of one, (indicating a perfect sphere)
and infinity, PJ provides a measure of the degree of ellipticity. It
can be defined as:
PJ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2½ðn1 nÞ2 þ ðn2 nÞ2 þ ðn3 nÞ2
q

where n1, n2 and n3 represent natural logarithms of the tensor
5eigenvalues and n = (n1 + n2 + n3)/3. Second, we calculated the
shape parameter, T; if the susceptibility ellipsoid is prolate or rod
shaped, then t = –1. If magnetic foliation is dominant, then t = 1
with an oblate fabric style. Transitional values denote the various
interactions between both factors. T is defined by:
T ¼ ð2n2 n1 n3Þ=ðn1 n3Þ
11Lastly, the mean eigenvalues of the produced tensor, K, are
defined by:
Kmean ¼ ðKmaxþ Kint þ KminÞ=3
As part of our analysis of AMS at Castle Cove, a total of 48
15cores from three sample siteswere analysedwithin theEumeralla
Formation. Our analysis of AMS took place at the University of
Cergy-Pontoise in Paris, France, using a spinner kappabridge
KLY-4S with a sensitivity of 0.5  108 SI units.
(a)
Fig. 5. Shape parameter (T) vs anisotropy (PJ ) plot for Jelinek statistics (Jelinek 1981) displaying the three types of ellipsoid fabrics alongwith stereographic
examples: planar, tri-axial (this study) and linear fabrics (modified from Amrouch (2010)).
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Natural fracture analysis
Fracture populations were sampled from the outcropping
Eumeralla Formation at Castle Cove (Fig. 4b). Fracture dip
and dip direction were recorded, in addition to cross-cutting
5 relationships and/or evidence for fracture reactivation, though
these were minimal. The fundamental principles of rock failure
that describe the relationship between principal stress orientation
and fracture geometry formed the basis of our analytical
technique for this study (Fig. 6).
10 Natural fractures of certain geometry form under specific
conditions of stress once the point of rock failure has been
surpassed (Zoback et al. 1989). These specific geometries are
distinguishable based on their 3D relationship to the principal
stress orientation and the mode of fracture formation (Anderson
1951;Zoback et al. 2003).Conjugate shear (mode2) fracture sets
5will develop with ~60 of separation between them, bisected by
the plunge orientation of the s1, with the s3 bisecting the
complimentary 120–140 arc. The s2 is centred at the
intersection point of the two conjugate fractures (Fig. 6)
(Anderson 1951; Zoback et al. 2003). This understanding of
10natural fracture geometry, combined with consideration of the




Fig. 6. (a) A schematic cross-section displaying the relationship of the three principal stresses and various features of structural deformation (modified from
Fossen (2010)). (b)The threemodesof fracture formation. (c)Anderson’s (Anderson1951) three environments of stress and the ‘text book’natureof fracture and
fault formation within them.
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of palaeostress responsible for fracture nucleation (Anderson
1951). Stereonet v8.0 (Allmendinger 2013), along with the
palaeostress orientation tool Wintensor (Delvaux 2012), was
used for the identification ofmajor fracture sets and the assigning
5 of palaeostress regimes.
Analysis was conducted at four sites within Castle Cove
(Fig. 2), coinciding with the locations of the AMS and CSIT
samples. In order to reduce noise, data were only collected from
fractures where a complete 3D geometry was able to be clearly
10 observed – a defining feature of ourmethod –within a 10 10m
spacing at each site. This meant that many of the fractures within
the horizontal shore-cut platforms and near vertical cliff face at
the cove were not considered, as there was no way to accurately
constrain their angle of dip and dip direction.
15 Results
Stress inversion
Initial field analysis of A-18 showed a complex series of
structural events. Within the sample (Fig. 7) that dips at 78
towards 319N, we found three stylolites and two groups of
20 calcite crystals of distinctly different sizes, separated by a thin
sectionof thehost rock (Fig. 7). StyloliteAandBstrikeparallel to
each other and the strike of the vein and dip 71 towards 318N;
stylolite C cross-cuts stylolites A and B in addition to both
generations of calcite crystals and dips at 78 towards 039N.
5CSIT results from calcite group one (G1) determined two
stress tensors, (Fig. 7e) (Table 1) derived from the measurement
of type-1 and type-2 calcite twins (Burkhard 1993). The first
tensor (T1) fromG1 (G1-T1) is indicative of anextensional stress
regime under backtilted bedding conditions, with a s1 plunging
1078 towards the 058N and a s3 plunging at 02 towards 345N,
with a low R value (s2 – s3)/(s1 – s3) = 0.1.
The second tensor (T2), recorded within calcite G1 (G1-
T2), indicates a compressional stress regime under backtilted
bedding conditions, with a shallow s1 plunging at 13 towards
15199N and a s3 plunging at 71 towards the 067N, with an R
value of 0.8.
CSIT results from smaller crystals of calcite group two
(G2) (Fig. 7e) produced a single stress tensor (G2-T1),
indicating a second extensional stress regime under
20backtilted bedding conditions. In this case, s1 plunges at
85 towards 353N and a s3 plunges at 04 towards the




Fig. 7. (a) and (b) Cross-sections through theAlice-18 sample fromsite 4 atCastleCove. (c)Annotated cross-section through the sample showing stylolitesA,
B and cross-cutting stylolite C in addition to the two groups of calcite and their relationships to the overall strike of the vein. (d) Another annotated cross-section
displaying the symmetry between stylolitesA andB and sections of the Eumerella Formation between the two groups of calcite. This led us to deduce therewere
multiple opening events of the vein and the interpreted order of structural eventswithin the sample. Stylolite C is included in panel (c). (e) The three palaeostress
tensors derived from calcite stress inversion technique analysis on the A-18 sample.
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Grain scale strain from AMS analysis
The low-fieldAMSresults (Fig.8) present Jelinek(1981)PJ andT
values that are consistent with those of weakly deformed
sediments. At all sites and for all measured specimens, PJ
5 values are between 1.0 and 1.05, presenting magnetic
ellipsoids that are oblate to tri-axial in nature. All sites show
similar trends, with K1 roughly parallel to the down-dip direction
of the bedding (Fig. 8c) and K3 parallel to the pole to bedding in
each case. These fabrics are typical of an extensive environment
(Cifelli et al. 2005), with K1 clustering in our case, suggesting
5extensional azimuths oriented to the ~NE–SW and NNW–SSE
(Fig. 8c). Correlations between the values of PJ and Kmean
Table 1. Table one presents the four calcite stress inversion technique tensors produced from the analysis on the A-18 sample. All tensors are















A-18G1-T1 78/319 16/145 058/78 254/31 345/02 0.1 0.8 Extension
A-18G1-T2 78/319 16/145 199/13 292/15 067/71 0.8 0.95 Compression




Fig. 8. (a) Measured anisotropy ( PJ) vs mean susceptibility (Kmean) plot of our anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) results from sites 1, 2 and 3 at
CastleCove.Weobserve slight increases in anisotropywith increasing susceptibility.Note thatKmean values are typical of either diamagnetic or ferromagnetic
minerals. (b)PJ vs T plots of ourAMS results aid in the identification of oblate to tri-axialmagnetic fabrics, further assisting in our identification of the influence
of extensional tectonics. (c) AMS results from sites 1, 2 and 3 projected onto equal area lower hemisphere stereonets. In general, the maximum magnetic
susceptibility (K1) trend towards the down-dip direction of the bedding. Note the red rose diagram showing the trends of K1 between the three sites.
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(Fig. 8a) suggest that the AMS signal within our samples is
derived from different contributions (Rochette et al. 1992).
Natural fracture sets from outcrop analysis
A total of 234 natural fractures were measured across the four
5 sample sites (Fig. 9). Under present day conditions, natural
fracture dip is mainly 60 and 90, with very few low angle
fractures detected, while mean fracture strike is 006.
Bedding dip and dip direction varied slightly from site to site,
although, in general, beds were dipping between 16 and 19
10 towards the SE. Our understanding of natural fracture geometry,
combined with consideration of the plane of bedding, allows for
the prediction of the most likely regime of palaeostress
responsible for fracture nucleation (Bellahsen et al. 2006;
Amrouch et al. 2010a; Beaudoin et al. 2012). Our method has
15 resulted in the categorisation offivemajor fracture sets across the
four sites, accounting for more than 80% of data (Fig. 9c).
Fracture sets I, II, III and IV have been interpreted as having
formed with the bedding backtilted, under more Andersonian
(Anderson 1951) conditions of stress. Fracture set V was
20 interpreted as having formed under present day conditions of
stress. Fracture sets are in good agreement with those from
Burgin et al. (2018) along the north-eastern margin of the
Otway Ranges.
Interpretation and discussion
25 We begin this section of the paper with some brief comments
regarding the structure atCastleCove, thenwecontinue forwards
by analysing the palaeostress evolution from the A-18 sample.
We then expand these solutions by correlating them with our
other datasets to produce a multiscale model.
Comments on the Castle Cove structure
Castle Cove displayswhat is essentially a gentle fold structurewith
bedding progressively steepening gently towards the
~SE. Although subjected to numerous studies, the exact nature
5of the structure remains unclear: Duddy (1994) suggests the local
structuring represents a reactivated ~NE–SW striking normal fault
that extends to the surface, Edwards et al. (1996) describes a
monocline structure overlying a high-angle inverted normal fault
present at greater depths, while Debenham et al. (2018) describe a
10‘greater than 80m in half-wavelength’ anticline forming inversion
structure. All studies associate the structure at the cove with
neotectonic, Miocene–Pliocene compression and inversion, with
a ~NW–SE oriented s1.
In this study,weapproach thismodelof developmentwith some
15reserve due to several reasons: (1) no fault plane is actually visible
at the surface and seismic imaging of the structure has not been
possible; (2) complimentary structural evidence for fault inversion
and compression is minimal within the cove with no visible
accompanying back-break, shortcut thrusts, or horsetail splays,
20which may be expected during the inversion of a steeply dipping
normal fault; and (3) the nearby offshore framework, particularly
within the Shipwreck Trough, largely reflects extensive faults that
typically strike ~NW–SE and N–S (Schneider et al. 2004; Robson
et al. 2018),with little evidence for ~NE–SWstrikingnormal faults
25within the sediments of the Otway Basin.
Palaeostress evolution within the A-18 sample
Fromour analysesof the stylolites andCSITwithinA-18 (Fig. 7),
we propose a chronological sequence of palaeostress events.
Stylolites A and B mark the first structural event and, in actual
30fact, represent a single stylolite that was subjected to ‘opening’
(a) (b) (c) Major fracture sets and assigned
paleostress regimes - all sites
Fig. 9. (a) Our natural fracture measurement from sites 1–4. All stereonets represent lower hemisphere projections. (b) All sites grouped together under
present day bedding conditions with an average strike of ~006N. (c) Major fracture sets from our outcrop analysis. Fracture sets I–IV are displayed under
backtilted conditions.
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during a later stageof deformation.This is due to the symmetry of
stylolites A and B bordering the edge of the large crystals of the
calcite G1 (Fig. 7). Adjusted for backtilted bedding at site 4, this
original stylolite – referred to as stylolite AB henceforth – was
5 likely formed under a stress regimewith a ~NW–SE trending s1
with an original spatial orientation dipping 78 towards 319N.
The second palaeostress phase fromA-18 involves the opening
of the stylolite forming the G1 calcite within the resulting vein.
Adjusted for backtilted bedding, stylolite AB was subjected to
10 reactivation and opening, resulting in the formation of the host vein
with an original dip and dip direction of 86 towards 318Nand the
first generation of calcite crystals. Due to the geometry of the vein,
opening likely occurred under a ~NNW–SSE extensional stress
regimewith the orientation of paleo-s3 inferred to be at ~90 to the
15 strikeof thevein.This coincideswellwithCSIT tensorG1-T1,with
a vertical s1, supporting ~NNW–SSE opening of the vein and
suggesting thatfirst generation of calcite in the sample recorded the
initial opening event. The third stress phase recorded within the
sample represents a second phase of extension, resulting in another
20 episode of reactivation and the influx of calciteG2 into the vein.As
with G1-T1, CSIT tensor G2-T1 from within the G2 crystals
recorded this event.
The fourth phase of stress recorded within the A-18 sample
represents stylolite C (Fig. 7), which cross-cuts both calcite
25 groups and stylolites A and B. Under backtilted bedding
conditions, this vertical stylolite formed with a ~NE–SW
(039N) trending s1. Such a palaeostress regime is recorded
in A-18, withinG1-T2, as a ~NE–SWcompressive stress regime
withs1 trending parallel to the orientation ofs1 from styloliteC.
30 Magnetic fabrics and extensional strain at Castle Cove
In fold-and-thrust belt environments, AMS studies have been
extensively used to show that, during significant shortening
events, magnetic fabrics evolve from sedimentary fabrics
towards intermediate and tectonic fabrics (e.g. Frizon De
35 Lamotte et al. 2002; Amrouch et al. 2010b; Robert et al.
2018). Additionally, as sedimentary rocks often contain their
own natural fabric (e.g. bedding), the study of AMS within
weakly deformed units can become complex, as discerning
between such fabrics and relevant tectonic ones can be
40 difficult. In basin environments, all types of depositional
processes can affect sedimentary fabrics, including gravity
and palaeocurrents. It is also possible for processes such as
diagenesis to create new paramagnetic and/or ferromagnetic
minerals, which may slightly alter the initial sedimentary fabric.
45 During compressional and inversion events, it has been
shown that the magnetic lineation of K1 develops parallel to
the relevant fold axis (Kissel et al. 1986; Averbuch et al. 1992,
FrizonDeLamotte et al. 2002;Robion et al. 2007;Amrouch et al.
2011). In our case, the implied regional axis of folding of the
50 Otway Ranges from previous studies (Duddy 1994; Edwards
et al. 1996; Krassay et al. 2004; Holford et al. 2014), and the
subsequent proposed axis of inversion for the Castle Cove fault,
strikes roughly NW–SE. As our results are tri-axial in nature,
with K1 plunging towards the SW and SSE (Fig. 8c), our results
55 do not show any evidence for ~NW–SE oriented compressional
stresses at Castle Cove, but they do suggest that ~NE–SW to
NNW–SSE extensional fabrics have been preserved throughout
the recent structuring – if indeed any has occurred.
Although the magnetic fabrics characterised at Castle Cove
are not reflective of tectonic shortening, they display good co-
5axiality with our extensional palaeostress data from CSIT and
natural fracture analysis, particularly stress tensors G1-T1 and
G2-T2, which show radial and ~N–S oriented extension.What is
unclear from the data at Caste Cove, and warrants further
investigation, is whether such fabric developed during or post
10Eumeralla Formation deposition.
Natural fracture sets and successive palaeostress
development at Castle Cove
Using data from A-18 and previous works, we integrated the
outcrop fracture sets and inferred palaeostresswith stress tensors
15derived from our CSIT results and stylolites. This allowed us to
produce a comprehensive model for the development of five
main phases of stress at Castle Cove (Fig. 10).
The first phase of palaeostress evolution at Castle Cove is
defined by the stylolite AB, which, under backtilted bedding
20conditions, formed vertically under an early phase of ~NW–SE
oriented shortening during the Mid-Cretaceous, as suggested by
previous studies (e.g. Cooper andHill 1997;Krassay et al. 2004).
Given that most extensional petrofabrics are syn-depositional,
we suggest that our detected fabrics had already formed at this
25point in time (Cifelli et al. 2005).
It was not possible to discern the chronological order between
fractures sets I and II from cross-cutting relationships, as set I
fractures were mainly measured within uneven sections of the
wave cut platform and the ~NE-–SW trending wall at site 4
30(Fig. 4), while set II fractures were measured in the main
~NW–SE striking wall of the cove at sites 1, 2 and 3. That
being the case for phase 2, we combine the two fracture sets as
both having occurred along with tensor G1-T1, which, with a
vertical s1 and low R value, supports extension in a radial
35manner, most likely at some point during the Late Cretaceous
when the Otway Basin saw significant deposition and growth of
~NW–SE and ~W–E striking faults (Robson et al. 2018). Burgin
et al. (2018) present evidence along the eastern margin of the
Otway Ranges for ~NE–SW striking extensional fractures,
40typical of our set II fractures, that terminated on ~NW–SE
striking fractures typical of our set I fractures, suggesting that
initial extension during the Late Cretaceous may have occurred
with a slightly more ~NE–SW oriented azimuth. Phase 4
represents continuing extension and further reactivation of the
45A-18 vein, resulting in the influx of calcite G2 (Fig. 10)
For phase 4, we combine fracture set IV with palaeostress
tensor G1-T2, as both are representative of a ~NE–SW oriented
compressional stress regime at Castle Cove. Fracture set III
represents the earliest phase of ~NE–SW oriented contraction,
50indicated by strike-slip stresses that likely preceded the pure
compressional event, as ~NE–SW oriented horizontal stresses
progressively increased in intensity. As discussed above, the
formation of stylolite C is also attributed to this regime of stress
and was likely formed during the early strike-slip phase of the
55shortening event due to increases in fluid pressure. Though
detected in Burgin et al. (2018), this regime of palaeostress is
more obvious at Castle Cove and enigmatic with respect to the
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current understanding of the Otway Basin’s structural
development, as at present, all studies that advocate for
inversion within the basin favour ~NW–SE oriented
compression (Hill et al. 1995; Cooper and Hill 1997;
5 Holford et al. 2011; Holford et al. 2014; Debenham et al.
2018). Given that ~NW-–SE oriented horizontal forces have
dominated much of south-eastern Australia from the Late
Miocene (Sandiford et al. 2004), our findings lead us to
suggest that the Otway Basin may have experienced
10 ~NE–SW oriented structuring and stress reorganisation at
some point between the Late Cretaceous extension phase and
the stress re-organisation and coupling of the Late Miocene,
which is currently under investigation.
Although fracture set V is unable to be integrated with any
15 paleostress data from Castle Cove, we integrate it with the
present day orientation of maximum horizontal stress within
theOtwayBasin,which trends approximately ~NW–SE (137N)
(Rajabi et al. 2017b). As such, phase 5 represents a late phase of
strike-slip stresses oriented broadly ~NW–SE within the eastern
20 Otway Basin, coinciding with estimates that the basin may
currently be within a strike-slip stress regime (Rajabi et al.
2017a).
Reassessing the structural framework of the eastern Otway
Basin
In our opinion, the dominance of extensional palaeostress phases 
and strain at Castle Cove, along with the lack of multiscale 
evidence for structural data representing a ~NE–SW striking 5 
zone of compression, raises significant questions with respect
to the nature of the Castle Cove structure. Given the multiscale 
evidence we have detected in this study for
~NE–SW oriented compressional forces in lieu of those 
oriented ~NW–SE, it is possible that, at present, the current 10 
model for basin inversion and major structuring within the 
Otway Basin and Otway Ranges is inaccurate, and requires 
reassessment. This may especially be the case within the 
eastern Otway Basin where orthogonally striking ~NW–SE 
and ~NE–SW structural fabrics are thought to interact with 15 
one another. Such a reassessment of the timing and orientation
of inversion within the Otway Basin may have significant 
consequences with respect to the current models for petroleum 
systems development, which currently support the Mid-
Cretaceous and Late Miocene as the most significant periods 20 
of trap development (O’Brien et al. 2009).
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Fig. 10. Our progressive five-phase model of stress development for the Alice-18 sample and natural fracture network at Castle Cove.
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Conclusions and future work
Through the integration of CSIT, AMS data and natural fracture
analysis we have demonstrated how a relative chronology for
fracture development can be established (Fig. 10). In addition,
5 we have provided a measureable insight into the local stress
development at Castle Cove. We believe the use of such
techniques are relevant to both exploration and production within
the oil and gas, geothermal and carbon capture and storage
industries, as they assist in reducing the unknowns when
10 establishing a structural model for regional and local evolution.
These improved understandings can affect how we approach
analysing migration pathways in 4D and how we predict natural
fracture formation and distribution within the subsurface. This
can significantly affect both conventional and unconventional
15 hydrocarbon production. Additionally, the co-axiality of
extensional environments within our results raise new questions
astothedegreetowhichpreviouslyproposedeventsofcompression
and inversion have shaped the structural framework of the Otway
Basin and the source and timing of the petrofabrics within the
20 Eumeralla Formation.These questionswill be addressed in coming
works that will further integrate these techniques with widespread
datasets fromacross theeasternOtwayBasin, including3Dseismic
surveys.
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Abstract 9 
This paper presents the first quantification of stress patterns across space and time at a passive 10 
continental margin, through the use of a multi-scale structural analysis. The case study: 11 
Australia’s Southern Margin and the Otway Basin, which is traversed by the country’s famous 12 
Great Ocean Road, a major tourist attraction. 13 
 14 
We investigate the chronological relationship of paleostress events, derived from the 15 
interpretation of three 3D seismic datasets, surface and subsurface natural fractures and stress 16 
tensors calculated from calcite twins. The multi-scale data defining five phases of Late 17 
Cretaceous – recent, basin evolution: 1) ~NE-SW oriented rifting 2) on-going radial style 18 
extension, during what should have been the final stages of continental breakup 3) strike-slip, 19 
followed by compressional, ~NE-SW inversion during the Latest Cretaceous (Mid-20 
Maastrichtian) 4) relaxation of the system, renewed extension and continental break up 21 
followed by 5) tectonic reorganisation and an increase in ~NW-SE oriented horizontal stresses 22 
in the Late Miocene. The proposed ~NE-SW extension and inversion of the system is reflected 23 
across kinematic and chronological datasets on the macro (seismic), meso (outcrop/wellbore) 24 
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and microscale (crystal). Quantification of paleo-differential stress magnitudes from calcite 25 
twins show a phase-to-phase variation throughout basin evolution, with some of the highest 26 
extensional stress magnitudes calculated to date using calcite twin analysis, attributed to phases 27 
of continental break up. In addition to re-defining the structural framework of one of Australia’s 28 
most studied basins, this work provides original insights into the nature of stress evolution at 29 
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1.0 Introduction 57 
Studying the mechanical relationship between stress magnitudes and the brittle deformation of 58 
rocks is a challenge. Even so, the analysis of features such as faults (Angelier, 1989), stylolites 59 
(Ebner et al., 2009; Beaudoin et al., 2016; Ebner et al., 2010) and calcite twins (Jamison and 60 
Span, 1976; Rowe and Rutter, 1990; Lacombe and Laurent, 1996; Amrouch et al., 2011) in 61 
brittlely deformed rocks has allowed for the determination and quantification of various 62 
elements of the paleostress tensor.  63 
 64 
Though fruitful, a drawback of studies utilising these methods is that – barring the rare case of 65 
densely spaced geophysical and oriented core data (e.g. Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017) – 66 
they typically rely on a hands on approach to structural analysis. Involving the systematic 67 
collection of mesoscale (outcrop) and microscale (crystal) datasets, leading to the construction 68 
of a three or four dimensional model of stress evolution (e.g. Lacombe et al., 2007; Beaudoin 69 
et al., 2012; Amrouch et al., 2010). Due to this requirement, the majority of these studies, 70 
especially those using calcite twins have been focused in tectonic settings associated with high 71 
levels of easily accessible brittle deformation. Typically, fold-and-thrust belts [Zagros – Iran, 72 
(Amrouch et al., 2005; Lacombe et al.,2007; Amrouch, 2010), Khao Khwang-Thailand, (Arboit 73 
et al., 2015; 2017), The Albanides - Albania, (Lacombe et al., 2009), The Apenines – Italy, 74 
(Beaudoin et al., (2016), Parlangeau et al., 2018), SW Taiwan Foothills – Taiwan, (Lacombe, 75 
2001), Rocky Mountains – Canada, (Jamison and Spang, 1976)] and stable foreland basins 76 
[Big Horn Basin – Wyoming, (Craddock and Van Der Pluijm, 1999; Amrouch et. al., 2010a, 77 
2010b; Beaudoin et al., 2012, 2016), Paris Basin – France, (Lacombe and Laurent, (1992), 78 
Tourneret and Laurent, (1990), Lacombe et al., (1990; 1994), Rocher et al.,2004) associated 79 
with neighbouring orogenic belts.  80 
 81 
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Comparatively, the contribution techniques of paleostress determination and quantification can 82 
make towards the study of more “passive,” tectonic settings, such as continental margins, has 83 
not been explored. As a result, our knowledge of how crustal stresses develop during episodes 84 
of plate scale tension, is vastly exceeded by our understanding of deformation driven by 85 
tectonic compression (Lacombe, 2006). 86 
 87 
In order to better constrain the complete pathway of deformation within the upper crust it is 88 
important to continue to complement our knowledge of in situ stresses, and neotectonic activity 89 
with the study of paleostress. Having matured over the last 20 years, paleostress analysis is 90 
moving into the 21st century (Beaudoin and Lacombe, 2018; Parlangeau et al., 2018; 2019), 91 
with the integration of modern geophysical datasets and traditional methods now possible 92 
(Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Alongside freely available software packages utilising the 93 
approaches (e.g. Wintensor [Delvaux, 2010]) and the continued refinement of traditional 94 
analytical methods (e.g Yamaji, 2015a; 2015b; Parnlangeau et al., (2019). Given these 95 
advances, we must take care not to limit our investigations to the most convenient tectonic 96 
settings, and the reliable and consistent nature of the datasets they present.  97 
 98 
Passive margin sedimentary basins are often characterised by complex histories of rifting, and 99 
episodic periods of basin inversion (Ziegler, 1982; Van Hoorn, 1987; Koopman et al., 1987; 100 
Garcia-Lasanta et al., 2018). Periods of deformation that are not easily defined simply through 101 
the use of geophysical datasets, especially as their influence extends within both on and 102 
offshore provinces. Even so, understanding the stress pathway with regard to the evolution of 103 
paleostress orientations, and magnitudes in these settings is valuable, and an opportunity to test 104 
the limits of our investigative techniques. Especially as many ocean facing passive margin 105 
basins present scientific, environmental and industrial value. 106 
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 107 
Though the scale of deformation is far below the high pressure and high temperature levels of 108 
near ductile deformation within many major fold-and-thrust belts. Fortunately, many passive 109 
margin sedimentary basins have been subjected to episodic inversion. Resulting in the reverse 110 
reactivation of space-creating normal faults, allowing for early rift units to be up-lifted and 111 
exposed within coastal shallow water environments. These scenarios representing a unique 112 
opportunity for the integration of predominantly onshore techniques of multiscale analysis, 113 
such as the stress inversion of faults, fractures and calcite twins. Alongside the interpretation 114 
of cutting edge geophysical datasets and the complimentary opportunities they contain. 115 
 116 
This study presents an effort to expand the field of paleostress beyond its tectonic comfort zone. 117 
Undertaking the first multiscale assessment of paleostress orientations and magnitudes at a 118 
passive continental margin. The chosen case study; the Otway Basin (fig. 1) represents one of 119 
Australia’s most important natural resources, hosting a number of oil and gas fields, geothermal 120 
energy projects and the largest functional carbon capture and storage project in the southern 121 
hemisphere.  122 
 123 
The basin has experienced varying degrees of extensional (Lyon et al., 2007; Robson et al., 124 
2016; 2017; 2018) and compressional (Holford et al., 2014) deformation. With neotectonic 125 
compressive stresses (fig. 2a) suggested to have formed a series of ~NE-SW trending 126 
anticlines, through the reactivation of ~NE-SW striking faults, concentrated within the eastern 127 
section of the basin (fig. 2c,d) striking ~90º to the present day orientation of maximum 128 
horizontal stress (Edwards et al., 1996; Holford et al., 2014). This model is considered 129 
problematic by some (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a; Burgin et al., 2019). Due to no kinematic 130 
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evidence for the existence of these faults and the fact they have never been viewed in three 131 
dimensions in the subsurface or outcrop. 132 
 133 
Taking the Otway Basin as a case study, this paper demonstrates the applicability of a 134 
multiscale approach to structural analysis at passive continental margins. Reassessing the 135 
framework of the study area, whilst simultaneously providing the first insight into the multi-136 
phase evolution of paleostresses during continental breakup. The discussed industrial 137 
importance of the basin exists in parallel to a delicate ecosystem and agricultural industry, 138 
dissected by the Great Ocean Road. One of the Australia’s most famous tourist attractions. 139 
With outcropping Early Cretaceous rift units in the Otway Ranges (fig. 2) and an abundance 140 
of regional geophysical data, the basin is the perfect natural laboratory to undertake this study. 141 
Pushing the analysis of paleostresses into a new frontier. 142 
 143 
2.0 Geological Setting of the Otway Basin 144 
2.1 Structural Framework 145 
The Otway Basin (fig. 1b) is located along the southeastern margin of the Australian continent. 146 
The basin covers approximately 150,000km2 within on and offshore provinces, trending ~NW-147 
SE having formed due to the Late Jurassic to Early Paleogene break up of Gondwana and the 148 
resulting separation of Australia and Antarctica (Norvick and Smith, 2001; Krassay et al., 149 
2004). The axis for extension within the region is debated with multiple interpretations having 150 
been suggested including NW-SE (Wilcox and Stagg, 1990), NE-SW (Perincek et al., 1994), 151 
N-S (Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a) in addition to other more intermediate 152 
directions (Etheridge et al., 1985; Hill et al., 1994).  153 
 154 
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While the basin has seen a large amount of structural studies, many of them have focused on 155 
either individual structures, surveys (e.g; Schnieder et al., 2004; Robson et al., 2016; 2017; 156 
2018, Luxton et al., 1995; Holford et al., 2011) or sections (e.g. Onshore Western Basin: Lyon 157 
et al., 2007, Eastern Basin: Hill et al, 1995), which means their outcomes are often limited to 158 
the local scale. Many of these studies have also exclusively used two dimensional (2D) seismic 159 
analysis (e.g. Hill et al., 1995; Krassay et al., 2004; Holford et al., 2014), a powerful and 160 
popular tool, but one with limitations, especially when interpreting complex geological 161 
structures (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a). 162 
 163 
Under the current structural framework, the basin is divided into western, central and eastern 164 
portions (Tassone et al., 2017). The western and central section’s consisting of mainly ~NW-165 
SE and ~E-W striking fault networks (Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a). The 166 
eastern basin, including the Otway Ranges and Torquay Sub-Basin (fig. 2) supposedly 167 
dominated by ~NNE-SSW striking normal and strike slip faults. A number of studies 168 
suggesting that this second set of faults have been subjected to reverse reactivation and 169 
inversion during the Miocene – recent, as a result of neotectonic, ~NW-SE trending maximum 170 
horizontal stresses (Edwards et al., 1996; Dickenson, 2002; Holford et al., 2014 Debenham et 171 
al., 2018). As such, most studies describe the Otway Ranges, where much of our analysis is 172 
based, as a ~NE-SW trending series of anticlines subjected to uplift and inversion from the 173 
Late Miocene – recent (Medwell, 1971; Edwards et al., 1996; King et al., 2012; Holford et al., 174 
2014; Debenham et al., 2018). The Shipwreck Trough (fig. 1b) to the south east of the Otway 175 
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2.2 Stratigraphy of the Eastern Otway Basin 180 
Initial rifting within the Otway Basin was concentrated onshore in the north (Lyon et al., 2007; 181 
Bruigiglo et al., 2014; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a), taking place between the Late Jurassic 182 
(Berriasian) to the mid-Early Cretaceous (Barremian). A period characterised by the syn-183 
depositional basin fills of the Casterton Formation and Crayfish Sub-Group (fig. 3a). Extension 184 
in this phase was most intense in the western Otway Basin, estimated at ~21%, compared to 185 
only ~12% in the east (Cooper and Hill, 1997; Brugiglo et al., 2014).  186 
 187 
During a cessation of rifting, and a period of subsidence during the Aptian – Albian, the post-188 
rift-sag Eumerella Formation was deposited, largely unaffected by initial rift (Berriasian – 189 
Barremian) faults (Krassay et al., 2004; Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a). The 190 
formation is thickest in the offshore sections of the eastern Otway Basin and forms the majority 191 
of the Otway Ranges (fig. 2c). It is comprised of interbedded clays, sands, siltstones and coals 192 
and outcrops mainly along the coast of the Otway Ranges, in weathered wave-cut platforms. 193 
The Eumeralla Formation is the source rock for the hydrocarbon systems and natural gas 194 
accumulations within the eastern Otway Basin (O’Brien et al., 2009; Bernecker et al., 2013) 195 
and is marked at its top by an unconformity. A boundary that is thought to be caused by uplift 196 
and inversion, during an episode of ~NW-SE compression during the Mid Cretaceous 197 
(~100Ma). However, there is no evidence for this event in the western Otway Basin (Burgin 198 
and Amrouch, 2019a). 199 
 200 
Active rifting recommenced at the start of the Late Cretaceous, major faulting moving offshore, 201 
to the south (Krassay et al., 2004; Lyon et al., 2007). Defining a stage of continental separation, 202 
which coincided with the deposition of the Late Cretaceous Sherbrook Group (fig. 3a) (Geary 203 
and Reid, 1998). A formation which is also marked at its top by an unconformity due to erosion 204 
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and uplift in the Mid Maastrichtian. Identified as a major period of cooling by Duddy and Erout 205 
(2002) and their thermo-chronological analysis (fig. 3c) of the Mussel Terrace (fig. 1b). The 206 
cooling episode beginning at ~60Ma, coinciding with the commencement of a regional increase 207 
in denudation rates across much of south eastern Australia (Kohn et al., 2002) (fig. 3b). 208 
Eventual continental break up was followed by a period of subsidence and the deposition of 209 
the Wangerrip and Nirranda Groups during the early Palaeogene (fig. 3a) (~60 -30Ma). As 210 
well as a shift to fast seafloor spreading and the rapid northward movement of Australia, 211 
beginning in the Mid Eocene (Muller et al., 2002). 212 
 213 
Two distinct styles of continental break up have been proposed in the Otway Basin, 214 
characterised by the presence or absence of detachment style faulting.  Etheridge et al., (1987) 215 
describing a branched rift system dependent upon upper and lower plate geometries (Lister et 216 
al., 1986), consisting of ~NW-SE striking normal listric faults, proposed by the authors to sole 217 
out along shallow dipping detachment surfaces. A pattern that characterises broadly ~NE-SW 218 
extension across much of southeastern Australia. On the other hand, Cooper and Hill (1997), 219 
suggest that under the influence of a pre-existing basement fabric, local stress perturbations 220 
may occur and fault strike will not develop perpendicular to the direction of tectonic transport 221 
and the azimuths of stretching. Proposing an oblique rift model where faults of multiple 222 
orientations form coincidentally under ~NNW-SSE and N-S extensional azimuths during 223 
continental separation. Citing ~NE-SW striking faults within the Otway Ranges and 224 
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2.3 Basement Units of the Eastern Otway Basin 229 
Basement style varies significantly throughout the Otway Basin (Vendenberg et al., 2000) (fig. 230 
2b). From pre-Permian basement terranes taken from Vandenberg et al., (2000) it can be seen 231 
that the eastern most sector of the Otway Basin is underlain by the Palaeozoic Selwyn Block 232 
(fig. 2b), its extent within the onshore basin being analogous with the location of the Otway 233 
Ranges (fig. 2b). Data taken from a basin wide study (Krassay et al., 2009) employing multiple 234 
advanced approaches to map basement depth in the same region, show that this sector of 235 
basement marks a regional transition towards a basement high that underlies the Otway Ranges, 236 
and much of the nearby Bass Basin (fig. 2b).  237 
Detailed regional analysis of the Selwyn Block has shown that its influence has had a lasting 238 
effect on the development of post-Palaeozoic units throughout nearby parts of onshore eastern 239 
Australia. Cayley et al., (2002) noted that the Otway Ranges are underlain by some of the 240 
shallowest portions of the Selwyn Block, and that its presence beneath this sector of the basin 241 
likely explains why the region has remained a structural high throughout time. Although no 242 
substantial connection between this basement high and the development of the Otway Ranges 243 
has been made to date. 244 
 245 
3.0 Data sets and methodology 246 
In order to extrapolate the results across space and time, and produce a high resolution 247 
structural model we use analytical techniques across multiple scales (fig. 4a).  248 
 249 
Microscale data is highly sensitive to even far field stresses (Amrouch et al., 2010a; Kulikowski 250 
and Amrouch, 2017) and allows for the quantification of paleostress and strain magnitudes and 251 
orientations. However, such data is almost pointless without higher order information to 252 
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provide a local structural context and ensuring that stress perturbations are not influencing the 253 
results.  254 
 255 
While mesoscale approaches allow for detailed mapping of faults and fractures to occur, in 256 
most cases they require vast outcropping sections or densely spaced well data for data 257 
collection. Also requiring a high number of outcrop faults (>15) per site for accurate stress 258 
inversion to take place (Angelier, 1984; 1990; Lacombe, 2012), a distinguishing characteristic 259 
that limits their applicability to mainly highly deformed settings. As with microscale data, when 260 
used in isolation mesoscale approaches also provide little regional context.  261 
 262 
Modern macroscale techniques of analysis are powerful, but used in isolation they provide no 263 
insight into paleostress magnitudes or micro and mesoscale deformation. Additionally as they 264 
only provide the final structure, there is no way to determine the presence of early or subtle 265 
phases of stress, whose effects have been overprinted by later stages of deformation. A 266 
distinction which is possible on the micro and the meso scale.  267 
 268 
As such, the combination of techniques across all three scales, provides all of their strengths, 269 
while simultaneously eliminating their individual weaknesses. Allowing for a quantified and 270 
spatially comprehensive structural model to be constructed. This approach has recently been 271 
used in Australia’s intra-cratonic Cooper Basin, with much success (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 272 
2017). 273 
 274 
3.1 Macroscale - Structural analysis of 3D seismic datasets and Elementary Stress 275 
Pathway 276 
3.1.1 Datasets 277 
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This study uses the Champion-Hercules 3D, Minerva-Schomberg 3D and Crows Foot 3D 278 
seismic surveys positioned in the offshore eastern Otway Basin, parallel to the coastline and 279 
directly orthogonal to the NE-SW trend of the Otway Ranges (fig. 2c).  280 
 281 
3.1.1.1 The Champion-Hercules 3D 282 
The Champion-Hercules merged 3D seismic reflection survey covers an area of ~517km2 and 283 
has a maximum penetration of 4.0s two-way time. The northern edge of the 3D survey is 284 
positioned ~10km from the southern coast of Australia. Inlines strike NW-SE and are spaced 285 
at 25m with crosslines striking NE-SW spaced at 12.5m. Multiple wells are present within the 286 
survey area including, Champion-1, Halladale-1[DW-1, 2, 3], Pecten 1 and 1A, Henry-1 and 287 
Henry-1ST1. Processing artefacts inhibit the use of seismic attributes within the top 1.5s TWT.  288 
 289 
The survey has a vertical resolution conservatively calculated at 65m with a dominant 290 
frequency of 16.5Hz at 3 seconds TWT. Detailed horizon interpretation of the Top Late 291 
Cretaceous and Top mid-Eocene was completed, with the Top Early Cretaceous also identified. 292 
Interpretations were tied to data from Henry-1, Henry-1ST11, and Pecten-1 and 1A, the 293 
structural analysis focused on the region of the Pecten Anticline (Holford et al., 2014) (fig. 2c) 294 
to determine the true geometry of the structure. Velocity check-shot data from Henry-1 was 295 
used for depth conversion as part of a standard windowing velocity model. 296 
 297 
3.1.1.2 The Schomberg-Minerva 3D 298 
The Schomberg-Minerva merged 3D seismic reflection survey covers ~457km2 with a 299 
maximum penetration of 6.1s two-way time. The northern edge of the 3D survey is positioned 300 
only ~1km from the southern coast of Australia and the Great Ocean Road. Inlines strike NE-301 
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SW and are spaced at 25m with crosslines striking NW-SE spaced at 12.5m. Multiple wells are 302 
present within the survey area including, Minerva-1, Minerva-2 (fig.1).   303 
 304 
The survey has particularly good vertical resolution of 63m at 3 seconds TWT, with a dominant 305 
frequency of 14.8Hz, with the regular definition of the regional basement – interpreted as the 306 
Selwyn Block (fig. 2b) - possible. Horizon interpretation for the Top Basement (Selwyn 307 
Block), Top Santonian and Top Late Cretaceous was tied to data from Minerva-1 and Minerva-308 
2. The main goal being to investigate the style of faulting, and the nature of the Minerva and 309 
Point Ronald Anticlines (Holford et al., 2014).Velocity check-shot data from Minerva-2 was 310 
used for depth conversion, as part of a standard windowing velocity model. 311 
 312 
3.1.1.3 The Crows Foot 3D  313 
The Crows Foot 3D seismic reflection survey was acquired in 2016 and covers an area of ~656 314 
km2 with a maximum penetration of 7.0s two-way time. The northern edge of the 3D survey is 315 
positioned only ~8km from the southern coast of the Otway Ranges, covering what is 316 
essentially the offshore continuation of the structure, within a previously poorly mapped 317 
section of the Prawn Platform (fig. 1b). Inlines strike N-S and are spaced at 25m with crosslines 318 
striking E-W spaced at 12.5m. Two wells are present within the survey, Eric the Red-1 and 319 
Loch Ard-1.  320 
 321 
Vertical resolution is poor in comparison with the other surveys, calculated at approximately 322 
126m at 3 seconds TWT, with a dominant frequency of 9.9Hz. Seismic quality decreasing 323 
rapidly with depth past ~2km. Horizon interpretation of the Top Early Cretaceous, Top 324 
Santonian and Top Late Cretaceous was completed, and tied to well data from both Eric the 325 
Red-1 and Loch Ard-1. However, complex structuring, poor resolution and the isolated nature 326 
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of the well data made this a challenge, especially within the western section of the survey. 327 
Analyses of the Crowes and Loch Ard anticlines (Holford et al., 2014) as well as the first 328 
interpretation of fault trends within the offshore Otway Ranges was the main goal. Velocity 329 
check-shot data from both wells was used for depth conversion, as part of a standard windowing 330 
velocity model. 331 
 332 
3.1.2 An elementary stress pathway from 3D seismic interpretation 333 
Many studies use the analysis of 3D seismic datasets to construct a model of basin evolution, 334 
or as we term it an “elementary stress pathway,” (ESP) (e.g. Lyon et al., 2007; Teasdale et al., 335 
2003) which essentially reflects a basic understand of the evolution of stress within the study 336 
area. 337 
 338 
Recently, work by Kulikowski and Amrouch (2017), has expanded these techniques utilising 339 
macroscale geophysical datasets alongside a basic stress inversion on faults extracted from 3D 340 
seismic. We adopt a similar technique, constructing an ESP that relies on both the seismic 341 
interpretation of the data alongside a basic stress inversion of faults within each survey. During 342 
this process, faults interpreted during 3D seismic interpretation are broken down into polygons 343 
using a triangular dislocation theory within Move 2017.2 (Midland Valley Exploration Ltd., 344 
2017). Each polygon is represented by a single plane, upon which we assume dip-slip 345 
movement and paleostress orientations are then calculated for the grouped planes, with the 346 
assistance of stress orientation tool Wintensor (Delvaux and Sperner, 2003). 347 
 348 
3.2 Natural fracture analysis 349 
Fracture and microscale fault data (offset on the scale of 2-5cm) were collected from 31 350 
locations across the Otway Ranges within the Early Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation (e.g. fig. 351 
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5 and fig. 6). Analysis was restricted to where 3D geometry was observable, recording the 352 
orientation, modes of deformation and cross cutting relationships (Bellahsen et al., 2006a; 353 
Amrouch et al., 2010; Beaudoin et al., 2012). 354 
 355 
Major fracture sets were defined based on their 3D geometry, mode of opening and relationship 356 
with the bedding and other fractures. Evidence for fracture modes of formation was mainly 357 
mode-2, supported by centimeter scale faulting in the same sense (fig. 6a) and the presence of 358 
text-book style Andersonian (Anderson, 1951) conjugate sets of a similar geometry (fig. 5a, b, 359 
e). Mode-1 opening was interpreted in some cases (Engelder, 1987; Pollard and Aydin, 1988) 360 
due to the preservation of plume structures. The process of fracture categorization was assisted 361 
by paleostress orientation tool Wintensor (Delvaux and Sperner, 2003). A software digitizing 362 
the approach of Angelier (1989) that allows for fracture sets to be assigned stress regimes for 363 
integration with paleo-σ3 orientations derived from 3D seismic and calcite twin analysis.  364 
 365 
Furthermore natural fracture data were collected from geophysical image logs, with lengths 366 
between 259-1151m, from five wells in the eastern Otway Basin (fig. 1) (table 1). The wells 367 
penetrating sedimentary units both Early and Late Cretaceous in age. In the sub-surface mode 368 
of formation was controlled from examples of previous mode-2 fracturing within the same 369 
sequences at other locations within the basin (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019). Allowing for the 370 
assigning of paleostress regimes in the same manner as outcrop data, assuming shear modes of 371 
nucleation. Sub-surface natural fractures were divided into major sets based upon common 372 
orientation and geometry and their corresponding paleo-σ3 orientations (Engelder, 1987).  373 
 374 
Fracture data were assessed with pre and post-folding fracture-bedding relationships, 375 
determined on a site by site basis, though this was not possible in the subsurface as bedding 376 
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dip was minimal across most intervals. The variation of natural fracture geometry and their 377 
paleostress conditions -due to variations from pre-existing faults and fractures- was also 378 
considered. Fracture cluster determination was completed using Stereonet v9.3.2 379 
(Almendinger, 2013) and the 1% area contouring algorithm. This approach considers each 380 
contouring interval within the lower hemisphere stereogram to be constrained to 1% of the total 381 
net area, with fracture clusters determined as poles to planes based upon their grouping patterns 382 
as indicated by the contouring method. 383 
 384 
3.3 Quantification of Maximum Differential Stress Magnitudes with Calcite Twin 385 
Inversion 386 
Since 1953 (Turner, 1953) there have been several methods of calcite twin analysis and 387 
inversion employed to produce meaningful paleostress tensor orientations and magnitudes 388 
(Etchecopar, 1984; Tourneret and Laurent, 1990; Lacombe et al., 1992, 2007; Lacombe, 2001; 389 
Parlangeau et al., 2018). Mechanical twinning within calcite crystals is a plastic deformation 390 
in response to dislocation gliding along “e-planes,” within the crystal lattice (fig.4b) (Burkhard, 391 
1993). Twin lamella are commonly thin (≤1 μm) below ~200˚C becoming thicker with 392 
increasing temperatures for a given amount of twinning strain (e.g. Ferril et al., 2004).  393 
 394 
The occurrence of twinning is also dependent upon the value of a threshold or critical stress. 395 
Defined as the critically resolved shear stress (CRSS - 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎) (Tullis, 1980; Ferrill, 1988) for 396 
which questions as to the correct value have been raised (Rocher et al.,2004; Amrouch 2010; 397 
Parlangeau et al.,2019). The factor likely controlled by grain size and the degree of internal 398 
deformation, as following initial twinning calcite grains harden (Turner et al.,1954). e-twinning 399 
within the calcite crystal can be compared to a zone of simple shear. For un-metamorphosed 400 
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calcite, three of these planes exists within each crystal and are geometrically centered on the 401 
optical axis, C (fig. 4b).  402 
 403 
Accounting for both twinned and untwinned planes, the analysis of calcite twins has been 404 
proven to accurately measure five of the six parameters needed to define a complete paleo-405 
stress tensor: 406 
 407 
1) Maximum principal stress orientation (σ1) 408 
2)  Intermediate principal stress orientation (σ2) 409 
3)  Minimum principal stress orientation (σ3) 410 
4) Differential stress ratio, (ϕ; where ϕ  = [σ2 − σ3]/[σ1 − σ3]).  411 
5) The peak differential stress (σ1 − σ3) 412 
 413 
Capable of providing evidence for poly-phase tectonic events and paleostress orientations in 414 
addition to mono-phase events (Lacombe et al., 1992; Rocher et al., 2004; Lacombe, 2007, 415 
2010; Amrouch et al., 2010a). When combined with brittle deformation and rock mechanics 416 
data the method can also provide the complete paleostress tensor (Amrouch et al., 2011). And 417 
when associated with methods of absolute dating it can also assist in constraining highly 418 
detailed models of stress evolution (Beaudoin et al., 2018). 419 
The calcite stress inversion technique is similar to that used to analyze slickenslide data present 420 
along a fault plane (Etchecopar, 1984), consisting of developing the best fit tensor for the 421 
distribution of twinned and un-twinned e planes within the sample. Polyphase events are likely 422 
if more than 30% of twinned planes within a sample cannot be explained by a single tensor. In 423 
this case, the initial correlated twinned planes are removed and the process is repeated a second 424 
time, with the uncorrelated twinned planes and the entire set of un-twinned planes. The process 425 
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assumes that analysed e planes developed under a homogenous field of paleostress, and that 426 
they have not been subjected to rotation following their deformation (Lacombe et al., 2007). 427 
 428 
For this study we use Etchecopar’s calcite stress inversion technique (CSIT) (Etchecopar, 429 
1984) in order to obtain the paleostress tensors. Though effective, the method may have its 430 
limitations with small variations between the computed principal stress orientations and the 431 
imposed directions in experimentally deformed samples (5-7˚ for monophase data and 7-11º 432 
for polyphase data) (Lacombe and Laurent, 1996; Laurent et al., 2000). Recent works also 433 
suggesting that the penalization function used in the approach is too restrictive, especially 434 
during optical measurement (Rez and Melichar, 2010; Yamaji, 2015b).  435 
 436 
As a result other studies have modified the method (e.g. Rocher et al., 2004; Yamaji, 2015; 437 
Parlangeau et al., 2018) but the approach of the original CSIT is generally considered accurate, 438 
being the most commonly used technique in the past (Rocher et al., 1996; Rocher et al., 2000; 439 
Lacombe, 2001; Lacombe, 2007; Lacombe et al., 2009; Amrouch et al., 2010; Beaudoin et al., 440 
2012; Beaudoin et al., 2016). Proving effective in constraining paleostress data for integration 441 
with meso and macroscale data, where small errors in the approach likely have minimal impact 442 
(Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). 443 
 444 
CSIT can be applied to small twinning deformation which is able to be approximated under co-445 
axial conditions (stress = strain) and requires a universal stage microscope for completion. The 446 
process is broken down into a number steps, working with the hypothesis that a potential e-447 
plane is only twinned if the resolved shear stress (𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠) along the gliding direction of the e-plane 448 
is higher than the CRSS (equation 1). 449 
 450 
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𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 1: 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 ≥  𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎, then the plane will be twinned  451 
 452 
The technique then finds a stress tensor, which includes the largest possible number of twinned 453 
planes while simultaneously verifying the entire set of untwinned planes. As such a reduced 454 
stress tensor is produced (T’), consisting of the orientations of the maximum (σ1); intermediate 455 
(σ2) and minimum principal stresses (σ3) and the stress ratio (ϕ) (equation 2) with the 456 
maximum differential stress normalized to 1. 457 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 2: 1 ≥  
(σ2 − σ3)
(σ1 − σ3)
 ≥ 0 458 
 459 
The actual inversion process entails finding the stress tensor that best describes the distribution 460 
of both twinned and untwinned planes throughout the sample. Theoretically, a perfect stress 461 
tensor should be reached when the spatial distribution of twinned and untwinned planes is 462 
accounted for. All twin planes having sustained a 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 value that exceeds that exerted on all 463 
untwinned planes. The best tensor solution is found when the penalization function (equation 464 
3) is reduced as close to zero as possible. This function is defined as:  465 
 466 





Where τa ′ is the smallest RSS applied to the twinned planes that are compatible with the tensor, 469 
and τsj is the resolves shear stress applied upon the N of untwinned planes (j) such that Tsj> 470 
Ta’ (Etchecopar, 1984; Laurent, 1984). The optimal stress tensor is therefore found by 471 
incorporating the maximum amount of twinned planes in the sample, while ensuring the value 472 
of the penalization function remains as low as possible. Due to local heterogeneities, 473 
perturbations, and measurement uncertainties, a small percentage (~10-15%) of un-twinned 474 
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planes can be included within the tensor as having received a RSS greater than𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎. In this sense 475 
the f function describes both the arrangement of twin planes to the experimental tensor, in 476 
addition to its quality. The orientation of the three principal stresses are consequently produced, 477 
however the value of differential stress is dimensionless (equation 4) and as such given an 478 
assumed constant and known CRSS, the absolute magnitude of maximum differential stress 479 



















4.0 Results 487 
Results are presented from the macroscale to the microscale, beginning with the interpretation 488 
of the three seismic datasets and the establishment of an ESP. Followed by supporting evidence 489 
from fracture data and derived paleostress orientations and magnitudes from the CSIT results. 490 
 491 
4.1 Macroscale structural analysis of 3D seismic datasets and elementary stress pathway 492 
When working with seismic datasets, the interpretation of the dataset, is itself the result. As 493 
such, these two sections are difficult to divide and are discussed together in the following 494 
section. 495 
 496 
 4.1.1 Champion-Hercules 3D – Structural Interpretation 497 
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The Champion-Hercules 3D is dominated by broadly ~NW-SE striking normal faults (fig. 7a) 498 
parallel in geometry to the inline orientation. Structural analysis was focused on a central and 499 
eastern section of the survey in close proximity to the Pecten Anticline (Holford et al., 2014) 500 
(fig. 8a, c). Faulting within the survey is responsible for the formation of a series of ~NW-SE 501 
striking horst and graben structures, which show downwards rotation towards the SW and 502 
evidence for inversion in the presence of fault bend folding in their hanging walls sections and 503 
bulging of collapsed graben structures (fig. 8a). 504 
 505 
Two generations of faulting, confined to the Early and Late Cretaceous rift units are identified. 506 
One that shows thickening of hanging wall sediments within the Late Cretaceous, – implying 507 
they were active during the deposition of the formation – and one that does not. Indicating the 508 
formation of the second set post-dates the deposition of the unit (fig. 8a). Faulting style is 509 
characteristic of detachment faulting, major faults, showing almost identical dip angles and the 510 
presence of rotated blocks suggesting detachment at depth (fig. 8a). 511 
 512 
The Pecten Anticline (Holford et al., 2014) structure is well imaged within the survey. 513 
However, rather than appearing as an anticline, the structure – which is penetrated by the well 514 
Pecten-1 - is associated with crestal bulge within a mildly inverted collapsed graben, viewed 515 
along the Top Late Cretaceous. While a broad dome structure is present along the Top Mid-516 
Eocene (Nirranda Group) (fig. 8b), due to the lack of faulting in the unit and the geometry of 517 
the “fold,” (~ 9,000m wavelength and an amplitude of 70m, equating to a vertical difference 518 
of 0.78% from trough to trough) the structure likely formed due to differential compaction 519 
across the underlying high within this unit.  520 
 521 
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There is no evidence for ~NE-SW striking faults within the survey suggested to permeate the 522 
region by previous works (e.g. Edwards et al., 1996; Holford et al., 2014; Tassone et al., 2017). 523 
 524 
4.1.2 The Schomberg-Minerva 3D survey – Structural analysis 525 
The Schomberg-Minerva survey is the deepest penetrating survey used as part of the study, 526 
allowing for the top basement to be clearly interpreted, ~NW-SE striking faults (fig. 7b) 527 
dominating the structural architecture. Top Basement, Top Mid Late Cretaceous (Santonian) 528 
and Top Late Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) reflectors were mapped throughout the survey (fig. 529 
9) the Top Early Cretaceous being difficult to map consistently due to a reduction in signal 530 
quality from 4 – 7km depth. 531 
 532 
A depth map along the Top Santonian (fig. 9b) displays the NE-SW trending Minerva and 533 
Point Ronald “Anticlines” (Holford et al., 2014). As with the Pecten “anticline,” it is clear that 534 
both structures reflect the inversion of underlying ~NW-SE trending faults. Though in this 535 
case, the two can clearly be seen to have been isolated above underlying basement highs 536 
trending ~NE-SW (fig. 9). Structural features that are bordered by ~NE-SW trending faults 537 
along their margins, which do not propagate upwards into the Otway Basin sediments. 538 
 539 
Listric extensional faults, show evidence for growth in the Late Cretaceous and are interpreted 540 
at the very north eastern edge of the survey, revealed only through the use of arblines trending 541 
~NE-SW (fig 8c). These faults exert a strong control on deformation within the northern edge 542 
of the survey, accommodating the main inversion of the Minerva and Point Ronald Structures, 543 
with multiple synthetic and antithetic faults present. Many of them showing syn-depositional 544 
growth identified by the thickening of units in their hanging walls. These faults sole out at 545 
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depth along the underlying basement highs in the presence of a likely décollement, especially 546 
visible in the case of the Point Ronald structure (fig. 8d) 547 
 548 
A majority of faults within the survey display normal offset, however evidence for their 549 
inversion is obvious, with fault parallel folding in the hanging walls of large faults, tightening 550 
of fault angles and bulging of collapsed graben structures (fig. 8c, d). Minor reverse faulting is 551 
also present, as is the beginning of a back thrusting harpoon inversion structure, typical of 552 
inverted listric faults (Buchanan and McLay, 1994).  553 
 554 
Isopach maps of the Campanian – Maastrichtian succession of Late Cretaceous sediments show 555 
thinning over the crest of both the Minerva and Point Ronald structures (fig. 9d) suggesting 556 
growth of the structure may have begun during the mid-Maastrichtian. Early Palaeogene 557 
sediments onlap onto the Top Late Cretaceous in an angular unconformity (fig. 8c). 558 
Additionally a minor trend of ~NE-SW striking faults are present, although they are limited to 559 
the basement, showing no growth within the sediments of the Otway Basin.  560 
 561 
4.1.3 Crows Foot 3D survey – Structural analysis 562 
The structure of the Crows Foot 3D is highly deformed. Mapping of the Top Early Cretaceous, 563 
Top Santonian and Top Late Cretaceous was completed (fig. 9) although differentiation of the 564 
last was difficult due to poor well control. Igneous intrusions identified by their characteristic 565 
hard seismic kicks, made interpretation within some sections a challenge. 566 
 567 
The Crowes and Loch Ard “anticlines,” Holford et al., (2014) dominate the northern half of the 568 
survey. As with the “anticlines” in the previous surveys they reflect NE-SW trending chains of 569 
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inverted horst and graben structures, bound by orthogonally striking normal faults (fig. 7c) and 570 
not the folds described by previous works.   571 
 572 
Both structures are highly faulted and broken into a series of well-defined horst and graben 573 
structures that trend ~NW-SE. Bound by major ~SW and ~NE dipping normal faults that in 574 
some cases display ~600m offset of the Top Early Cretaceous (fig. 8e). The largest faults within 575 
the survey show distinct evidence for syn-rift growth during the Late Cretaceous, due to 576 
thickening of the units within their hanging walls. Other smaller faults do not, once again 577 
implying two generations of faulting, one major syn-rift and one minor, post deposition during 578 
the Late Cretaceous. 579 
 580 
Though basement is not visible within the survey, fault geometries especially viewed along the 581 
hinge-line of the Crows Anticline (fig. 8e), indicate faulting is likely influenced by a 582 
décollement at depth. An observation that is supported by the presence of low angle listric 583 
normal faults (fig. 7c).  584 
 585 
The interpretation is further suggested by the presence of similar ~NE-SW trending basement 586 
highs in the Minerva-Schomberg 3D and associated evidence for ~NE-SW inversion of the 587 
extensional system upon them. Inversion is most pronounced along the hinge line of the Crowes 588 
Anticline (fig. 8e) where fault bend folding, inner rim tightening and bulging of collapsed 589 
grabens can be observed.  590 
 591 
4.1.4 Summary of seismic analysis 592 
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Seismic interpretation indicates that ~NW-SE listric faulting dominates this section of the 593 
Otway Basin. Observations that support very early evidence from Etheridge et al., (1987) and 594 
Lister et al., (1986).  595 
 596 
Across all surveys, the strike of major faults is broadly ~NW-SE, with evidence for syn-597 
depositional and minor post depositional normal faulting throughout Late Cretaceous. Faulting 598 
is minimal within Paleogene and Neogene sediments, except where minor reactivation has 599 
occurred along the most major faults (fig. 8). 600 
 601 
Though still displaying normal offset, many of these faults have been inverted. For which 602 
evidence is most obvious above underlying basement highs in the form of inverted half grabens, 603 
collapsed grabens and fault bend folds. Features that are concentrated in ~NE-SW inverted 604 
chains extending in a finger like style, from the ~NE-SW (fig. 9). This hypothesis is supported 605 
by the interpretation of basement highs in the Minerva-Schomberg 3D and by a regional depth 606 
to basement model from Krassay et al., (2009) (fig. 2b).  607 
 608 
With respect to the timing of inversion, the interpretation suggests contraction began during 609 
the final stages of deposition of the Latest Cretaceous units, in the ~Mid-Maastrichtian. 610 
Suggested by the thinning of Campanian – Maastrichtian within the Minerva structure and the 611 
overall geometry of the fold. That being the case, improved well control within the Crowes 612 
Foot 3D, particularly along the hinge line of the Crowes “anticline,” would significantly assist 613 
refining this estimate, particularly as it is the most highly structured section within all the 614 
datasets. From the on lap of Palaeogene units along the Top Late Cretaceous inversion was 615 
certainly finished by the Palaeogene. Given these insights, we propose a period of ~NE-SW 616 
oriented basin inversion beginning during the Latest Cretaceous (~Mid Maastrichtian) 617 
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coinciding with an unconformity between the Late Cretaceous and Early Palaeogene units. For 618 
ease of discussion, we term the network of inverted listric faults and inverted chains interpreted 619 
within the surveys the Great Ocean Fault System (GOFS).  620 
 621 
4.1.5 Elementary Stress Pathway from 3D seismic data  622 
Seismic interpretation and the stress inversion of faults extracted from the seismic datasets, 623 
allow us to construct an ESP (fig. 10). The ESP consists of three major structuring events, from 624 
the start of the Late Cretaceous until the early Palaeogene. Following the deposition of the 625 
Early Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation, which formed during a period of subsidence. 626 
 627 
Stress inversion of seismic faults indicate event 1, occurring at the beginning of the Late 628 
Cretaceous, was an intense period of extension with regional paleo-σ3 orientations trending 629 
broadly ~NE-SW. Structures typical of inversion within both Early and Late Cretaceous units, 630 
absent from Palaeogene units, suggest event 2 was characterised by ~NE-SW inversion, during 631 
which uplift and contraction was isolated above underlying basement highs. The presence of 632 
an angular unconformity at the Top Late Cretaceous suggesting inversion peaked prior to the 633 
deposition of Palaeogene units. Basin inversion was followed by the deposition of Paleogene 634 
and Neogene units and the reactivation of large faults. Constituting, a third event of renewed 635 
minor extension with a ~NE-SW trending paleo-σ3. 636 
 637 
4.2 Mesoscale Fracture set succession and other supporting outcrop evidence 638 
Outcrop fracture analysis across the Otway Ranges reveals 6 major and 5 minor fracture sets 639 
(fig. 7d). Cross cutting relationships and pre/post bedding tilting geometries providing insight 640 
into their successive development. Fractures were sampled within the Eumeralla Formation, 641 
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the top member of Early Cretaceous sediments, which was deposited during a period of 642 
subsidence, not active rifting. 643 
 644 
The most pervasive set throughout the outcrop analysis is, set 1 fractures, a conjugate mode-2 645 
set that dips on average towards ~038 ºN and ~218ºN at an average angle of ~68 º under back-646 
tilted conditions, representative of a ~NE-SW trending paleo-σ3 (fig. 5a). This set is integrated 647 
with centimetre scale faulting detected at site 18 (fig 6c). 648 
 649 
Set 2 fractures, a second conjugate mode-2 set, also back-tilted, dip towards ~007ºN and 650 
~185ºN at ~76º, represent a N-S trending paleo-σ3, they are observed alongside set 1, 651 
terminating on the previous set (fig. 6b). 652 
 653 
Set 3 also a back-tilted extensional conjugate mode-2 set (fig. 5b) dip at ~66º towards ~138ºN 654 
and ~314ºN, reflecting a NW-SE paleo-σ3. They are observed in outcrop to terminate on set 1 655 
fractures (fig. 5f).  656 
 657 
Set 4 represents a high angle (~88 º) back-tilted mode-2 fracture set, corresponding with a 658 
group of centimetre scale faults at site 26 that dip towards ~316ºN and ~132ºN, suggestive of 659 
~NE-SW oriented sinistral strike-slip stresses with a ~NE-SW trending σ1 (fig. 6a). Though 660 
set 4 fractures strike parallel to set 3 fractures, the two sets were distinguished from each other 661 
by observing their 3D geometry within uneven sections of the wave-cut platforms (fig. 5g). 662 
 663 
Set 5 fractures, another back-tilted conjugate mode-2 set, dip at ~24º towards 048ºN and 214ºN 664 
suggesting ~NE-SW compression with paleo-σ1 also ~NE-SW.  665 
 666 
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The only major set interpreted under present day conditions is set 6, a mode-2 set dipping at 667 
~88º towards ~046ºN and ~232ºN, representative of a ~NW-SE paleo-σ. The set regularly cross 668 
cuts fracture set 4 (fig. 5d), producing two independent strike slip fracture sets that intersect 669 
with each other at 90º. This is integrated with evidence for a vertical fault at site 31, striking 670 
~NW-SE showing strike slip movement (fig. 5c). 671 
 672 
Outcrop analysis also showed five minor fracture trends (fig. 7d), including set 7, a mode-2 673 
back-tilted set, dipping towards 091ºN at ~ 73º. A mode 1 (set 8) and a mode 2 (set 9) of ~NE-674 
SW trending strike slip fractures. Both dipping at ~88º towards ~146ºN and ~º317N º. Set 10, 675 
an extensional mode-2 conjugate set. Dips at ~67º towards ~020ºN and ~229ºN and is only 676 
present where set I fractures are not. Set 11 is defined by low angle (~18º) compressive 677 
fractures that dip towards 135ºN.  678 
 679 
Two   stylolites were also interpreted during outcrop analysis at site 28 (fig. 6d): Stylolite A, 680 
which has been reactivated as a vein, suggests a back-tilted ~NW-SE trending (319ºN) σ1. 681 
Stylolite B cross cuts stylolite A at 90 º and the opened vein, suggesting a later back-tilted 049º 682 
trending σ1. 683 
 684 
Fracture categorisation in the subsurface showed similar patterns to outcrop data (fig. 7e), with 685 
four subsurface sets determined (fig. 7e): Set A, a conjugate set complimentary of outcrop set 686 
1, fractures, set B and extensional set integrated with outcrop set 2, set C reflecting set 3 outcrop 687 
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4.3 Microscale calcite twin analysis 692 
4.3.1 Paleostress orientations from calcite twin data 693 
CSIT results (table 2) reveal five main stages of paleostress evolution (fig. 10) defined by 694 
different stress regimes and varying tensor shape ratios. The first stage, corresponding to 695 
backtilted ~NE-SW extension includes one stress tensor 10T2 with a vertical σ1 and a ϕ value 696 
of 0.5. 697 
 698 
The second stage is characterised by other backtilted extensional stress tensors – A-ST1, B-699 
AT1 and C-T1, with σ3 plunging towards the ~N, and ~NW. These tensors have shape ratios 700 
of ϕ= 0.4 or lower.  701 
 702 
The third stage, represents a backtilted compressional event, with a ~NE-SW oriented σ1, 703 
defined by tensors CT-2, A-LT2 and 10T1. Φ values for these tensors are between 0.2 (tensor: 704 
10T1) and 0.8 (A-LT2). 705 
 706 
Stage four stress tensors, under present day bedding conditions, outline a transition back to 707 
extensional paleostresses, defined by vertical σ1 trends and ~NW (tensor 10T3), S (tensor A-708 
LT1) and SE (tensor 12T2) trending σ3 orientations. Shape ratios for these tensors are between 709 
ϕ values of 0.6 and 0.1 710 
 711 
Stage five, represents a present day reorganisation defined by a vertical σ3 and a σ1 trending 712 
towards the NW and a ϕ= 0.8. 713 
 714 
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Transitional, strike slip stress stages are defined between stage two and three by tensor B-BT2 715 
with a southerly trending σ1, and between stages three and four by B-BT1 with an easterly 716 
trending σ1. 717 
 718 
4.3.2 Differential stress magnitudes during basin evolution 719 
Quantified maximum paleo-differential stresses (table 2) defined throughout the stages of 720 
stress evolution as outlined by CSIT display a pattern. Characterised by high magnitudes during 721 
extension and low magnitudes during compression (fig. 10) 722 
 723 
Stage one extensional tensor 10T2 displays the highest stress magnitude of 69MPa. Stage two 724 
begins with high magnitudes with tensor A-ST1 (66MPa). Followed by decreasing magnitudes 725 
in tensors B-AT1 (36MPa) and C-T1 (34MPa) as values of ϕ decrease from 0.4 to 0.2. 726 
Transitional tensor B-BT2, highlights decreasing magnitudes (32MPa) into stage three 727 
compressional tensors, defined by lower values of 12MPa (C-T2), 28MPa (A-LT2) and 31MPa 728 
(10-T1). Magnitudes increase again following transitional tensor B-BT1, (32MPa) into stage 729 
four tensors ranging between 43MPa (10T3) and 57MPa (12T2). Stage five tensor 12T1 730 
suggests a value of 50MPa. 731 
 732 
5.0 Discussion 733 
5.1 Consistency of multiscale structural datasets 734 
The results of this study show good consistency across all datasets (fig. 7, fig. 10). On the 735 
macroscale the style of faulting is consistent across all seismic surveys, as is the evidence for 736 
~NE-SW oriented inversion. Though it is most pronounced within the Schomberg-Minerva and 737 
Crowes Foot 3D surveys.  738 
 739 
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Under a more traditional approach to the stress inversion of faults extracted from 3D seismic 740 
(Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017) low angle faults (<45º) are attributed to compressional 741 
regimes of paleostress. In this study we are dealing with the inversion of listric faults, which 742 
decrease in dip with depth, as they transition towards the zone of décollement. In our case due 743 
to the style of the triangular dislocation method used to produce fault data, this results in the 744 
apparent occurrence of low angle fault planes (fig. 7), which in fact represent the lower angled 745 
sections of the listric faults as they shallow out with depth. Therefore, during the stress 746 
inversion of this dataset, we have assumed that all faults nucleated in an extensional style based 747 
on their shape, offsets and mass occurrence. As even where small reverse offset is observable, 748 
the extensional origin of the fault is obvious from its common angle with the surrounding 749 
network and the growth of sediments within its hanging wall. Additionally, where the 750 
beginnings of back thrusting are visible, it is not of a sufficient degree to interpret as a 751 
continuous fault plane. 752 
 753 
Mesoscale fault and fracture data display good accordance with the macroscale results. This is 754 
especially so in fracture set 1 and set A, which though distributed across a broad strike (~105 - 755 
165ºN) both show an almost identical correspondence with fault geometries extracted from 3D 756 
seismic (fig. 7). Additionally, although the low number of outcrop faults (less than 15) does 757 
not represent a large enough dataset for reliable inversion (Angelier, 1984, 1990; Lacombe, 758 
2012), their analysis and derived paleostresses is in excellent correspondence with 759 
complimentary Andersonian natural fractures (fig. 5) throughout the system. Contributing a 760 
degree of reliability in the methods of fracture analysis used. 761 
 762 
On the microscale, stress tensors derived from Etchecopar’s CSIT are of good quality. With all 763 
but one tensor (12T1) displaying f values (a measure of quality) ranging between 0 and 0.95. 764 
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Most CSIT samples (except A-LT2 and 10T3) also containing more than the threshold of 90 765 
twins required to reduce the likelihood of any inversion error (Lacombe et al., 1990). Further 766 
testament to the reliability of the CSIT results is their correspondence with the macro and 767 
especially mesoscale dataset, an element of the results that is particularly good, given the small 768 
amount of tensors within the study. 769 
 770 
5.2 Tectonic Phase Progression 771 
The results of this study show multiscale evidence for five main tectonic phases (fig. 11 – 15) 772 
throughout the evolution of the GOFS and the Otway Ranges. Prior to the main phases of 773 
structuring, the presence of stylolite A, striking ~NE-SW (fig. 10) suggests the minor influence 774 
of a ~NW-SE oriented σ1. A compression or strike slip event, likely concurrent with regional 775 
uplift across much of Australia during the mid-Cretaceous due to collisional stresses along the 776 
eastern margin (Norvick and Smith, 2001). Though evidence from this study suggests that 777 
structuring during this phase was minimal as there is no angular unconformity between the Top 778 
Early Cretaceous and Late Cretaceous unit (fig. 8). 779 
 780 
Phase 1 (fig. 11, fig. 16) consists of a strong period of broadly ~NE-SW oriented extension, 781 
beginning at the start of the Late Cretaceous (fig. 10). Primary evidence for this phase comes 782 
from event 1 within the ESP and the nucleation of the substantial network of ~NW-SE striking 783 
extensional faults within the dataset. A fault set that grew in a syn-depositional nature during 784 
the deposition of Late Cretaceous units. On the meso and microscale, evidence for this tectonic 785 
phase is discernible under bedding back-tilted conditions, ~NW-SE striking extensional 786 
fracture sets 1 (outcrop) and A (well data) reflecting Andersonian conjugate fractures. With 787 
paleo-σ3 orientations trending broadly towards the NE and SW, in good agreement with 788 
macroscale fault data and centimetre scale faulting at site 18 (fig. 6c).  789 
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 790 
CSIT tensor 10T2 is also reflective of broad ~NE-SW extension under back tilted conditions, 791 
with σ3 plunging towards 236ºN. The sample itself comes from a natural fracture reflective of 792 
set 1 geometries, suggesting this phase of structuring continued for some time, allowing for the 793 
creation of the fracture, it’s filling with calcite and the twinning of the calcite within. An 794 
observation that is consistent with the large growth of Cenomanian – Santonian Late 795 
Cretaceous units within the seismic datasets (fig. 8). Paleostress quantification of magnitudes 796 
within tensor 10T2 suggests this phase was characterised by magnitudes of extensional stress 797 
as high as 69MPa. With a tensor ϕ value of 0.5, also indicating this phase of evolution was well 798 
defined with no perturbations.  799 
 800 
The magnitude of extensional stress calculated as part of tensor 10T2 in phase 1, and the first 801 
tensor of phase 2 (AST-1), described below, represent some of the highest extensional stress 802 
magnitudes calculated to date using CSIT. As this study represents the first quantification of 803 
paleostress during continental break up, it suggests that these tectonic periods may be 804 
characterised by high magnitudes of extensional paleostress. Especially when compared to 805 
extensional stresses within stable foreland basins, such as the Paris Basin (Rocher et al., 2004). 806 
This phenomena is explored further within section 5.5. 807 
 808 
Phase 2 (fig. 12) represents on going extension associated with the continued growth of ~NW-809 
SE striking faults on the macroscale and the creation of post depositional extensional faults. 810 
On the meso and microscale, the phase is characterised by significant extensional evidence (fig. 811 
5b) with the bedding backtilted. As extension progressed and increased in intensity, the results 812 
suggest a shift from a well-defined ~NE-SW extensional azimuth, to a poorly defined, radial 813 
style, resulting in the formation of ~E-W (set 2, set B), ~NE-SW (set 3, set C) and ~N-S (set 814 
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7) striking extensional fractures. This is particularly apparent in cross cutting relationships 815 
between fracture set 1 and fracture sets 2 and 3, which both terminate upon the former. 816 
Microscale evidence for this transition comes in the form of tensors A-ST1, B-AT1 and C-T1, 817 
which suggest ~N-S, ~NNW-SSE and ~NW-SE extension respectively, C-T1 recorded within 818 
a fracture of set 3 geometry and A-ST1 within the reactivated and opened vein of stylolite A. 819 
Also suggesting the length of this stage of extension was significant, as the tectonic event 820 
responsible for opening the stylolite was also recorded within the vein fill. Defining a tectonic 821 
period likely coinciding with the formation of post depositional faulting within the 3D datasets. 822 
Computed ϕ ratios of tensors within this phase are lower than phase 1, the first two tensors 823 
equal to 0.4 and the last equal to 0.2. Suggesting that in the final stages of this phase the values 824 
of σ2 and σ3 were similar (Lacombe et al., 2007). Indicating that switching between them may 825 
have occurred, and supporting the interpretation of a vast network of radial extensional 826 
fractures.  827 
 828 
Similar to phase 1, paleostress magnitudes characterised from the CSIT tensors within phase 2 829 
suggest an initially high level of extensional stress (66MPa, tensor A-ST1). With a reduction 830 
in magnitude as deformation increased and ϕ values become lower (36MPa, tensor, B-AT1; 831 
34MPa, tensor C-T1). The progressive reduction in stress magnitude and ϕ value between the 832 
three tensors also allowing a specific order of occurrence to be constructed (fig. 10). Fracture 833 
set B striking ~E-W and fracture set C striking ~NE-SW within the subsurface are also 834 
indicative of this phase of deformation. Given the evidence for Late Cretaceous, Campanian – 835 
Maastrichtian, growth of extensional faults, within this study and others in the region (Robson 836 
et al., 2017; 2018), this phase likely extended into the very latest stages of deposition during 837 
the Late Cretaceous. During a period that should have been the final stages of continental 838 
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separation (fig. 16), as the creation of oceanic crust moved from west to east across Australia’s 839 
southern margin (Mueller et al., 1997). 840 
 841 
The progressive decrease in tensor shape ratios and magnitudes throughout phase 2 described 842 
in the paragraph above, is indicative of the coming compressional, phase 3. Especially as in 843 
tensor C-T1, decreasing differences between σ2, oriented ~NE-SW and σ3, oriented ~NW-SE 844 
suggest the beginnings of an equalisation between minimum and maximum horizontal stress. 845 
 846 
Phase 3 (fig. 13) reflects a significant period of compressional deformation and basin inversion 847 
within the GOFS and the Otway Ranges. The phase is broken down into three components; 848 
early and late transitional phases of strike slip stress, connected by a main phase of 849 
compression. On the macroscale, this phase is characterised by the inversion of collapsed 850 
grabens and half grabens along ~NW-SE striking normal listric faults, and a contraction of the 851 
system towards the north east, concentrated above sections of shallow basement (fig. 9). The 852 
majority of micro and mesoscale evidence interpreted under bedding back tilted conditions. 853 
 854 
On the microscale the beginnings of stress reorganisation is marked by the CSIT tensor B-BT2, 855 
taken from a set 1 fracture, the initial azimuth of inversion possibly coming from the SSW (fig. 856 
10). Prior to the onset of compression, fracture set 4 (fig. 13) formed as stress reorganisation 857 
continued due to progressive increases in ~NNE-SSW oriented horizontal stresses. The set 858 
represents a vertical strike slip conjugate set of fractures, visible as Andersonian pairs at sites 859 
14, 23 and 26 (fig. 13). Offset along micro-faults (fig. 6a) which cross cut fracture set 2 at site 860 
26 integrated with the set, suggest sinistral strike slip movement, which is reflective of 861 
previously documented geometries within the nearby Shipwreck Trough (Robson et al., 2018).  862 
σ1 orientations derived from the analysis of stylolite B at site 28, also support the initial stages 863 
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of ~NE-SW oriented inversion following the opening of stylolite A, as the former cross cuts 864 
the latter (fig. 6d). 865 
 866 
The microscale onset of ~NE-SW oriented compression is marked by CSIT tensors CT-2, A-867 
LT2 and 10T1 and the creation of the ~NW-SE striking low angle fracture set 5 (fig. 13). A 868 
specific phase order between these tensors can be constructed using their ϕ values and stress 869 
magnitudes. The most well defined compressional tensor, CT-2, with a shape ratio of 0.5 and 870 
the lowest stress magnitude, occurring first. The low magnitude explained due to the ample 871 
opportunity to release stress through the reactivation of the existing extensional network of 872 
deformation during the early stages of compression. Occurring second, tensor A-LT2 marks a 873 
slight increase in stress magnitude as stress became more difficult to release through 874 
reactivation, following continuing inversion. The high shape ratio of the tensor, ϕ = 0.8, 875 
illustrating an increase in horizontal stresses, and a possible switching between σ1 and σ2. 876 
Occurring third in the phase, with another small increase in stress magnitude, tensor 10T1, with 877 
a low shape ratio of ϕ  = 0.2 highlights the final peaking of compression, as values of σ2 and 878 
σ3 began to equalise given the scale of the vertical uplift and increases in vertical stresses. 879 
Fracture set D within the subsurface represents additional mesoscale evidence for this tectonic 880 
event. Following slight relaxation, CSIT tensor B-BT1 and strike slip fracture sets 8 and 9 881 
represent post tilting events of ~WSW-ENE oriented strike slip stress. A period which was also 882 
characterised by low differences between σ2 and σ3, given the low ϕ value of 0.3 (fig. 10). 883 
 884 
Paleostress magnitudes calculated during phase 3 display a pattern (fig. 10): The compressional 885 
stress tensors indicating low magnitudes of stress (13MPa, tensor: C-T2, 28MPa, tensor: A-886 
LT2, 31MPa, tensor 10T1) and the strike slip tensor displaying intermediate values between 887 
the preceding and superseding phases (32MPa, tensor: B-BT2 and B-BT-1).  888 
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 889 
The estimated timing of basin inversion from 3D seismic analysis coinciding with the end of 890 
the Late Cretaceous - possibly as early as the mid-Maastrichtian - coincides well with previous 891 
studies. Thermal history estimates from the region from Duddy and Erout (2003; 2001) (fig. 892 
3c) suggest a major cooling peak between ~60 and 52Ma in the Mussel Terrace (fig. 1). A 893 
period coinciding with a regional increase in denudation rates across South Eastern Australia 894 
from Kohn et al., (2002) (fig. 3b). Along with a major unconformity observed in the nearby 895 
Torquay sub-Basin (fig. 1) (Trupp et al.,1994) at the top of the Eastern View Group (the Late 896 
Cretaceous sub-unit within the basin). Late Cretaceous ~mid-Maastrichtian, inversion is also 897 
supported by Schneider et al., (2004) and their analysis of the Minerva “anticline,” however, 898 
the authors favoured a ~NW-SE oriented maximum horizontal stress. Given the timing of phase 899 
3 can be generally constrained, the question remains as to the source of stress for this ~NE-SW 900 
oriented stress reorganisation, which is enigmatic given the region was in the final stages of 901 
continental breakup.  902 
 903 
From plate boundary reconstructions of Australia (Veevers et al.,1994; Muller et al.,2000; 904 
Norvick and Smith, 2001) it is clear that eastern Australia was subjected to complex far field 905 
stresses during the Late Cretaceous, Early Paleogene and even (fig. 8) Early Eocene (fig. 16). 906 
Not only was seafloor spreading propagating from west to east in the south (fig. 16d), but from 907 
north to south in the east within the Tasman Sea, and SE-NW in the north. Possibly placing SE 908 
Australia under complex ridge torque forces, which have been shown to sustain high levels of 909 
collisional stresses under the right conditions (Sandiford,et al., 2008). Coinciding with this 910 
complex environment of break-up in the east, was a deceleration in subduction rate and the 911 
arrival of Indian continental crust in the Himalayan collision zone, at the north western boarder 912 
of the Indo-Australian plate, as early as 58Ma (Zhu et al., 2018; Leech et al., 2005). Suggested 913 
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to have been responsible for stress reorganisation in central Australia around this time 914 
(Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017).  As a result in seems that during the final part of the Late 915 
Cretaceous, continental separation in the Otway Basin was interrupted by a period of plate 916 
boundary driven ~NE-SW oriented compressional stress (fig. 16). Possibly explaining why the 917 
creation of oceanic crust within the basin was delayed until the ~Mid Eocene, the contractional 918 
event essentially postponing continental separation. 919 
 920 
As with the transition between phase 2 and phase 3, the coming phase of renewed strike slip 921 
and extension is suggested by the change in tensor shape ratios across the phase 3 and phase 4 922 
boundary (fig. 10). Shape ratios of 0.2 (tensor: 10T1) and 0.3 (tensor: BT-T1) outlining 923 
minimal differences between σ2 and σ3 predicting the switch from compression back to strike 924 
slip. A shape ratio of 0.6 for tensor 10T3 also denoting the following switch between σ1 and 925 
σ2 from strike slip into extension (fig. 10). 926 
 927 
Phase 4 (fig. 14) dictates a relaxation of compressive stresses and a progressive return towards 928 
an environment of ~NE-SW extension. On the microscale, post tilting evidence for phase 4 is 929 
evident in tensors 10T3, A-LT1 and T12. Once again these can be assigned a unique order, as 930 
the ~NW-SE and ~NNW-SSE extension suggested by 10T3 and A-LT1 occurred as a result of 931 
a persisting ~NE-SW oriented maximum horizontal stress following inversion. Tensor T12, 932 
representing a complete relaxation and a transition back to strong ~NE-SW oriented extension. 933 
Given the scale of extensional deformation within phases 1 and 2, it is not surprising that meso 934 
scale evidence for phase 4 is limited. Especially as following basin inversion, previously 935 
formed extensional faults and fractures were likely reactivated during the deposition of early 936 
Paleogene units. A concept that is supported with macroscale observations (fig. 8) in all 3D 937 
seismic datasets and fracture set 10. A ~NW-SE striking extensional fracture set, which was 938 
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recorded at two of the field sites where set 1 fractures were not present and able to 939 
accommodate relaxation.  940 
 941 
Stress magnitudes during phase 4 show the reverse trend of phase 2 (fig. 10). Extensional stress 942 
magnitudes increasing following inversion, culminating in a maximum differential stress of 943 
57MPa derived from tensor 12T2.  Timing of this phase coincides with the deposition of the 944 
early Palaeocene Wangerrip Group (fig. 3a), prior to first creation of oceanic crust offshore in 945 
the eastern Otway Basin during the mid-Eocene. An observation that is reflected in the high 946 
stress magnitudes of tensor 12T1, echoing the trend from phase 1, of high stress magnitudes 947 
associated with continental breakup and active rifting. Following continental separation, 948 
Australia began its fast northward movement, a period characterised by tectonic quiescence, 949 
thermal subsidence and the deposition of the Eocene – Oligocene Nirranda Group sediments. 950 
 951 
Following continental separation (fig. 16) phase 5 (fig. 15) represents stress reorganisation, 952 
evident in numerous studies of regional contemporary stress (Sandiford et al., 2003; 2004). A 953 
restructuring that is defined by an increase in ~NW-SE oriented horizontal stresses during the 954 
Late Miocene, which now characterise the in situ stress regime of the Otway Basin (fig. 2a) 955 
(Tassone et al., 2017). Evidence for this is recorded in this study on the micro and the meso 956 
scale, CSIT tensor 12T1 suggesting post-tilting ~NW-SE oriented compression with σ1 957 
horizontal, trending 337ºN and fracture set 6, along with accompanying faults (fig. 5d). That 958 
are observed to crosscut fracture set 4 at 90º at site 14 (fig. 5d). Fracture set 11, present at site 959 
28 and fracture set E within the subsurface also suggest mesoscale evidence for a degree of 960 
compression as part of this phase, although strike slip evidence is far more common (fig. 15). 961 
There is no evidence for phase 5 on the macroscale, indeed, the geometry of faults within all 962 
three datasets strike parallel to the regime of in situ stress. Explaining the relatively high 963 
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magnitudes of stress within tensor 12T1, when compared to compressional tensors in phase 3. 964 
As with σ1 in the plane of the regional faults, trending parallel to their strike, stress is unable 965 
to be released through reactivation of the extensional network. Fig. 16 displays the phases of 966 
stress evolution described above and the plate scale settings during each period. 967 
 968 
5.3 The role of décollement during inversion 969 
Listric faults within the Otway Basin were noted in the 1980s (e.g. Etheridge et al., 1986; Lister 970 
et al., 1986), though they were ignored or supposedly refuted by almost all following works 971 
(e.g. Cooper and Hill, 1997). 3D seismic interpretations in this study highlight their occurrence 972 
and the isolation of inverted structures above underlying shallow portions of basement (fig. 9). 973 
This suggests that the nature of faulting and, in particular, the presence of a top basement 974 
décollement has played a key role in the accommodation of stress and strain during basin 975 
inversion in the Otway Basin.  976 
 977 
Sandbox experiments (Buchanan and McClay, 1990; Bonini et al., 2012) indicate that during 978 
the inversion of listric fault networks, normal offset is preserved along major faults up to 30% 979 
shortening. With the initial ~10% of contraction accommodated mainly through the 980 
reactivation of the underlying décollement. There is good correlation between the inversion 981 
structures observed within the 3D seismic interpretation and sandbox models (fig. 17). 982 
Additionally, the location of the Otway Ranges, directly ~NE along strike of the basement 983 
highs overlain by the inverted structures in the 3D seismic (fig. 17), provides further evidence 984 
for the deep accommodation of initial strain during the early stages of deformation. The initial 985 
release of stress occurring primarily along the décollement zone and within pre-existing faults, 986 
with the localisation of inversion likely concentrated onshore in the Otway Ranges. The 987 
backstop of the system, situated somewhere around its highest point - Mt Cowley (fig. 17i). 988 
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This concentration of inversion towards the north east is also supported by increasing estimates 989 
of post-Cretaceous exhumation from Tassone et al.,(2014) moving from the ~SW to the ~NE 990 
(fig. 17a).  991 
 992 
The partitioning of stress and the accommodation of strain through the reactivation of the 993 
extensional listric décollement also assists in explaining why normal offset has been 994 
maintained within the fault network to the degree that it has, a question that has puzzled 995 
previous studies (e.g. Schneider et al., 2004; Holford et al., 2014). It also clarifies why 996 
mesoscale evidence for compressional inversion is not more substantial within the region, as 997 
stress was likely released primarily through the reactivation of the extensional décollement and 998 
accompanying faults. Though this was likely not possible during the early strike slip 999 
component of the phase as σ2 remained vertical, evident from the high degree of strike slip 1000 
fracturing and faulting. It also provides an explanation as to the low magnitudes of 1001 
compressional stress during the inversion of the system in phase 3 (fig. 10), as there was ample 1002 
opportunity for the release of stress via reactivation of the extensional fabric. Particularly 1003 
evident at the beginning of the phase, within sample C-T2 (fig. 10). It is also possible that the 1004 
reactivation of the décollement may have been assisted by high-thermal gradients (thermal 1005 
weakening) within the Eumeralla Formation and Otway Ranges, due to its radiogenic nature 1006 
(Holford et al., 2011). And/or by the shale and coaly inter-beds within the formation, which 1007 
may have assisted in accommodating strain, suggested by bedding parallel failure and faulting 1008 
(fig. 6b). 1009 
 1010 
5.4 New insights into the Otway Basin  1011 
The results from this study re-define the structural framework of the eastern Otway Basin and 1012 
the Otway Ranges (fig. 17a). Of leading consequence from the results of this study is the lack 1013 
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of a ~NE-SW striking fault fabric within the eastern Otway Basin. Fault patterns that have been 1014 
favoured by previous studies to have accommodated mid-Eocene – recent, ~NW-SE oriented 1015 
compressional stresses during the Neotectonic uplift of the Otway Ranges (see Debenham et 1016 
al., 2018). As noted in section 5.2, given the near parallel nature of the faults interpreted within 1017 
this study and the in-situ stress regime of the basin (fig. 2a), it is likely that the environment of 1018 
neotectonic stress within the Otway Basin has had a minimal effect on the macro scale 1019 
structuring of the region. This is echoed by the results of this study, which favour ~NE-SW 1020 
oriented inversion and uplift, during the Latest Cretaceous (~Mid-Maastrichtian). A period 1021 
where maximum horizontal stress was orthogonal to fault strike and the dip-slip inversion of 1022 
~NW-SE striking faults was possible, especially around sections of the underlying basement 1023 
block that are anonymously shallow in comparison to the surrounding region (fig. 2b). The 1024 
timing of Latest Cretaceous, rather than neotectonic uplift in the eastern Otway Basin is also 1025 
supported by petroleum industry data (Duddy and Erout, 2001). Indicating source rocks within 1026 
the surrounding region are currently at their maximum burial temperature, suggesting that 1027 
recent uplift - which some estimates place in excess of 2000m (Tassone et al., 2014) is highly 1028 
unlikely. 1029 
 1030 
Contrasts can also be drawn between the nature of the data used in this study and those that 1031 
advocate for mainly neotectonic structuring of the eastern Otway Basin and Otway Ranges.  1032 
Previous studies (e.g. Holford et al., 2014; Tassone et al., 2017) have utilised mainly isolated 1033 
2D seismic lines that strike ~NW-SE within the off-shore eastern basin. Insights from this study 1034 
indicate these lines were parallel to the major fault trend, and as such inappropriate for the 1035 
interpretation of the structures. The interference out of plane faults causing apparent faulting 1036 
and interpretation in the time domain exaggerating this “folded,” interpretation. Leading some 1037 
authors to suggest impractical styles of deformation such as neotectonic folding isolated only 1038 
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to the post break up sedimentary succession, due to neotectonic ~NW-SE compressional 1039 
stresses (Tassone et al., 2017). 1040 
 1041 
Lastly, as we have not imaged it in 3D we cannot conclusively determine that well studied 1042 
structures such as the Castle Cove Fault (fig. 17f) exist. Though the evidence of this study 1043 
support initial inferences regarding the structure from Burgin et al., (2019). That being said, 1044 
from comparisons between the sub surface style of the Top Early Cretaceous and its 1045 
outcropping nature within the Otway Ranges at Castle Cove (fig. 17a) it is clear the two share 1046 
a similar structural heritage. As such the outcropping structure is likely defined by a series of 1047 
~NW-SE striking inverted normal faults (fig. 17h) isolated in a ~NE-SW trending structural 1048 
chain above shallow basement. Under this framework, the NE-SW trending fault scarp that 1049 
characterises the region, can be explained due to a combination of differential compaction 1050 
across the edge of the basement high and gravitational collapse downwards towards the 1051 
southeast (fig. 17h). Explaining the gentle tilting of beds towards the south east and the lack of 1052 
an outcropping fault plane at the cove (Debenham et al., 2018).  1053 
 1054 
Given this insight and using a detailed topographic map of the Otway Ranges (fig. 17a) we 1055 
interpret a series of ~NW-SE striking faults throughout the ranges. A faulting pattern that is far 1056 
more continuous with that interpreted offshore within the seismic datasets and other studies 1057 
(Robson et al., 2016; 2017; 2018) in comparison to the previous model. 1058 
 1059 
5.5 Comparison of rifted margin stress magnitudes with collisional settings 1060 
The quantification of maximum paleo-differential stresses within this study, represents the first 1061 
attempt to quantify extensive stress during the process of progressive continental break up. Of 1062 
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note within the results is that magnitudes of stress appear higher during periods of extension 1063 
and rifting, than during those of compression and inversion in the Otway Basin (fig. 18).  1064 
 1065 
When compared to previous works quantifying paleo-differential stress magnitudes, with 1066 
similar margins for error (<20%) (Lacombe and Laurent, 1992; Lacombe, 2001; Rocher et al., 1067 
2004; Lacombe et al., 2007; Lacombe et al., 2009; Amrouch et al., 2010; Beaudoin et al., 2012; 1068 
Arboit et al., 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017; Parlangeau et al., 2018) within foreland, 1069 
intracontinental and collisional settings, magnitudes of extensive differential stress in this study 1070 
present some of the highest values of extensional stress to date. Additionally, within foreland 1071 
basins, compressional and strike slip stresses generally exceed extensional stress, while at the 1072 
passive margin, we have observed a reverse trend. Likely due to the release of stress through 1073 
the reactivation of the extensional network of deformation, as discussed in section 5.3. 1074 
 1075 
There are a number of possible reasons for this phenomenon: Firstly, in the case of many 1076 
primarily collisional settings (Sheep Mountain, ZCB, Cooper Basin) the determined phases of 1077 
deformation have been largely constrained to strike slip and compressive regimes of stress – 1078 
except in the case of outer rim style extension (Amrouch et al., 2010a) is a separate process. In 1079 
all cases, stages of horizontal shear and displacement have been preceded by an earlier events 1080 
of extension, meaning that pre-existing faults and fractures exist, which can help to relive stress 1081 
during inversion. However, in the case of many rifted margins, early extensional phases likely 1082 
involve the deformation of largely un-deformed formations such as the Eumeralla Formation, 1083 
deposited during periods of tectonic quiescence and subsidence (Krassay et al., 2004). As such 1084 
during the first phase of deformation there is less release of stress, as creating new faults and 1085 
fractures is more difficult than the reactivation of previously existing networks. Secondly, even 1086 
in the case of previously un-deformed sedimentary rock, compressional stress regimes – where 1087 
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(σ1- σ3) = (σH- σv) – are characteristic of higher magnitudes of horizontal shear stress, 1088 
allowing for the reactivation of the bedding, décollement or other intra-formational 1089 
sedimentary layers – say between sands and silts. In contrast during extension where (σ1- σ3) 1090 
= (σV- σh), and σ1 has no component of shear stress on the horizontal plane (Anderson, 1951), 1091 
the release of stress along horizontal layers is harder and as such the release of  stress happens 1092 
after the faulting, hence the higher accumulation of stress during the early stages. 1093 
 1094 
It is also worth noting that from the compiled paleostress tensors in fig. 18, that within each 1095 
setting and individual studies, there appears to be distinct peaks with a number of anomalously 1096 
high magnitude stress tensors in comparison to the rest of the dataset. From the insights gained 1097 
in this study, where the highest magnitudes of stress are present within the initial phases of 1098 
deformation, we hypothesise that a pattern may exist between the first, and preceding phases 1099 
of stress. Stress magnitudes possibly being anomalously high in the very first stages of 1100 
deformation. However, a more detailed investigation is well beyond the scope of this study, 1101 
though this may warrant further investigation. 1102 
 1103 
6.0 Conclusions 1104 
In this paper we have presented the first multiscale investigation into the paleostress 1105 
development of a passive continental margin. As part of this study we have provided the first 1106 
insight into the magnitude of extensional paleostresses during continental break up. A phase of 1107 
deformation that is characterised by high values of extensional stress (~69MPa) when 1108 
compared to previous studies in other tectonic settings.  1109 
 1110 
This work has also completely redefined the structural framework of one of Australia’s most 1111 
studied sedimentary basins and most famous tourist regions along the Great Ocean Road. 1112 
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 1131 
Table 1 1132 





Top of Log (m 
bKB) 
Bottom of Log (m 
bKB) Log Length Fracture Count 
Bellarine-1 FMI 8.5 1 278 978 700 24 
Halladale-
1DW2 STAR 8.5 21.72 1668 1927 259 25 
Henry-1ST1 STAR 8.5 1 1725 2015 290 37 
Wild Dog 
Road-1 FMI 8.5 34.5 1200 1676 476 27 
Moreys-1 CMI 8.5 21.4 1700 2300 600 60 
Glenaire-1 FMS 8.5 20.5 2996 3702 706 24 
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Table 2  1141 
Calcite stress inversion results from the Eumeralla Formation 1142 


















10T2 45/00 77/216 1 61/143 29/328 02/236 117/60 60/49 0.5 0.69 Pre 69±14 
A-ST1 16/145 78/319 sty 85/352 01/098 04/189 273/18 125/17 0.4 0.49 Pre 66±13 
B-AT1 15/169 80/049 1 62/318 06/060 27/153 229/65 82/53 0.4 0.56 Pre 36±7 
C-T1 15/169 75/289 3 84/359 04/225 04/135 238/50 109/36 0.2 0.72 Pre 34±7 
B-BT2 15/169 80/048 1 08/182 81/359 01/092 168/67 50/45 0.8 0.39 Pre 32±6 
C-T2 15/169 75/289 3 07/220 04/310 80/65 129/50 56/41 0.5 0.87 pre 13±3 
A-LT2 16/145 78/319 sty 13/199 15/292 71/067 82/22 67/21 0.8 0.95 Pre 28±6 
10T1 45/005 77/216 1 00/062 20/332 70/154 182/61 65/49 0.2 0.34 pre 31±6 
B-BT1 15/169 80/048 1 16/088 58/205 28/350 245/67 88/57 0.3 0.15 Post 32±6 
10T3 45/005 66/245 1 68/089 19/234 12/328 56/59 23/57 0.6 0.41 Post 43±9 
A-LT1 16/145 78/319 sty 61/051 25/262 13/166 185/22 103/19 0.1 0.8 Post 46±9 
12T2 86/131 36/243 1 59/244 05/146 34/052 118/68 51/61 0.6 1.15 Post 57±11 
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Fig. 1: (a) A map of Australia’s southern margin showing the basins of the southern rift system and (b) The 
present day structural framework of the Otway Basin. Modified after Stacey et al., (2013) with inverted 
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Fig. 2: (a) In situ stress orientation in the eastern Otway Basin. (b) Basement units of the eastern Otway 
Basin after Krassay et al., (2009) (c) The present day structural framework of the study area and (d) Cross 
sections from Debenham et al (2018) after Edwards et al., (1996) showing the current structural framework 
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Fig. 3: (a) stratigraphic column of the Otway Basin, modified after Constantine and Liebermann (2002) (b) 
Denudation rates for South East Australia from Kohn et al., (2002) (c) Burial diagram from Mussel-1 well, 












































Fig. 4: (a) Venn-diagram showing the strengths of different scales of structural analysis and how they can be 
effectively combined to produce a quantified and comprehensive model for basin evolution. The specific 
multiscale pathway is shown alongside. (b) Schematic diagram of calcite twin lamella and the orientation of 
e-planes distributed with respect to the optical axes of the crystal (c) Types of twins modified from Burkhard 
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Fig. 5: (a) Set 1 Andersonian ~NE-SW extensive fractures at site 26. (b) Set 3 Andersonian fractures at site 
15. (c) A microfault showing ~NW-SE oriented strike slip movement at site 31. (d) Set 6 fractures and 
microfaults cross cutting and terminating on set 4 fractures at site 14. (e) Andersonian strike slip fractures 
interpreted at site 23. (f) Set 3 fractures terminating on set 1 fractures at site 15, providing a relative 















Fig. 6: (a) Set 4 microfaults and fractures crosscutting and offsetting set 2 fractures at site 26. (b) Set 2 
fractures offset by slip along the bedding plane at site 2 (c) Microfault and extensive fractures integrated as 
part of fracture set 1 at site 18. (d) The two stlolites interpreted as part of this study at site 28. Stylolite B 
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Fig. 7: (a) poles to planes and rose diagrams from faults extracted from the Champion-Hercules 3D (b) the 
Schomberg-Minerva 3D and (c) the Crowes Foot 3D which includes a dip-angle histogram showing the low 
angle listric style faulting. (d) Poles to planes, showing the natural fracture data collected from outcrop sites 
within the Otway Ranges. Sets 1 – 6: major sets, sets 7-11: Minor sets (e) Poles to planes and rose showing 
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Fig. 8:(a) un-interpreted and interpreted section though the Champion-Hercules 3D survey (red box = 
interpreted section) showing the inverted collapsed graben penetrated by Pecten-1 (b) Top Late Cretaceous 
from the Champion-Hercules 3D showing the ~NW-SE trending fault pattern and Pecten structure visible 
due to differential compaction along Top Mid-Eocene horizon (c) un-interpreted and interpreted arbline 
from the Schomberg-Minerva 3D survey through the Minerva structure (d) un-interpreted and interpreted 


























Fig 9. (a) – (c) horizons and Late Cretaceous isopach from the Schomberg-Minerva 3D. Note how highs 
within the Top Santonian and Top Late Cretaceous overlie sections of high basement. (e) – (h) Horizons for 









Fig. 10: The multiscale model for basin evolution, reflecting the ESP (top), fracture succession of major sets 
from outcrop and well data (middle) and calcite twin stress tensor data (bottom). Note the higher levels of 
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Fig. 11: Fracture sets, micro faults and calcite twin tensors interpreted within basin phase 1. All data is presented with the bedding back tilted. Stylolite A is 
included at Site 28. Though this is attributed to a preceding event of, minor ~NW-SE compression or strike slip as discussed in text. All data is presented on 
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Fig. 12: Fracture sets, micro faults and calcite twin tensors interpreted within basin phase 2. All data is presented with the bedding back tilted on lower 
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Fig. 13: Fracture sets, micro faults and calcite twin tensors interpreted within basin phase 3. All data is presented with the bedding back tilted on lower 
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Fig. 14: Fracture sets, micro faults and calcite twin tensors interpreted within basin phase 4. All data is presented under present day bedding on lower 
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Fig. 15: Fracture sets, micro faults and calcite twin tensors interpreted within basin phase 5. All data is presented under present day bedding on lower 
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Fig. 16: (a) – (f) Progressive break up and stress evolution along Australia’s southern margin, including 
approximate timing for the phases of stress outlined in this study. Note the complex interaction of ridge 
forces and plate boundary forces in panel (d), suggested to be responsible for the inversion of the GOFS in 
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Fig. 17: (a) The new framework of the eastern Otway Basin and Otway Ranges, with onshore structure 
inferred from the multiscale results, exhumation magnitudes taken from Tassone et al.,(2014) increase 
towards the ~NE. (b) – (d) Sandbox modelling of inverted listric faults showing how inversion is 
accommodated through initial movement along the decollement surface. (e) and (f) the Top Early 
Cretaceous (Eumeralla) horizon from the Crowes Foot 3D with no faults mapped and annotated aerial 
photograph of the Otway Ranges near castle cove with the old framework and showing very similar ~NE-
SW trending structures. (g) And (h) Top Early Cretaceous horizon with fault polygons mapped and this 
framework inferred onto the onshore structure, which fits well, the previous fault scarp attributed to 
gravitational collapse. (i) A new estimated cross section through the Point Ronald structure and the Otway 
Ranges showing a network of ~NE-SE striking listric style faults with the backstop located onshore near Mt 
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Fig. 18: Over 170 paleostress tensors with approximately 20% error derived from the use of 1 
Etchecopar’s CSIT within 11 studies, since 1992. Sorted by tectonic region and increasing 2 
magnitude from left to right within each stress regime. Note the high extensional stress 3 
magnitudes (star) computed as part of this study within a passive continental margin and that 4 
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Abstract 24 
This study presents the first analysis of the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility and 25 
anisotropy of P-wave velocity at a passive continental margin. In the Otway Ranges, 26 
Australia, Early Cretaceous sediments deposited during a period of tectonic quiescence, 27 
display triaxial magnetic fabrics typical of extensional deformation, which are supported 28 
by the orientation of the pore fabric. The inferred extensional azimuths, show good 29 
agreement with axes for renewed Late Cretaceous rifting and continental break up. A 30 
period of structural evolution in the Otway Basin which was characterised by abnormally 31 
high levels of paleostress. We suggest the influence of layer parallel stretching (LPSt), 32 
which represents the first phase of extensional deformation during periods of intense 33 
tectonic extension. These fabrics have been preserved during NE-SW oriented basin 34 
inversion, which involved the reactivation of the local detachment surface, the 35 
partitioning of strain, and resultantly low levels of coupling between the basement and 36 
the cover. The results from this study highlight the applicability of these methods for 37 
characterising rock anisotropy at passive continental margins and have distinct outcomes 38 
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1. Introduction 49 
In models of structural evolution for sedimentary basins, the inclusion of multiscale 50 
datasets is often advantageous. The benefit being that analyses on the micro and 51 
mesoscale, typically offer insights into different or subtle patterns of deformation, 52 
reducing structural uncertainty and assisting in characterising the evolution of folded or 53 
faulted strata on the macroscale (Frizon de Lamotte et al., 1997; 2002; Sans et al., 2002; 54 
Louis et al., 2006; Robion et al., 2007; Robion et al., 2014; Robert et al., 2018). The 55 
anisotropic behaviour of sedimentary rocks with respect to specific individual properties 56 
(permeability, elasticity, magnetic susceptibility, electrical conductivity) is of great 57 
importance with respect to inferring the microstructural characteristics of potential 58 
reservoir units, and for understanding weak levels of deformation (Louis et al., 2003).  59 
 60 
This study focuses on the characterization and description of two of these properties by 61 
means of two techniques of microstructural analysis, proven to constrain them. Firstly, 62 
the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) which has been successfully used to 63 
define magnetic fabrics, associated with varying degrees of deformation (Borradaile, 64 
1989, Tarling and Hrouda, 1993, Borradaile and Henry, 1997). Secondly, the anisotropy 65 
of p-wave velocity (APWV) which is sensitive to porosity shape and/or microcracks 66 
within the rock. Assisting in providing direct insights into the presence of microstructural 67 
features within the rock (Louis et al., 2003; 2004; Robion et al., 2014, David et al., 2017).  68 
 69 
The measurement of the anisotropy of low field magnetic susceptibility within 70 
sedimentary rocks has been commonly used to define petrofabrics and weak deformation 71 
(e.g. Graham, 1966, Kissel et al., 1986; Hrouda, 1991; Averbuch et al., 1992; Borradaile 72 
and Henry, 1997). The method is typically applied within fold and thrust belts to 73 
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demonstrate even the slight effect of layer parallel shortening (LPS), in rocks that have 74 
been weakly strained (e.g. Robion et al., 2007; Robion et al., 2014, Amrouch et al., 2010b; 75 
Robert et al., 2018). AMS has also been used abundantly in back-arc (Cifelli et al., 2004; 76 
2005) and thrust-top extensional settings (Cifelli et al., 2009), where un-deformed 77 
sediments at the outcrop scale, carry magnetic fabrics reflective of the regional 78 
extensional pattern. This study represents the first time it will be used to characterise grain 79 
scale strain at a passive continental margin. 80 
 81 
The beauty of combining AMS with APWV is that both techniques can be described by 82 
the use of a second rank tensor (Louis et al., 2004), which is easily visualised on a lower 83 
hemisphere stereonet. This can then be compared to other styles of structural data, such 84 
as fractures, faults, calcite twins and compaction bands (Robion et al., 2007; Amrouch et 85 
al., 2010; Robert et al., 2018). With this in mind, the results of this study are compared 86 
with paleostress patterns previously constructed by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b), from 87 
a multiscale analysis in the same study area. With the goal of deciphering the relative 88 
contribution of environments of stress towards its strain footprint, during the regions 89 
evolution. 90 
 91 
The sedimentary basins of Australia’s south eastern margin, such as the Otway Basin (fig. 92 
1) provide a unique opportunity for a multiscale approach to structural analyses. Uplifted 93 
and outcropping rift sections deposited during the stages of continental separation – such 94 
as Otway Ranges – allow for considerable amounts of micro metre and centimetre-to-95 
metre scale data (e.g. calcite twin, pore fabric and natural fracture analyses) to be 96 
combined with geophysical, well and seismic datasets from the petroleum industry. 97 
Recently, new insights from this style of investigation by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) 98 
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and Burgin et al., (2018; 2019) has suggested that the structural framework of the Otway 99 
Ranges requires re-examining. Microscale calcite twin data and mesoscale fracture 100 
evidence from the study area suggesting co-axial ~NE-SW oriented extension and 101 
inversion occurred onshore within the ranges during the Late Cretaceous. These results 102 
are in contrast with most other works, which favour a ~NE-SW trending structural fabric, 103 
including faults such as the Castle Cove and Johanna Faults (e.g. Debenham et al., 2018) 104 
(fig. 2). 105 
 106 
This paper aims to contribute to this debate, attempting to unravel the petrophysical 107 
heritage of the Otway Ranges (fig. 2) and attempting to characterise the chronological 108 
sequence of deformation across multiple scales. Simultaneously demonstrating the 109 
applicability of AMS and APWV to characterising weak deformation in these tectonic 110 
settings.  111 
 112 
The Otway Ranges are a broadly ~NE-SW trending outcrop comprised predominantly of 113 
the Early Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation, the major Early Cretaceous unit within the 114 
basin, in addition to the source rock for ~99% of hydrocarbons discovered within the 115 
basin to date (O’Brien et al., 2009). The techniques used in this study are especially useful 116 
in the region, as macroscopic structural evidence is not visible or easily interpreted due 117 
to dense vegetation that covers much of the Otway Ranges.  118 
 119 
2. Geological Setting 120 
2.1 The Otway Basin 121 
The Otway Basin forms part of Australia’s southern rift system (fig.1) and is located 122 
along the south eastern margin of the Australian continent (fig. 1). The basin covers 123 
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approximately 150,000km2 across on and off-shore provinces, and trends largely ~NW-124 
SE, having been formed due to Late Jurassic to Early Paleogene rifting within Gondwana 125 
(Norvick and Smith, 2001; Krassay et al., 2004).  126 
 127 
Historically the framework of the Otway Basin was divided into western, central and 128 
eastern portions (Miller et al., 2002; Tassone et al., 2017), with the western and central 129 
sections consisting of mainly ~NW-SE striking fault networks (Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin 130 
et al., 2018). A fault network that has been attributed to a large scale, broadly ~N-S 131 
extensional system. In contrast, the eastern basin was thought to be dominated by NNE-132 
SSW striking sinistral and normal faults, where reverse reactivation and inversion during 133 
the Miocene – recent, resulted in the formation of the Otway Ranges (Duddy et al., 1994; 134 
Edwards et al., 1996; Debenham et al., 2018; 2019).  135 
 136 
This idea has recently been challenged by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b), who completed 137 
a multiscale analysis of the region including 3D seismic analysis of fault and fold systems 138 
offshore, directly south west from the ranges (fig. 2). The results of the study indicating 139 
that while ~N-S striking faults are present within sections of the Shipwreck Trough 140 
(Robson et al., 2018), the dominant strike of faults across the Prawn Platform and much 141 
of the eastern Otway Basin is ~NW-SE, a continuation of the western and central trend. 142 
This analysis has two major consequences for the region: 1) In the absence of ~NE-SW 143 
striking faults, previous models of formation for the Otway Ranges and surrounding 144 
inversion structures (e.g. Pecten Anticline, Loch Ard Anticline and Crowes Anticline) 145 
requiring the inversion of faults in this orientation (Edwards et al., 1996; Holford et al., 146 
2014; Debenham et al., 2018; Debenham et al., 2019) seems improbable. 2) Rather than 147 
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Miocene – recent ~NW-SE inversion and major uplift of the system, Late Cretaceous 148 
(~Mid-Maastrichtian) – Early Paleogene ~NE-SW inversion is more likely.  149 
 150 
Complimentary evidence for this theory includes similar structures and timing in the 151 
Bight Basin (Macdonald et al., 2012) and a peak in regional denudations rates throughout 152 
much of south eastern Australia (Kohn et al., 2002) (fig. 3). Additionally, thermal history 153 
data from Duddy et al. (2003) and Duddy and Erout (2001) suggest a major cooling 154 
episode beginning in the Late Cretaceous within the offshore Otway Basin. The fact that 155 
source rocks within the basin are currently at their maximum burial temperature (Duddy 156 
and Erout, 2001) is also supportive of pre-Neotectonic structuring.  157 
 158 
Azimuths for basin forming extension within the Otway Basin were likely broadly 159 
oriented ~N-S (Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a) although other studies 160 
have suggested more oblique orientations and intermediate directions towards the ~NE 161 
(Etheridge et al., 1985; Hill et al., 1994). Subsidence during a period of structural 162 
quiescence and minimal fault growth, during the Aptian and Albian led to the deposition 163 
of the Eumerella Formation (fig. 3) (Krassay et al., 2004). A basin phase that was 164 
followed by a period of stress reorganisation in the Mid Cretaceous, and uplift across 165 
most of eastern Australia (Norvick and Smith, 2001).  However, the effects of this event 166 
on the structural architecture of the Otway Basin are now considered minor (Burgin and 167 
Amrouch, 2019a; 2019b).  168 
 169 
Renewed rifting during the early Late Cretaceous (~Cenomanian) was responsible for the 170 
deposition of the Sherbrook group sediments (Geary and Reid, 1988) (fig. 3) and resulted 171 
in the development of broadly ~NW-SE striking normal fault networks. The azimuth of 172 
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extension during this period is also debated as either ~NE-SW (Perincek et al., 1994a) or 173 
N-S (Miller et al., 2002) within the Otway Ranges region. Given the dominance of ~NW-174 
SE striking fabrics within the offshore basin, the former seems the most likely (Lyon et 175 
al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a).  176 
 177 
The Late Maastrichtian saw a period of rapid basin inversion, through the reverse 178 
reactivation of ~NW-SE striking normal faults and the likely uplift of the Otway Ranges 179 
described above. After which the shallow marine Nirranda and Wanggerrip Groups were 180 
deposited during the late Eocene (Krassay et al., 2004). 181 
 182 
2.2 The Otway Ranges 183 
The Otway Ranges (fig. 2) represent the most significant onshore evidence for inversion 184 
in the Otway Basin. Initial structural mapping of the ranges was completed almost 50 185 
years ago by Medwell, (1971) who defined a large ~NE-SW trending anticline. A model 186 
which has been favoured by almost all following works (e.g. Duddy et al., 1993; Hill et 187 
al., 1994; Edwards et al., 1996; Moore et al., 2002; Krassay et al., 2004; Holford et al., 188 
2011; King et al., 2012; Holford et al., 2014; Tassone et al., 2017; Debenham et al., 2018; 189 
2019) advocating for mainly neotectonic formation of the structure.  190 
 191 
This framework and timing has since been challenged by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b), 192 
where the ranges are designated as part of the Great Ocean Fault System. Having been 193 
uplifted due to stress reorganisation of the Australian plate during the Latest Cretaceous, 194 
resulting in the ~NE-SW oriented inversion of major ~NW-SE striking listric detachment 195 
faults. During this period, a large portion of contraction was accommodated through 196 
reverse movement and stress release along the Top Selwyn block decollement zone (fig. 197 
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2). While micro and mesoscale evidence for this theory is considerable, high resolution, 198 
detailed structural mapping across much of the ranges is impossible, due to the dense 199 
vegetation and steeply dipping cliffs that dominate the coastline.  200 
 201 
Onshore, the ranges extend for approximately 90km from the ~NE to the SW, with similar 202 
architecture visible for ~50km towards to NW. The extent of the Otway Ranges coincides 203 
with the shallowest underlying extent of the Selwyn Block throughout the region (Cayley 204 
et al., 2002) which was likely a primary contributing factor to isolated nature of the ranges 205 
(Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). 206 
 207 
3. 0 Methodology  208 
3.1 Overview 209 
To achieve the goal of investigating the degree and nature of microstructural deformation 210 
within the Otway Ranges, (fig. 4) two well-proven techniques of petrofrabric analysis– 211 
AMS and APWV (Louis et al., 2003, 2004, 2008) were carried out. 212 
 213 
3.2 Sampling  214 
253 specimens were measured across 16 sample sites within the Otway Ranges 215 
concentrated along the coast line, 4 samples within the Nirranda Formation and 12 within 216 
the Eumerella Formation (fig. 3).  217 
 218 
As it forms the majority of the Otway Ranges, sampling was concentrated within the 219 
Early Cretaceous Aptian – Albian, Eumeralla Formation. A large sequence of sediments 220 
made up of chloritic, micaceous, carbonaceous claystone and volcaniclastic and 221 
feldspathic sandstones (Krassay et al., 2004). In some regions of the southwest coast of 222 
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the Otway Ranges, NE-SW trending depocentres - attributed to the reverse reactivation 223 
of ~NE-SW striking faults by some studies (Debenham et al., 2018)- have been in-filled 224 
with the Eocene Nirranda Group. The unit is a siliclastic-dominated low-stand to 225 
transgressive systems tract unit (Edwards et al., 1996), and contains minor sub-groups of 226 
sediments (fig. 3). However these are poorly differentiated throughout the Otway Ranges. 227 
As such we consider our sampling to be generally within the Nirranda Group succession, 228 
our samples representative of a well-sorted, moderately compacted clean sandstone. 229 
 230 
3.3 Analysing petrofabrics in sedimentary rocks 231 
Anisotropy of rock physical properties is dependent upon matrix properties along with 232 
void-space distributions and micro-scale deformation (Lo et al., 1986). Together these 233 
rock characteristics have been shown to be responsible for inducing anisotropic behaviour 234 
with respect to elasticity, magnetic susceptibility, electrical conductivity (Owens and 235 
Bamford, 1976; Hawton and Borradaile, 1989; Louis et al., 2003; Robion et al., 2014a; 236 
2014b).  237 
 238 
Anisotropic behaviour of the rock matrix can occur due to preferred mineral orientation 239 
related to paleo-current directions during deposition, extensional or compressional 240 
stresses, or pressure solution. Internal deformation of the rock forming in response to a 241 
non-isotropic stress environment during loading. While magnetic anisotropy is a well 242 
understood property within sedimentary rocks, and has been constrained on many 243 
occasions with laboratory based methods. Determining the style of petrofabric using 244 
seismic anisotropy is less commonly used, mainly due to the difficulty of determining the 245 
principal directions of the anisotropy. 246 
 247 
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A routine established by Louis et al. (2003 and 2004) (fig. 5) addresses this complexity, 248 
providing an advanced methodology for the comparison of elastic and magnetic 249 
anisotropy. Following the work of Thomsen (1986) and Tsvankin (1997), Louis et al. 250 
(2004) have shown, that for anisotropic sedimentary materials (i.e. those with orthotropic 251 
symmetry) P wave anisotropy can be measured in the laboratory, as a direct function of 252 
the angle of wave propagation. After which the direction of principal anisotropy can be 253 
described as a symmetric, second rank tensor, with an error <4%. Consequently, both 254 
magnetic and seismic anisotropy can be described by similar second rank tensors K and 255 
V, respectively, making them useful for integration with each other. The mathematical 256 
representation of each tensor is an ellipsoid of varying shape and magnitude (fig. 6) 257 
(Tarling and Hrouda, 1993) along with their corresponding eigenvalues (i.e maximum 258 
value of magnetic susceptibility =K1 [or V1 for maximum velocity] intermediate value 259 
of magnetic susceptibility =K2 [V2] and minimum value of magnetic susceptibility =K3 260 
[V3]) and their associated three principal vectors. 261 
 262 
In order to gauge the magnitude of, and consistently characterise the form of anisotropy 263 
within our samples we have analysed three common parameters of AMS after Jelinek 264 
(1981): Firstly, the corrected degree of anisotropy - 𝑃𝑃𝐽𝐽, ranging between a value of one, 265 
indicating a perfect sphere and infinity.  𝑃𝑃𝐽𝐽 provides a good measure of the degree of 266 
ellipticity and is defined as 𝑃𝑃𝐽𝐽 = �2[(𝑛𝑛1 − 𝑛𝑛)2 + (𝑛𝑛2 − 𝑛𝑛)2 + (𝑛𝑛3 − 𝑛𝑛)2] where 267 
𝑛𝑛1,𝑛𝑛2,𝑛𝑛3 represent natural logarithms of the tensor eigenvalues and 𝑛𝑛 = (𝑛𝑛1 + 𝑛𝑛2 +268 
𝑛𝑛3)/3, (ni=Ki, Vi, with i=1, 2, 3).  269 
 270 
Secondly, we use the tensor shape parameter 𝑇𝑇. If susceptibility within the ellipsoid is 271 
prolate or rod shaped, meaning only the magnetic lineation is developed, then  𝑇𝑇 = −1. If 272 
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magnetic foliation is completely dominant then 𝑇𝑇 = 1 with an oblate fabric style. 273 
Transitional values between -1 and 1 denoting various interactions between both factors 274 
(Jelinek, 1981). T is defined by 𝑇𝑇 = (2𝑛𝑛2 − 𝑛𝑛1 − 𝑛𝑛3)/(𝑛𝑛1 − 𝑛𝑛3).  275 
 276 
Lastly, we use the mean eigenvalues of the produced tensor – K or V for both magnetic 277 
susceptibility and P-wave velocity respectively. Values that are defined by 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 =278 
(𝐾𝐾1 + 𝐾𝐾2 + 𝐾𝐾3)/3 (in the case of susceptibility). 279 
 280 
3.2.1 Magnetic anisotropy of sedimentary rocks 281 
With a high sensitivity to even a slight preferred orientation of magnetic minerals, AMS 282 
can be used to characterise even the weakest levels of deformation and distinguish 283 
between sedimentary, intermediate and tectonic rock fabrics (fig. 6) (e.g. Fuller et al., 284 
1964; Graham, 1966, Kissel et al., 1986; Borradaile and Tarling, 1981; Averbuch et al., 285 
1992; Robion et al., 2007).  286 
 287 
In sedimentary rocks, the relationship of the magnetic fabric with the bedding plane is 288 
also important, as it can assist in constraining the timing of the recorded event. 289 
Additionally, a correlation between the orientations of principal AMS axes and the 290 
principal axes of strain has been shown to exist. However this cannot be said for their 291 
relative magnitudes (e.g. Evans and Elmore, 2006; Latta and Anastasio, 2007).  292 
 293 
For sedimentary rocks, the measured magnetic signal can stem from three sources; (1) 294 
dominant diamagnetic minerals – eg: quartz or calcite (2) paramagnetic minerals present 295 
as either grains or within rock matrix – eg: clays and ferromagnesian silicates and (3) 296 
diluted ferromagnetic minerals eg: oxides, hydroxides and sulfides such as magnetite, 297 
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hematite, goethite, and or pyrrhotite. In sedimentary rocks a mix between the three 298 
sources in different proportions is common and typical 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 values are between -10 x 299 
10-6  and 10 x 10-3SI units.  300 
 301 
In the case of un-deformed sediments, the development of a magnetic ellipsoid is 302 
attributed to the depositional or compaction process, and is generally oblate in nature, 303 
with the plane of magnetic foliating roughly sub-parallel to the bedding plane. If 304 
sediments experience tectonic deformation, an AMS fabric typically develops, modifying 305 
the sedimentary fabric according to the intensity and style of deformation.  306 
 307 
As this can be in the form of extensional of compressional deformation it is important to 308 
distinguish between these two scenarios: In primarily extensional environments, the 309 
magnetic lineation is typically acquired during the early phases of deposition and 310 
coincides with the azimuths of regional extension, parallel to the dip direction of regional 311 
faults. In this case K1 is generally aligned with the down dip direction of the bedding 312 
when it remains near horizontal (Mattei et al., 1999; Cifelli et al., 2005; 2004). In contrast, 313 
when subjected to tectonic compression, magnetic fabrics will evolve from sedimentary 314 
to tectonic through an initial migration of K1 parallel to the strike of the bedding (fig. 6), 315 
orthogonal to the axis of compression. A transition that is followed by an eventual habit 316 
of K1 parallel to the pole of the bedding, with K3 parallel to the shortening axis (fig. 6) 317 
 318 
For this study the analysis of AMS took place at the University of Cergy-Pontoise using 319 
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3.2.2 APV – Anisotropy of P-Wave Velocity  323 
In order to measure APWV we utilised an experimental device developed in-house at the 324 
University of Cergy-Pontoise, which is designed to automate the acquisition of elastic 325 
wave measurement on small core samples (fig. 5) (David et al., 2017). The accompanying 326 
method consists of combining a triplet of cylindrical plugs along three perpendicular 327 
directions. The APWV of each individual plug characterised by measuring P-wave travel 328 
time along multiple – in this case 36 – diameters (fig. 5), after which it is possible to 329 
approximate APWV in weakly anisotropic rocks (Louis et al., 2004). State of the art, the 330 
measurement of APWV in this fashion has been proven to compliment AMS studies on 331 
a number of occasions (Louis et al., 2003; 2004; 2006; 2008; Robion et al., 2007; 2014a; 332 
Humbert et al., 2012).  Their combination proven to provide direct insights into the nature 333 
of the void space within the rock, which is controlled by grain orientation, contact and 334 
microstructures, complimentary magnetic fabric analysis.  335 
 336 
Samples for APWV in this study were measured under dry conditions, following 24 hours 337 
in an oven at 60°C and after saturation with distilled water, to control for the effect of 338 
pore space on travel time and anisotropy. P-wave velocity values were then calculated 339 
from the measured travel time using the method outlined by David et al. (2017) the main 340 
objective being to investigate the orientation – if any – of the void space. 341 
 342 
4.0 Results and Interpretation 343 
4.1 Magnetic fabrics 344 
4.1.1 Magnetic Fabrics from the Eumeralla Formation 345 
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Classical Pj vs T plots of results from the Eumeralla formation show T values between 0 346 
and 1, suggesting triaxial magnetic fabrics (fig. 7 a), with varying degrees of anisotropy 347 
between Pj  = 1 and 1.2.  348 
 349 
Km vs Pj plots (fig. 7b) show classical trends with increasing levels of anisotropy 350 
accompanying increasing magnitudes of susceptibility. Mean susceptibility values across 351 
the formation varies, with some sites (KEN-1, KEN-2, JOH-1) displaying values above 352 
500e-6 SI, suggesting the fabric is likely controlled by ferromagnetic fractions within the 353 
rock (Borradaile, 1988; 2000; Rochette et al., 1992). The remaining sites possibly 354 
controlled by para-diamagnetic or ferromagnetic fractions. 355 
 356 
Prolate fabrics at most sites (CC-1, CC-2, CC-3, CR-1, KEN-1, KEN-2, SKC-1, SKC-2, 357 
JOH-1) correlate well with the clustering of each susceptibility axes (K3, K2 and K1) 358 
within the bedding plane (fig. 8), the azimuth of K3 near to or parallel to the pole of the 359 
bedding. In these cases the magnetic lineation K1, is close to or parallel to the down dip 360 
direction of the bedding (fig. 8), representing a fabric typical of those previously 361 
identified within extensional settings (e.g. Mattei et al., 1999; Cifelli et al., 2004; 2005). 362 
 363 
Three sites display a deviation from this trend: LORNE-1, JAB-1 and JAB-2. LORNE-1 364 
shows a planar fabric, with K1 distributed across the bedding plane and K3 parallel to the 365 
bedding pole, typical of a sedimentary fabric. JAB-1 and JAB-2 display poorly defined, 366 
transverse style fabrics with a girdle of Kmax across the E-W axis and a clustering of K3 367 
unrelated to the bedding pole (fig. 8). In both cases despite a measurable susceptibility, 368 
the total anisotropy within the samples is very low (~1.01) suggesting the presence of 369 
diamagnetic, isotropic quartz and small amounts of magnetite.  370 
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 371 
The habit of K1 plunging down dip of the bedding in most samples represents the 372 
distinctive feature of magnetic fabrics typical of extensional environments (Mattei et al., 373 
1999; 2004; Cifelli et al., 2004; Oliva-Urcia et al., 2010). In this case the magnetic fabric 374 
develops progressively, related to the reorientation of the basal planes of the phyllosilicate 375 
grains within the rock (Cifelli et al., 2005; 2007). These fabrics are characterised by the 376 
development of a magnetic lineation that is generally down dip of the bedding and 377 
orthogonal to the main extensive faults in the region (Sagnotti et al., 1994; Mattei et al., 378 
1997; 2004; Cifelli et al., 2004). Current theories suggesting the fabric is acquired during 379 
the early stages of deformation, when bedding is still sub-horizontal (Mattei et al., 1997) 380 
and sediments are relatively soft (Borradaile, 1988). 381 
 382 
Deposited during tectonic subsidence, the Eumeralla Formation represents the most 383 
significant Early Cretaceous unit in the eastern Otway Basin. As it is not a major syn-rift 384 
unit, rotation of the bedding away from the horizontal plane took place following 385 
deposition, coinciding either with a period of extension during the early Late Cretaceous 386 
or uplift inversion in the Latest Cretaceous (~Mid Maastrichtian). Therefore restoring the 387 
bedding to the horizontal plane is appropriate to discern the paleo-orientation of Kmax 388 
(fig. 9). Following this restoration (fig. 9), K1 azimuths appear clustered towards the N-389 
S and NE-SW, orientations which are in good agreement with the regional offshore 390 
architecture, and the inferred onshore fault orientations from Burgin and Amrouch 391 
(2019b). The study also notes that this faulting pattern is suggested by the topographic 392 
nature of the ranges (fig. 2), which are defined by a series of ~NW-SE and ~E-W striking 393 
ridges and valleys.  394 
 395 
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In the case of JAB-1 and JAB-2, due to their near isotropic fabric and corresponding low 396 
levels of anisotropy we are more hesitant to interpret them as representative of typical 397 
extensional fabrics. Especially as K3 is significantly rotated away from the bedding pole 398 
in both cases, as such it is possible that measurement errors have occurred throughout the 399 
analytical process, resulting in a dislocation of the sample block orientation away from 400 
the bedding plane.  401 
 402 
4.1.2 Magnetic Fabrics from the Nirranda Group 403 
AMS fabrics measured in the Palaeogene, Nirranda Group at sites SBW-1, SBW-2, AR-404 
1 and AR-2 display the lowest mean susceptibility values from our study, typically 405 
between 30x10-6 and 400x10-6 (fig. 7b) and remain below the threshold of 500e-6 SI. A 406 
characteristic which suggests the fabric is likely controlled by a mix of paramagnetic and 407 
ferromagnetic minerals.  408 
 409 
T vs PJ plots (fig. 7a) show classical planar magnetic fabrics after Robion et al. (2007). 410 
In all cases these fabrics are correlated to a scattering of K1 and K2 throughout the 411 
bedding plane, with the lineation of Kmin generally parallel to the pole of the bedding 412 
(fig. 10). A feature which is typical of sedimentary fabrics in rocks that have not been 413 
subjected to any post-depositional deformation (Cifelli et al., 2005). 414 
 415 
4.2 Anisotropy of P-wave Velocity 416 
All samples subjected to AMS were analysed with APWV, firstly after drying in an oven 417 
for 24 hours and secondly, following saturation in distilled water for another 24 hours, 418 
during which porosity was also measured. This protocol allows us to distinguish between 419 
the matrix and void related anisotropy by comparing the two acoustic measurements 420 
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(Louis et al., 2003).  During this process, the saturation of samples allows for differences 421 
between the matrix and void related anisotropy to be distinguished (Louis et al., 2003). 422 
As water is denser than air and virtually isotropic, saturation typically results in an 423 
increase of velocity and concomitant decrease of anisotropy within a sample. The 424 
difference is obtained by subtracting the velocity measured between saturated and dry 425 
conditions, in each direction of measurement. The resulting differential tensor is 426 
represented in a similar way as for velocities, with 3 principal axes, ie. ΔVmax, ΔVint, 427 
ΔVmin respectively for maximum, intermediate and minimum velocity difference. By 428 
subtracting the two tensors in this manner, we generate a representation of velocity 429 
variations due to the saturation. These variation, allows us to distinguish between the 430 
matrix and void related anisotropy and also determine the orientation of any differences, 431 
which is the most useful for comparison with AMS datasets (Louis et al., 2003; 2004).  432 
 433 
For 253 samples across all sites, the measurement of APWV under wet and dry conditions 434 
in this study resulted in almost 19,000 individual velocity measurements. 435 
 436 
4.2.1 APWV results from Eumeralla Samples 437 
Under dry conditions, porosity vs velocity (fig. 11a) and PJ plots (fig. 11b) show classical 438 
trends, describing high P-wave velocities (up to 4.5km/s). Decreasing with increasing 439 
porosity, and lower levels of anisotropy (P= ~1.1) in low porosity (<5%) samples (e.g. 440 
CC-1, CC-2 and CC-3) in addition to the reverse trend. 441 
 442 
PJ vs Vmean plots (fig. 12a) comparing dry and saturated conditions for the Eumeralla 443 
Formation (fig. 10) display mild increases in velocity between dry and saturated samples, 444 
accompanied by significant decrease in anisotropy. The exception in our case being JAB-445 
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2, which displays no increase in velocity and only a minor decrease in anisotropy between 446 
dry and saturated conditions. This suggests that in the case of most samples (CC-1 and 447 
JAB-2 excepted) the measured velocity anisotropy is largely a function of the void space 448 
within the rock, rather than controlled by the presence of micro cracks. 449 
 450 
Under dry conditions, most results within the Eumeralla formation display a V3 close to 451 
or parallel to the pole of the bedding (fig. 13), with the most anisotropic of the samples 452 
under dry conditions also displaying V1 orientations that trend parallel to the bedding 453 
strike (e.g. CR-1, KEN-1, KEN-2). However, this characteristic is less well defined with 454 
decreasing anisotropy (e.g. CC-1, CC-2 and CC-3).  455 
 456 
Under saturated conditions for samples of higher anisotropy, V3 remains parallel to the 457 
bedding pole with V1 and V2 migrating to the bedding plane (fig. 13). Though this is not 458 
the case for KEN-1 and KEN-2. For samples with lower anisotropy under dry conditions 459 
(eg. CC-1, CC-2, CC-3) we observe a reduction on anisotropy, with V3 remaining parallel 460 
to the bedding (fig. 13), in which case the distribution of V1 and V2 remains similar to 461 
that under dry conditions.  462 
 463 
With respect to the differential velocity tensors (fig. 14) within the Eumeralla Formation 464 
there are two types of results: 1) A case where the maximum velocity change (ΔVmax) 465 
is more or less parallel to V3 (CC-2, CC-3, CR-1, JOH-1, SKC-1, SKC-2, KEN-1, KEN-466 
2, LRN-1). 2) Where any correlation is more unclear (CC-1 and JAB-1, JAB-2). 467 
Additionally, in the case where ΔVmax is parallel to V3 , ΔVmin is more or less parallel 468 
to the mean maximum susceptibility lineation orientation, i.e. the magnetic lineation. 469 
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From these differential tensors, and the visualised changes between the dry and wet 470 
stereonet plots (fig. 14), the results suggest that P-wave velocity and pore fabric are 471 
generally controlled by the void space within the rock. Thus, assuming that the ΔVmin 472 
mimics the long axis of porosity, these results also suggest that anisotropy of porosity is 473 
more or less coaxial to the magnetic fabric, allowing the latter to be used as a proxy of 474 
porosity orientation. However in the case of CC-1 micro-fractures trending ~NW-SE may 475 
be present (fig. 13), given the distribution of Δmax along a ~NE-SW trend (Louis et al., 476 
2004), very low levels of porosity and no significant change following saturation.  477 
 478 
4.2.2 APWV results from Nirranda Group 479 
APWV results from the Nirranda Formation can be broken down into two categories 480 
based on differences in their velocity between dry and saturated conditions, which is 481 
likely directly linked to their porosity.  482 
 483 
As with the Eumeralla Formation, under dry conditions, porosity vs velocity (fig. 11a) 484 
and PJ plots (fig. 11b) show classical trends, describing high P-wave velocities (up to 485 
4.6km/s) decreasing with increasing porosity, and decreasing levels of anisotropy. 486 
Samples AR-1 and AR-2 display approximately half the porosity of samples SBW-1 and 487 
SBW-2, with ~1km/s increase in speed, and are characterised by lower velocities under 488 
dry conditions. Though the formation typically represents a clean porous sandstone, these 489 
velocity differences between our two sample groups suggest a higher contribution of 490 
cement, possibly in the form of calcite, within the samples from SBW-1 and SBW-2. 491 
However, the style of micro-structuring may also be an explanation. 492 
 493 
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PJ vs Vmean (fig. 12b) plots comparing dry and saturated conditions for samples from the 494 
Nirranda Formation also display two styles of results. Samples AR-1 and AR-2 show 495 
significant reductions in anisotropy along with increasing velocity between dry and 496 
saturated conditions. Samples SBW-1 and SBW-2 show no appreciable change in 497 
anisotropy between dry and saturated conditions, however small increases in velocity are 498 
present. This suggests that for samples AR-1 and AR-2 as with the Eumeralla Formation, 499 
void space is the main control on anisotropy, but for samples SBW-1 and SBW-2, a 500 
contribution from other microstructures to the anisotropy may be present, i.e, micro-501 
cracks or grain contacts.  502 
 503 
Though these differences in velocity are observed, spatially speaking, (fig. 15), there is 504 
little variation between dry and saturated conditions for all samples within the formation. 505 
V3 being consistently parallel with the bedding pole in all cases and essentially isotropic 506 
distributions of V1 and V2 along the bedding plane (fig. 15). That being the case, from 507 
differential tensors of the samples (fig. 16) we regard the measured fabrics as isotropic 508 
and associated with the bedding plane. This observation is supported by differential 509 
orientations of ΔVmax parallel to the pole of bedding and ΔVint and ΔVmin scattered 510 
throughout the plane. 511 
 512 
5.0 Discussion 513 
In the following section we begin with a synthesis of our two petrophysical datasets. We 514 
then integrate these outcomes, with respect to the timing of deformation in both 515 
sedimentary units with calcite twin, fault and fracture data obtained from Burgin and 516 
Amrouch (2019b). 517 
 518 
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5.1 Synthesis and AMS and APV Datasets 519 
There is good agreement between the AMS and APWV results. This is especially evident 520 
within the Nirranda Group, where both AMS and APWV suggest the presence of an 521 
isotropic transverse sedimentary rock fabric. It is also the case for sample LORNE-1 from 522 
within the Eumeralla Formation. 523 
 524 
With respect to the other samples from the Eumeralla Formation, they are characterized 525 
by a trend where the maximum velocity difference between dry and saturated conditions, 526 
VΔmax, is well aligned with K3. Both of which are approximately parallel to the pole of 527 
the bedding (CC-2, CC-3, CR-1, JOH-1, SKC-1, SKC-2).  528 
 529 
This correlation is useful when considering our interpretation of the AMS data as 530 
representative of extensional tectonics, providing us with supporting evidence for the 531 
interpretation. The relationship between the two independent methods suggesting it is 532 
unlikely that there is any inversion of the AMS fabric related to mineralogical effects. As 533 
such for these samples APWV is supportive of the ~N-S to ~NE-SW extensional pore 534 
fabrics interpreted within the AMS results (fig. 9) and is reflective of the direction of 535 
porosity elongation which is roughly parallel to the AMS axes (fig. 8 and fig. 14). 536 
 537 
Samples which represent exceptions to the above trend are JAB-1, JAB-2 and CC-1. In 538 
each case there is little correlation between differential velocity tensor and the fabric 539 
determined from the AMS results. In the case of CC-1, as porosity was calculated to be 540 
approximately 3%, APWV values are likely not reflective of the pore fabric but 541 
everything else (grain orientation, contact, micro fractures). Analysis of the 542 
corresponding velocity tensor under dry conditions (fig. 13), suggests the possible 543 
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presence of a microstructural feature trending ~NW-SE, which is defined by the 544 
distribution of V1 and V2 and has been shown to be possible in previous studies (Louis 545 
et al., 2004). We suspect that JAB-1 and JAB-2 (fig. 13) may represent a similar scenario, 546 
however as the AMS fabric is so poorly defined, it is not possible to accurately constrain 547 
to nature of the structure. 548 
 549 
5.2 Timing and development of petrofabric: Layer Parallel Stretching? 550 
Extensional magnetic fabrics are believed to be acquired during the early stages of 551 
deformation, when bedding is still sub-horizontal (Mattei et al., 1997) and sediments are 552 
relatively soft (Borradaile, 1988). Their formation characterised by the development of a 553 
magnetic lineation down dip of the bedding and parallel to the regional axis of stretching 554 
(Sagnotti et al., 1994; Mattei et al., 1997; 2004; Cifelli et al., 2004).  555 
 556 
The Eumeralla Formation was deposited during a period of tectonic and extensional 557 
quiescence and subsidence during the Aptian – Albian (Krassay et al., 2004). With most 558 
studies focusing on the Early Cretaceous depocentres of the basin, presenting minimal 559 
evidence for structural growth along faults during this period (Lyon et al., 2007; Bruigiglo 560 
et al., 2015).  561 
 562 
Extensional azimuths within the Eumeralla Formation suggested by AMS show good co-563 
axiality with azimuths of early, Late Cretaceous extension in the Otway Ranges and 564 
surrounding area (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). Paleo-σ3 orientations derived from the 565 
stress inversion of calcite twins and natural fractures show an initial period of well-566 
defined ~NE-SW oriented extension, defined by an unusually high magnitude of 567 
extensional maximum differential stress (fig. 17). As such, results from the Eumeralla 568 
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Formation therefore suggest the influence of an N-S to ~NE-SW extensional tectonic 569 
stress very soon after deposition, azimuths which coincide well with the geometry of on 570 
and offshore faults within the region inferred by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b).  571 
 572 
Given the depositional style of the Eumeralla Formation described above and the co-573 
axiality of magnetic fabrics with early Late Cretaceous extensional events. We suggest 574 
the results of this study represent an initial extensionally driven equivalent of layer 575 
parallel shortening (LPS), in our case layer parallel stretching (LPSt) (fig. 18). In fold 576 
and thrust belts LPS reflects a period of internal deformation that develops during the first 577 
phase of deformation, prior to further brittle deformation structures such as fractures, 578 
calcite twins, faults and folding (Averbunch et al., 1992; Amrouch, 2010b; Amrouch, 579 
2011). We suggest LPSt develops in a similar manner, reflecting the first stage of 580 
extensional deformation and the development of a stretching lineation parallel to the 581 
azimuth of paleo-σ3 (fig. 18). In the case of the Otway Basin, high levels of extensional 582 
differential stress proposed by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) may suggest that LPSt 583 
requires relatively high magnitudes of stress (~69MPa). Especially when compared to 584 
paleostress magnitudes constrained during outer-rim style extension during folding, 585 
where no such fabrics have been recorded (Amrouch, 2010b). 586 
 587 
Given the high sensitivity of AMS to recording strain within sedimentary rocks, there 588 
remains the possibility that the results record a period of very minor, ~N-S and ~NE-SW 589 
extension during the deposition of the Eumeralla Formation. However, we believe this is 590 
not the case due to the wide spread occurrence of ~NE-SW and ~N-S extensional 591 
paleostresses throughout the Otway Ranges, under bedding backtilted (horizontal) 592 
conditions (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). A feature that indicates that following 593 
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deposition, prior to the influence of Late Cretaceous extension, bedding was likely 594 
horizontal. In which case the development of extensional fabrics characterised by K1 595 
down dip of the bedding would not have been possible, as the bedding had likely not yet 596 
rotated away from the horizontal plane. 597 
 598 
The absence of any tectonic fabric within our samples from the Nirranda Group further 599 
supports arguments from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) for Late Cretaceous (Mid 600 
~Maastrichtian) basin inversion and structuring, prior to the deposition of the unit. A 601 
thesis that is in contrast to other studies in the region that have favoured Miocene – recent 602 
~NW-SE compression and uplift of the Otway Ranges structure. Indeed, though few in 603 
number sampling within the Nirranda Group in this study took place in close proximity 604 
to these supposedly Neotectonic compressional structures (fig. 2). The petrofabric results 605 
showing no evidence for this structural style, and the absence of even an extensional 606 
fabric suggesting that during deposition the Nirranda Group, the Otway Ranges may still 607 
have been undergoing a degree of stress reorganisation. A hypothesis which is supported 608 
by a general lack of fault growth during the deposition of Palaeogene and Neogene 609 
sedimentary units in the eastern Otway Basin (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). 610 
 611 
5.5 Insight into strain accommodation during inversion of listric fault extensional 612 
systems 613 
In addition to a period of Late Cretaceous extension beginning in the Cenomanian, Burgin 614 
and Amrouch (2019b) also advocate for ~NE-SW inversion in the eastern Otway Basin, 615 
during the mid-Maastrichtian. A phase of deformation, that in contrast to the preceding 616 
extensional event, was characterised by low magnitudes of differential stress (fig. 17). 617 
This compressional phase of evolution interrupted the final stages of continental 618 
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separation, and coincides with a period of cooling and uplift identified by other studies 619 
(Duddy and Erout, 2001). In addition to the localisation of major uplift within the onshore 620 
Otway Ranges, concentrated towards the northeast (Tassone et al., 2014). The results 621 
from this study indicate that this inversional event has had little influence on the 622 
development of magnetic and pore fabric styles in the Eumeralla Formation. 623 
 624 
 This can be accounted for in the partitioning of strain within the decollement zone 625 
(Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b) beneath the Otway Ranges throughout the inversion 626 
process. A style of deformation that is reflected in low differential stress magnitudes 627 
during the compressive phase of basin evolution (fig. 11) and low levels of mesoscale 628 
compressional deformation throughout the ranges (Medwell, 1971). This is also 629 
supported by sandbox experiments (fig. 2) (Buchanan and McClay, 1990) that have 630 
shown that during the co-axial inversion of listric fault systems such as the Great Ocean 631 
Fault System, contractional forces are isolated along the deeper detachment surface, 632 
rather than to the fault succession within the overlying sedimentary layers. On the grain 633 
scale, our results support this inversion model, as from the offshore architecture there can 634 
be little doubt that some degree of ~NE-SW oriented contraction has occurred, due to the 635 
presence of inversion style structures, mainly in the form of bulging collapsed grabens 636 
and half grabens, concentrated above underlying basement highs (Burgin and Amrouch, 637 
2019b). 638 
 639 
This suggests that in contrast to more conventional compressional intraplate settings, (e.g. 640 
Sheep Mountain – Wyoming; Amrouch et al., 2010b) that involve the progressive 641 
accommodation of strain from the micro to the macro scale during shortening (a 642 
succession of deformation that includes an initial phase of LPS). At inverted continental 643 
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margins like the Otway Basin, strain patterns may evolve differently during the inversion 644 
of extensional detachment fault networks, as reactivation of the décollement surface and 645 
existing extensional faults, isolates and partitions the early effect of LPS. A phenomena 646 
which results in the partitioning of strain within the detachment zone, and the preservation 647 
of sedimentary and extensional fabrics within the uplifted section.  648 
 649 
This phenomenon is also documented in results from Robion et al. (2007). A study that 650 
draws distinct contrasts between the Potwar Basin, located at the front of the south 651 
western Himalayan collision (Pakistan) and the Minervois Basin, at the north eastern tip 652 
of the Pyrenees (France). The first displaying low levels of internal deformation and the 653 
preservation of the sedimentary fabric, the second showing high levels of internal 654 
deformation and a complete loss of the sedimentary heritage of the rock. The primary 655 
tectonic difference between the two being large differences in the degree of coupling 656 
between the basement and the cover, which is notably higher within the rocks from the 657 
Minervois Basin.  658 
 659 
As also noted by Robion et al. (2007) higher levels of compaction, burial, dissolution and 660 
dewatering, may also result in a depositional fabric that is difficult to alter during the 661 
deformation process. While estimates for exhumation within the Otway Basin vary 662 
significantly (Duddy et al., 1993; Holford et al., 2011; Tassone et al., 2014), sonic transit 663 
time analysis has suggested that exhumation within the eastern basin has been estimated 664 
in some cases to be >2000m (Tassone et al., 2014). Suggesting that the degree of 665 
compaction may have been significant enough to restrict a restructuring of the 666 
petrophysical fabric during inversion, which may also be supported by the unit’s tight 667 
porosity in some samples (e.g. CC-1).  668 
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 669 
5.2 Multi-scale co-axiality of structural datasets 670 
The integration of multiscale structural data also provides support for the presence of a 671 
possible microstructural features detected within the CC1 sample at Castle Cove (fig. 19). 672 
In this case the distribution of V1 and V2 may define a ~NW-SE striking microstructural 673 
feature which integrates well with outcrop scale fracture and faults mapped throughout 674 
the cove (fig. 19).  675 
 676 
This is also indicative of the orientation of paleo-σ3 from nearby calcite twin tensors 677 
(Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b), and the nature of offshore faults within the Crowes Foot 678 
3D survey, and the inferred onshore architecture of the Top Eumeralla Formation (fig. 679 
19). Further still supporting the model from Burgin et al., (2019a) that the ~NE-SW 680 
trending Castle Cove and Johanna faults suggested by previous studies likely do not exist. 681 
The outcropping nature of the structure at the cove likely representing the eastern edge of 682 
an inverted half graben which is evident in the architecture at its western end (fig. 19). 683 
The ~NE-SW depocentres boarding the cove simply representative of a basement low 684 
point, where inversion did not occur, a style which is also evidence offshore (fig. 19). 685 
 686 
5.6 Implications for Regional Petroleum Systems 687 
In recent years there has been some discussion as to the unconventional resource potential 688 
of the Otway Basin within the region of the Port Campbell and Tyrendarra Embayments 689 
(fig. 1). As the source rock for the majority of hydrocarbons within the region the 690 
Eumeralla Formation is the target formation, especially in the above areas, where the unit 691 
is currently at its maximum burial temperature (Tassone et al., 2014).  692 
 693 
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It is likely that unconventional means associated with shale / tight gas likely represents 694 
the only option for production directly from the Eumeralla Formation, which despite its 695 
sandy intervals is relatively tight (Duddy, 2003; Debenham et al., 2018). A feature of the 696 
unit that is highlighted by the porosity results of this study (fig. 10). That being said, this 697 
potential is supported by drill stem test data from Moreys-1, in the Port Campbell 698 
Embayment which briefly flowed gas and condensate from a sandy interval of the 699 
Eumerella Formation between 1925 and 1935m depth (Campbell, 2012).  700 
 701 
The results of this study are relevant to any future efforts to produce unconventionally 702 
from the Eumeralla Formation. As the APWV results suggest that the formation may have 703 
a preferential pore fabric aligned somewhat ~N-S and ~NE-SW, parallel to the dip 704 
azimuth of major faults within the basin. An insight which may assist in plans for drilling, 705 
completion and the placement of injection and production wells during unconventional 706 
production. 707 
 708 
Lastly, the results from CC-1 and comparisons with lower and higher orders of structural 709 
data (fig. 17) suggest the presence of ~NW-SE striking microstructures are also relevant. 710 
An observation that provides an insight into the degree to which multiscale networks of 711 
structural permeability may be present within the Eumeralla Formation. Signifying that 712 
while primary porosity within the unit may be low, networks of secondary, structural 713 
permeability may be present, which could be further enhanced by hydraulic stimulation. 714 
 715 
Additionally, the preservation of early extensional fabrics within reservoir units 716 
throughout basin inversion is an important outcome of this study. As it suggests that even 717 
in passive continental margins subjected to tectonic scale compression. Deformation on 718 
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the grain scale is likely still reflective of the early extensional style of deformation. An 719 
insight which may have consequences with respect to models of reservoir connectivity 720 
and internal damage. 721 
 722 
6.0 Conclusion 723 
The results of this study provide further supporting evidence for the presence of ~NE-SW 724 
and ~N-S extension within the Otway Ranges and have significant consequences for 725 
models of basin inversion in the region. In particular those that have advocated for the 726 
presence and reactivation of ~NE-SW striking faults, which multiscale datasets suggest 727 
do not exist.  728 
 729 
The magnetic and pore fabric analysis of samples from within the Eumeralla and Nirranda 730 
Formations support multiscale evidence from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) and the 731 
presence of the Great Ocean Fault System. A Cretaceous listric detachment fault system 732 
subjected to co-axial inversion, likely during the Latest Cretaceous (~Mid Maastrichtian).  733 
 734 
For future work, we recommend the application of ferro-fluid impregnation and analysis, 735 
along with the study of the anisotropy of permeability within the more porous interval, to 736 
further investigate the geometry of the pore fabric. Additionally, with respect to the local 737 
geology, we recommend a detailed 3D seismic assessment of the Torquay Sub Basin to 738 
determine the nature of the structural fabric to the east. 739 
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Figure 1: (a) Map showing the location of the Otway Basin along the southern margin 756 
of Australia (b) Generalised structural map of the Otway Basin, Great Ocean Fault 757 
System and inverted faults modified from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b). Figure 758 
modified from Stacey et al., (2013) 759 
 760 
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Fig. 2: (a) Structural model of the Otway Ranges after Debenham et al., (2018) after 765 
Holford et al. (2014) (b) Structural model of the Otway Ranges after Burgin and 766 
Amrouch (2019b) where on shore faults have been inferred from the topography and the 767 
offshore architecture. 3D surveys from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) also included. (c) 768 
Approximated structural cross sections through the Otway Ranges (Burgin and 769 
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Figure 3: (a) Stratigraphic column modified from Tassone et al. (2017) after Geary and 774 
Reid (1998) (b) Denudation rates across south eastern Australia (c) Burial history data 775 
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 787 
Figure 4: Topographic map of the Otway Ranges and the sample sites for the 788 
petrophysical analysis within this study. Inset is the Top Early Cretaceous (Eumeralla 789 
Formation) horizon – to scale - from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) which shows the 790 
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 797 
Fig. 5: Sampling method for the APWV and AMS samples within this study. (a) Coring 798 
scheme showing the sampling of three orthogonal samples cored from a single block. 799 
Where one of the faces, in this case X, corresponds to precise geographic coordinates. 800 
After David et al. (2017) (b) Position of the three oriented cores with the inferred 801 
measurement directions (in this case 26) (c) example of the measurement path around 802 
the sample and (d) Measurement scheme represented on sample and on a lower 803 
hemisphere stereonet, with the investigated directions for this schematic scenario. 804 
Azimuth angles measured from the north and dip angles from the horizontal plane. (e) 805 
and (f) unannotated and annotated photograph showing the experimental device after 806 
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 810 
Figure 6: (a) T vs P’ plot after Jelinek (1981) displaying the various distributions of 811 
magnetic fabrics and their possible natures (b) lower hemisphere stereonet projects of 812 
different fabric types, with increasing deformation from right to left. Bedding plane is 813 
horizontal and maximum shortening axis is oriented right /left. Type I is assumed to be 814 












Fig. 7: P vs T (right) and Classical P vs Kmean (left) Jelinek (1981) plots for our AMS 824 


















Fig. 8: AMS results from our 12 sites within the Eumeralla Formation. K1 is generally 840 
aligned down dip of the bedding. Assisting our interpretation of extensional deformation. 841 
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 842 
Fig. 9: Lower hemisphere stereonet, rose diagram and histogram showing the 843 
orientation and azimuths of K1 with bedding back tilted. Note the mainly NE-SW and 844 
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 858 
Fig. 10: AMS result from within the Nirranda Group sediments. Note that K3 is generally 859 
parallel to the bedding with K1 and K2 distributed across the plane. Assisting our 860 
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 870 
Fig. 11: Classical porosity vs velocity and porosity vs Pj for APWV under dry conditions. 871 
Note the higher velocities and general lower levels of anisotropy with lower levels of 872 
porosity  873 
 874 
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 875 
Fig. 12: Comparisons between dry and saturated conditions for the Eumeralla Formation 876 
samples (a) and the Nirranda Samples (b). Circles samples indicate where little change is 877 
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 881 
Fig. 13: APWV result pairs for dry (left) and saturated (right) conditions for the 882 
Eumeralla formation. 883 
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 884 
Fig. 14: APWV results for the differential tensors within the Eumeralla Formation. 885 
 886 
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 887 
Fig. 15: APWV result pairs for dry (left) and saturated (right) conditions for the 888 
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 898 
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 905 
Fig. 17: (a) The multiphase evolution of the GOFS as outlined by multiscale results 906 
from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) showing significant Late Cretaceous extension and 907 
subsequent inversion. Note the high values of differential stresses during phase 1 and 2 908 
and the co-axiality of K1 azimuths with extensional orientations from calcite twin and 909 
natural fracture data. 910 
 911 
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 912 
Fig. 18: Schematic diagram showing evolution of LPSt from horizontal deposition to 913 
increasing deformation associated with mesoscale fracturing. Stage 1: sediments 914 
deposited horizontally during a period of tectonic quiescence. Minor compaction 915 
characterised by oblate and sedimentary fabrics. Stage 2: LPSt, early, post depositional 916 
extension, elongation of pore fabric parallel to direction of stretching. Triaxial magnetic 917 
fabric develops. Bedding still horizontal. Stage 3: Deformation increases to mesoscale. 918 
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Fig. 19: Detailed integration of structural features across multiple scales at Castle Cove 929 
in the Otway Ranges (a). (b) Two early phase extensional calcite stress tensors from 930 
Burgin and Amrouch (2019b ) displaying ~NE-SW and ~N-S extension (c) Multiscale 931 
datasets supportive of ~NE-SW extension, from left to right: ~NW-SE striking 932 
extensional fractures interpreted to have formed during ~NE-SW early extension at 933 
Castle Cove by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b), extensional AMS fabric from CC-1 with 934 
Kmax trending ~SSW, APWV under dry conditions suggesting the presence of a 935 
microstructural feature at the cove, a rose diagram of major extensional faults within the 936 
offshore Otway Basin ~20km due SW of Castle Cove (d) the top Eumeralla Formation 937 
from the Offshore Crowes Foot 3D (e) fault polygons showing ~NW-SE striking faults 938 
within the survey (f) the old local framework after Debenham et al. (2018) (g) The new 939 






Table 1: Calcite twin stress tensors derived from Etchecopars calcite twin stress inversion technique within the GOFS after Burgin and Amrouch 943 
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10T2 45/00 77/216 1 61/143 29/328 02/236 117/60 60/49 0.5 0.69 Pre 69±14 
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B-BT2 15/169 80/048 1 08/182 81/359 01/092 168/67 50/45 0.8 0.39 Pre 32±6 
C-T2 15/169 75/289 3 07/220 04/310 80/65 129/50 56/41 0.5 0.87 pre 13±3 
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Abstract 9 
Passive continental margins typically display parallel relationships between fault strike and the 10 
orientation of maximum horizontal stress. This study explores this relationship using 11 
techniques of geomechanical modelling on fault data from eight three dimensional (3D) 12 
seismic surveys, from the Otway Basin, Australia, where the regime of in situ stress is debated.   13 
 14 
Fault dilation tendency is modelled on more than 900 faults from across the basin at varying 15 
depth, alongside the stability of natural fractures extracted from 7 wellbore image logs. High 16 
angle faults striking parallel to the maximum horizontal stress are at a high risk of dilation, 17 
irrespective of the regime of in situ stress, although shallow dipping faults have a reduced risk 18 
under strike slip and extension scenarios. Similarly striking fractures require very low increases 19 
in pore pressure in order to be reactivated (<5MPa under a strike slip scenario).  The results of 20 
this study explain why fault seal in Otway Basin has historically been so poor and can be 21 
correlated with the nature of successful hydrocarbon fields within the basin. The results also 22 
indicate that while natural fracture networks may be optimally oriented for reactivation, there 23 
is a high associated risk with respect to up-dip contamination of regional aquifer systems along 24 
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steeply dipping ~NW-SE striking faults. Relationships between the distribution of volcanic 25 
material and the results of our modelling are in good accordance with each other. This work 26 
acts as a case study for frontier passive margin settings such as the Ceduna Sub-Basin. Where 27 
in situ stresses may be poorly defined, and has a number of consequences for the development 28 
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1. Introduction 50 
Passive margin sedimentary basins have long been identified as potential high-value areas for 51 
hydrocarbon exploration and production. With continental ocean-wards fronting settings 52 
accounting for in excess of 35% of the world’s giant oil and gas fields (Mann et al., 2003), 53 
representing almost 67% of conventionally discovered global oil and gas reserves.  54 
 55 
Their success is in part due to the fact they can host a plethora of prospective play styles, 56 
including; major deltaic depocentres (e.g. Cenozoic Gulf of Mexico; Venezuela, Brazil), slope 57 
by pass systems (Ghana, Equatorial Guinea; India) carbonate platforms and reefs (Pakistan, 58 
Senegal, Morocco), deep water fold belts (Mozambique, Nigeria), syn-rift sections (Gabon, 59 
India, Norway) and a variety of deep water petroleum systems (Norway, Australia, Brazil) 60 
(Levell et al., 2010). In addition to hosting petroleum systems, passive margin basins are often 61 
targets for carbon capture and storage and geothermal energy projects. Also often containing 62 
evidence for historic and active volcanism.  63 
 64 
Good examples of these passive continental margin regions are the rift basins of Australia’s 65 
Southern Rift System (Wilcox and Stagg, 1990). Characterising the well explored petroleum 66 
provinces  of the Bight, Otway and Bass Basins where volcanic activity has also been 67 
documented in the form of dyke fed volcanoes and cones, sills, dykes and other less defined 68 
igneous features (Holt et al., 2013; Reynolds et al., 2018; Velayatham et al., 2019). In the 69 
Otway Basin, this recent volcanism and an elevated geothermal gradient has distinguished the 70 
region as one of the most favourable in Australia for Geothermal energy (Bahadori et al., 2013). 71 
While naturally occurring CO2 within shallow reservoirs marked the basin as an ideal target 72 
for Australia’s largest and longest running CO2 storage project (CO2, CRC). 73 
 74 
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Although hydrocarbons, water, carbon dioxide and igneous materials are the result of distinctly 75 
separate processes, at their core they are all reliant on the movement of fluid within the sub-76 
surface. Structural permeability, in the form of faults is of particular importance to this process 77 
as it controls migration pathways for hydrocarbons, which can contaminate natural aquifers, 78 
and igneous material. 79 
 80 
The primary control on structural permeability is the regime of in-situ stress within the Earth’s 81 
crust, which changes with depth. In situ stress not only governs the stability and likelihood of 82 
fault slip or reactivation due to increases in fluid pressure, but the likelihood of dilation. As 83 
such the relationship between in situ stress, depth and fault and fracture geometry is key with 84 
respect to any form of sub-surface fluid flow. 85 
 86 
Utilising faults extracted from eight 3D seismic surveys and natural fracture data from 7 wells 87 
from the Otway Basin, Australia, the aim of this study is to explore how geomechanical 88 
modelling can be combined with petroleum industry and geological data to better constrain the 89 
movement of fluid within the sub-surface. Including; insights into the migration pathways of 90 
hydrocarbons into conventional reservoir systems, assessing fault and fracture reactivation risk 91 
during unconventional production and any relationships between fault geometry, depth and 92 
patterns of neotectonic volcanic activity.  93 
 94 
As with the rest of south eastern Australia, the current stress field within the Otway Basin 95 
represents somewhat of an enigma. The general orientation of maximum horizontal stress, 96 
striking ~NW-SE, nearly orthogonal to the azimuth of plate motion, which is not to be 97 
expected, given the plates northwards movement (Sandiford et al., 2003).  This has resulted in 98 
a parallel relationship between maximum horizontal stress and major fault strike that sets the 99 
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Otway Basin apart from the other sedimentary basins of Australia (fig. 1). While this 100 
correlation would suggest an extensional regime of in-situ stress, typical of passive margin 101 
sedimentary basins, assessments of in-situ stress within the basin favour a strike slip (Nelson 102 
et al., 2006; Rajabi et al., 2017b) or compressional regime (King et al., 2012; Tassone et al., 103 
2017). As a result, this basin represents one of the final regions of Australia where the regime 104 
of in-situ stress is yet to be fully constrained (Rajabi et al., 2017b; Tassone et al., 2017).  105 
 106 
Given this unknown environment of in situ stress, and the continued role that passive 107 
continental margins like the Otway Basin around the world will continue to play with respect 108 
to hydrocarbons, CO2 storage and geothermal energy. We find it pertinent to investigate how 109 
variations in in-situ stress may affect sub-surface fluid flow, using the distribution of igneous 110 
material at the end of the study, as geological evidence for our modelling results. 111 
  112 
2. Geological Setting 113 
2.1 Tectonic History 114 
The Jurassic to Quaternary Otway Basin is an approximate NW-SE trending sedimentary 115 
province along the south-eastern margin of Australia, forming part of the Southern Rift System 116 
(Stagg et al., 1990) that developed as a result of the breakup of Gondwana. For many years, 117 
the basin was divided into two distinct portions on the basis of variable fault trends at 118 
approximately 143ºE. Although these discontinuities have been proven far less apparent of late, 119 
with ~NW-SE striking faults seen to dominate the structural framework across the basin 120 
(Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). That being said, N-S striking fabrics are present within the 121 
basin, but predominantly isolated to the Shipwreck Trough (fig.2) (Robson et al., 2018). 122 
 123 
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 In the Tithonian to Barremian ~N-S oriented rifting was concentrated on shore (Lyon et al., 124 
2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a) and led to the creation of significant accommodation space 125 
and the deposition of the Crayfish Sub-Group units (fig. 3). Formations which are of leading 126 
interest for geothermal projects, particularly in the western Otway Basin (Goldstein et al., 2009; 127 
Ryan et al., 1995; Krassay et al., 2004). Ensuing Aptian to Albian thermal subsidence resulted 128 
in the deposition of the laterally asymmetric Eumeralla Formation, which is thickest in the east 129 
(Hill et al., 1995; Krassay et al., 2004). Outcropping within the on-shore Otway Ranges, the 130 
formation, represents the main unconventional prospect and, contains extensive inter-beds of 131 
fluvio-lacustrine shales, coals, feldspathic and volcaniclastic sandstones (Hill et al., 1995; 132 
Duddy et al., 2003; Krassay et al., 2004). The unit is also the source rock for the gas 133 
accumulations in the eastern basin (O’Brien et al., 2009). The top of the Eumeralla Formation 134 
or Top Otway Group, is marked by a regional unconformity (Geary and Reid, 1998).  135 
 136 
Renewed rifting oriented ~NE-SW, defined by magnitudes of extensional paleostress as high 137 
as 69MPa, (Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a; 2019b) began at the start of the 138 
Late Cretaceous, coinciding with the deposition of the Sherbrook Group (Geary and Reid, 139 
1998). This period of extension was followed by a brief and rapid phase of ~NE-SW oriented 140 
basin inversion beginning as early as mid-Maastrichtian, due to stress reorganisation across 141 
southern Australia (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). The cessation of active rifting and the retreat 142 
of the spreading centre towards the south, resulted in relaxation and the deposition of the post-143 
break-up Wangerrip and Nirranda Groups in the Palaeocene and Late Eocene and Plio-144 
Pleistocene Whalers Bluff Group (Krassay et al., 2004).  145 
 146 
2.2 Miocene – Recent Stress Development 147 
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In-situ stress within southeastern Australia (fig. 1) has been studied a number of times (e.g. 148 
Sandiford et al., 2008: Tassone et al., 2017) and shown to be unusual due to the oblique nature 149 
between relative plate motion and the maximum horizontal stress (σH). Plate scale modelling 150 
suggests that the stress field reflects coupling at the Australian and Pacific Plate boundary, 151 
consistent since the late Miocene (Sandiford et al., 2003; Hillis et al., 2008). The in-situ stress 152 
orientation within the Otway Basin has been constrained by many studies (eg: Hillis and 153 
Williams, 1992, 1993; Hillis et al., 1995; Hillis and Reynolds., 2000; Reynolds and Hillis, 154 
2000; Reynolds et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 2006; Van Ruth et al., 2007; Burgin 2015; Bailey et 155 
al., 2014. 2016; Rajabi et al., 2017a; Tassone et al., 2017) and shown to be approximately NW-156 
SE. That being said, the orientations of maximum and minimum horizontal stress only assist 157 
in determining the regime of in-situ stress, as the component of vertical stress must also be 158 
considered, and the relative stress magnitudes of each principal stress also calculated. A process 159 
for which petroleum industry leak off test and density data, is commonly used. In the Otway 160 
Basin, dependant on their approach and location, studies completing this calculation suggest 161 
an extensive regime (Berard et al., 2008; Vidal Gilbert et al., 2009), strike slip regime (Hillis 162 
et al., 1995; Hillis and Reynolds, 2000; Nelson et al. ,2006; Vidal Gilbert et al., 2009; Rajabi 163 
et al., 2017b) and reverse stress regime (King et al., 2012; Tassone et al., 2017). The last most 164 
likely isolated in to the eastern basin, and the section surrounding the Otway Ranges.  165 
 166 
Some neotectonic geological features within the Otway Basin indicate evidence for a ~NW-SE 167 
compressional stress regime (Cooper and Hill, 1997; Holdford et al., 2011; King et al., 2012; 168 
Tassone et al., 2017) although evidence from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) reveals much of it 169 
may be misattributed, representing ~Latest Cretaceous, rather than Miocene – recent inversion. 170 
Other studies have cited the high levels of seismicity, especially along the continental shelf, as 171 
possible evidence for extensional stresses. It is apparent that more work needs to be completed, 172 
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to accurately constrain the in-situ stress regime of the Otway Basin. As such, in this study all 173 
three stress variations are explored.  174 
 175 
2.3 Otway Basin petroleum systems, oil and gas fields 176 
Based on their age, source rocks, and occurrence in time and space, hydrocarbons along 177 
Australia’s southern margin have been assigned to the Austral Petroleum Supersystem (APS) 178 
(Bradshaw, 1993; Summons et al., 1998).  179 
 180 
In the Otway Basin, hydrocarbons within two sub divisions of this system dominate (Edwards 181 
et al., 1999; O’Brien et al., 2009). The Austral-1 (A1) subdivision of the APS includes upper 182 
Jurassic to Cretaceous fluvio-lacustrine shales, present in the western Otway Basin within the 183 
Crayfish Sub group and the Casterton formation (Edwards et al., 1999). Economic discoveries 184 
in the A1 system have been limited to the Penola Trough (fig. 2).  185 
 186 
The Austral 2 (A2) division of the APS is concentrated in the eastern sector of the basin, 187 
sourced from the lower Cretaceous coals towards the base of Eumerella Formation (Tupper et 188 
al., 1993). Multiple gas accumulations within the overlying Late Cretaceous formations are 189 
recognised in this division, including in the Waarre and Heathfield Sandstone members. The 190 
Minerva Gas field, located within the Schomberg-Minerva 3D used as part of this study was 191 
discovered in the mid-90s with approximately 575 BCF of gas in place (Luxton et al., 1995).  192 
 193 
In the eastern Otway Basin, two distinct stages of hydrocarbon generation, one in the Early 194 
Cretaceous and the other during the tertiary are believed to be responsible for most hydrocarbon 195 
shows (Edwards et al., 1999). While generation occurred within the high heat flow rifting phase 196 
of the Early Cretaceous, most accumulations were likely devastated by successive and complex 197 
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tectonic evolution. It is now assumed most economic hydrocarbons were generated from the 198 
Eumerella Supersequence sometime within the Cenozoic (Duddy, 1997). 199 
 200 
Discoveries at La Bella 1 (217 BCF GIP), Minerva 1 (558 BCF GIP), Geographe (500 BCF 201 
GIP) and Thylacine 1 (600 BCF) (fig. 1) coincide with a large number of dry wells and small 202 
shows (O’Brien et al., 2009). The basin’s contribution towards Australia’s overall hydrocarbon 203 
production and reserves remains minimal, compared to the continent’s major producing regions 204 
such as the Cooper Eromanga Basin, Browse, Canarvon and Gippsland Basin. 205 
 206 
Possible reasons for varying success across the basin may be differences in maturity levels of 207 
source rocks within the A1 and A2 systems (O’Brien et al., 2009). Structural styles may also 208 
play a role in success, as the most successful fields in the east (e.g. Minerva, La Bella) are 209 
present within a system that has been subjected to significant structural inversion (Burgin and 210 
Amrouch, 2019b). Reserves as of 2009 within the different systems and basin regions is 211 
outlined in table 1. 212 
 213 
The Otway Basin has also been identified as having the potential for the development of 214 
unconventional petroleum plays, especially within the onshore section of the Part Campbell 215 
Embayment (fig. 2). Where source rocks within the Eumeralla Formation are likely at their 216 
maximum burial temperature (Tassone et al., 2014).  217 
 218 
2.4 Geothermal Energy and Carbon Capture and Storage Projects 219 
The Otway Basin is prospective for geothermal energy and carbon storage projects. Due to 220 
high geothermal gradients and the potential of latent heat distribution from recent volcanic 221 
events, Jurassic – Early Cretaceous sediments in the western Otway Basin have been identified 222 
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as potential geothermal plays. Especially where Palaeozoic granites dip beneath on lapping 223 
units, which have been identified by petroleum wells (Goldstein et al., 2009). 224 
 225 
In the eastern basin, the CO2CRC Project is situated inland, within the Port Campbell 226 
Embayment (fig. 2). The project is of global significance involving the development and 227 
implementation of rigorous monitoring and verification research. Complementing the 228 
demonstration of subsurface CO2 storage. Stage one of the project has seen over 65,000 tonnes 229 
of CO2 injected and monitored in a depleted gas reservoir within the Late Cretaceous to 230 
Turonian Waarre Formation, with additional injections and monitoring planned for the future 231 
(CO2 CRC, 2016). 232 
 233 
2.5 Volcanism 234 
In onshore parts of the Otway Basin the record of Cenozoic volcanism is relatively well studied 235 
(e.g. Price et al., 2003; Holt et al., 2013). The Newer Volcanics Province (fig. 2) represents a 236 
volumetric peak of between 5-0 Ma, although volcanic activity was likely near continuous 237 
throughout much of the Cenozoic. The province occupies roughly 15,000km2 within the 238 
onshore Otway Basin, containing a variety of volcanic features including lava flows, cinder 239 
cones, shield volcanos and maars (Joyce, 1988; Holt et al., 2013). The most recent igneous 240 
activity in the region characterising the Gambier volcanic province in the western Otway Basin, 241 
suggesting an eruption as recent as 5 Ka  (Demidjuk et al., 2007).  242 
 243 
Identification of igneous material within the offshore Otway Basin is less well constrained, 244 
however sills, lava aprons, and possible hydrothermal vents have been identified, mainly 245 
concentrated around the central and eastern sectors (Holford et al., 2012). Their timing predates 246 
the Newer Volcanics Provinces, most likely occurring between ~45-37Ma, coinciding with 247 
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igneous events throughout southeastern Australia at that time (Holford et al., 2012). Volcanic 248 
activity within the neighbouring Bass and eastern Bight Basin has also been documented, with 249 
early to mid-Miocene (Reynolds et al., 2018) and Mid-Eocene (Schofield and Totterdell, 2008) 250 
timing. In the context of this study, the distribution of igneous material is investigated across 251 
the basin, exploring any potential relationship between the spatial distribution of material, and 252 
the results of the modelling. 253 
  254 
3 Methodology 255 
3.1 Seismic Reflection Data  256 
This study uses fault data extracted from eight 3D seismic surveys from on and offshore parts 257 
of the western and eastern Otway Basin.  258 
 259 
In the western basin, the Tillbooroo 3D, Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D, St George 3D are onshore 260 
while the Carpenter 3D lies less than 20km offshore. The onshore surveys overlie the Penola 261 
Trough ~NW-SE trending failed riff segment containing the Ladbroke, Redman, Haselgrove 262 
and Sawpit gas fields (fig. 2).  263 
 264 
The Champion-Hercules, Schomberg-Minerva, Crowes Foot and Brandt 3D surveys lie within 265 
offshore areas of the eastern sector of the basin. The Champion-Hercules and Schomberg-266 
Minerva surveys overlying portions of the Shipwreck Trough, containing the Casino, 267 
Halladale, La Bella, Geographe and Minerva gas fields (fig. 2).  268 
 269 
All surveys were converted from two way time to depth using either checkshot velocity data 270 
from wells within the survey area, or time depth trends derived from Petokovic (2004) to limit 271 
the effect of time to space migration on the nature of fault geometry. 272 
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 273 
3.2 Geomechanical Fault and Fracture Modelling 274 
3.2.1 Dilation Tendency  275 
For any given present day stress environment, the relative risk of fault reactivation can be assed 276 
assuming that fault geometry, pore pressure and the rock failure envelope are well constrained. 277 
Such investigations have shown to be successful in Australia (Kulikowski et al., 2016; 278 
Kulikowski, 2017) and other basins around the world (Morris et al., 1996).  279 
 280 
The capability of a fault plane to act as a conduit for fluid under in-situ stress or to undergo 281 
reactivation in a tensile fashion is modelled by the dilation tendency (Barton et al., 1995; Ferrill 282 
and Morris, 2003). The reactivation of faults and the consequential increase in fault 283 
permeability is undesirable within the oil and gas and carbon dioxide storage industries. As 284 
reactivation results in leakage and a subsequently reduced reservoir capacity, in addition to 285 
unwarranted tertiary migration and potential formation damage. For geothermal energy, an 286 
accurate constraint on fault permeability is needed to predict the movement of fluid within the 287 
system. 288 
 289 
Modelling of dilation tendency (fig. 4) produces a relative value, governed by the effective 290 
normal stress acting on the fault plane when normalised to the differential stress. This directly 291 
impacts fault aperture (Barton et al., 1995; Ferrill and Morris, 2003; Jolie et al., 2015). 292 
Therefore, dilation tendency predicts the likelihood of migration along a potentially permeable 293 
pathway and is most applicable in environments that are fault sealing or have been penetrated 294 
by faults along with their overlying seal. An existing plane has an increased tendency towards 295 
dilation as the orientation of normal stress approaches the minimum in-situ stress orientation. 296 
 297 
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 Move2017.2 was used to generate the results, separating each fault plane from the seismic 298 
interpretation into smaller polygons using a triangular dislocation theory. For the results of our 299 
modelling, each pole to plane represents a single polygon. 300 
 301 
3.2.2 Fracture Stability 302 
The analysis of fracture stability or FAST analysis differs from dilation tendency in a subtle 303 
manner. While, dilation tendency models a response within an effectively static system, FAST 304 
analysis provides an estimate of the increase in pore pressure, from the static modelled 305 
conditions, needed for reactivation (fig. 4). This can be understood in a straight forward 306 
fashion, as an increase in pore pressure (ΔPP) will reduce the effective stress acting on the fault 307 
or fracture plane, shifting the Mohr’s circle towards to the left until the reactivation curve is 308 
intersected.  309 
 310 
Fracture stability is of particular important for carbon dioxide sequestration and unconventional 311 
production where the injection of fluids into the reservoir or source rock environment can 312 
directly influence reactivation by decreasing effective stress acting on the fracture (Hung and 313 
Wu, 2012).  314 
 315 
3.3.3 Modelling Parameters 316 
Modelling parameters were derived from the consideration of number of sources (table 2) that 317 
have defined both in-situ stress orientations and in-situ stress magnitudes (Hillis et al., 1995; 318 
Lyon et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2006; Berard et al., 2008; Vidal-Gilbert et al., 2010; Bailey et 319 
al., 2014; Tassone et al., 2017) with different parameters for each basin region (western and 320 
eastern) selected on the basis of the current debate regarding the insitu stress regime.  321 
 322 
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Faults within each 3D survey were modelled with a unique water depth (if applicable) and 323 
profile depth typical of the regional target for hydrocarbon prospectivity (table 3).  324 
 325 
4. Results 326 
4. 1 Faults extracted from 3D seismic 327 
The discussion of fault geometries used for modelling is divided between the western and 328 
eastern basin. 329 
 330 
4.1.1 Western Basin 331 
Faults extracted from the four 3D surveys within the western basin (Burgin and Amrouch, 332 
2019a), show three major fault trends, including ~NW-SE, ~NE-SW and ~E-W striking 333 
networks (fig. 5). 334 
 335 
Faults with a ~NW-SE strike are the most dominant. All faults within the western basin display 336 
normal offset of reflectors and mainly dip between 50° and 70° (fig. 5) with major faults 337 
dipping towards the south and south west accompanied by synthetic and antithetic faults. There 338 
is no evidence for normal fault inversion or compressional faulting.  339 
 340 
The Tillbooroo 3D survey, shows a major ~NW-SE striking trend and a minor ~NE-SW 341 
striking set of faults. Forming a series of small horst and graben structures orthogonal to the 342 
major fault blocks within the survey.  343 
 344 
The St George 3D, contains normal faults with a dominant ~NW-SE strike. That dip towards 345 
the NE. Although the influence of a minor E-W striking trend dipping north, is also evident 346 
within the survey area, particularly in the south.  347 
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 348 
The Balnaves-Haselgrove 3D contains two major interacting fault fabrics: ~NW-SE striking 349 
faults in the western and eastern sections of the survey that dip mainly NE, intersect a large 350 
~E-W  striking array of north and south dipping normal faults, dominated by a large southerly 351 
dipping listric fault.  352 
 353 
Offshore, the Carpenter 3D survey (fig. 6), contains a complex array of high angled conjugate 354 
NW-SE striking normal faults that dip primarily towards the SW. The trend is especially 355 
obvious along horizon maps utilising the incoherence attribute (fig.6). 356 
 357 
4.1.2 Eastern Basin 358 
In the eastern basin, ~NW-SE striking faults continue to dominate the structural fabric.  359 
 360 
The Brandt survey (fig. 7) is the most southerly of the data sets. Positioned almost directly over 361 
a section of the continental shelf NW of Tasmania (fig. 2). The survey is highly faulted, with a 362 
large network of mainly high-angled – 50° - 80° - normal faults that dip towards the southwest.  363 
 364 
Covering the western edge of the Great Ocean Fault System (Burgin and Amrouch, 2010b), 365 
the Champion- Hercules survey also contains a major ~NW-SE striking fault trend. Fault dip 366 
is steep between 50-70° with southwest dipping faults more common that those dipping north 367 
east (fig. 7). The parallel interaction of multiple NW-SE striking faults controls the architecture 368 
of the survey, producing a series of tilted fault block structures.  369 
 370 
The Schomberg-Minerva 3D (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b) also displays a major ~NW-SE 371 
faulting fabric consistent with the other surveys. Fault dip is between 50-80° and dip direction 372 
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is primarily towards the south west defining a series of tilted fault blocks (fig. 7). The presence 373 
of a minor N-S and NNE-SSW striking sets of high angle faults were interpreted at the eastern 374 
edge of the survey. 375 
 376 
As with our other datasets ~NW-SE striking normal faults dominate the architecture of the 377 
Crowes Foot 3D (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). The survey images the most comprehensive 378 
evidence for the Great Ocean Fault System as presented by Burgin and Amrouch, (2019b). 379 
Extensional networks of faults within the survey are pervasive and high angle (50-80º) (fig. 8) 380 
and where low angle faulting is defined, it is due to a gradual transition a low dip listric style, 381 
typical of continental margins and previously described within the region (Etheridge et al., 382 
1986; Lister et al., 1989)  383 
 384 
While ~NW-SE striking faults define the structural fabric of the surveys, in the case of the 385 
Champion-Hercules, Schomberg-Minerva and Crowes Foot 3D surveys, the lateral interaction 386 
of faults and concave nature produces a minor faulting trend that strikes more ~E-W rather than 387 
~NW-SE. This is particularly evident within some deeper sections of the surveys and is 388 
reflected in our stereographic projections of poles to planes plunging towards the north and 389 
south (fig. 7, 8). 390 
 391 
Though normal offset is maintained in most cases, the Champion-Hercules, Schomberg-392 
Minerva and Crowes Foot 3D surveys all show evidence for ~NE-SW fault inversion 393 
structures, mainly in the form of inverted and bulging collapsed graben (fig. 8). Which are 394 
especially visible in the Schomberg-Minerva 3D, and the rotation and bulging of half grabens 395 
within the Crowes Foot 3D. For a detailed description of the Great Ocean Fault System and its 396 
inversion, it is recommended the reader consult Burgin and Amrouch (2019b). 397 
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4.2 Natural fractures from Image Log Data 399 
Natural fractures were interpreted within the eastern Otway Basin, across seven well bore 400 
image logs (table 4), five interpretations extracted from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b). Fig. 9 401 
displays natural fracture data. High angle fractures striking ~NW-SE and ~NE-SW dominate 402 
the dataset, particularly onshore, where formation micro-imager (FMI) logs from both Wild 403 
Dog Road-1 and Bellarine-1 display sets of high angle, extensive fractures within image logs 404 
of particularly high quality (fig. 10). Fracture geometries within the dataset are reflective of 405 
those obtained from detailed outcrop mapping within the Otway Ranges (Burgin et al., 2019; 406 
Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). However across the wells, fracture density varies significantly, 407 
suggesting that sub-surface natural fracture networks within the eastern offshore Otway Basin 408 
may not be distributed evenly.  409 
 410 
4.3 Modelling of dilation tendency 411 
In both sections of the basin, the three scenarios of stress are modelled (table 3). The dilation 412 
tendency results indicate the network of faults that define the basins major ~NW-SE fabric are 413 
at a high risk of dilation irrespective of stress regime. However, there are considerable 414 
differences between the dip angles of faults and their risk of dilation, which varies between 415 
stress regimes. 416 
 417 
Modelling results (fig. 11, fig. 12) show that under a strike-slip stress regime, minor ~NE-SW 418 
striking faults are at a low risk of dilation. Especially those with dip angles between 50 and 419 
80º. E-W striking faults are at moderate risk, although this increases too high for steeply 420 
dipping faults with a ~15º rotation in strike in a clockwise direction. Major ~NW-SE striking 421 
faults dipping between ~65º and 90 ˚ are at a high risk for all in-situ stress scenarios. The 422 
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window of high risk, characterising the ~NW-SE striking fault trend is wider for offshore than 423 
onshore surveys (fig. 11). 424 
 425 
Under a compressional stress regime minor ~NE-SW striking faults are at a low risk of dilation, 426 
with risk increasing to moderate and high as fault dip angles decrease (fig. 11). Steeply dipping 427 
(>70˚) E-W striking faults are at a moderate risk of dilation, however as dip angle decreases 428 
under this threshold the risk of dilation rapidly increases to high. Again, dilation risk increases 429 
with minor rotations away from the E-W axis. Increasing with a ~15º degree clockwise rotation. 430 
Decreasing counter clockwise. 431 
 432 
Under an extensive stress regime, minor NE-SW striking faults are at moderate risk of dilation, 433 
decreasing to low risk with a lower dip angle (fig. 11). In this case steeply dipping, E-W striking 434 
faults are at a high risk, becoming moderate then low, as dip angle decreases past 60º and 40º. 435 
A rotation of strike in a clockwise direction, results in a rapid increase to a wider window of 436 
high risk. Major ~NW-SE striking faults are at the highest risk of dilation, especially above dip 437 
angles of 50º. 438 
 439 
This pattern between stress scenarios is largely the same between the western and eastern basin. 440 
A higher number of faults that define the ~NW-SE trend are present within the offshore 441 
sections of the eastern basin, suggesting that the overall risk of dilation increases from the west 442 
to the east, especially within intensely faulted ~NW-SE striking sections. Additionally risk 443 
under a compressional stress regime is slightly higher within the offshore eastern basin, due to 444 
shallower reservoir sections and lower magnitudes of vertical stress. This increased risk is 445 
particularly well highlighted within our modelling results from the Brand 3D survey, which 446 
overlies the continental shelf in the eastern basin. Where the results of our modelling suggesting 447 
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the entire succession of faults within the survey is at a high risk under a compressional stress 448 
regime. However, this decreases to moderate under strike slip conditions for faults dipping 449 
under 40º and transitions to low for the same angles under an extensive regime. 450 
 451 
While there is some small variation between each individual dataset and scenario of stress, the 452 
results indicate that in general, the ~NW-SE striking faults that define much of the Otway 453 
Basins structural framework are at a high risk of experiencing dilation. A characteristic that is 454 
largely irrespective of the regime of in-situ stress. 455 
 456 
4.4 Fracture stability modelling 457 
Fractures from 7 wells were modelled, at a depth of 2000m (fig. 13), to coincide with the most 458 
mature intervals of the Eumerella Formation. Motivated by the recent renewed interest with 459 
respect to unconventional methods of production within the onshore Otway Basin (Tassone et 460 
al., 2014; 2017). Although not all borehole intervals intersected the Eumerella Formation, the 461 
formation is the oldest penetrated, and the presence of natural fracture geometries intersected 462 
within upper sedimentary units within it is likely (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Although 463 
as noted in the preceding sections, fracture density may vary significantly across the basin.  464 
 465 
As with dilation tendency, modelling was conducted under all three regimes of stress for two 466 
environments of pore pressure: lithostatic and potentially mild-over pressure. As gradients 467 
exceeding lithostatic pressures are evident within the eastern Otway Basin, an insight gained 468 
from a wide spread summary of leak off test data compiled by a previous studies (Tassone et 469 
al., 2014; 2017).  470 
 471 
Under strike slip conditions, high angle ~NW-SE striking natural fractures are at the highest 472 
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risk of reactivation, requiring less than ~10MPa under lithostatic pressure and ~5MPa with 473 
mild overpressure. While ~NE-SW striking fractures are at a lower risk, they still require less 474 
than ~15MPa. A similar trend is reflected in the results under a compressional regime, although 475 
stability pressures increase to ~ 20MPa, with a reduction in reactivation pressure with mild 476 
over pressure. In both cases a small window containing the most tightly spaced NW-SE striking 477 
fractures require higher pressures of ~25MPa.  478 
 479 
Under an extensive stress regime, with lithostatic pressure ~NW-SE striking fractures generally 480 
require ~10MPa to undergo reactivation. With ~NE-SW striking fractures requiring moderately 481 
higher pressures between 15-20MPa. Under a scenario of mild overpressure; ~NW-SE striking 482 
fractures require an increase in ~5Mpa for reactivation while ~NE-SW striking fractures 483 
require between 10-15MPa. 484 
 485 
5.0 Discussion 486 
In the following section, insights provided by the geomechanical modelling are discussed. We 487 
begin with the implications with respect to conventional style hydrocarbon prospectivity. 488 
Progressing to those for unconventional methods, geothermal energy and carbon capture and 489 
storage projects. This is followed by a comparison of the results with geological evidence for 490 
other sub surface fluid flow features. 491 
 492 
5.1 Implications for conventional hydrocarbon prospectively 493 
5.1.1 Horizontal stress, fault dilation and sealing potential 494 
Poor fault seal has hindered exploration efforts for conventional oil and gas in the Otway Basin 495 
since the early days of exploration (O’Brien et al., 2009). It is a defining feature of the basin 496 
that is supported by the results of our geomechanical modelling, which suggest that poor fault 497 
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seal, at reservoir depth and throughout the sedimentary succession, is possible under all 498 
scenarios of in-situ stress. Mainly due to the spatial relationship between the basins major 499 
~NW-SE structural fabric and the orientation of the in-situ stress tensor.  500 
 501 
With maximum horizontal stress near parallel to fault strike, it provides a minimal contribution 502 
towards the effective normal stress acting on the fault plane. In the Otway Basin the majority 503 
of the effective normal stress component is composed of the minimum horizontal stress, and 504 
as in most scenarios the magnitude of minimum horizontal stress is low, levels of effective 505 
normal stress acting on ~NW-SE striking faults are also low. This effect is magnified under a 506 
compressional stress regime, where the vertical component of stress is also low.  507 
 508 
These results raise some concerns regarding the prospectivity of continental margins, 509 
especially those with a σH striking parallel to the coastline and the major fault pattern and low 510 
levels of minimum horizontal stress. It seems possible that for passive margin settings, that 511 
lack inversion or salt structures (which may provide different trap styles), there is a high 512 
likelihood that many faults will be at high risk for dilation. 513 
 514 
With respect to sedimentary basins within Australia, the passive margin style of stress regime 515 
appears unique to the Otway Basin (fig. 1) and the immediate surrounding regions of the eastern 516 
Bight Basin and western Bass Basin. This is also reflected in the absences of any major ~NW-517 
SE oriented Miocene – recent inversion structures, which is highlighted by Burgin and 518 
Amrouch (2019a; 2019b), as the regional 𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻  striking parallel to most faults is unable to 519 
reactivate them in a reverse manner. 520 
 521 
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Given the close proximity of the Otway Basin to Australia’s historically most successful oil 522 
and gas fields in the Gippsland Basin, the question of why petroleum exploration in the Otway 523 
Basin has not been more successful has been asked.  Given the point raised concerning the 524 
relationship between in-situ stress orientation and fault strike above, the Gippsland Basin 525 
presents an almost opposite relationship to the Otway Basin. The Gippsland containing mainly 526 
~NE-SW striking Late Cretaceous faults (Glenton, 1991) that trend near orthogonal to the 527 
orientation of maximum horizontal stress (Power et al., 2003; 2001) (fig. 1). As a result, not 528 
only have these major ~NE-SW faults been ideally oriented for reverse reactivation, since stress 529 
reorganisation in the Late Miocene, they have experienced far higher  degrees of effective 530 
normal stress, in direct contrast to faults in the Otway Basin. Implying their dilatation tendency 531 
is likely very low and the effectiveness of fault seal is high. A good example of such a field is 532 
the Snapper Field and the associated Snapper Anticline (fig. 14) which is ~13km in length and 533 
50km2 in area. Initial reserves within the field being estimated at 2140 bcf of gas and 11 million 534 
STB of oil within the main reservoir and 6 million STB of oil within the surrounding small 535 
fields (Glenton, 1991). 536 
 537 
That being the case, parts of the Gippsland Basin, including sections of the Snapper Anticline, 538 
are also permeated by ~NW-SE striking faults. However, in contrast to the Otway Basin in this 539 
case they do not penetrate the top reservoir seal, and act mainly as communication pathways 540 
between the units below (Glenton, 1991). A characteristic that further supports the modelled 541 
response of faults within this study.  542 
 543 
The effect of fluid pressure increases towards a risk of dilation is also likely lower in the 544 
Gippsland Basin, mainly due to the shallower reservoir depth of ~1200m (Glenton, 1991), in 545 
contrast to depths of ~2500m+ in the Otway Basin.  546 
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 547 
5.1.2 Structural setting of successful conventional fields within the Otway Basin 548 
The western sector of the Otway Basin is still considered an under explored province, and to 549 
date average recoverable reserves have been low ~21bcf. While fault leakage has previously 550 
been identified as a risk factor within the Penola Trough, this is mainly due to seal breaches on 551 
a local scale, rather than regional in-situ stress conditions (Lyon et al., 2007). A number of 552 
small fields have been discovered in the western basin (e.g. Katnook, Ladbroke Grove, 553 
Haselgrove South and Redman). The Katnook and Ladbroke fields, lying within the Balnaves-554 
Haselgrove 3D survey utilised as part of this study (fig. 2). The local, A1 petroleum system, 555 
consists of a regional reservoir within the Early Cretaceous Pretty Hill and Windermere 556 
sandstone members of the Otway Group (fig. 3). With the Sawpit Shale and Laira Formation 557 
acting as top seals, structural closure on the two fields is exerted mainly by E-W striking faults 558 
(Lyon et al., 2007) a feature we suspect has played a major role in trap development, as the 559 
modelling results suggest faults of this nature are generally at a lower risk than ~NW-SE 560 
striking faults. 561 
 562 
In contrast to the western Otway Basin, exploration has been more successful in the east, within 563 
the A2 petroleum system, encompassing the Casino, Blackwatch and Henry fields. In addition 564 
to the most prominent fields in the region; Minerva, La Bella and Thylacine. One example of 565 
a successful structural play, the Minerva structure (fig. 15) formed as a result of Late 566 
Cretaceous co-axial inversion of ~NW-SE faults  representing a ~ broad ~NE-SW trending 567 
dome of ~5km in length and ~4km in wavelength. And while, ~NW-SE trending faults are 568 
present with the upper sedimentary succession Sherbrook Group units within the fold, and at 569 
the back stop of the structure, a majority of them fail to penetrate to reservoir depth. The 570 
topographic high of the inversion structure also providing closure and a top seal.  571 
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 572 
Within the same petroleum system, the La Bella and Geographe fields (fig. 2) to the southwest 573 
and south of the Minerva structure represents similar, gentle ~NE-SW dome structures. Faulted 574 
into gently rotated blocks by minor E-W striking faults that form part of a larger ~NW-SE 575 
striking fault trend. As with the Minerva field, in both cases the high of the structure provides 576 
the majority of closure for both plays and faults within upper portions of the Sherbrook and 577 
Cenozoic sections fail to penetrate down to reservoir depth. Success of the plays is highlighted 578 
at Geographe-1, which intersected a 233m gas column within the upper Sherbrook Group 579 
sedimentary succession (Cliff et al., 2004). While these faulted inversion structures have been 580 
successful on a number of occasions, this has not always been the case, as drilling of a similar 581 
targets within the Triton-1 and Triton 1 ST1 wells (~10km west of the La Bella discovery) was 582 
unsuccessful, producing only minor gas shows. 583 
 584 
The Thylacine field (fig. 2) ~15km due south of the Geographe, represents a different structural 585 
play to the other off-shore fields within the eastern basin, the structure (see Robson et al., 2018) 586 
comprising a large composite E-W striking horst. That is fault bounded to the south and north 587 
east by ~E-W striking faults, and in the east by ~N-S striking faults. The field sits on a large, 588 
un-rotated portion of basement block, which assisted in isolating the field from the regional 589 
extensional events (Origin Energy, 2003) during the Late Cretaceous. The field contains two 590 
successful wells: Thylacine-1 which intersected a 277m gas column within the Flaxman and 591 
Waarre members of the upper Sherbrook Group sediments and Thylacine 2, ~5km west from 592 
the original well (fig. 2) which flowed gas at 28MMSCFD. (Cliff et al., 2004). While the 593 
Thylacine structure is bound by high risk ~NW-SE striking faults on its south eastern edge, 594 
they are not the primary control on the trap, only providing closure at its lowest sections. As a 595 
result, in this case they have likely had a minimal effect on the success of the play.  It is also 596 
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possible that all faults are non-sealing and that the rate of replacement exceeds leakage rate, 597 
which may be common within the Otway Basin (O’Brien et al., 2009). 598 
 599 
In most cases the hydrocarbons within the eastern section of the basin are believed to be the 600 
result of a present day kitchen. Therefore, parallels can be drawn between the structural nature 601 
of the most successful fields, and the results of the modelling. Successful plays are centred on 602 
structures where seal is not fault dependant or that are structurally controlled by the minor ~E-603 
W and ~N-S striking faults within the Shipwreck Trough and Sorell Fault Zone (fig. 2). Two 604 
faulting patterns that present lower risks of dilation when compared to the major ~NW-SE 605 
trending normal faults, that dominate the regions structural fabric. 606 
 607 
To further illustrate this point, structures across the basin that have been drilled targeting ~NW-608 
SE trending fault blocks and structures where closure is entirely dependent on sealing, parallel 609 
striking faults [western - (Pyrus 1, Zema-1, Wynn-1, Jacaranda Ridge-1; Penola Trough) 610 
central - (Fermat-1; Normanby Structure, Amrite-1; Amrite Structure) and east - (e.g. 611 
Champion-1; Champion Horst, Mussel-1; Tilted Block)] have been unsuccessful, almost 612 
without exception. In many cases producing small amounts of gas or oil or shows, but not 613 
sizeable fields.  614 
 615 
Recent work by Burgin and Amrouch (2019a) in the western Otway Basin and Burgin and 616 
Amrouch (2019b) in the east, show distinct differences in the distribution of inversion 617 
structures across the basin. This distribution is echoed by the location of the most successful 618 
fields within the basin, which are located around the Otway Ranges and high sections of 619 
basement. Corresponding with areas that have been identified as those most likely to have 620 
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accommodate inversion through reactivation of the top basement decollement zone (Burgin 621 
and Amrouch, 2019b). 622 
 623 
While the high likelihood of faults to dilate within the offshore sectors of the basin is a negative 624 
with respect to seal integrity, it can be viewed positively where structural closure is provided 625 
throughout other means, as conductive faults act as migration pathways for deeper generated 626 
hydrocarbons. This is especially the case in passive margin settings like the Otway Basin. 627 
Where peak generation windows for petroleum systems can occur beyond the continental shelf, 628 
due to higher levels of extension and burial that may be isolated offshore. Although there are 629 
no discoveries to date within the A3 petroleum system, this particular insight may be of 630 
importance for targeting hydrocarbon accumulations within it. Especially as hydrocarbons are 631 
most likely sourced from units within the Sherbrook Group occupying a zone of peak maturity 632 
isolated to a narrow section of the basin deep that is continuous with the continental shelf. A 633 
trend that is most apparent within the Tartwaup-Mussel Fault Zone (fig. 2) (O’Brien et al., 634 
2009). As this zone  trends largely ~NW-SE it is likely many of the faults along its section are 635 
at high risk of dilation, that being the case, it is plausible that migration from the A3 generative 636 
window has taken place along their length. Implying that accumulations may be present within 637 
sections of the upper shelf. A concept suggested by O’Brien et al. (2009). However, under an 638 
extensive stress regime, the results from this study suggest gently dipping, deeper fault sections 639 
may be the least likely to be dilated, illustrated in the results from the Brandt 3D. A 640 
characteristic which may influence the effectiveness of this model of migration. Further 641 
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5.1.3 Recommendations for conventional hydrocarbon exploration 646 
Recommendations for future conventional hydrocarbon exploration are as follows: Firstly 647 
within the A1 and A2 systems, efforts continue to be focused around portions of the Otway 648 
Basin, where the dominant ~NW-SE striking fault trend is dissected by other minor patterns 649 
on a local scale. Such as in the Penola Trough, Shipwreck Trough or further south along the 650 
Sorrel Fault Zone. Regions where ~E-W and ~N-S striking faults may influence the structural 651 
architecture and assist in providing structural closure along horst or anticlinal structures.  652 
 653 
Additionally, sections of the eastern basin covered by the Crowes Foot 3D survey, show the 654 
presence of ~NE-SW striking inversion structures. Of which only one has been drilled, prior 655 
to the acquisition of the 3D survey. The survey covers the Crowes “anticline,” which reflects a 656 
series of ~NW-SE striking inverted structures many of which display four-way closure. Given 657 
that the Eumeralla Formation is likely at its highest burial temperature within this section of 658 
the basin (Tassone et al., 2014) we suggest the region is highly prospective for future efforts 659 
of conventional exploration.  660 
 661 
Within the A3 system efforts along the upper Tartwaup-Mussel Fault Zone and the western 662 
Tasmanian shelf are recommended. As deeper seated faults may provide migratory pathways 663 
from within the basin deep, where the sediments of the Sherbrook Group are at their maximum 664 
burial temperature and within the generation window (O’Brien et al., 2009).  665 
 666 
5.2 Implications for unconventional hydrocarbon prospectively 667 
5.2.1 Structural permeability in the form of natural fracture networks 668 
Since the expansion of tight and shale gas in the US, there has been renewed interest in 669 
unconventional style plays in Australia.  As the Eumerella Formation is the source for ~99% 670 
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of discovered hydrocarbons within the basin (O’Brien et al., 2009), it is the likely target for 671 
these efforts in the Otway Basin. Especially where thick sections have been buried within the 672 
Port Campbell and Tyrendarra Embayment (Tassone et al., 2014) and the formation is currently 673 
at its maximal burial temperature.  674 
 675 
Tassone et al. (2014) drew excellent comparisons between the Eumerella Formation and the 676 
major shale intervals of the US such as the Bakken and Barnett. Their results suggesting that 677 
despite significant differences in depositional environment, kerogen type and the style of 678 
exhumation the Eumerella contains potential for unconventional plays.  679 
 680 
This is highlighted within DST data from Moreys-1, in the PCE, which flowed gas and 681 
condensate from a sandy interval of the Eumerella Formation between 1925 and 1935m depth 682 
(Campbell, 2012). Additionally more than 70% of wells drilled in the Port Campbell 683 
Embayment intersecting the Eumerella Formation, reported gas shows and fluorescence, with 684 
multiple wells displaying high gas and pure gas indications (O’Brien et al., 2009).  685 
 686 
Petrographic and core analysis observations from Duddy (2003) indicate that the expulsion of 687 
hydrocarbons and migration throughout the Eumerella Formation, into conventional style 688 
structural traps is hindered by the units tight primary porosity, and permeability, resulting from 689 
early periods of diagenesis. Suggesting that efforts to produce directly from the unit will require 690 
high levels of secondary permeability, through the reactivation of natural fracture networks, 691 
for which the results of this study provide an original insight.  692 
 693 
Fracture modelling at a depth of 2000m shows that in contrast to fault dilation, the stability of 694 
natural fracture networks within the eastern Otway Basin vary significantly with stress regime, 695 
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in addition to pore-pressure gradient. Low stability pressures (~5MPa) (ie. easily reactivation 696 
fractures) for ~NW-SE striking fractures under both strike-slip and normal faulting conditions, 697 
suggest that under such conditions of stress hydraulic stimulation of fracture networks would 698 
require low injection pressures. In contrast, if a reverse stress regime is present within the 699 
eastern Otway Basin, as alluded to by Tassone et al. (2017) then the same fracture networks 700 
require almost four times (~20MPa) the pore pressure for reactivation.  701 
 702 
Modelling suggests networks of natural fractures within the sub-surface eastern basin are well 703 
oriented for reactivation at generally low pore-pressures (particularly if a strike slip or normal 704 
stress regime is present). Especially those striking ~NW-SE, meaning that there is good 705 
potential within the formation for the establishment of structural permeability networks. A 706 
feature that may assist efforts to produce from tight sandy or shaley intervals, especially under 707 
strike slip or normal faulting conditions.  708 
 709 
As evident within the dataset, fracture density may vary considerable across the basin. In which 710 
case we recommend a thorough assessment of subsurface fracture networks prior to any 711 
unconventional efforts. Insight that could hypothetically be completed using further tightly 712 
spaced image logs or the use of seismic attributes, such as curvature (Kulikowski et al., 2018). 713 
 714 
The results of our fracture stability modelling highlight the importance of further detailed 715 
assessments of in-situ reservoir stress within the eastern Otway Basin, especially if 716 
unconventional methods of production are pursued. As variations between the conditions of in 717 
situ stress considerably affect the required pressure increases needed for fracture stimulation. 718 
This is especially the case in sections of the far east, where the exhumation of older and denser 719 
rock may result in higher levels vertical stress gradients, to as much as 26MPa/km (Tassone et 720 
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al., 2014; 2017) increasing the likelihood of a vertically oriented minimum principal stress. 721 
That being said, the region has often been interpreted as experiencing a compressional stress 722 
regime (Tassone et al., 2014; 2017), a contradiction, which with respect to fracture reactivation, 723 
would be the least favourable. 724 
 725 
5.2.2 Regional risks with fracture stimulation 726 
Although low pore-pressure increases required for fracture stimulation is a plus for 727 
unconventional methods of production, as natural fracture networks can be reactivated to 728 
increase structural permeability, in the Otway Basin, it is a double-edged sword.  729 
 730 
Fracture modelling results from this study may be used as a proxy for reactivation of fault 731 
planes, as faults can be reactivated in a similar manner due to increases in pore pressure within 732 
the sub-surface. As major fault networks also strike ~NW-SE and dip at high angles, our results 733 
indicate they too require low pore pressure increases, and as such are at a high risk for fault 734 
reactivation, due to minor increases in pore pressure. As such, hydraulic fracturing within the 735 
eastern Otway Basin and the Port Campbell Embayment, an important agricultural and tourist 736 
region, appears to be very high risk. As not only are major ~NW-SE striking faults at a high 737 
risk of dilation (fig. 16) but they may also be easily reactivated due to minimal increases in 738 
pore pressure. In a worst case scenario fault reactivation could result in up dip contamination 739 
of aquifer units within members of the Nirranda Group and Heytesbury Group sediments (e.g. 740 
Clifton Formation, Timboon Sand and Eastern View Formation) (Southern Rural Water, 2015) 741 
(fig. 16). Such contamination would be disastrous for the region, as ground water supply is of 742 
high importance to both the local agricultural industry and ecosystem, which supports one of 743 
Australia’s most significant tourist attractions. 744 
 745 
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 It is therefore recommended that any unconventional efforts within the Otway Basin are 746 
completed with the highest level of structural integrity. Proceeded by detailed assessments 747 
using both high resolution 2D and 3D seismic, and where possible undertaken in the absence 748 
of any ~NW-SE striking faults that are likely to act as fluid pathways. 749 
 750 
5.3 Implications for other subsurface industries  751 
5.3.1 Carbon capture and storage 752 
Australia’s largest carbon capture and storage effort to date; CO2 CRC, is located onshore at 753 
the Naylor field (fig. 2), a small depleted natural gas field, with an original gas cap size of 754 
approximately 40,000m2 (Vidal Gilbert et al., 2010). Like the successful fields discussed in the 755 
previous section, the Naylor field is influenced by faults of multiple orientations. Bound to the 756 
west by a north-south trending fault that acts as an effective seal due to only partial off-set of 757 
the seal lithology, the Belfast Mudstone.  758 
 759 
It is importance to note that CO2 storage differs from unconventional production as it involves 760 
the replacement of produced hydrocarbons with CO2, and thus the restoration of column 761 
pressures. However it still requires direct injection into the target formation, where changes in 762 
pore pressure can have negative effects on fault and seal integrity. 763 
 764 
The results of our modelling suggest this may be especially relevant within the Otway Basin 765 
under either strike slip or extensional, conditions where high angle ~NW-SE striking fractures 766 
may require very low increases in pore pressure to undergo reactivation. As with 767 
unconventional projects the high propensity for ~NW-SE trending faults to be at high risk for 768 
dilation under both strike-slip and compressional conditions and the moderate risk of ~E-W 769 
striking faults under these regimes of stress, presents a possible risk. In the case of a 770 
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compressional regime of stress, essentially all faults dipping towards the N -S and E-W present 771 
a high risk, as a result significant assessment of in situ stress conditions should take place prior 772 
to the commencement of any project. 773 
 774 
As such, ongoing efforts to pursue carbon capture and storage within the Otway Basin should 775 
be approached with caution and focused in locations such as the Naylor field, where structural 776 
closure is imposed mainly as a result of faults that strike ~N-S or E-W. Additionally, 777 
approaching fields reliant on fault juxtaposition and seal, even along non-critically oriented 778 
~NE-SW striking faults should be approached with caution. As there is a risk for seal capacity 779 
to be overcome and for fault integrity to respond differently under the varied conditions of 780 
wettability and density of CO2 (Vidal Gilbert et al., 2010).  781 
 782 
Lastly, while targeting depleted fields within the Otway Basin, may seem a “safe bet” as they 783 
have likely supported hydrocarbon columns. Many fields within the eastern Otway Basin may 784 
only contain economical volumes of hydrocarbons, as replacement rate is thought to exceed 785 
leakage (O’Brien et al., 2009). Implying that the presence of in place reserves does not denote 786 
a perfect seal, in which case assuming so during injection of CO2 may have negative 787 
consequences. 788 
 789 
5.3.2 Geothermal energy 790 
While carbon storage projects require an understanding of subsurface permeability pathways, 791 
they are less complex than geothermal energy projects as they require only injection. The 792 
projects often also having the advantage of utilizing a depleted natural gas or oil field, where 793 
the sub-surface structure is well constrained. In contrast, “hot rock” geothermal projects rely 794 
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on the circulation of fluids between two locations and as such require a more detailed 795 
understanding of sub surface migration pathways. 796 
 797 
The results of our modelling suggest that constraining these pathways to the required degree 798 
within the Otway Basin may prove difficult. Especially as deeper fault sections within the basin 799 
are typically less steep, and from our modelling have the potential to behave very differently 800 
under strike slip, compressional and extensive stress regimes (fig. 8b). 801 
 802 
As vertical stress increases most rapidly with depth, it may be acceptable to assume that the 803 
deepest sections of the basin may reflect an extensive stress regime. This poses a problem for 804 
geothermal projects within the Otway Basin, which are associated with deep basement units 805 
(Goldstein et al., 2009). Modelling results from this study suggest that at a depth of 3000m, 806 
within the western basin low angle faults of all orientation are at a low risk of dilation and 807 
likely closed. An insight that poses a significant hurdle for establishing the circulatory network 808 
required for geothermal energy projects. 809 
 810 
5.4 Geological Evidence Supporting Modelling Results 811 
5.4.1 Volcanism 812 
As discussed in section 2.5, similar to many global passive margin settings, the Otway Basin 813 
has seen appreciable amounts of volcanism throughout its history. With extended eruption 814 
episodes interpreted throughout much of the Cenozoic (Price et al., 2003). In addition to 815 
intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks and volcanos within parts of the Otway Basin, very high 816 
levels of mantle sourced CO2 are present within a number of wells (Watson et al., 2004; 817 
O’Brien et al., 2009) (e.g. Boggy Creek-1 containing as much as 13.9Bcf of pure CO2). 818 
 819 
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In contrast to igneous material, mantle sourced gas migrates in a non-destructive fashion. Its 820 
presence within reservoir sections of the basin possibly suggesting that structural permeability 821 
networks in the Otway Basin have played an important part in the transportation of mantle 822 
material into the upper crust. We therefore propose that CO2 plumes within the region have 823 
migrated vertically along deep seated, conductive faults, to reservoir units within the upper 824 
sedimentary successions of the basin. Utilising migratory pathways that are largely defined by 825 
steeply dipping ~NW-SE trending faults that are at a high risk of dilation. 826 
 827 
In the western Otway Basin, the distribution of eruption centres within the South Australian 828 
Quaternary Basalt province, part of the Newer Volcanics Province, displays a ~NW-SE trend 829 
as does the distribution of volcanic features in the central basin (fig. 17).  Holt et al. (2013) 830 
suggest that the pattern of faulting and distribution may be related. An inference that is 831 
supported by the modelling results from this study, especially for ~NW-SE striking steeply 832 
dipping (>60º) faults, which are at a high risk of dilation, irrespective of the regime of in-situ 833 
stress (fig. 17). This relationship between the distribution of material and the structural fabric 834 
of the basin provides some insight in the possible nature of the deeper basement structural 835 
fabric within parts of the western Otway Basin. A province that may also reflect a ~NW-SE 836 
trend, more conducive for transporting mantle material into the upper sediments of the basin. 837 
 838 
Volcanism can have a significant effect on petroleum systems, geothermal energy and natural 839 
occurring CO2 reservoirs, including the alteration of source material, the creation of traps and 840 
the destruction of in place hydrocarbons. As such, the likely presence of mantle derived 841 
volcanic material around deep seated, major NW-SE striking faults, should be considered 842 
during future subsurface industry projects. Especially as distinguishing between CO2 and 843 
hydrocarbon based gas prior to drilling is impossible. 844 
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 845 
5.4.2 Cavitonics and Shallow Fluid Flow  846 
Although far shallower features than petroleum systems and geothermal energy, naturally 847 
formed cave systems on the margin of the western Otway Basin, likely also provide direct 848 
evidence as to the dilation of sub-surface fault and fracture networks.  849 
 850 
As per Littva et al. (2015) the orientation of cave passages is approximately parallel to the 851 
orientation of maximum horizontal stress. The Naracoorte Cave system, ~ 30km north of the 852 
Penola Trough, lies within the Gambier Limestone, the South Australian equivalent of the Port 853 
Campbell Limestone and an upper most member of the Heytesbury Group (Moriarty et al., 854 
2000).  The cave system trends ~NW-SE at ~130ºN and has been shown to have formed 855 
recently within the Plio-Pleistocene. The system is bound by the ~NW-SE trending Kanawinka 856 
Scarp, a normal fault zone down thrown on the south western side (fig. 17).  857 
 858 
The hypothesis here is that local ~NW-SE trending shallow faults and fractures, which have 859 
been imaged penetrating Cenozoic sediments in the western basin, (Burgin et al., 2019b) are 860 
experiencing dilation, and represent favourable pathways for ground water flow. This has led 861 
to increased levels of erosion overtime, within carbonaceous, and easily weathered formations 862 
such as the Gambier Limestone. The higher tendency of ~NW-SE trending fault and fracture 863 
networks to conduct groundwater has likely assisted in the evolution of the cave network (fig. 864 
17). As a result, the caves now strike almost parallel to the local σH interpreted by Bailey et al. 865 
(2014).  866 
 867 
5.6 The Otway Basin as a Regional Case Study 868 
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As mentioned previously, the Otway Basin and surrounding area within Australia represent the 869 
only truly passive margin regions of the Australian continent. Areas defined by a parallel 870 
relationship between maximum horizontal stress and major fault strike. This relationship may 871 
especially be the case within the Ceduna Sub-Basin, the eastern most section of the Bight Basin. 872 
 873 
Unlike the Otway Basin, which contains some minor ~E-W and ~N-S structuring and uplifted 874 
basement blocks that are associated with many successful oil and gas fields, the Ceduna Sub-875 
Basin reflects a more discrete ~NW-SE striking system of gravitationally driven listric faults 876 
(Robson et al., 2017). Though inversion structures are present in the sub-basin their closure is 877 
often still reliant upon fault seal along ~NW-SE striking faults (Macdonald et al., 2012).  878 
 879 
From the insights gained from this study, it is possible that large normal faults within the 880 
Ceduna Sub Basin (fig. 18) may be at a high risk of being under dilation. In addition to the 881 
previously identified risk of reactivation due to increases in pore pressure (Reynolds et al., 882 
2003; Macdonald et al., 2012). Indeed, the presence of paleo-fluid-flow features documented 883 
by (Velaytham et al., 2019) and the  network of igneous bodies that strike parallel to major 884 
basin forming faults, suggest that leakage of fluids along major faults may have already 885 
occurred (fig. 18). As such, while there is much speculation that the Bight Basin may contain 886 
potential oil and gas reserves on the scale of some of the most successful fields in the world. 887 
The same may be said of the Otway Basin during its early phases of exploration, and the results 888 
of this study suggest efforts should be approached with caution. 889 
 890 
6.0 Conclusions 891 
In the Otway Basin and other passive continental margins, many faults may be at a high risk 892 
of dilation, due to low levels of effective normal stress acting on the fault plane. An affect that 893 
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can vary with depth and fault dip, depending on the regime of in-situ stress. Additionally, these 894 
environments are likely also characterised by low (<20MPa) reactivation pressures for natural 895 
fracture networks.  896 
 897 
These insights into fluid flow pathways and fault dilations have a number of consequences with 898 
regard to subsurface industries within these settings: 899 
 900 
- ~NW-SE trending normal fault networks are at a high risk of experiencing dilation 901 
especially under a compressional regime of stress, where all fault angles are at a high 902 
risk, and vertical stress magnitudes are low within shallow reservoir sections. A 903 
characteristic of their geometry that affects their ability to act as adequate seals to 904 
prospective hydrocarbon accumulations. However, this “risk” can also be viewed in a 905 
positive light as deeper seated faults within on the edge of the continental shelf may 906 
provide migration pathways from the basin deep to the upper sections of the continental 907 
shelf.  908 
 909 
- ~NW-SE trending fracture networks in the Otway Basin require low (~5MPa in some 910 
cases) increases in pore pressure in order to be reactivated, which bodes well for the 911 
challenge of increasing secondary permeability within the tight Eumerella Formation, 912 
and has consequences for unconventional hydrocarbon production. For which the 913 
region has recently become a target. Additionally, there may be significant spatial 914 
variations in fracture density throughout the Otway Basin, which should be considered. 915 
 916 
- High fault dilation risk and low fracture stability levels in the Otway Basin mean that 917 
any efforts for further storage of CO2, should be undertaken with caution. As many 918 
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major faults are critically oriented for dilation and likely to be reactivated, even with 919 
minimal increases in pore pressure. In which case, reactvation negatively affect aquifers 920 
within the upper sedimentary succession. Additionally, the likelihood of non-dilated 921 
faults within the deepest parts of the basin may pose a problem for geothermal energy 922 
projects. 923 
 924 
- Geomechanical modelling results in this study are supported with geological evidence, 925 
with the occurrence of igneous activity and high concentrations of CO2 where faults 926 
have a high risk of dilation. An observation that is further supported by shallow surface 927 
cave systems that strike parallel with regional faults and σH.  928 
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Minerva 300 Austral 2 
Casino 290 Austral 2 
Thylacine 532 Austral 2 
Geographe 286 Austral 2 
Martha/Halladale 153 Austral 2 
Labella 150 Austral 2 





North Paratte 10.9 Austral 2 
Iona 19 Austral 2 
Wild Dog Road 0.6 Austral 2 
Wallaby Creek 11.9 Austral 2 
Skull Creek 1.3 Austral 2 
Fenton Creek 3.2 Austral 2 
Mylor 7.9 Austral 2 
Penryn 2.4 Austral 2 
Boggy Creek 13.9 Austral 2 
Grumby 0.7 Austral 2 
Langley 3.4 Austral 2 
Dunbar 2.5 Austral 2 
Butress (CO2) 1.1 Austral 2 
Tregony 7.3 Austral 2 
Lavers 0.6 Austral 2 
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Naylor 5.8 Austral 2 





Caroline 89.6 Austral 1 and 2 
Haselgrove 17.4 Austral 1 
Jacaranda Ridge 0.026 Austral 1 
Katnook 30.411 Austral 1 
Lagbroke Grove 61.62 Austral 1 




offshore Troas 24.7 
Austral 1 
 943 
Table 1: Displays approximate reserves of the fields within the western and eastern Otway 944 
Basin as of 2009, which have not seen any appreciable increase. Modified from O Brien et al. 945 
(2009).946 
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Table 2: The modelling scenarios used within this study. Stress data taken from aNelson et al. 


























Basin  131°N  15.5a 29 a 21.18 a 10MPa/km 0.42 Strike Slip 0.6 
Western 
Basin  131°N  23d 29 a 21.18 a 10MPa/km 0.3 Compressional 0.6 
Western 
Basin  131°N  15.5 a 18.0d 21.18 a 10MPa/km 0.4 Extensive 0.6 
Eastern 
Basin  137°N  15.98b 18.75b 20.0 a 10MPa/km 0.59 Extensive 0.6 
Eastern 
Basin  137°N  14.5c 27c 21.45b 10MPa/km 0.56 Strike Slip 0.6 
Eastern 
Basin  137°N  21.0d 27c 20.0 a 10MPa/km 0.08 Compressional 0.6 
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Table 3: The modelling scenarios used for each individual seismic survey within this study. 
With scenario 1,2 and 3 from table 2 applied to each survey dependant on its location in the 






















Tillbooroo 3D Western Onshore 44 4.1s - -3000 98 
St George 3D Western Onshore 66 4.1s - -3000 68 
Balnaves-
Haselgrove 3D Western Onshore 417 5s - -3000 72 
Carpenter 3D Western Offshore 380 6s 55m -3000 103 
Crowes Foot 
3D Eastern Offshore 
 
6.5s 76m -2500 
 
Champion-
Hercules 3D Eastern Offshore 1560 5.5s 70m -1750 181 
Schomberg-
Minerva 3D Eastern Offshore 457 5.5s 80m -1700 126 
Brandt 3D Eastern Offshore 150 5.1s 80m -2000 125 
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Table 4: Image log fracture data from used for the modelling of fracture stability in this 















Top of Log 
(m bKB) 
Bottom of 







FMI 8.5 1 278 978 700 24 
Halladale-
1DW1 
STAR 8.5 20.54 775 1916 1141 1 
xHalladale-
1DW2 
STAR 8.5 21.72 1668 1927 259 25 
xHenry-
1ST1 
STAR 8.5 1 1725 2015 290 37 
xWild Dog 
Road-1 
FMI 8.5 34.5 1200 1676 476 27 
xMoreys-1 CMI 8.5 21.4 1700 2300 600 60 
Glenaire-1 FMS 8.5 20.5 2996 3702 706 24 
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Fig. 1: A topographic map of Australia displaying σH data from Rajabi et al. (2017a) along 
with approximated regional fault trend data for Australia’s major basins. White dashed lines 
represent modelled stress trajectories; black arrows represent averages within individual 
provinces after Rajabi et al. (2016a). Otway Basin fault trends from this study along with 
Burgin and Amrouch (2019a; 2019b), Bass Basin trends from Lennon et al. (1999), 
Gippsland Basin after Norvick et al. (2001), Perth and Bight Basin after Totterdell et al. 
(2000), Cooper/Eromanga from Kulikowski et al. (2016), Carnarvon Basin after Velayatham 
et al. (2018), Amadeus Basin after Shaw (1991), Sydney Basin after Glen and Beckett (1997), 
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Fig. 2: A map of the Otway Basin, showing major fault trends after Krassay et al. (2004) and 
Burgin and Amrouch (2019b), in addition to the seismic surveys, wells and petroleum fields 
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Fig. 3: A stratigraphic log and generalised model for basin evolution modified after Duddy 
(2003) and Geary and Reid (1998) with petroleum systems elements modified after O’Brien 
et al. (2009).  Generalised tectonic history from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b). 
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Fig 4: Schematic representation of modelling for (a) dilation tendency and (b) and (c) 
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Fig. 5: Faults extracted and modelled within this study from the Tillbooro, St George and 
Balnaves Haselgrove 3D. Faults are largely high angle and in all cases are normal.(x,y) = 
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Fig. 6: (a) An example of an inline taken from the Carpenter 3D within the western Otway 
Basin (b) faults extracted from the survey and modelled as part of this study. (x,y) = fault dip 
angle and fault count. (c) A depth map of the Top Sherbrook formation within the Carpenter 
3D as an example (d) The incoherence attribute displayed along the Top Sherbrook 
Formation that assists in highlighting the major ~NW-SE structural trend 
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Fig. 7: Faults extracted and modelled within this study from the Champion-Hercules, 
Schomberg-Minerva, Brandt. Faults are largely high angle and in all cases are normal in 
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Fig. 8: (a) An example of an inline taken from the Crowes Foot 3D in the eastern Otway 
Basin (b) faults extracted from the survey and modelled as part of this study.(x,y) = fault dip 
angle and fault count. (c) A depth map of the Top Sherbrook formation within the Crowes 
Foot 3D as an example (d) The incoherence attribute displayed along the Top Sherbrook 
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Fig. 9: Natural fracture extracted from well bore image log interpretations and modelled as 
part of this study. Fractures are mainly high angle ~50-90 degrees in dip and poles cluster 
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Fig. 10: An example of a high angle ~NW-SE striking fracture interpreted within the 
Bellarine-1 (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). This image log is of remarkable quality, with little 
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Fig. 13: The results from the modelling of natural fractures from seven wellbore image logs 
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Fig. 14: A structural map taken from Glenton (1991) displaying the framework of the 
Snapper Anticline and Snapper Field in the Gippsland Basin. As can be seen significant 
inversion along ~ENE-WSW striking faults has resulted in the formation of a broad and long 





















Fig. 15: (a) Arbitary line through the Minerva-Schomberg 3D, showing some of the 
modelled faults and the inversion structure that comprises the Minerva “anticline” 
penetrated by the well Minerva-1 (b) The Top Early Cretaceous surface through the 
survey. Modified from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b – in prep) (c) Top Late Cretaceous 
through the survey. 
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Fig. 16: A schematic diagram of the potential risks associated with unconventional 
production in addition to carbon capture and storage in the Otway Basin. ~NW-SE striking 
normal faults already at a high risk of dilation may be reactivated by even small increases in 
pore pressure at the reservoir depth, potentially acting as fluid conduits for either 
hydrocarbon, CO2, or drilling mud/hydraulic fluid which could contaminate aquifer units in 
the higher sedimentary succession, such as those within the Clifton Formation, which are of 
great importance to the agricultural industry within the region. Smaller schematics display the 
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approximate response of high angle fractures to different regimes of stress at a pore pressure 
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Fig. 17: (a) Map of the western Otway Basin showing the location of the 3D seismic surveys 
used for modelling in this region in addition to the major structural trend and regional 
evidence for recent volcanism (b) Schematic map from Moriarty et al. (2000) of the 
Naracoorte Cave systems which are parallel to the σH of the western Otway Basin (c) Red; a 
rose diagram showing the orientation of σH from Bailey et al .(2014). Blue; the strike of 
faults from the St George survey, closest to the caves which also strike parallel to the cave 
network and are at a high risk of dilation. 
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Fig. 18: a) Location of possible fluid flow associated features in the Ceduna Sub-Basin after 
Velatatham et al. (2019) (b) Time slice showing the orientation of major faults and their 
relationship to the in-situ stress field (c) cross section showing the listric style faults and 
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The structural framework of the Otway Basin is well studied, with two distinct generations of 11 
work in the literature. The first, published during the early stages of hydrocarbon exploration 12 
from the 1980s to early 2000s, the second representing more modern assessments in the last 13 
ten years. The two generations of work, display distinct differences in approaches and available 14 
datasets and as a result, their ability to effectively constrain the framework of the basin has 15 
varied. Building on the modern body of work, through the structural interpretation of Torquay 16 
3D seismic survey, this paper presents a revised structural framework for the Otway Basin. 17 
Simultaneously discussing a number of factors that may have hamstrung works within the first 18 
generation of studies, resulting in an enigmatic and inaccurate structural framework. The most 19 
notable revision for the new model is the absence of a ~NE-SW trending fault network within 20 
the eastern most basin, and the Otway Ranges. Though the exclusion of these faults is conflict 21 
with many past studies, the new framework is reliably defined by structural datasets from the 22 
micro to the macro scale. Characterising a more consistent framework, both within the basin 23 
and across Australia’s southern margin. 24 
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1.0 Introduction 25 
The Otway Basin (fig.1) represents a classic example of a passive continental margin basin and 26 
has seen many structurally focused investigations throughout the last fifty years. The basin is 27 
one of an en-echelon series of sedimentary provinces that line Australia’s southern margin, 28 
comprising the Southern Rift System (SRS) (Wilcox and Stagg, 1990) (fig. 1), a region 29 
synonymous with some of Australia’s most successful oil and gas fields.  30 
 31 
Early research in the last decades of the 20th century within the Otway Basin, utilised petroleum 32 
industry datasets, mainly two-dimensional (2D) seismic. Studies of this era were focused on 33 
constraining the phases of early basin evolution (e.g. Etheridge et al., 1985; Wilcox and Stagg, 34 
1990) and inversion (e.g. Hill et al., 1995; Cooper and Hill, 1997) and relating them to regional 35 
models of continental separation between Australia and Antarctica (e.g. Teasdale et al., 2003). 36 
A secondary focus was to discern how two seemingly orthogonally striking - ~NW-SE and 37 
~NE-SW - structural fabrics developed simultaneously within the eastern sector of the basin 38 
(Duddy 1994; Hill et al., 1995; Finlayson et al., 1996; Cooper and Hill, 1997; Miller et al., 39 
2002) and the degree and timing of inversional events (Duddy, 1994; Hill et al., 1994; Cooper 40 
and Hill, 1997).  41 
 42 
This first generation of work, mainly between the 1980s and early 2000s, resulted in a variety 43 
of structural frameworks and theories for the nature of continental break up in the basin. 44 
Including; major ~NE-SW listric and planar detachment and transform systems (Etheridge et 45 
al., 1985; Etheridge et al., 1988; Lister et al., 1989), NW-SE oriented strike slip models 46 
(Willcox and Stagg, 1990; O’Brien et al., 1994), progressive N-S (Hill et al., 1994) and NE-47 
SW (Perincek et al., 1994) rifting, oblique extension (Cooper and Hill, 1997) and progressive 48 
fault rotation from W to E (Miller et al., 2002). 49 
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Works using early datasets, such as 2D seismic, also present evidence for periodic inversion 50 
and uplift in the Otway Basin, particularly during the Mid Cretaceous (Duddy, 1994; Cooper 51 
and Hill, 1997), Late Cretaceous (Duddy and Erout, 2001; Duddy et al., 2003) and episodic, 52 
Miocene – recent (Holford 2011; Holford et al., 2014) which in all cases favour a ~NW-SE 53 
oriented compressional azimuth. As a result, through much of the early 21st century the 54 
structural framework of the basin remained confusing and poorly defined. 55 
 56 
The past ten years has seen a resurgence of research within the basin, coming mainly from staff 57 
and students at the Australian School of Petroleum. These studies providing new, cutting edge 58 
insights into the evolution of the basin as well as complimentary fields at the forefront of 59 
geoscience, including: Detailed assessments of the stages of normal fault growth (Robson et 60 
al., 2016; 2017; 2018), the influence of basement architecture on fault development during 61 
rifting (Lyon et al., 2007), the quantification of exhumation and uplift using sonic log analysis 62 
(Tassone et al., 2014), detailed assessment of post break up compression (Holford et al., 2014), 63 
the introduction of novel techniques for fracture mapping in the sub-surface and outcrop 64 
(Bailey et al., 2014; Burgin et al 2018), comparing and contrasting in-situ stress environments 65 
from geological evidence and petroleum industry datasets (Tassone et al., 2017), investigations 66 
into the internal structure of faults (Debenham et al., 2018; 2019), the first application of 67 
microstructural techniques of petrophysical data at a passive continental margin (Burgin et al., 68 
2019b), and the first quantification of differential stresses during continental break up (Burgin 69 
and Amrouch, 2019b). 70 
 71 
Today, 11 3D cubes in the basin have seen detailed structural investigation across the Otway 72 
Basin (fig. 2), a significant increase in data resolution from the first generation of studies. 73 
Combining the insights from many of these studies, allows for detailed comparisons to be made 74 
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between the two generations of work. Contrasts that highlight the importance of viewing dated 75 
models for basin evolution with a degree of reserve, especially given the limited nature of the 76 
data available at the time. 77 
 78 
As such, the aims of this paper are multi-faceted, to 1) present new insights from a 3D seismic 79 
interpretation in the Torquay Sub-Basin (TSB) 2) highlight the limitations of early studies, 80 
mainly surrounding the use of 2D datasets 3) present a new structural framework for the Otway 81 
Basin and 4) Discuss the consequences with respect to the in situ stress conditions of the region. 82 
 83 
2.0 3D Seismic Analysis in the Torquay Sub Basin  84 
This section outlines the interpretation of the Torquay 3D survey and how the results contribute 85 
to completing a refined model for the structural framework of the Otway Basin. 86 
 87 
2.1 Geological Setting - The Torquay Sub Basin 88 
The Torquay sub-basin (TSB) (fig. 3) formed due to off-shore extension within the north 89 
eastern most sector of the Otway Basin, the sub-basin contains a series of depocentres varying 90 
in age from the Early Cretaceous to the Neogene (Holford et al., 2011). With sediment 91 
thicknesses varying from 5-7km in the central deep, to 2 -5km in the surrounding Snail 92 
Terrance (Trupp et al., 1994).  93 
 94 
The TSB has been the subject of a number of studies (e.g. Hill et al., 1995; Holford et al., 95 
2011b; Holford et al., 2014) although detailed structural mapping using 3D seismic data has 96 
not been completed. The TSB is bound to the west by the outcropping Otway Ranges and to 97 
the east by the Mornington Peninsula (fig. 3). The sub-basin contains unconformities 98 
throughout the Paleogene and Neogene sedimentary succession, stratigraphic events that mark 99 
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a number of erosional events, including the widespread Miocene unconformity, which has been 100 
mapped throughout much of southeastern Australia (fig. 4). 101 
 102 
Evidence for folding and faulting within Miocene sediments within the TSB has been presented 103 
in previous studies (Hill et al., 1994; Trupp et al., 2002; Holford et al., 2011; Dickenson et al., 104 
2002). Many of which utilise predominately 2D seismic lines, which strike mainly ~NW-SE,  105 
to constrain the structural framework of the sub basin. In most cases these studies work with 106 
the assumption that the Otway Basin exhibits two contrasting distinct structural trends between 107 
the west and east (Tassone et al., 2017), which modern studies indicate it may not exist (Burgin 108 
and Amrouch (2019b). In light of recent findings by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b that suggest 109 
the presence of NW-SE, rather than NE-SW striking faults within the Otway Ranges, we 110 
believe the structural framework of the TSB requires a re-assessment.  111 
 112 
Sedimentary successions within the TSB (fig. 4) are constrained by three wells, including Wild 113 
Dog-1, Snail-1 and Nerita-1 (fig. 3) and consist of Lower Paleozoic metasediments and 114 
volcanics units overlain by the Early Cretaceous Otway Group sediments, which encompasses 115 
the Eumeralla Formation. A major unconformity is present at the top of the Eastern View 116 
Group, which records exhumation and uplift constrained by a number of AFTA studies across 117 
much of southeastern Australia (Duddy, 1994, 2009; Hill et al., 1995; Duddy and Erout, 2001).  118 
 119 
In the TSB, the Otway Group is overlain by the Eastern View Group (fig. 4), equivalent to the 120 
Sherbrook Group (Duddy et al., 2003) within other sectors of the eastern Otway Basin. The 121 
Eastern View Group is overlain by the Demon’s Bluff Group, which is aged middle to late 122 
Eocene and represents an increasingly marine dominated environment of deposition (Messent 123 
et al., 1999). The Demons Bluff Group is overlain by the Late Oligocene-Miocene Torquay 124 
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Group which comprises mainly marine carbonate sections with a maximum thickness of 700m 125 
in the central deep of the sub-basin (Messent et al., 1999).  126 
 127 
2.1 Dataset and Methodology 128 
The Torquay 3D survey extends over ~245km2 within the central TSB, covering the previously 129 
imaged Wild Dog-1 structure (Hill et al., 1994; Holford et al., 2014). The survey has a 130 
maximum penetration of 6.0s two-way time and was acquired in January 2013. The western 131 
most edge of the survey is ~36km due east from the sea side town of Apollo Bay in the Otway 132 
Ranges (fig. 3). Inlines within the survey strike N-S at a spacing of 25m, and crosslines E-W 133 
at 6.25m. Wild Dog-1 was used to tie horizon interpretations and to convert from the time to 134 
the depth domain using a standard windowing velocity model. Vertical resolution within the 135 
survey was calculated to be approximately 20m at 1s TWT with a dominant frequency of 32Hz. 136 
 137 
2.2 Seismic interpretation and results 138 
Igneous features exert a strong control over the structural fabric of the Torquay 3D survey, 139 
identified due to their high-amplitude nature and apparent discontinuity with surrounding 140 
seismic reflectors (fig 5).  141 
 142 
Two sections of the survey are affected by the largest identifiable igneous features; the first, a 143 
dyke structure (IT-1) (fig. 5b) striking ~ENE-WSW, is confined to a fault plane within the 144 
Basement, Eumerella Formation, and sections of the Eastern View Group in the western half 145 
of the survey. IT-1 is visible at a depth slice of 1100m, and is almost 6km in length along strike 146 
(fig. 5e). In the eastern half of the survey, a buried volcano (EX-1) (fig. 5b), dominates the 147 
architecture, along with two associated intrusive bodies (IT-2 and IT-3) which are difficult to 148 
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discern due to the significant disruption of seismic reflectors. EX-1, IT-2 and IT-2 are best 149 
pictured at a depth slice of 700m (fig. 5f).  150 
 151 
Interpretation of the regional basement was possible throughout most of the survey due to a 152 
hard seismic kick (fig. 6), that becomes less obvious in close proximity to the igneous events. 153 
The interpretation shows two basement structural fabrics (fig. 3b), the most dominant being a 154 
~NW-SE striking series of faults, that define a series of similarly striking half grabens, 155 
extending upwards into the Eumeralla Formation. A second fault set striking ~ENE-WSW are 156 
isolated along the edge of a basement high and show minimal reactivation within the overlying 157 
sediments. 158 
 159 
Due to poor data resolution within the Eumeralla Formation, only partial interpretation of the 160 
most extensive and continuous inter-formational reflector was possible. Even so, a partial depth 161 
map of the horizon (fig. 6b) displays a series of ~NW-SE striking domino style grabens – best 162 
viewed through a ~NE-SW striking arbline (fig. 5c) - that have been significantly rotated down 163 
towards the SW and panned off at the base Demons Bluff inconformity (fig. 6c). A feature that 164 
is suggestive of a major period of structuring and uplift prior to the deposition of the Demons 165 
Bluff Group. 166 
 167 
Offset along most faults is normal, although reverse offset is visible in a few cases (fig. 5d), in 168 
combination with contracted fault angles, and bulging within collapsed graben structures. This 169 
structuring suggests the fault network has been subjected to ~NE-SW oriented inversion in a 170 
similar manner to faults within the Prawn Platform (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b). ENE-WSW 171 
structuring is also evident within the Eumeralla Formation, although it is isolated to the fault 172 
plane hosting IT1-1. 173 
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 174 
The Eastern View Group is evident within the survey only within small half graben sections 175 
(fig. 5d) along ~NW-SE striking faults that penetrate the Eumeralla Formation and are 176 
downthrown to the SW. Due to removal it’s throughout most of the survey and limited well 177 
control, differentiation between it and the Top Eumerella was difficult, as was its interpretation, 178 
and as such it was not completed in detail.  179 
 180 
The base Demons Bluff Group was interpreted throughout all of the Torquay 3D survey (fig. 181 
6c). The unit uncomfortably overlies both the Eumerella Formation and Eastern View Group, 182 
containing forced folding deformation (the folding of sediments due to the intrusion of igneous 183 
material) that is concentrated around the intrusive and extrusive bodies within the survey. This 184 
style of deformation is also visible along the top Demons Bluff reflector (fig. 6e) and to a lesser 185 
extent the mid-Torquay Group horizon (fig 6g). The Top Demons Bluff Group (fig. 6e) is un-186 
faulted in cross section, throughout the survey, although minor deformation is evident utilising 187 
the incoherence attribute. The use of attribute highlighting the effect of the underlying 188 
intrusives as well as the extrusive volcano on the topography of the surface, in addition to the 189 
minor reactivation of underlying faults (fig. 6f). 190 
 191 
To assess the deformation within the Torquay Group, an arbitrary and continuous reflector was 192 
interpreted throughout the survey at ~300m depth (fig. 6g). Deformation of this surface is 193 
emphasised using the incoherency attribute, showing a dominant ~NW-SE striking pattern of 194 
small normal faults (fig. 6h). Polygonal style faulting is also seen within the unit, especially in 195 
sections overlying the igneous bodies (fig. 6h), and there is no direct dip linkage between NW-196 
SE striking faults within the Torquay Group and those within underlying units. That being said 197 
many faults within the group occur directly up-dip from underlying faults within the basement, 198 
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Eumeralla and Demons Bluff Group, displaying the same dip degree and dip direction. 199 
Suggesting these deeper seated faults have accommodated minor reactivation, which has 200 
resulted in faulting propagating upwards into the overlying sediments. A structural feature that 201 
may have been exaggerated due to differential compaction. 202 
 203 
With respect to the timing of igneous material within the survey: The presence of EX-1 at the 204 
top of the Demons Bluff Group and forced folding within the formations upper layers 205 
surrounding IT-1, the two events seem to have occurred within the late Palaeogene. With IT1 206 
likely occurring mid deposition of the Demons Bluff Group and EX1 occurring post deposition 207 
of the unit (fig. 5b).  This observation is supported by on-lap of the Torquay Group sediments 208 
and minor faults within the unit directly above the intrusions (fig. 5b) 209 
 210 
2.4 Discussion of 3D seismic results 211 
The interpretation of the Torquay 3D survey has a number of consequences with respect to 212 
revising the structural framework of the Otway Basin and aligns well with the recent insights 213 
from Burgin and Amrouch (2019b).  214 
 215 
Firstly, it is apparent that the broadly ~NW-SE structural fabric present within almost all of the 216 
Otway Basin sediments to the west is also pervasive throughout the TSB. This observation, 217 
suggesting that if ~ENE-WSW faults are present within the region, they are likely confined to 218 
the basement, and defined by minimal reactivation into the Otway Group units, even during 219 
phases of extension. This supports Burgin and Amrouch’s (2019b) thesis that no major 220 
structural change occurs within the eastern half of the Otway Basin. Also supporting the 221 
authors’ model for ~NE-SW oriented, co-axial basin inversion and uplift in the Otway Ranges. 222 
 223 
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The interpretation also supports a major period of ~Latest Cretaceous basin inversion proposed 224 
by Burgin and Amrouch (2019b) an event that is characterised by the distinct erosional event 225 
following deposition of the Eastern View Group – the most angular unconformity observed 226 
within the basin to date - resulting in the panning off of the ~NW-SE striking grabens. 227 
Additionally, the style of inversional structures within the survey is similar to those observed 228 
within the Prawn Platform (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b), implying a structural style of 229 
formation. 230 
 231 
In contrast to previous works in the same region (Hill et al., 1995; Holford et al., 2014), the 232 
analysis, shows no evidence for ~NW-SE oriented Miocene – recent compression and inversion 233 
within the TSB around the Wild Dog structure (fig. 3c). In fact the noted correlation between 234 
deep seated ~NW-SE striking faults within the Eumeralla Formation and the Torquay Group 235 
(fig. 6h), suggest that if anything ~NE-SW extensional stresses may have continued dominate 236 
well into the Miocene and present day. Although the poorly imaged Nerita anticline may 237 
provide some evidence for regional Neotectonic uplift (Holford et al., 2011), the insights from 238 
this study suggest approaches using 2D data have likely been ineffective at constraining the 239 
true nature of the structure. 240 
 241 
2.5 Section Summary 242 
The results from the interpretation of the Torquay 3D are in contrast to the results from previous 243 
2D seismic based studies within the TSB. 3D seismic interpretation revealing a structural trend 244 
that was predominantly hidden from previous datasets (fig. 3c). The insights gained within this 245 
study are due to the simple nature of the data, as all previous works used only 2D data and the 246 
degree of insight between it and 3D data is almost incomparable. That being said, it is our belief 247 
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that other factors also contributed to the misinterpretation of the structural framework within 248 
the TSB and eastern Otway Basin which we explore in the following section. 249 
 250 
 251 
3.0 Contrasting dated and modern approaches 252 
The Otway Basin and in particular studies within the TSB and the immediate surroundings, 253 
represent an excellent case study as to the importance of revising historic models of basin 254 
evolution. Highlighting the advantage of taking a modern and multiscale approach to basin 255 
analysis.  256 
 257 
With the benefit of hindsight from many recent works, it is of use to briefly outline the distinct 258 
contrast in approaches and datasets between the two generations of work. These differences 259 
exist mainly between those studies utilising dated 2D datasets or in some cases single 2D lines, 260 
and those that have taken advantage of modern 3D methods of analysis including the 261 
integration of sub seismic datasets. 262 
 263 
3.1 Paleostress or in-situ stress? 264 
Investigations quantifying paleostress orientations and magnitudes in many regions around the 265 
globe (Zagros [Iran] (Amrouch et al., 2010), Khao Khwang [Thailand] (Arboit et al., 2017), 266 
The Albanides [Albania] (Lacombe et al., 2009) and the Rocky Mountains [Wyoming] 267 
(Amrouch et. al., 2010a, 2010b; Beaudoin et al., 2012, 2016) including Australia (Kulikowski 268 
and Amrouch, 2017), make it apparent that stresses within the earth are not static and evolve 269 
dynamically. As such when conducting structural investigations it is important to remember 270 
that in-situ stresses are not representative of paleostresses.  271 
 272 
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We suggest that in the Otway Basin, this distinction between paleostresses and in-situ stresses 273 
was often not recognised (fig. 7) at least to a high enough degree, when considering the region’s 274 
structural evolution.  From the commentary of many studies (Duddy 1994; Hill et al., 1995; 275 
Edwards et al., 1996; Cooper and Hill 1997; Krassay et al., 2004; King et al., 2012; Holford et 276 
al., 2011; 2014; Tassone et al., 2014; 2017) it is apparent an orthogonal orientation between 277 
the ~NE-SW striking Otway Ranges in the eastern sector of the basin, and the ~NW-SE 278 
trending maximum horizontal in situ stress, has biased their conclusions (fig. 7). Whilst in early 279 
studies these connections were often made with some reserve, alongside questions (such as to 280 
why the ranges were so isolated: Hill et al., 1995), these problems faded with time, the 281 
neotectonic model of formation becoming accepted in the late 90s (Cooper and Hill, 1997). In 282 
the Otway Ranges, this model of basin inversion resulted in the mapping of a number of ~NE-283 
SW striking inverted faults, in the absence of any actual structural evidence for their existence 284 
(e.g. outcropping fault planes, reverse offset, kinematic indicators, seismic offset) even at the 285 
well-studied Castle Cove (Debenham et al., 2018; 2019; Burgin et al., 2019a). Indeed, one must 286 
only take a drive along the region’s famous ~NE-SW trending Great Ocean Road to view the 287 
distinct lack parallel regional thrusting, which should be visible given the scale of the uplift, 288 
which has been estimated in excess of 2000m (Tassone et al., 2014). 289 
 290 
3.2 Spatial limitations of 2D seismic datasets 291 
The advantages of 3D seismic datasets over 2D seismic data are obvious, as 2D seismic lines, 292 
especially when used in isolation, only allow for a slither of information to be interpreted. 293 
While 3D seismic on the other hand, allows for the entire geometry of structures to be observed. 294 
A characteristic of the data that is of particular importance when completing structural 295 
analyses, especially when interpreting complex networks of faults. It is our belief that certain 296 
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limitations of 2D seismic data have played a key role in the history of establishing an accurate 297 
structural framework of the Otway Basin (fig. 8). 298 
 299 
During 2D seismic analysis, it is difficult or impossible to discern true fault strike, or the 300 
presence of faults at all, if line orientation is parallel to fault strike (fig. 3). A drawback of the 301 
dataset that is further emphasised when only single 2D lines are used in isolation from the 302 
wider dataset (e.g. Dickenson et al., 2002; Hill et al., 1994). As even during the interpretation 303 
of complete survey set, characterised by tightly spaced 2D lines, changes in the structural 304 
nature of sediments is possible between the lines. In 2019, with the benefit of hindsight from 305 
many regional 3D studies, we believe these particular issues hamstrung early investigations in 306 
the Otway Basin and TSB. For instance Trupp et al., (1994), Hill et al., (1995) and Dickenson 307 
et al (2002) use the interpretation of 2D datasets to analyse the structural framework of the 308 
TSB. In all these cases, primarily ~NW-SE striking 2D lines were used for analysis, which 309 
from results presented in section 2 of this paper,  means they were parallel to fault strike within 310 
the Eumeralla Formation. Making the interpretation of the large network of ~NW-SE striking 311 
faults in the formation a difficult task (fig. 3). We also suspect that in the case of Dickenson et 312 
al., (2002) oblique angles between faulting and line orientations have distorted the appearance 313 
of structures. Distinct differences between a study utilising 2D data and 3D data in the Otway 314 
Basin can also be drawn between Holford et al., (2014) and Burgin and Amrouch (2019b). The 315 
first study utilises the interpretation of a ~NW-SE striking 2D line along the prawn platform, 316 
interpreting the Crowes and Loch Ard anticlines. The second images these structures in 3D, 317 
displaying two ~NE-SW striking chains of horst and graben structures, defined by ~NW-SE 318 
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3.3 Compounding Errors 322 
Edwards et al., (1996) represents a Geological Report compiled by the Geological Survey of 323 
the Australian State of Victoria. The report is responsible for the construction of a series of 324 
structural cross sections through the on-shore Otway Basin and Otway Ranges. Despite 325 
containing an accurate and highly detailed map of the surface geology, the cross sections in 326 
this report, in particular those striking ~NW-SE are inaccurate. Their structural framework for 327 
the basin outlining the reverse reactivation of steeply dipping ~NE-SW striking faults under 328 
Miocene-recent, ~NW-SE compression. A model which has been largely refuted by later works 329 
(Schnider et al., 2004; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b) (fig. 9). Although, the framework of ~NE-330 
SW striking faults was present within the literature prior to the report by Edwards et al., in 331 
1996 (e.g. Perincek et al., 1994) it is the cross sections within this study that have been most 332 
widely adopted by following works. Especially as they accompany a detailed surface map of 333 
the region, which made the report as a whole, an excellent resource.  334 
 335 
These cross sections by Edwards et al., (1996) have been embraced by two major studies on 336 
the Australian neotectonic record including: Dickinson et al., (2002) who discuss the timing 337 
and origin of the Miocene-Pliocene unconformity and Clark et al., (2012) who present an 338 
extensive record of Australia’s seismogenic record. Numerous other works throughout the 339 
literature have also directly adopted the Edwards et al., (1996) framework, including (Holford 340 
et al., 2014; Tassone et al., 2014; Debenham et al., 2018; Raiber et al., 2008) Stirling et al., 341 
(2011); Tassone et al., (2017); Clark et al., (2014); Clark et al., (2012) and King et al., (2012) 342 
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We also suspect that the first structural geological map of the Otway Ranges has had a 346 
significant influence on later works. The map was published by Medwell in 1971, prior to 347 
modern advances in topographic mapping and aerial photography and is the first study to 348 
describe the Otway Ranges as a series of ~NE-SW trending anticlines. An inference that was 349 
considerably built upon by Edwards et al., (1996), that led to many following works assuming 350 
inversion along NE-SW striking faults, parallel to the Otway Ranges as the most likely mode 351 
of formation. 352 
 353 
3.4 The advantage of a multiscale structural analysis 354 
Prior to recent work by Burgin et al., (2018), there had been no consideration of sub-seismic 355 
scale deformation and paleostresses within the Otway Basin, all preceding studies utilising 2D 356 
seismic data alongside other petroleum industry datasets. In the Otway Ranges and eastern 357 
Otway Basin, the integration of micro and mesoscale structural analysis with macroscale 3D 358 
seismic datasets has been key in revealing the true structural framework of the region.  359 
 360 
The integration of microscale calcite twin datasets, a highly sensitive tool, which can be used 361 
to quantify paleostress magnitudes and orientations (e.g. Amroouch et al., 2010a; 2011), has 362 
contributed significantly to the revision of the structural framework. Its application, alongside 363 
microstructural investigations into the nature of internal deformation (Burgin et al., 2019b) has 364 
particularly assisted in characterising the nature of continental separation alongside the style of 365 
basin inversion. Two structural events which in the case of the Otway Basin, were most likely 366 
co-axial and oriented ~NE-SW (fig. 9). 367 
 368 
Results from the applications of these multiscale studies (Burgin et al., 2018; 2019a; 2019b; 369 
Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b) also explain a number of phenomenon’s that have puzzled 370 
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preceding works. Such as the isolation of the Otway Ranges in contrast to the surrounding 371 
region (Hill et al., 1994) the preservation of normal offset during inversion (Holford et al., 372 
2014) and the low levels of compressional mesoscale deformation within the Otway Ranges 373 
(Medwell, 1971). All of which can be explained through the co-axial nature of basin inversion 374 
and the presence of shallow basement beneath the Otway Ranges (Cayley et al., 2002; Burgin 375 
and Amrouch, 2019b). The formation of the ranges resulting due to the partitioning of strain 376 
during inversion to the reactivation of the detachment zone and vast network of ~NW-SE 377 
striking extensional faults. A feature that is well documented in sandbox experiments of 378 
inverted detachment faults (Buchanan and McLay, 1991) and in the study of detachment in 379 
collisional zones (e.g. Robion et al., 2007). 380 
 381 
4.0 A Revised Structural Framework for the Otway Basin 382 
Constructed with evidence from multiscale structural studies and work from this paper in the 383 
TSB, figure 10, presents our revised structural framework for the Otway Basin. The framework 384 
builds on work by Moore et al., (2000) and Krassay et al., (2004) utilising their nomenclature 385 
for major basin provinces. Despite early studies that suggested otherwise, results from this 386 
study in the TSB along with other recent investigations have revealed that the overall nature of 387 
faulting is relatively consistent across most of the Otway Basin, although basement linked 388 
faults may reflect slight variations, especially in the Penola Trough (Lyon et al., 2007). 389 
 390 
Onshore in the west, high angled ~NW-SE and E-W striking normal faults that dip northward 391 
dominate the structural trend in regions such as the Penola Trough, and Cray Fish Platform 392 
(Miller et al., 2002; Krassay et al., 2004; Lyon et al., 2007; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a). 393 
Offshore, high angled normal faults that dip towards the south are most dominant (Krassay et 394 
al., 2004; Robson et al., 2017; Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a) within the Chanma Terrace and 395 
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Gambier Embayment, where ~NW-SE striking faults likely show evidence for minor ~NE-SW 396 
Late Cretaceous inversion, responsible for structures such as the Morum High (Duddy et al., 397 
2003).  In the central basin, ~NW-SE striking normal faults continue to dominate the 398 
architecture, within parallel striking depocentres such as the Portland and Voulta Troughs and 399 
regions surrounding the Tartwaup Mussel Fault Zone and the Tyrendarra Embayment. 400 
 401 
In contrast to previous works (Cockshell, 1995; Miller et al., 2002; Debenham et al., 2018) 402 
offshore in the eastern basin, the new framework suggests that ~NW-SE striking fault patterns 403 
that dip mainly ocean ward persist within, and across the Shipwreck Trough and Port Campbell 404 
Embayment. Their structural influence continuing into the Prawn Platform, until the Cape 405 
Otway / King Island High, defining a fault pattern that is synonymous with the framework of 406 
the neighbouring Bass Basin in the east. Previously thought to be more regionally pervasive, 407 
N-S strike slip faults within the region are limited to the Shipwreck Trough and Shipwreck 408 
Fault Zone within the new structural framework. 409 
 410 
Onshore, the Otway Ranges are most likely defined by a series of ~NW-SE and ~E-W striking 411 
listric faults subjected to minor inversion during the Latest Cretaceous (~Mid-Maastrichtian) 412 
having been well constrained with petrofabric data from Burgin et al., (2019b). Further north 413 
within the Colac and Gelibrand Troughs, faults strike broadly E-W, within the most poorly 414 
defined section of the basin, especially around the Bambra Deformation Zone (Edwards et al., 415 
1996). Final evidence from the Torquay 3D (fig. 3) shows that ~NW-SE striking faulting 416 
continues within the TSB, while a similar pattern is also present to the south, along the 417 
continental shelf and the Sorell Fault Zone, as basin sediments transition into the Sorell Basin 418 
along Tasmania’s western margin.  419 
 420 
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This updated framework results in far more consistent fault patterns along the southern margin 421 
of the Australian continent, and fault geometries that largely reflect the orientation of the 422 
continental shelf (fig. 10). As mentioned, faults in the eastern Otway echo those in the Bass 423 
Basin, where ~NW-SE striking normal faults define a series of parallel trending troughs 424 
(Cummings et al., 2004) and minor evidence for basin inversion is present within the Yolla 425 
Trough.  426 
 427 
5.0 Impact on In Situ Stress  428 
The orientation of the in-situ stress tensor in the Otway Basin has been well defined by many 429 
recent works (eg: Hillis and Williams, 1992, 1993; Hillis et al., 1995; Hillis and Reynolds, 430 
2000; Reynolds and Hillis, 2000; Reynolds et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 2006; Van Ruth et al., 431 
2007; Bailey et al., 2014. 2016; Rajabi et al., 2017a; Tassone et al., 2017). That being the case, 432 
the regime of stress has proven much more challenging to constrain, despite numerous efforts 433 
(see Tassone et al., 2017 and Burgin et al., 2019b for in depth discussion).  434 
 435 
As discussed in section 3, many studies have interpreted the Otway Ranges and surrounding 436 
structures as evidence for Neotectonic deformation (fig. 7a) (e.g. King et al., 2012; Tassone et 437 
al., 2017). Favouring the presence of a compressional regime of in situ stress, and suggesting 438 
that estimates of a strike slip stress regime from petroleum industry datasets are inaccurate. 439 
Recent findings (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b; Burgin et al., 2019b) suggest it is unlikely that 440 
the Otway Ranges and accompanying off shore structures represent neotectonic activity. 441 
Primarily because there is little evidence for ~NE-SW striking faults that have been suggested 442 
to have been reactivated. Encompassed within the new framework described in section 4, these 443 
structures likely formed in the Latest Cretaceous (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b), just prior to 444 
final continental separation, due to the ~NE-SW inversion of ~NW-SE striking faults (fig. 9).  445 
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 446 
Furthermore evidence from these studies that advocate for neotectonic structuring is often 447 
conflicting, for example; Tassone et al., (2017) advocates for a Neotectonic compressional 448 
stress regime surrounding the Otway Ranges and the surrounding region. While the authors 449 
simultaneously presents an elevated vertical stress gradient in the immediate vicinity, within 450 
the well Bellarine-1 (26MPa/km). These two inferences are illogical as during compression, 451 
σV = σ3, and one would expect a lower value of vertical stress than the surrounding region if 452 
neotectonic compressional stresses were controlling the structural development, which is not 453 
the case. 454 
 455 
As a consequence, it seems the “best,” geological evidence for present day ~NW-SE 456 
compression within the Otway Basin is compressional faulting within the onshore Port 457 
Campbell Limestone (fig. 11a). However, evidence in this unit is also accompanied by normal 458 
and strike slip faulting (Bailey et al., 2017) (fig. 11b, c), observations which suggest that 459 
drawing any conclusions regarding the style of the in situ stress regime from the deformation 460 
of the unit would be unreliable. As multiple styles of deformation suggest it is likely affected 461 
by local perturbations and easily deformed. 462 
 463 
In contrast to these isolated examples for compressional neotectonic stresses in the Port 464 
Campbell Limestone, recent field work in the Otway Ranges (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b) 465 
shows consistent mesoscale evidence for a present day ~NW-SE oriented strike slip stress 466 
regime. Evidence that is defined by the presence of NW-SE striking vertical faults and fractures 467 
(fig. 12), that in many cases offset earlier NE-SW trending extensional, and strike slip, fracture 468 
sets (fig. 12a). The presence of a strike slip stress regime within the Otway Basin also seems 469 
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the most likely given plate scale modelling, conducted as part of the Australian Stress Map 470 
Project (Rajabi et al., 2017a; 2017b). 471 
 472 
As such in the context of our new framework, the in situ stress regime within the Otway Basin 473 
may be less complex than previously thought, in light of the reduced conflict between 474 
petroleum industry data and geological evidence. Outcrop evidence for a strike slip stress 475 
regime in the Otway Ranges correlates well with a majority of works using petroleum industry 476 
data across the basin. Therefore we suggest that the within its upper ~3km, the Otway Basin 477 
can be generally described as being a strike slip stress province, with a transition towards an 478 
extensional, stress regime occurring at a depth of ~3km (Rajabi et al., 2017b; Burgin and 479 
Amrouch, 2019a). Though we note that this transition may occur at shallower depths along the 480 
continental shelf due to gravitational collapse (Burgin and Amrouch, 2019a) and within the 481 
Otway Ranges, where old dense rocks may have been exhumed.  482 
 483 
6.0 Conclusions 484 
This paper uses results from 3D seismic analysis in the TSB, integrated with results from other 485 
modern works, to present a new structural framework for the Otway Basin.  In contrast to the 486 
previous model which was characterised by the presence of two orthogonally striking fault 487 
networks in the eastern Otway Basin. The new framework describes a far simpler structural 488 
framework, and one that is more consistent within the Otway Basin and across Australia’s 489 
southern margin as a whole. 490 
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 512 
Fig. 1: Australia’s southern margin and the sedimentary basins that comprise the southern rift 513 
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 523 
Fig. 2: Locations of 3D seismic datasets that have been analysed since the first generations of 524 
works in the 1990s and early 2000s. 525 
 526 
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 530 
Fig. 3: (a) The location of the TSB and the current structural framework after Trupp et al., 531 
(1994). The location of 2D datasets within the basin are also included. (b) A rose diagram 532 
showing the strike of faults extracted from the Torquay 3D as part of this study. Note how 533 
fault strike is parallel to the majority of 2D displayed in panel (a). (c) Panel modified after 534 
Holford et al., (2011). Interpretation of line OS90-A-13 linking the growth of the Wild Dog 535 
structure to episodes of post break up compression (d) Likely structural framework of the 536 
TSB and surrounding region. Otway Ranges structural trend modified after Burgin and 537 
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 555 
Fig. 4: The stratigraphic framework of the TSB in addition to comparative sections through 556 
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Fig 5: (a) un-interpreted inline through the Torquay 3D, note the hard seismic kicks 576 
throughout the dataset (b) Interpretation of panel (a), note the presence of igneous bodies 577 
within the survey and the reduction in data quality surrounding the intrusive and extrusive 578 
events (c) Un-interpreted arbline through the Torquay 3D (d) interpreted panel (c) showing 579 
the dominant ~NW-SE striking structural fabric within the sediments of the Eumeralla and 580 
Otway Group sediments. Notice the panning of off structures at the Base Demons Bluff 581 
reflector (e) Spectral decomposition of a depth slice at 1100m showing IT1 (f) Spectral 582 
decomposition at a depth of 700m showing EX-1 and the surrounding intrusives which are 583 
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 588 
Fig 6: Reflectors interpreted as part of the interpretation of the Torquay 3D (a) Top Basement 589 
(b) Intra Eumeralla (c) Base Demons Bluff Group (d) Base Demons Bluff Group displaying 590 
the incoherence attributed, highlighting the presence of the igneous material and ~NW-SE 591 
trending faults. (e) Top Demons Bluff Group (f) Top Demons Bluff Group displaying the 592 
incoherence attribute (g) Mid Torquay Group reflectors showing what differential 593 
compaction over the deeper structures (h) Mid Torquay Group displaying the incoherence 594 
attribute highlighting the minor influence of ~NW-SE oriented minor faulting, reflective of 595 
the deeper pattern within the Otway Basin sediments, 596 
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Fig 7: (a) Figure from King et al., (2012) showing supposed neotectonic structures and focal 601 
mechanisms in SE Australia. Note here the orthogonal strike between the orientation of in 602 
situ stress and the strike of the Otway Ranges. The interpreted structures within the Otway 603 
Basin are not representative of the regional framework (see Burgin and Amrouch, 2019b – in 604 
prep) (b) Modified record from the outcome of recent research. Neotectonic structuring is 605 
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 626 
Fig 8: Schematic diagram displaying the limitations of 2D datasets. Of particular relevance to 627 
the Otway Basin is how 2D lines parallel to fault strike make the interpretation of faults 628 
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 642 
Fig. 9: (a) The old framework of the Otway Ranges region, modified from Debenham et al., 643 
(2018) after Edwards et al., (1996). (b) Cross section from Edwards et al., (1996) showing the 644 
formation of ~NE-SW trending structures due to ~Miocene – recent inversion under ~NW-645 
SE compressive stresses. (c) Un-interpreted arbline through the Schomberg-Minerva 3D (d) 646 
interpreted arbline through the Point Ronald Anticline, synonymous with the onshore 647 
Fergurson Hill Anticline, showing how the regional framework represents co-axially inverted 648 
~NW-SE striking faults. 649 
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Fig. 10: The revised structural framework of the Otway Basin. 666 
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 667 
 668 
Fig. 11: Faults of different styles from the onshore Otway Basin after Bailey et al (2017). (a) 669 
The reverse fault at the 12 apostles along the Great Ocean Road within the Port Campbell 670 
Limestone, also discussed within Holford et al., (2011) and Tassone et al., (2017) (b) High 671 
angle reverse fault dipping north (c) Faulted cliff near the 12 Apostles. C’ represents a close 672 
up of another reverse fault. C’’ the interpretation of conjugate normal faulting and strike slip 673 










Fig. 12: Outcrop evidence for a ~NW-SE striking strike slip stress regime within the Otway 681 
Ranges including (a) NW-SE striking vertical fractures and microfaults cross cutting earlier 682 
fractures at Kennet River and (b) A vertical strike slip fault showing sinistral offset at Wreck 683 
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Chapter 5: Thesis Conclusions 
Through the application of a multiscale structural analysis, this thesis provides original insights 
into the evolution and nature of upper crustal deformation at passive continental margins, using 
the Otway Basin, along Australia’s southern margin as a case study.  
On the microscale (grain/crystal), the use of Etchecopar’s calcite stress inversion technique has 
proven to be a powerful tool, assisting in the identification of paleostress phases that are 
difficult to resolve when only macroscale techniques of analysis are used. The ability to 
quantify maximum paleo-differential stresses during phases of extension and inversion, has 
provided insights into how magnitudes of stress evolve through time during continental break 
up. Knowledge that represents the first step in increasing our understanding of the magnitudes 
of stress during tectonic extension, which the results of this study suggest are characterised by 
levels of maximum differential stress as high as 69MPa. This is contrasted against stress 
magnitudes as low as 13MPa during ensuing basin inversion, where stress is primarily released 
through the reactivation of the extensional network of deformation. In the Otway Basin, calcite 
twin stress tensors displaying these patterns define a period of NE-SW oriented extension and 
subsequent, co-axial compression and inversion. 
The further use of microstructural analytical methods, such as the study of anisotropy of 
magnetic susceptibility and anisotropy of P-Wave velocity, have proven to be just as effective 
in characterising internal deformation at continental margins, as in fold-and-thrust belts. The 
methods providing insights into the early phases of strain acquisition during continental 
separation, which is characterised by layer parallel stretching. A style of homogenous strain 
and internal deformation that develops in layered rock, with a stretching azimuth parallel to the 
direction of tectonic extension. Layer parallel stretching has been identified in this study, by 
the presence triaxial magnetic and pore fabrics which correlate with the direction of porosity 
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elongation. These fabrics are in good agreement with paleo-σ3 orientations derived from the 
stress inversion of calcite twins, natural fractures and faults from 3D seismic, defining a period 
of Late Cretaceous, NE-SW and radial extension in the Otway Basin.  
At passive continental margins like the Otway Basin, the extensional strain embodied by these 
fabrics, can be preserved during basin inversion, especially when the azimuth of compression 
is parallel to the earlier direction of extension. As in the case of the Otway Basin, compressional 
strain may be partitioned within the extensional detachment zone and existing faults, resulting 
in lower levels of deformation within the cover sediments of the basin. 
On the mesoscale, the study of natural fractures at the outcrop and wellbore offers an effective 
means of integrating insights from the microscale. The study of fractures at the outcrop, and 
the capability to constrain cross cutting and pre/post bedding tilting relationships, prove just as 
effective in a passive margin setting, as is in regions of higher brittle deformation, such as fold-
and-thrust belts. The study of natural fractures in the sub surface allows for mesoscale 
deformation to be studied in four dimensions. In the Otway Ranges, natural fracture analysis 
resulted in the definition of 11 fracture sets (6 major and 5 minor) which are correlated with 
five main phases of stress evolution and supported by paleostress orientations and extensional 
azimuths in the micro and macroscale datasets. 
The integration of macroscale (seismic) geophysical datasets provides a powerful platform, to 
upscale structural insights from the micro and mesoscale, and produce a comprehensive model 
for basin evolution. This is particularly relevant with respect to episodes of basin inversion at 
passive continental margins like the Otway Basin, where macroscale evidence can be subtle, 
and disguised by the preservation of normal offset along major extensional faults. In which 
case the addition of micro and mesoscale datasets can provide sub-seismic, clues as to the 
possible stress phases that have shaped the basins structural evolution.  
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The use of macroscale geophysical datasets also allows for geomechanical models to be 
constructed, in order to better constrain the movement of fluids throughout subsurface fault 
and fracture networks. A phenomenon that can be complex at passive continental margins, due 
to the parallel nature of maximum horizontal stress and fault strike, resulting in low levels of 
effective normal stress acting on the fault planes.  
In the case of the Otway Basin, high angle (50 – 90º) NW-SE striking faults that define the 
regions structural framework, are at a high risk of dilation, largely irrespective of the regime 
of in situ stress. The results of this modelling are supported by the distribution of volcanic 
material throughout the basin, in addition to the presence of shallow sub-surface cave networks 
that trend parallel to the orientation of maximum horizontal stress and major fault strike.  
To conclude, in the Otway Basin Australia, the application of a multiscale approach towards 
characterising upper crustal deformation, has led to a complete revision of the basins structural 
framework. This approach has also produced original insights regarding the evolution of 
paleostress magnitudes and strain during tectonic scale extension, continental break up and 
basin inversion at passive continental margins. 
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Appendix I: Co-Authored Manuscripts 
 
In addition to the main body of work within this thesis, contributions were made to two other 
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Appendix I.I: Co-Authored Manuscript 1 
 
Mapping permeable subsurface fracture networks: A case study on the Cooper Basin, 
Australia. 
 
While based in the Cooper Basin, in central Australia, this manuscript draws on many of the 
elements fundamental to the main body of this thesis, in particular the distribution of sub-
surface permeability networks.  
This work investigates the distribution of high permeability sub-surface fracture networks. 
Utilising previous research that has shown the effectiveness of the seismic attribute curvature 
for mapping them.  
The study demonstrates a relationship between natural fractures identified at the wellbore 
through image log analysis and those identified in 3D seismic using the curvature attribute. 
Providing insights into the location of high permeability “sweet spots,” within the Patchawarra 
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A B S T R A C T
The spatial distribution of permeable fracture networks is constrained in the subsurface Cooper Basin (Australia)
through the integration of most positive curvature ( +K ) analysis of five three dimensional (3D) seismic surveys,
wellbore fracture data, and geomechanical modelling. The +K provides the likely distribution of subsurface
extensional fractures based on the stress redistribution along the outer arc of an anticline. These results are
reprocessed into the semblance (similarity) attribute to improve the signal-noise ratio prior to being extracted
along the gas-rich and low permeability Patchawarra Formation. The subsurface fracture distribution maps show
the geometry and density of extensional fractures that have been shown to facilitate fluid migration in this
province, particularly those striking SE-NW and E-W, as these are properly oriented to undergo tensile re-
activation. The density of these permeable SE-NW and E-W striking fracture sets is predicted to significantly
increase along E-W elongate anticlines and may contribute to improved hydrocarbon recovery in this low
permeability stratigraphic interval. We show that wellbore fracture data (n=917) in the Patchawarra
Formation presents a close relationship to +K results and can be used to generate high density structural data in
this basin, with the methodology applicable to other subsurface and offshore provinces.
1. Introduction
Recent developments in three-dimensional (3D) seismic data ana-
lysis (Roberts, 2001; Chopra and Marfurt, 2007; Robson, 2017; Robson
et al., 2018) have enabled high density structural information to be
collected from subsurface and offshore provinces. Fractures detected
from the most positive curvature ( +K ) seismic attribute have been
shown to correlate with outcrop and wellbore data in many provinces
(e.g. Murray, 1968; Lisle, 1994; Stewart and Podolski, 1998; Hakami
et al., 2004; Al-Dossary and Marfurt, 2006; Chopra and Marfurt, 2007;
Bailey et al., 2014), and provides detailed constraints on the distribu-
tion of subsurface structures that can be highly beneficial in many in-
dustries related to carbon dioxide sequestration, low permeability hy-
drocarbon production, mining, and geothermal energy. As +K does not
solely rely on reflector displacement, it can be used to predict the
presence of extensional fractures based on the stress redistribution
along the outer arc of an anticline (Murray, 1968; Ferrill and Groshong,
1993; Roberts, 2001). Understanding this concept, the distribution of
extensional fractures can be selectively predicted. In the hydrocarbon-
rich and low permeability Cooper Basin, Australia, these high angled
fractures are critically oriented to facilitate fluid migration (Backe
et al., 2011; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). There,
the geometry and distribution of these regionally pervasive fractures
are presently derived from wellbore locations, and due to their high
angle nature, may not be accurately represented in vertical wellbores.
Using this basin as a case study, this research integrates +K analysis,
wellbore fracture data, and geomechanical modelling to map the spatial
distribution of the regionally pervasive and permeable high (> 50⁰)
angled fractures within the gas-rich and low permeability Patchawarra
Formation (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Five 3D seismic surveys
are time-to-depth converted, analysed using the +K attribute, processed
into semblance attribute volumes to improve the signal-noise ratio
before being extracted along the Patchawarra Formation, and finally
compared to fracture data derived from 28 wellbores. Geomechanical
modelling is incorporated into the methodology to determine the
fracture sets that are critically oriented to undergo tensile reactivation
and facilitate fluid migration under in-situ stress conditions. The con-
nection between wellbore derived high (> 50⁰) angle fractures and +K
results is also discussed for this province. This integrated methodology
is carefully applied and can benefit other subsurface or offshore pro-
vinces, given adequate geophysical data coverage, to extract important
structural data that would otherwise be derived only from sparse
wellbore locations.
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2. Geological setting
The Permian to Triassic intra-cratonic Cooper Basin is located in
central Australia (Fig. 1a) and is unconformably overlain by the Jur-
assic to Cretaceous Eromanga Basin (Apak et al., 1997; Alexander et al.,
1998). The South Australian portion of this region is defined by the NE-
SW striking Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) and Murteree-
Nappacoongee (MN) ridges that bound the NE-SW elongate Patch-
awarra, Nappamerri and Tenappera troughs (Fig. 1a) (Kulikowski et al.,
2018). SE-NW extension during the Adelaidean (650-575 Ma) devel-
oped regionally extensive high angled (> 50⁰) NE-SW striking base-
ment normal faults that created early accommodation space for cal-
careous and siliciclastic Warburton Basin sediments to be deposited,
before being inverted by subsequent compressional and strike-slip stress
regime events (Fig. 1b) (Gatehouse, 1986; Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski
and Amrouch, 2017, 2018; Kulikowski et al., 2018).
The unconformity between the Warburton and Cooper basins was
created by a N-S strike-slip stress regime belonging to the Carboniferous
Alice Springs Event, which was later overlain by Upper Carboniferous
glacial sediments (Merrimelia Formation) and Lower Permian braided
fluvial sediments (Tirrawarra Formation) (Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski
and Amrouch, 2017). Repeated cycles of sands, shales and coals were
deposited during the Middle Permian to form the low permeability and
gas-rich Patchawarra Formation (Alexander et al., 1998; Gray, 2017).
On-lapping and erosional features are present in the middle Patch-
awarra Formation along the GMI and MN ridges, and are a result of
NW-SE compression during the Mid-Permian Event (Apak et al., 1997;
Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017, 2018). Compression from the Mid-
Permian Event gradually eased, forming an east to west transgression,
during which the Late Permian Murteree Shale, Epsilon Formation,
Roseneath Shale, and Daralingie Formation were deposited (Apak et al.,
1997). The Upper Permian Daralingie Formation was later eroded
during NE-SW strike-slip stress regime conditions that were associated
with the Daralingie Event (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997;
Mavromatidis, 2006; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017, 2018). The Late
Permian Toolachee Formation and the Triassic Nappamerri Group were
deposited under meandering fluvial to deltaic, and floodplain, lacus-
trine and fluvial channel conditions, respectively (Apak et al., 1997;
Alexander et al., 1998), which mark the top of the Cooper Basin stra-
tigraphy.
An E-W compressional stress was present during the Late Triassic
Hunter-Bowen Event, which eroded up to 500m of Nappamerri Group
sediments, creating the unconformity between the Cooper and over-
lying Eromanga basins (Alexander et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006).
Jurassic to Cretaceous deposition of Eromanga Basin sediments was
uninterrupted, transitioning between fluvial, deltaic, lacustrine and
shallow marine conditions (Alexander et al., 1998). Subsequent to this,
E-W and N-S compression, associated with the Late Cretaceous Event
and Paleogene Event, respectively, created folds and were succeeded by
the present-day ESE-WNW strike-slip stress regime (Nelson et al.,
2007).
3. Methodology
3.1. Curvature (K ) attribute
The value for curvature (K ) is the inverse of the radius of the os-
cillating circle (R) (Eq. (1)) (Roberts, 2001), such that for any point (P)
the K is defined as the rate of change of the dip angle (dω) with respect
to the arc length (dS) (Fig. 2a) (Roberts, 2001). The arc length (dS) is
obtained from the osculating circle (Fig. 2a) that has a common tangent
to P and makes the greatest possible contact with the curve (Roberts,





This provides unique K values depending on the location along a
curve (Fig. 2b). When dealing with 3D data the curvature can be cal-
culated in an infinite number of directions all with unique values. For
any P a single intersecting plane normal to the surface that defines the
largest absolute curvature value exists, which is termed the maximum
curvature (Kmax) (Roberts, 2001). Perpendicular to this plane, the
minimum curvature (Kmin) value is obtained, which defines the smallest
absolute curvature value (Roberts, 2001). The Kmax and Kmin attributes
are collectively termed the principal curvatures and can be used to
derive any curvature value for planes that are normal to the given
surface (normal curvature) (Roberts, 2001), such that;
= +K K cos δ K sin δ( ) ( )i max min2 2 (2)
Where δ is the angle between a normal curvature plane (Ki) and the
Kmax plane (Roberts, 2001). The distribution of extensional fractures
along the anticlinal traps can be mapped by calculating the most po-
sitive curvature ( +K ) (Eq. (3)), by incorporating a local quadratic sur-
face with a 3×3 grid cell approach (Fig. 2c) (Murray, 1968; Roberts,
2001; Al-Dossary and Marfurt, 2006).
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Here, Zi refers to the location of grid nodes along the local quadratic
surface and xΔ is the distance between grid nodes (Fig. 2c; Roberts,
2001). The equation for +K given in Eq. (3) uses the combination of Eqs.
(4)–(6) (Roberts, 2001).
The theoretical relationship between +K and the presence of ex-
tensional fractures is in the stress re-distribution when a stratal-unit (or
bed) is folded or bent (i.e. anticline). This folding creates extensional
stresses along the outer arc, and compressional stresses in the inner arc
(Murray, 1968; Ferrill and Groshong, 1993; Roberts, 2001; Amrouch
et al., 2010a, 2010b). As the shape of reflectors can also be affected by
mechanism other than folding, such as faulting, erosion, dunes, on-
lapping, clinoforms, etc., an understanding of the structural and stra-
tigraphic history of the region must be well understood. As the +K
analysis predicts the location of fractures along a curved surface, the
abrupt curvature associated with faulting is also captured in the results.
A detailed fault model is therefore created for each seismic survey to
help differentiate between the macro-scale faults and the meso-scale
fractures.
3.2. Seismic dataset
The +K analysis was performed on five depth converted 3D seismic
surveys from the South Australian portion of the Cooper Basin (Fig. 1a).
These include the Moomba-Big Lake (acquired 1997), Dullingari (ac-
quired 1997), Merrimelia (extension) (acquired 1998), Greater Tin-
dilpie (GT)-Swan Lake (acquired 2000), and Fly Lake (acquired 2000)
Fig. 1. (a) Location of 3D seismic surveys, borehole image logs, and the Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) and Murteree-Nappacoongee (MN) ridges within the South Australian
Cooper Basin. Top Permian depth map shown (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Inset location of the Eromanga and Cooper basins, Australia (after Kulikowski et al., 2016). GDA94/MGA
zone 54 coordinate system used and shown as X-Y locations. (b) Stratigraphic column of the Cooper and Eromanga Basins with a typical seismic reflection profile shown.
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Fig. 2. (a) The definition of curvature where the value for curvature is defined as the rate of change of the direction of a curve, such that for any point (P) the curvature (K ) is defined as
the rate of change of the dip angle (dω) with respect to the arc length (dS) (after Roberts, 2001). (b) The change in curvature values along a curve (after Roberts, 2001). (c) Example of a
3× 3 grid cell containing grid nodes (Zi) used to compute curvature (Roberts, 2001); (b) The Dilation Tendency (Td) in terms of maximum ( ′σ1), minimum ( ′σ3), and normal ( ′σn) effective
stresses (Mildren et al., 2005). Conductive (solid line) and resistive (dashed line) natural fractures interpreted in borehole image logs from: (c) Cowralli 13; (d) Merrimelia 32; and (e)
Merrimelia 29. See Fig. 1 for location.
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Fig. 3. Basement faults projected onto Top Permian depth maps and the geometry of natural fractures interpreted from image logs in (or adjacent to) the: (a) combined natural fracture
data from all wells. See Fig. 1 for seismic survey location. (b) Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D (after Kulikowski et al., 2018). (c) Fly Lake 3D; (d) Dullingari 3D; (e) Moomba-Big Lake 3D;
and (f) Merrimelia (ext) 3D (see Fig. 1 for well location). GDA94/MGA zone 54 coordinate system used and shown as X-Y locations.
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Fig. 4. Most positive curvature displayed as the semblance attribute (zero semblance= fractures) along the Middle Patchawarra Formation in: (a) Dilation Tendency results at 1500m:
equal-area lower hemisphere stereonet with stress data from Nelson et al. (2007). (b) Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D. (c) Fly Lake 3D; (d) Dullingari 3D; (e) Moomba-Big Lake 3D; and (f)
Merrimelia (ext) 3D. See Fig. 1 for location. GDA94/MGA zone 54 coordinate system used and shown as X-Y locations.
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3D seismic surveys. A total of 28 borehole image logs were used to
measure natural fractures. These vertical wells are present throughout
the study area, with 7 wells located within the 3D seismic data, and four
wells (Merrimelia 29, 30, 31, and 32) located slightly outside of the
Merrimelia (ext) 3D seismic survey (Fig. 1a). Prior to analysis, the
seismic data were time-to-depth converted using the average velocity
method, which is one of the more accurate methods for the basin
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2018). After depth conversion, a
3D subsurface dip field volume was created to provide the dip angle of
all reflectors. The five 3D seismic volumes were individually analysed
using the +K attribute, which was then processed into a semblance
(similarity) attribute volume to improve the signal-noise ratio and fi-
nally extracted along the Middle Patchawarra Formation reflector. The
semblance attribute volume measures the amount of similarity in the
seismic curvature results in a local area, highlighting discontinuity
trends, such as faults. A half-window vertical distance of 50m was used,
which visually emphasises the curvature results by removing noise
(high semblance) and highlighting structural discontinuities (low
semblance).
3.3. Dilation Tendency
To determine the likelihood of natural fractures undergoing tensile
reactivation, and hence more likely to be hydraulically conductive
under in-situ stresses, the Dilation Tendency (Td) is measured from a
geomechanical model using Eq. (8) and illustrated in Fig. 2d (Ferrill
et al., 1999; Mildren et al., 2005; Jolie et al., 2015). This attribute is
commonly used to determine the reactivation and fluid conduit po-
tential of faults (Barton et al., 1995; Ferrill and Morris, 2003; Jolie
et al., 2015; Kulikowski et al., 2016). The Td is used in preference to
measuring the Slip (shear) Tendency, as the latter predicts the shear
potential and not the ability of natural fractures to remain open to fluid
flow (Ferrill et al., 1999; Mildren et al., 2005). TheTd is governed by the
effective normal stress acting on a plane, which directly affects the
natural fracture aperture (Ferrill et al., 1999; Mildren et al., 2005).
Therefore, the maximum ( ′σ1), minimum ( ′σ3), and normal ( ′σn) effective













The Td results are normalised to the differential stress, giving values
that range from a maximum of one (high likelihood of tensile re-
activation) to a minimum of zero (little to no tensile reactivation). To
model the in-situ stress conditions, a present-day maximum horizontal
stress orientation of 101ᵒN was used together with a hydrostatic pore
pressure gradient, a strike-slip stress regime with a low stress ellipsoid
shape ratio (∼0.10), and stress magnitude data from Nelson et al.
(2007). Importantly, this model does not consider variables such as
fracture plane roughness (texture), cementation, pressure variation, or
the possibility of crystal bridging, which has been shown to enable
fractures to remain open and permeable albeit not preferentially
aligned with ′σ 1 (Laubach et al., 2004). That being said, this model does
show which fractures will be more opened, assuming the same type of
fractures with the same parameters and with the same fluid pressures,
with the only difference being the geometry. The present-day geo-
mechanical model uses the assumption that hydrostatic pore pressure
exists within the case study and is homogenously distributed. This can
be an oversimplification and changes in local pore pressure can affect
the stability of faults and fractures.
3.4. Borehole image logs
The Cooper Basin is an intra-cratonic subsurface basin, preventing
direct measurements from outcrop; therefore, direct natural fracture
measurements can only be made from borehole image logs or core.
Images of the borehole are generated by measuring the electrical re-
sistivity at the centimetre scale, which can provide information on
whether fractures are fluid (conductive and open) or cement (resistive
and closed) filled. These methods of obtaining natural fracture data can
be selective in the natural fracture sets that are encounter, as high
angled sets will be intersected less frequently by vertical wells than the
low angle sets. This study uses 28 image logs (Fig. 1a) covering a total
length of approximately 7.5 km in vertical wells. Theses were used to
measure the natural fracture geometries present across the basin and to
then determine which of the fracture sets is critically oriented to un-
dergoes tensile reactivation and facilitate fluid flow (Fig. 2d). Both
conductive (open to fluid flow) (Fig. 2e) and resistive (closed to fluid
flow) (Fig. 2f and g) natural fractures were interpreted and geo-
mechanically analysed based on the strike and dip angle.
4. Results
Natural fracture data measured from borehole image logs are pre-
sented on a stereonet and rose plot to show the regional natural fracture
sets (Fig. 3a). The natural fracture data are projected onto the Dilation
Tendency results (Fig. 4a) to identify the critically oriented sets.
4.1. Natural fractures at the wellbore
Borehole image log data were interpreted from 28 wells, which
included 7 wells present within the 3D seismic data (Fig. 1a). These
measured natural fractures (Fig. 3a) were used to: (1) compare the
possible variation between the one-dimensional well data and three-
dimensional seismic data results; and (2) generate an in-situ geo-
mechanical model to determine the natural fracture geometry critically
oriented to undergo tensile reactivation. The wellbore fracture data is
dominantly N-S, NE-SW and E-W striking with a large number having a
high (> 50⁰) dip angle (Fig. 3a). This data is also presented for each
group of wells that are present within the Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake
(Fig. 3b), Fly Lake (Fig. 3c), Dullingari (Fig. 3d), and Moomba-Big Lake
(Fig. 3e) 3D seismic surveys. The fracture data presented for the Mer-
rimelia (extension) 3D seismic survey (Fig. 3f) are located on the
southwest border of the seismic survey (Fig. 1a). Important to note is
that the statistical likelihood of intersecting high (> 50⁰) angled frac-
tures is reduced by drilling vertical wells, suggesting that the vertical
wells used in this study may be underestimating the true fracture
density.
The Td results found that high angle (> 50ᵒ) natural fractures
striking 101ᵒN (±20ᵒ) are optimally oriented to dilate ( =T 1.0d ) and
act as potential fluid conduits (Fig. 4a), with natural fractures striking
perpendicular to this geometry (011ᵒN strike) being least likely to dilate
( =T 0d ). This is also observed in borehole image logs, with examples of
conductive (open) and resistive (closed) natural fractures presented
from Cowralli 13 (Fig. 2e), and Merrimelia 32 (Fig. 2f) and Merrimelia
29 (Fig. 2g), respectively. These results infer that E-W striking high
(> 50⁰) angled natural fractures are critically oriented to undergo
tensile reactivation and have potential to improve the hydraulic con-
ductivity of low permeability reservoirs.
4.2. Natural fractures from seismic data
The +K results (reprocessed into the semblance attribute) are ex-
tracted along the Patchawarra Formation in each of the five seismic
surveys (Fig. 4b–f). This allowed the extensional fracture networks to be
clearly imaged in the subsurface. An example from the Greater Tin-
dilpie and Swan Lake seismic survey shows the high density of exten-
sional fractures interpreted from the borehole image log, which is re-
flected in the most positive curvature results (Fig. 5a). A close look at
the curvature results (Fig. 5b) shows a dominant N-S strike, which
coincides with the mean natural fracture strike interpreted from the
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borehole image log (Fig. 5c). Other wells that contain high (> 50⁰)
angled fractures also show this expected relationship, whereas wells
with a low density of these fractures correspond to poor curvature re-
sults. The +K results (Fig. 4) also highlight the location of abrupt re-
flector curvature, or displacement, that is associated with interpreted
basement-involved faults (Fig. 3).
4.2.1. Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D
The Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D seismic survey contains the
Cowralli 13 well, which is located on a subtle NE-SW elongate anticlinal
closure on the footwall side of the GMI Ridge (Fig. 3b). The +K analysis
presents high fracture density (high +K ) within the Cowralli 13 well
location, along the NE-SW striking GMI Ridge, and also along the ap-
proximately E-W striking splays in the east of the survey (Figs. 3b and
4b). The results present a dominant SE-NW and NE-SW striking network
throughout the Middle Patchawarra Formation surface, that increase in
density in regions of known basement faults (Figs. 3b and 4b).
4.2.2. Fly Lake 3D
Structural interpretation of Fly lake 3D shows a structural high in
the west that is bound from the east by a NE-SW striking fault (Fig. 3c).
The +K results present lineaments striking NE-SW, E-W, and N-S, with
fewer striking SE-NW (Fig. 4c). The results along the Middle Patch-
awarra Formation show high +K values in the northeast of the survey
within the vicinity of Fly Lake 10 and Fly Lake 12. Strong +K results are
also present above known basement faults (Figs. 3c and 4c).
4.2.3. Dullingari 3D
The Dullingari 3D seismic survey contains two well controls;
Dullingari North 8 and Dullingari 47, which are in the Dullingari North
and Dullingari Main culminations, respectively (Figs. 3d and 4d). The
+K analysis delineates a NE-SW and SE-NW striking network present
throughout the survey (Fig. 4d), with secondary N-S striking features
present within the Dullingari Main area (Figs. 3d and 4d). E-W striking
+K lineaments are found in regions with known E-W striking basement
Fig. 5. (a) Seismic curvature (displayed as the semblance attribute) at the Cowralli 13 well location showing N-S striking results correlating well to interpreted N-S striking natural
fractures. (b) Zoomed in image of the N-S striking seismic curvature results (displayed as the semblance attribute) at the Cowralli 13 well location. (c) Rose diagram of interpreted natural
fractures from the Cowralli 13 borehole image log showing a mean N-S strike direction. See Fig. 1a for location.
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faults, and increases in density along E-W elongate anticlines (Figs. 3d
and 4d). The results along the Middle Patchawarra Formation shows the
detailed distribution of structural lineaments, such as the NE-SW
striking features in Dullingari North and the saw-tooth-like geometry of
the E-W striking fault bounding Dullingari Main from the south
(Figs. 3d and 4d).
4.2.4. Moomba-Big Lake 3D
The Moomba 74 borehole image log is located on the outer edge of
the Moomba-Big Lake 3D seismic survey, along the flank of a small
Permian structure that corresponds to low +K (Figs. 3e and 4e). E-W
trending +K lineaments are present within the Moomba 74 well loca-
tion, with large SE-NW trending lineaments present elsewhere in the
seismic survey that are subparallel to the basement faults (Figs. 3e and
4e). The major NE-SW elongate Big Lake structure is expressed with
high +K values in the southeast of the survey along the Middle Patch-
awarra Formation horizon (Figs. 3e and 4e). The +K results in this area
have a wide distribution of strikes and appears highly complex.
4.2.5. Merrimelia (extension) 3D
Three borehole image logs are located slightly outside of the
Merrimelia (extension) 3D seismic survey, but remain along the GMI
Ridge (Fig. 1a). The Merrimelia structure is a NE-SW elongate anticline
bound from the west by the GMI Ridge fault (Fig. 3f). Significantly high
+K values are present along this structure and increase to the northeast
and southwest (Fig. 4f). The general trend of this dense +K network is
mostly NE-SW, with secondary N-S, SE-NW, and E-W striking features
also present (Fig. 4f). The results present a large N-S striking feature
along the Middle Patchawarra Formation in the centre of the survey
(Fig. 4f), which coincides with basement faults and an abrupt increase
in depth (Fig. 3f).
5. Discussion
Although borehole image logs and cores can provide the natural
fracture distribution at the wellbore, assuming this data is re-
presentative of the basin can be unrealistic. For one, the sampling of
fractures is statistically biased in vertical wells to intersect more low
angle fractures than high angle, and coupled with local stress pertur-
bations and lateral changes in geology, the 1D well data can be wholly
unrepresentative. An effective means of obtaining high density struc-
tural data from subsurface provinces is through the careful application
of seismic curvature analysis (e.g. Murray, 1968; Lisle, 1994; Al-
Dossary and Marfurt, 2006; Chopra and Marfurt, 2007; Bailey et al.,
2014). By understanding that most positive curvature ( +K ) analysis
selectively presents high (> 50⁰) angled fractures based on the exten-
sional stress distribution along the outer arc of an anticline, this re-
search is able to constrain the distribution of permeable fracture net-
works along the gas-rich Patchawarra Formation, Cooper Basin.
Borehole image log interpretation found resistive (closed) natural
fractures typically striking N-S and NE-SW with high dip angle (> 50ᵒ),
with examples shown from Merrimelia 32 (Fig. 2f) and Merrimelia 29
(Fig. 2g). Alternatively, conductive fractures typically strike SE-NW and
E-W with high dip angles (> 50ᵒ), as shown in Cowralli 13 (Fig. 2e).
Regional NE-SW and SE-NW striking faults and fractures have been
shown to preferentially shear reactivate under present-day stress
(Kulikowski et al., 2016; Kulikowski, 2017); however, it is important to
understand whether they will remain open after shearing. We examine
this by developing a geomechanical model of the in-situ stress to
measure the Td of fracture sets, with results aligning well with borehole
image log interpretation of conductive and resistive fractures, showing
that near vertical E-W striking fractures will preferentially dilate
(Td=1.0), as will the pervasive SE-NW striking fracture set
( = −T 0.7 0.8d ) (Fig. 4a).
Previous research on the regional natural fracture distribution in the
basin found that NE-SW and SE-NW striking high (> 50ᵒ) dip angle sets
dominate the region and likely developed through extensional stresses
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). These fracture sets
are present within the Patchawarra Formation together with low angle
(< 30ᵒ) sets striking NE-SW, N-S, and E-W. The subsurface fracture
distributions in each of the five seismic surveys shows a dominant NE-
SW and SE-NW strike in the curvature (semblance attribute) results,
supporting previous works that suggested their regional presence
(Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and
Amrouch, 2017). Amongst this dominant fracture network, N-S and E-
W striking lineaments are also identified in each seismic survey. The
geomechanical modelling results show that high angled fractures,
particularly if striking E-W to SE-NW, are optimally oriented to undergo
tensile reactivation. These E-W to SE-NW striking conductive fracture
sets are present in each seismic survey and most pervasive within the
Fly Lake (Fig. 4c), Dullingari (Fig. 4d), and Moomba-Big Lake (Fig. 4e)
3D seismic surveys. The density of these sets increases rapidly along SE-
NW and E-W elongate anticlines, such as those found in the Moomba-
Big Lake (Figs. 3e and 4e) and Dullingari (Figs. 3d and 4d) 3D seismic
surveys.
Wells that were drilled in regions of high +K were found to have an
increased number of high (> 50⁰) angle natural fractures present in the
wellbore image logs. This relationship is also found in wells that were
drilled in low seismic curvature regions, which have relatively less high
(> 50⁰) angle natural fractures. A low fracture density in the Cooper
Basin has previously been described and can potentially be attributed to
the inability of vertical wells to intersect the high angled (> 50ᵒ)
fracture sets that dominate the province (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski
and Amrouch, 2017). Seismic +K analysis combats this limitation to
widely present the fracture density within the five seismic surveys,
suggesting that the density may be much higher than previously
thought. Once the subsurface distribution of the regionally pervasive
and critically oriented high (> 50⁰) angle E-W and SE-NW striking
fractures is defined, these can be exploited and become highly bene-
ficial for many industries including, petroleum, geothermal, and carbon
sequestration.
The additional processing of +K results into the semblance (simi-
larity) attribute has better defined the fracture networks by improving
the signal-noise ratio. High density fracture zones are compared with
the location of known dry wells in each of the seismic surveys (Fig. 4),
showing a noticeable absence of dry wells from high density locations
in all cases. Although drilling within high fracture density zones may
not be the single factor involved in a well failing to produce hydro-
carbons, it can have a significant impact on the efficiency of hydraulic
fracture stimulation treatments and in well design.
The remote sensing of fractures and faults has become an important
tool in many industries (e.g. petroleum, geothermal, carbon dioxide
capture and storage, hydrology, and mining) because of their potential
for enhanced fluid/gas flow. A study that focused on a local area in the
Penola Trough, Otway Basin, presented a large 3D subsurface fracture
network that appeared to show good connectivity from curvature re-
sults; however, through core and image log analysis, and stress mod-
elling, Bailey et al. (2014) concluded that this network was likely to be
a poor hydraulic conductor. This reiterated the need for a careful ap-
proach when exploiting subsurface fracture networks. Following on
from this work, we used the Cooper Basin as a case study to highlight
the potential of integrating seismic curvature analysis with wellbore
data and geomechanical modelling to constrain the distribution of
permeable subsurface fracture networks, that would otherwise be lim-
ited to one-dimensional well data. Although we focus on one strati-
graphic interval within the basin, future work should consider the
changing fracture distribution between stratigraphic intervals and at-
tempt to investigate the vertical persistency of fractures and its re-
lationship to vertical hydraulic conductivity.
The careful application of this approach would be most beneficial to
other important subsurface or offshore provinces that have a known
regional distribution of high (> 50⁰) angle extensional fractures and
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faults, such as the Otway Basin in Australia (Bailey et al., 2014; Burgin
et al., 2018), Piceance Basin in Colorado (Lorenz and Finley, 1991),
East Texas Basin in the Gulf of Mexico (Laubach, 1988), Ordos Basin in
China (Lianbo and Xiang-Yang, 2009), and frontier basins, such as the
Ceduna Sub-basin in Australia (Robson, 2017), the group of basins in
offshore Columbia (Beltrán Rivas and Vargas Jiménez, 2014), the
Congo Basin in offshore West Africa (Brownfield and Charpentier,
2006), Zagros collision belt (Lacombe et al., 2007), and the Big Horn
Basin in Wyoming (Amrouch et al., 2011; Beaudoin et al., 2012).
6. Conclusion
This research uses the intra-cratonic subsurface Cooper Basin
(Australia) as a case study to carefully apply an approach that maps the
distribution of permeable fracture networks through the integration of
most positive curvature ( +K ) seismic analysis, wellbore fracture data,
and in-situ geomechanical modelling. Five three-dimensional seismic
surveys were analysed using the +K seismic attribute to constrain the
distribution of critically oriented high (> 50⁰) angle permeable fracture
networks within the gas-rich and low permeability Patchawarra
Formation. The regionally pervasive high angle (> 50ᵒ) SE-NW and E-
W striking fracture sets were identified to be critically oriented to un-
dergo tensile reactivation and act as fluid conduits under in-situ
stresses. These sets are identified in each of the five seismic surveys and
found to increase in density along E-W elongate anticlines. The well
fracture data in the Cooper Basin presents a close relationship to +K
results, which can be important for generating representative high
density structural data that would otherwise be restricted to sparse well
locations. Careful application of this approach to other subsurface or
offshore provinces can provide important high density structural in-
formation between sparse one-dimensional well data.
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Appendix I.II: Co-Authored Manuscript 2 
 
The intracratonic Cooper and Eromanga Basins, Australia: A Comprehensive Review 
 
The finalised version of this manuscript will be submitted to the Australian Journal of Earth 
Science. 
 
As with section I.I while based in the Cooper Basin, in central Australia. This manuscript draws 
on many of the elements fundamental to the main body of this thesis.  
Much of the new contributions to the framework of the basin within the manuscript were made 
using the same approach as applied within the preceding pages of this thesis.  
This study is further testament to what can be achieved when a multiscale approach to basin 
analysis is completed. Comprehensively summarising many geological aspects of the basin and 
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Abstract 27 
This review focuses on integrating old literature with present-day models to provide a modern 28 
summary of Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon province, the Cooper-Eromanga basins, 29 
with a focus on structural geology and geophysics. A rapid rise in cutting-edge research has 30 
been facilitated by exploration companies transitioning away from the nearly extinct anticlinal 31 
theory, to technically more challenging plays within the basin. The purpose of this review is to 32 
provide new and existing operating companies, and researchers, with a summary of the recent 33 
research developments, together with the fundamentals of the basin, to ensure that the 34 
tremendous unconventional hydrocarbon potential is effectively explored for and appropriately 35 
developed. A modern tectonostratigraphic evolution model is presented alongside the stress 36 
magnitude, regime and orientation of the six events that have affected the province (N-S 37 
Carboniferous Alice Springs Event; SE-NW Mid-Permian Event; NE-SW Late Permian 38 
Daralingie Event; E-W Triassic Hunter-Bowen Event; E-W Late Cretaceous Event; N-S 39 
Paleogene Event). Integration of these complete paleo-stress tensors with geomechanical 40 
models has constrained the dynamic reactivation (shear and tensile) of faults through time to 41 
find that since the critical moment (90 Ma), N-S and E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults 42 
were most likely to facilitate hydrocarbon migration. These form the major topics of 43 
discussion; however, the temporal and spatial distribution of natural fractures away from the 44 
wellbore, seismic time-to-depth conversion methods and accuracies, petroleum systems 45 
elements and processes, current and future exploration programs, common hydraulic fracturing 46 
and well surveillance programs, and recommendations for future research are also discussed. 47 
The methodologies, cutting-edge research and novel approaches presented here form a 48 
framework that can be applied to other hydrocarbon provinces around the world while also 49 
providing a knowledge platform for this highly prospective hydrocarbon province.  50 
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1. Introduction 51 
The Cooper-Eromanga basins are Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon province (Fig. 1) 52 
and have been producing oil and gas from tight reservoirs since the first natural gas discovery 53 
at Gidgealpa in 1963 (Gravestock, Alexander, Morton & Sun, 1998; Radke, 2009; Mackie, 54 
2015). The basins are oil and gas saturated and require the simplest of structural traps, an 55 
anticline, for effective petroleum accumulation and preservation (Apak, Stuart, Lemon & 56 
Wood, 1997; Gravestock et al., 1998; Mackie, 2015). As such, much of the early research has 57 
focused on basic structural interpretation of sparse two-dimensional (2D) seismic data that 58 
remained in the time-domain, with the primary focus of identifying these anticlinal closures 59 
(e.g. Senior, Galloway, Ingram, & Senior, 1968; Stuart, 1976; Veevers, Jones & Powell, 1982; 60 
Kuang, 1985; Stanmore, 1989; Elliot, 1993; Apak et al., 1997; Sun, 1997; Gravestock & 61 
Jensen-Schmidt, 1998). The lack of detailed research has been further compounded by the 62 
limited exposure of rocks at surface, particularly within the South Australian portion of the 63 
basin, which has ultimately restricted much of the research to wellbore derived data. However, 64 
recent advancements in seismic data acquisition and processing, coupled with novel software 65 
applications and approaches, have enabled researchers to better constrain the structural geology 66 
and tectonic evolution of the Cooper-Eromanga basins. A detailed and modern synthesis of this 67 
prospective province, with a focus on the structural geology and geophysics, will provide 68 
fundamental and up to date understandings that will benefit future hydrocarbon exploration 69 
and development programs and highlight the present-day research gaps that can be further 70 
investigated. 71 
The significantly reduced seismic resolution below Permian coal measures has made research 72 
difficult in the past. As a result, the structural and stratigraphic evolution of the province has 73 
received conflicting arguments through time, evolving from original models that display 74 
normal faults (Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998), followed by researchers interpreting the 75 
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same structures as reverse faults (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Sun, 1997), to most recent 76 
studies that have presented evidence for extensive, compressional, and strike-slip faulting 77 
(Radke, 2009; Grant-Wooley, Kong, Schoemaker, Nasreddin & Montague, 2014; Kulikowski, 78 
Amrouch & Cooke, 2016c; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski, Amrouch, Cooke & Gray, 2017; 79 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018a, 2018b). These models are discussed and integrated with 80 
recent research to provide a modern tectonostratigraphic evolution model, which includes 81 
paleo-stress orientations, magnitudes and stress regimes that have affected the province 82 
through time. 83 
This transition of structural models can also be linked to the improvement, and the use, of 84 
seismic time-to-depth conversion methods, which can have a significant impact on: (1) the true 85 
measurable fault dip angle; (2) the presence or absence of shallow low relief structures; and (3) 86 
pseudo structures resulting from high or low velocity heterogeneities. To promote the use and 87 
accuracy of high resolution 3D seismic data in future research, we describe the most commonly 88 
used seismic time-to-depth conversion methods, discuss their individual limitations and 89 
accuracies, identify the key seismic reflectors, and highlight the importance of accurate seismic 90 
time-to-depth conversion for future hydrocarbon exploration and research purposes. 91 
Similarly, the improvement of petrophysics, drilling, and hydraulic fracture stimulation 92 
technologies has fostered exciting new research on geomechanics, optimisation of drilling 93 
programs, and in modelling the intrinsic relationship between hydraulic fracture stimulations 94 
and pre-existing natural fractures and faults (Chipperfield & Britt, 2000; Roberts, Chipperfield, 95 
& Miller, 2000; Johnson, Aw, Ball, & Willis, 2002; Johnson and Greenstreet, 2003; McGowen, 96 
Gilbert, & Samari, 2007; Scott et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2015; Pokalai, Kulikowski, Johnson, 97 
Haghighi, & Cooke, 2016; Pokalai, 2018). Understanding the growth of hydraulic fractures, 98 
both temporally and spatially away from the wellbore, has been a strongly debated topic within 99 
the province (Scott et al., 2013; Cooke et al., 2015). The high stress environment, the effect of 100 
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pre-existing natural fractures, the influence of near wellbore pressure loss, and the complexity 101 
of intra-formational heterogeneity have contributed to ineffective hydraulic fracture programs 102 
in the past (Scott et al., 2013; Cooke, Tyiasning, & Abul Khair, 2016; Pokalai et al., 2016; 103 
Pokalai, 2018). These issues, together with current hydraulic fracturing practises and well 104 
surveillance programs, are discussed to provide fundamental background information for 105 
companies, both existing and new, that are investing in the basin. 106 
This recent influx of high quality detailed research has been driven by the transition to a more 107 
technically challenging hydrocarbon exploration strategy. Few undrilled anticlinal traps remain 108 
within the basin, facilitating the shift to technically more challenging exploration that is 109 
focused on identifying new targets such as stratigraphic traps, basin centred gas, deep coals 110 
and polygonal fault related accumulations (Lowe-Young, Mackie, & Heath, 1998; Morton, 111 
1998; Watterson, Walsh, Nicol, Nell, & Bretan, 2000; Hillis, Morton, Warner, & Penney, 2001; 112 
Radke, 2009; Mackie, 2015). This paradigm shift has tremendous opportunities for new 113 
investors and existing companies targeting hydrocarbons within this prolific basin. To facilitate 114 
this transition, the purpose of this research is to collate and critically discuss published works 115 
and integrate the key findings into a single document that provides: (1) a modern 116 
tectonostratigraphic evolution model; (2) a summary of geomechanical modelling results that 117 
predict fault and fracture reactivation (tensile and shear) through time to better understand 118 
hydrocarbon migration pathways; (3) a synthesis of the petroleum system processes and 119 
elements; (4) the spatial and temporal distributions of permeable natural fracture networks; (5) 120 
common hydraulic fracturing and well surveillance programs contrasted with the common 121 
difficulties and risks; (6) a discussion of the seismic time-to-depth conversion methods that are 122 
being used and their accuracies and limitations; (7) current and future hydrocarbon exploration 123 
and development targets; and (8) a discussion on the future research opportunities that can 124 
impact the success of future hydrocarbon programs. 125 
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This review collates and integrates previous research with modern understandings that can be 126 
disseminated within companies operating in the Cooper-Eromanga basins, Australia. The 127 
detailed methodologies, cutting-edge research and novel approaches form a research 128 
framework that can be applied to other subsurface or offshore provinces around the world. 129 
Insert Fig. 1 130 
2. Modern tectonostratigraphic evolution model 131 
Unique to this province, the Silurian to Cambrian Warburton Basin, Triassic to Permian 132 
Cooper Basin, Cretaceous to Jurassic Eromanga Basin, and Paleogene to Quaternary Lake Eyre 133 
Basin are separated in time by regional unconformities that were developed through successive 134 
reactivation of pre-existing faults (Fig. 2) (Kantsler, Prudence, Cook, & Zwigulis, 1984; 135 
Bradshaw, 1993; Apak, 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). 136 
These vertically stacked basins have unique spatial extents and unique stratigraphy and 137 
hydrocarbon potential. The Warburton Basin is considered basement within this region and 138 
consists of volcanic, shallow shelf, deltaic and prograding shoreline deposits (Gatehouse, 139 
1986). The Cooper Basin is the most hydrocarbon-rich, with a large volume of Permian coals 140 
that cycle with intra-formational sandstone and shale (Kantsler et al., 1984; Apak et al., 1997; 141 
Alexander, Gravestock, Cubitt, & Chaney, 1998). The Cooper Basin consists mostly of 142 
sediments deposited by fluvial, lacustrine, and swamp conditions. The Eromanga Basin is also 143 
hydrocarbon-rich with many of the present-day exploration programs targeting oil-rich Jurassic 144 
and Early Cretaceous sediments primarily along the western flank of the basin (Heath, 145 
McIntyre, & Gibbins, 1989). The depositional environment during this time transitioned from 146 
fluvial, lacustrine, deltaic, shoreface marine, and open shallow marine, with fluvial conditions 147 
returning to deposit one of the youngest and thickest units of the Eromanga Basin; the Winton 148 
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Formation (Lowe-Young et al. 1998). The Lake Eyre Basin is presently exposed at surface 149 
with no hydrocarbon potential. 150 
The Permian coals are the major hydrocarbon source rock of the basin, and increase in 151 
thickness in the South Australian portion of the basin. As such, the major exploration and 152 
development targets are located within South Australia (Reynolds, Mildren, Hillis, & Meyer, 153 
2004, 2006; Mackie, 2015). This portion of the basin contains two NE-SW striking ridges; the 154 
Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) Ridge and the Nappacoongee-Murteree (NM) Ridge 155 
(Fig. 3b) (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Kulikowski, 156 
2017). These prominent ridges form the major hydrocarbon fields in this sector of the basin 157 
and also separate the NE-SW elongate Patchawarra, Nappamerri and Tenappera troughs (Fig. 158 
3). In the following sections, the structural and stratigraphic evolution of this intra-cratonic 159 
region will be discussed, with emphasis on the most up-to-date research. 160 
Insert Fig. 2 161 
Insert Fig. 3 162 
2.1 Pre-Cambrian Extension (650-575 Ma) 163 
During the Late Proterozoic much of the world’s landmass was submerged by ocean with a 164 
relatively small landmass exposed at surface, consisting of portions of what is now Antarctica, 165 
India, South Africa, Congo, and the western portion of Australia (Fig. 4a) (Myers, Shaw, Tyler, 166 
1996; Boger & Miller, 2003; Collins & Pisarevsky, 2005; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). 167 
The ancient Australian landmass was in a similar geometry to present-day; slightly rotated in 168 
a clockwise direction and bisected in an NNE-SSW direction by the paleo-tectonic plate 169 
boundary (Myers et al., 1996; Boger & Miller, 2003; Collins & Pisarevsky, 2005). This 170 
boundary is now referred to as the Tasman Line that separates the younger land mass in eastern 171 
Australia from the rest of the continent (Haines, Hand, & Sandiford, 2001). Rifting within the 172 
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Panthalassic Ocean, east of the ancient plate, began in the Late Proterozoic (650 Ma) in an 173 
approximately SE-NW direction. This regional rifting event affected the then Centralian 174 
Superbasin as well as the Warburton Basin, developing SE-NW striking strike-slip faults and 175 
NE-SW striking normal faults within the Igneous Meta-sedimentary Willyama Supergroup 176 
(Veevers & Powell, 1984; Evan, 1988; Apak et al., 1997). These basin- to continent-scale SE-177 
NW strike-slip faults are present within many other Australian provinces (Myers et al., 1996; 178 
Gibson et al., 2013). 179 
Deep fault development during the Early Cambrian was concurrent with exhumation of the 180 
Mooracoochie Volcanics, which marks the base of the Warburton Basin stratigraphy 181 
(Gatehouse, 1986; Sun, 1997; Meixner et al., 2000). Continued extension developed 182 
accommodation space for the deposition of shallow shelf sediments that became the Diamond 183 
Bog Dolomite (~510 Ma), Coongie Limestone Member (~505-497 Ma), and Kalladeina 184 
Formation (~508-485 Ma) (Gatehouse, 1986). As relative sea levels rose, the depositional 185 
environment transitioned into low-stand fan, deltaic, and prograding shoreline, which 186 
deposited the Narcoonowie Formation (~490 Ma), Pando Formation (~488 Ma), and 187 
Innamincka Formation (~485-435 Ma) (Gatehouse, 1986; Rezaee & Sun, 2007). Regional 188 
erosion of the upper Innamincka Formation represents the unconformable boundary to the 189 
overlying Permian to Triassic Cooper Basin. 190 
Insert Fig. 4 191 
2.2 Carboniferous Alice Springs Event (450-300 Ma) 192 
The Alice Springs Event (ASE) has had a significant influence on the tectonic development 193 
of central and northern Australia (Haines et al., 2001). Its effect has been recorded in a number 194 
of petroleum basins and structural provinces, including the Amadeus, Ngalia, Georgina, Wiso, 195 
Officer, and Warburton basins, as well as the Arunta and Musgrave inliers (Haines et al., 2001). 196 
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Calcite twin, natural fracture and fault data from within the South Australian portion of the 197 
Warburton Basin has constrained this regional tectonic event to have occurred under a strike-198 
slip stress regime with maximum principal stress in an N-S direction in this region (Fig. 4b) 199 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The effective maximum principal stress magnitude was also 200 
calculated (49 MPa) through calcite twin stress inversion (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 201 
2018b). Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation under this paleo-stress tensor identified 202 
N-S and NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ), and SE-NW striking strike-slip faults to be the 203 
most likely to reactivate (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). A NNE-SSW and SE-NW striking 204 
vertical conjugate natural fracture set was developed during this event and is present only 205 
within the Warburton Basin stratigraphy (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 206 
As mentioned earlier, the stratigraphy of this region contains a regional unconformity that 207 
separates the Warburton and Cooper basins and is a result of basement fault reactivation, 208 
exhumation and erosion of upper Warburton Basin sediments. Carboniferous Big Lake 209 
Granodiorite was also exhumed during this event in local regions south of the GMI Ridge and 210 
provides elevated contemporary temperature gradients due to their high uranium content 211 
(Meixner et al., 2000; Kulikowski, Cooke, & Amrouch, 2016a). The Australian continent 212 
remained connected to Antarctica during this time and exposed to plate scale glaciation (Collins 213 
& Pisarevsky, 2005; Gray & Foster, 2004; Metcalfe, 2013). 214 
As the continent began to escape glaciation during the Late Carboniferous to Early Permian, 215 
the glacial Merrimelia Formation (~290 Ma) was deposited onto the regional unconformity, 216 
marking the base of the Cooper Basin. The overlying Tirrawarra Formation (~287 Ma) was 217 
deposited in a postglacial outwash to braided fluvial depositional environment (Lowe-Young 218 
et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). The Tirrawarra Formation is produced for oil, albeit being 219 
deeper and under higher temperatures and pressures than the gas-rich middle to upper Permian 220 
and Triassic reservoirs (Gravestock et al., 1998). The depositional environment transitioned 221 
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into fluvio-deltaic, lacustrine and swamp during the middle Permian, and deposited repeated 222 
cycles of sandstone, shale, and coal to compose the predominantly gas-rich Patchawarra 223 
Formation (~285-260 Ma) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Apak et al., 1997; Alexander et al., 1998). 224 
2.3 Mid-Permian Event (290-270 Ma) 225 
During deposition of the Patchawarra Formation, intra-formational on-lapping is observed 226 
from seismic data along paleo-structural highs, which are more often than not also the present-227 
day structures (Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998). On-lap is observed 228 
between 273 and 270 Ma, inferring that structural highs were present during the Mid-Permian 229 
and limited the accommodation space (Apak et al., 1996; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 230 
2018a). Seismic interpretation aligns with stress inversion of calcite twin, natural fracture and 231 
fault data, which demonstrate a compressional SE-NW oriented event with an effective 232 
maximum principal stress magnitude of 56 MPa (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 233 
2018b). The far-field stresses likely originated from the approximately NE-SW to N-S striking 234 
subduction line along the eastern margin of Australia (Fig. 4c). The paleo-stress conditions 235 
likely reactivated E-W, NE-SW and N-S striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults and developed a 236 
regional NE-SW striking low dip angle (30ᵒ) conjugate natural fracture set within the 237 
Patchawarra, Tirrawarra and Merrimelia formations and also within basement (Kulikowski, 238 
2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018b). 239 
As compression from the short lived Mid-Permian Event eased, the upper Patchawarra 240 
Formation became finer grained and more shale dominated (Apak et al., 1997). An east to west 241 
transgression ended the deposition of the Patchawarra Formation, transitioning into a shoreface 242 
and lacustrine dominated environment that deposited the Murteree Shale (~264 Ma), Epsilon 243 
Formation (~262 Ma), Roseneath Shale (~260 Ma), and Daralingie Formation (~258 Ma) 244 
(Bradshaw, 1993; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Lowe-Young et al., 245 
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1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). The Roseneath-Epsilon-Murteree (REM) stratal unit represents 246 
the major shale gas play in the region with total organic carbon (TOC) values ranging between 247 
1.0 and 4.1% (Jadoon, Roberts, Blenkinsop, Raphael, & Shah, 2016). 248 
2.4 Late Permian Daralingie Event (258 Ma) 249 
Following the deposition of the Daralingie Formation, an erosional unconformity was first 250 
identified in 2D seismic data (Apak et al., 1996) and later confirmed through calcite twin stress 251 
inversion analysis (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). This SE-NW oriented 252 
strike-slip stress regime event recorded an effective maximum principal stress magnitude of 253 
approximately 56 MPa (Fig. 4i) that reactivated NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults 254 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). This event is most notable along the NE-SW striking GMI 255 
and NM ridges, as a significant portion of the Daralingie Formation was eroded from these 256 
areas (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al. 1997; Mavromatidis, 2006). New fracture and fault 257 
development was absent during this time, with the stress preferentially accommodated along 258 
pre-existing faults (Kulikowski et al., 2017). The far-field stress was likely related to the N-S 259 
striking subduction zone east of Australia during this time (Fig. 4d) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 260 
2017). 261 
2.5 Upper Triassic Hunter-Bowen Event (245-190 Ma) 262 
Post-compressional flexural relaxation, or sag, followed the Daralingie Event and generated 263 
accommodation space for the deposition of the Toolachee Formation (~250 Ma) that consists 264 
of sands, shales and coals deposited under meandering fluvial to deltaic conditions (Kantsler 265 
et al. 1984; Apak et al. 1997; Lowe-Young et al., 1998). The depositional environment 266 
transitioned to a floodplain, lacustrine and fluvial channel system in the Triassic, depositing 267 
the Nappamerri Group, which includes the Callamurra Member (~245 Ma), Panning Member 268 
(~243 Ma), Wimma Sandstone Member (~241 Ma), Tinchoo Formation (~238 Ma), and the 269 
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Cuddapan Formation (~210 Ma) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Apak et al., 1997; Alexander et al., 270 
1998; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). The early Nappamerri Group was likely 271 
charged with oil and gas from the underlying Toolachee Formation, and perhaps along fault 272 
conduits from the deeper early Permian source rocks (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). 273 
A regional erosional unconformity is carved into the upper Tinchoo Formation and the 274 
majority of the Cuddapan Formation, which is only present in local areas of the basin (Lowe-275 
Young et al., 1998). This unconformity separates the Cooper and Eromanga basins and marks 276 
the timing of the Hunter-Bowen Event. The maximum principal stress was horizontal and in 277 
an E-W direction (Fig. 4e) (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 278 
1998; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The regional erosional boundary was first interpreted 279 
from 2D seismic data (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997) and later confirmed through calcite 280 
twin stress inversion, and natural fracture and fault stress inversion (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 281 
2017). Calcite twin stress inversion results identified an E-W oriented compressional event 282 
with an effective maximum principal stress magnitude of 60 MPa (Fig. 4i) corresponding to 283 
the Hunter-Bowen Event (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018b). Geomechanical modelling 284 
using this stress tensor identified that NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most 285 
likely to shear reactivate at this time (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). Reactivation of 286 
predominantly this fault set exhumed and eroded up to 500 meters of Nappamerri Group 287 
sediments (Apak et al., 1997; Kantsler et al., 1983; Alexander et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 288 
2006). 289 
2.6 Late Cretaceous Event (95-55 Ma) 290 
As the Hunter-Bowen Event subsided, flexural relaxation generated accommodation space 291 
and a fluvial depositional environment transcended, which deposited the Poolowanna 292 
Formation (~200-180 Ma) onto the regional unconformity (Green, Brain, & John, 1989; 293 
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Hoffman, 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Tectonic quiescence continued with the deposition 294 
of the braided fluvial Hutton Sandstone (~178-160 Ma), fluvial to lacustrine Birkhead 295 
Formation (~157 Ma), and braided fluvial to lacustrine Adori Sandstone (~152 Ma) (Lowe-296 
Young et al., 1998). The braided fluvial to lacustrine depositional environment continued in 297 
the region, depositing the Namur Sandstone (~152-140 Ma), Westbourne Formation (~150 298 
Ma), and the oil-rich Murta Member (~140 Ma) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Jurassic units 299 
contain abundant oil (and gas) reservoirs at a shallower depth than Permian reservoirs, and 300 
currently primarily targeted on the western flank of the Cooper Basin (Heath et al., 1989). 301 
The depositional environment transitioned into fluvial to shallow marine conditions and 302 
deposited the Cadna-owie Formation (~140-126 Ma) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). The overlying 303 
Wyandra Sandstone Member (~125 Ma) was deposited under deltaic to shoreface marine 304 
conditions and contains some oil and gas potential (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Following this, 305 
the Bulldog Shale (~125-108 Ma) and Wallumbilla Formation (~125-104 Ma) were deposited 306 
in restricted open marine conditions, which transitioned into a shoreface depositional 307 
environment to deposit the Coorikiana Sandstone (~105 Ma), in which some gas discoveries 308 
have been recently made (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Shallow open marine conditions 309 
developed and deposited the Oodnadatta Formation (~104-98 Ma), Toolebuc Formation (~103 310 
Ma), and Allaru Mudstone (~100 Ma) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Finally, the Winton 311 
Formation (~97-93 Ma) and Mackunda Formation (~97 Ma) were deposited by fluvial-312 
lacustrine conditions to mark the final period of sediment deposition within the Eromanga 313 
Basin (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). These Middle to Late Cretaceous marine sediments also host 314 
the regionally extensive polygonal fault system that presents a new target for future exploration 315 
(Watterson et al., 2000). The critical moment in the Cooper-Eromanga basins hydrocarbon 316 
system, which marks the time of major hydrocarbon generation, migration, accumulation and 317 
preservation, occurred around 90 Ma (Lowe-Young, et al., 1998). 318 
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The Winton and Mackunda formations were significantly eroded following their exhumation 319 
by the E-W Late Cretaceous compressional Event (Fig. 4f) (e.g. Kuang, 1985; Green et al., 320 
1989; Hoffman, 1989; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Lowe-Young 321 
et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018a). Folding related to 322 
pre-existing NE-SW striking faults, rather than reactivation, facilitated the development of this 323 
erosional boundary, which separates the Eromanga and Lake Eyre basins (Fig. 2). An effective 324 
maximum principal stress magnitude of 59 MPa was measured from calcite twin stress 325 
inversion analysis (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). N-S striking low angle (30ᵒ) 326 
conjugate natural fractures were developed during this time (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 327 
Considering that this event occurred during and after the critical moment, understanding the 328 
dilation and shear tendency of faults is vital for accurate migration pathway modelling. Under 329 
these stress conditions, E-W and NE-SW striking high angle (60ᵒ) faults were the most likely 330 
to act as hydrocarbon conduits (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). 331 
2.7 Paleogene Event (33-23 Ma) 332 
During deposition of the Lake Eyre Basin, which is presently at surface, an N-S oriented 333 
Paleogene compressional event developed E-W striking low angle (30ᵒ) conjugate natural 334 
fractures throughout the stratigraphic column (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). This event is 335 
attributed to the northwards movement of the Australian plate (Fig. 4g). The effective 336 
maximum principal stress magnitude of this event was calculated from calcite twin stress 337 
inversion analysis and found to be 64 MPa (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). 338 
Interestingly, this event does not appear to have reactivated or developed faults; however, N-S 339 
and NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults are considered to have been likely to dilate and 340 
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3. Petroleum Systems Elements 343 
3.1 Hydrocarbon Source Rocks 344 
Hydrocarbons in the Cooper Basin are principally sourced from intra-formational Permian 345 
coals and Permian to Jurassic carbonaceous shales, and reservoired within fluvial sandstones 346 
(Fig. 5) (Boreham & Hill, 1998). The petroleum system is largely gas saturated with small 347 
volumes of liquids found in localised areas (Kantsler et al., 1984). As such, the isotopic 348 
composition of intra-formational coals and carboniferous shales indicates fresh water origin 349 
and dominated by high order plants (Kantsler et al., 1984; Boreham & Hill, 1998). The 350 
Toolachee, Daralingie, Epsilon and Patchawarra formations contain an average total organic 351 
content (TOC) of 3.9% and 6.9 kg/tonne of hydrocarbon (Smyth, 1983; Boreham and Hill, 352 
1998). The most organic-rich source rock is within the Toolachee Formation, averaging 214 353 
kg/tonne (Hydrogen index) across the Cooper Basin (Boreham & Hill, 1998). Liquid 354 
hydrocarbon yields are low in Permian reservoirs due to high vitrinite and inertinite (Type III 355 
kerogens) composition in shale and coal measures, and are absent within the over mature 356 
Nappamerri Trough, which contributes only dry gas (Kantsler et al., 1984; Boreham & Hill, 357 
1998). 358 
Insert Fig. 5 359 
The hydrocarbon source for the overlying Eromanga Basin is more uncertain, and likely to 360 
be sourced from: (1) non-marine Jurassic aged rocks (Powell et al., 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 361 
1998); (2) Permian shales and coals with migration through reactivated faults (Heath et al., 362 
1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998); and (3) a combination of both Jurassic and Permian source 363 
rocks (Fig. 6c) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Jenkins, 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Jurassic aged 364 
units contain oil and gas; however, only gas has been discovered in Cretaceous aged reservoirs 365 
in the Strzelecki, Packsaddle and Nappacoongee regions (Kantsler et al., 1984). Permian aged 366 
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source rocks are currently within the gas window, with Jurassic to Cretaceous source rocks 367 
currently at peak oil generation in the deep basin centres (Kantsler et al., 1984). 368 
Insert Fig. 6 369 
3.2 Hydrocarbon Generation 370 
Permian and Triassic source rocks reached the hydrocarbon generation window as early as 371 
the Permian to Middle Triassic during maximum burial (Fig. 6), and peaked during a secondary 372 
sag period in the Middle Cretaceous (Deighton & Hill, 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). Relatively 373 
minor hydrocarbon generation and expulsion commenced in the Permian to Middle Triassic, 374 
before peaking in the Middle to Late Cretaceous and potentially continues today (Fig. 6a & 6b) 375 
(Pitt, 1986; Duddy, 1987; Gallagher, 1988; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006; 376 
Deighton & Hill, 2009). Minor volumes of hydrocarbons were also generated in the 377 
Nappamerri Trough during the Permian, and, given sufficient residual kerogen, the effect of 378 
Late Tertiary elevated temperatures and Tertiary deposition may have led to secondary (late-379 
stage) hydrocarbon generation and expulsion in certain parts of the basin (Fig. 6b) (Deighton 380 
& Hill, 2009). 381 
Although a rare phenomenon, the concentration of carbon dioxide (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) within the Cooper-382 
Eromanga basins is significantly higher (10-30 v/v%) than typical sedimentary basins (Rigby 383 
& Smith, 1981; Kantsler et al., 1984; Wycherley, Fleet, & Shaw, 1999). However, the origin 384 
remains somewhat questionable, but could be related to: (1) an increase in coal thickness, with 385 
regions containing thick coal deposits, such as the Patchawarra Trough, containing the highest  386 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 concentrations; or (2) magmagenesis or metamorphic reactions, which is also supported 387 
by the correlation between raised 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 levels and the presence of Carboniferous Uranium-rich 388 
Moomba-Big Lake Granodiorite (Gatehouse, 1986; Wycherley et al., 1999). 389 
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3.3 Hydrocarbon Migration 390 
Hydrocarbon generation and expulsion is divided into three phases: (1) early expulsion 391 
between the Late Permian and Early Triassic; (2) primary expulsion within the Cretaceous; (3) 392 
and a possible secondary expulsion during the Late Cenozoic (Fig. 6) (Lowe-Young et al., 393 
1998; Radke, 2009). These three phases of expulsion coincide with the timing of hydrocarbon 394 
migration (Fig. 6c) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). Hydrocarbon generated from 395 
Permian source rocks migrated short distances to the vertically stacked overlying or underlying 396 
intra-formational reservoirs, or alternatively along deep seated and reactivated basement-397 
involved faults into overlying Eromanga Basin reservoirs (Boreham & Hill, 1998; Gravestock 398 
et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). Tertiary hydrocarbon migration through stacked intra-formational 399 
seals into overlying reservoirs has also been discussed (Heath et al., 1989; Boult, Lanzilli, 400 
Michaelsen, McKirdy, & Ryan, 1998; Gravestock et al., 1998; Hillis et al., 2001; Radke, 2009). 401 
Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation (dilation and shear) through time highlighted 402 
the changing conduit potential of individual fault sets as stress conditions changed (Kulikowski 403 
et al., 2016c; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). See chapter 10 for more 404 
detail. 405 
Secondary hydrocarbon migration from Permian source rocks into overlying Jurassic 406 
Eromanga Basin reservoirs has been suggested by numerous authors after observing oil 407 
compositions that were not consistent with a Jurassic origin (Heath et al., 1989; Hallmann, 408 
Arouri, McKirdy, & Schwark, 2007). The origin of Jurassic oils has been found to be from 409 
either: (1) Permian source rocks; (2) Jurassic source rocks; or (3) a combination of the two 410 
(Smyth, 1983; Heath et al., 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Hallmann et al., 2007). In the case 411 
of Permian source rock origin, secondary migration of oil was through: (1) permeable fault 412 
conduits into shallow Eromanga Basin reservoirs; or (2) through a permeable carrier bed in the 413 
up-dip direction towards the flanks of the basin, where overlying Triassic sealing units 414 
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effectively pinch-out and allow the oil to migrate into directly overlying reservoir rocks (Heath 415 
et al., 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Borazjani, Kulikowski, Amrouch, & Bedrikovetsky, 416 
2018, 2019). These flank regions host many large producing oil fields (Heath et al., 1989; 417 
Borazjani et al., 2018, 2019). In these two migration pathway cases, the oil composition 418 
between source and reservoir has shown to be different due to the effects of deep bed filtration 419 
(Borazjani et al., 2018, 2019), or water-washing (Heath et al., 1989) of hydrocarbons. 420 
The ability of a fault to act as a potential hydrocarbon conduit can be measured by calculating 421 
the Dilation Tendency, or the likelihood of faults to undergo tensile reactivation. Alternatively 422 
the likelihood of faults to shear reactivate can be measured by calculating Slip Tendencies. 423 
These likelihoods were calculated for four regional fault sets, which were modelled under six 424 
unique paleo-stress tensors (Alice Springs Event, Mid-Permian Event, Daralingie Event, 425 
Hunter-Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous Event, and Paleogene Event), as well as the present-day 426 
stress conditions (Kulikowski et al., 2016c; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 427 
2018b). The results of these studies found that early expulsion of hydrocarbons would have 428 
preferentially migrated along NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults during the Late 429 
Permian and along E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults during the Late Triassic. Since the 430 
critical moment (90 Ma) hydrocarbons would have preferentially migrated along E-W striking 431 
high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults during the Late Cretaceous and N-S striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) 432 
faults during the Paleogene. Hydrocarbons generated during the secondary phase, or present-433 
day, would likely be migrating along E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults or SE-NW strike-434 
slip faults. See Chapter 6.2 for more detail.  435 
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3.4 Hydrocarbon Seals and Trap Development 436 
Intra-formational fluvial-lacustrine to lacustrine shales and coal measures form cyclically 437 
deposited impermeable seals to underlying reservoirs, while also acting as potential source 438 
rocks to overlying reservoirs (Bradshaw, 1993; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998). These 439 
vertically stacked intra-formational shales and coals have the highest influence on sealing 440 
hydrocarbons within the four-way closing anticlinal traps that are present throughout the basin 441 
(Gravestock et al., 1998). The Nappamerri Formation, Roseneath Shale, and Murteree Shale 442 
are highly efficient regional seals to the Toolachee, Epsilon, and Patchawarra formations, 443 
respectively; however, intra-formational shales hold back hydrocarbon to individual and 444 
compartmentalised intra-formational sandstone reservoirs (Gravestock et al., 1998; Gray, 445 
2017; Gray, Daniel, Kaldi, & Kulikowski, 2019). Cretaceous marine sediments and the Late 446 
Jurassic Birkhead Formation form regional seals for Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Eromanga 447 
Basin reservoirs (Gravestock et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). 448 
The regional Murteree Shale and intra-formational Patchawarra Formation seals are eroded 449 
along the western margin of the basin contributing to the significant number of oil discoveries 450 
made along the western flank, as oil migrates from the deep sections of the Patchawarra Trough 451 
into shallow Eromanga Basin reservoirs (Radke, 2009). Low relief structural closures within 452 
the Eromanga Basin are sealed by the regional Birkhead and Wallumbilla formations, 453 
facilitating the accumulation of hydrocarbons (Radke, 2009; Kulikowski, Hochwald, Cooke, 454 
& Amrouch, 2016b; Kulikowski, Hochwald, & Amrouch, 2018b). A regional polygonal fault 455 
system is present within Cretaceous sediments and is observed to occasionally penetrate into 456 
the hydrocarbon-rich Murta Member (Fig. 7) (Watterson et al., 2000; Kulikowski, 2017; 457 
Kulikowski et al., 2017). Where these normal faults are approximately E-W striking and 458 
penetrate into the Murta Member, hydrocarbons may be migrating through permeable fault 459 
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conduits into shallow reservoirs, possibly presenting a new exploration strategy (Watterson et 460 
al., 2000; Kulikowski et al., 2017). 461 
Insert Fig. 7 462 
Structural trap development occurred as early as the Mid-Permian Event and Late Permian 463 
Daralingie Event, coinciding with the early phase of hydrocarbon generation and expulsion 464 
(Deighton & Hill, 1998; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018a). Key anticlinal traps were developed 465 
by two subsequent events; the E-W Hunter-Bowen Event and E-W Late Cretaceous Event 466 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018a). These two events reactivated basement-involved 467 
faults to create broad anticlinal domes within the Permian, and low relief anticlines within 468 
Cretaceous sediments prior to the primary phase of hydrocarbon generation and expulsion 469 
(Deighton & Hill, 1998). The N-S Paleogene Event (33-23 Ma) may have contributed to a late-470 
stage of structural trap development; however, this occurred significantly after the critical 471 
moment in the hydrocarbon system and may have negatively influenced the preservation of 472 
existing hydrocarbon accumulations (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 473 
2018a, 2018b). Although the majority of accumulations are trapped by anticlines, there does 474 
exist an opportunity to begin targeting higher risk stratigraphic pinch-out traps and on-lapping 475 
features that are common within the basin, particularly within the hydrocarbon-rich 476 
Patchawarra Formation (Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018a). 477 
3.5 Hydrocarbon Accumulation and Preservation 478 
Hydrocarbons are primarily reservoired within the Tirrawarra Formation, Patchawarra 479 
Formation, Epsilon Formation, Daralingie Formation, and Toolachee Formation of the Cooper 480 
Basin, and the Hutton Formation and Namur Sandstone of the Eromanga Basin (Kantsler et al., 481 
1984; Alexander et al., 1998; Gravestock et al., 1998; Mackie, 2015). Although these are the 482 
dominant oil and gas producers, with the Hutton Sandstone contributing greater than 50% of 483 
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oil discoveries (by volume) in the Eromanga Basin, hydrocarbons can be found in virtually all 484 
reservoir-quality zones older than the Late Cretaceous (Kantsler et al., 1984; Lowe-Young et 485 
al., 1998; Radke, 2009). The majority of Cooper Basin hydrocarbon discoveries are located 486 
within the South Australian region, reflecting the significantly greater volume of Permian 487 
source rocks (Kantsler et al., 1984; Reynolds et al., 2006). Primary hydrocarbon accumulation 488 
commenced during the Late Cretaceous critical moment (90 Ma), with existing fields 489 
withstanding the Late Cretaceous Event (95-55 Ma), Paleogene Event (33-23 Ma), and the 490 
present-day stress environment (Fig. 6c) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; 491 
Mackie, 2015; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 492 
The preservation of accumulations appears to be unaffected by these three events, as seismic 493 
data shows that basement-involved faults were not reactivated; however, sub-seismic 494 
resolution faulting may be possible considering that resolution is not better than 15 m 495 
(Kulikowski et al., 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2018b). Fault reactivation causing less 496 
than 15 m of displacement can be sufficient to cause seal breach and facilitate tertiary migration 497 
of hydrocarbons, particularly if fault geometries are optimally oriented to tensile reactivate 498 
(dilate). Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation has shown that the most common fault 499 
set, NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ), was the most likely to shear reactivate during the four 500 
most recent (Daralingie Event, Hunter-Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous Event, Paleogene Event) 501 
tectonic events (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). Under contemporary stresses, SE-NW strike-502 
slip faults are most likely to shear reactivate and must be accurately interpreted because of the 503 
high likelihood of interacting with, and complicating, hydraulic fracture stimulations (Pokalai 504 
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4. Geophysics 508 
4.1 Significant Seismic Reflectors 509 
With the majority of Cooper Basin hydrocarbons reservoired within Permian rocks, the near 510 
top Toolachee Formation (P-reflector), near top Patchawarra Formation (V-reflector), and 511 
middle Patchawarra (VC-reflector) seismic reflectors are most commonly interpreted and 512 
associated with regionally consistent coal markers (Kulikowski, 2017). The Cretaceous Cadna-513 
owie Formation reflector (C-reflector) is an easily identifiable and regional strong amplitude 514 
reflector (Fig. 8a). Its interpretation provides the structural trap geometry for Jurassic and 515 
Cretaceous reservoirs, as well as providing broad insights into the underlying structures. This 516 
reflector also shows intermittent normal displacement caused by polygonal faults extending 517 
down from the Mackunda Formation (AM-reflector) into the deeper hydrocarbon-rich Murta 518 
Member (D-reflector) (Fig. 7). The top Nappamerri Group reflector (N-reflector) shows a 519 
similar characteristic to the Cadna-owie Formation reflector, although with variable amplitude 520 
due to the erosional boundary that it represents (Fig. 8a). This reflector marks the boundary 521 
between the Cooper and Eromanga basins. 522 
Insert Fig. 8 523 
In the area of this study, the top of Permian sedimentation is identified by an abrupt strong 524 
amplitude package that represents the fluvial to deltaic Toolachee Formation (P-reflector) (Fig. 525 
8a). The top Patchawarra Formation (V-reflector) is notoriously bland, attributed to the 526 
relatively more transitional boundary between the upper Patchawarra Formation and the 527 
Murteree Shale (U-reflector) that results in a low acoustic impedance boundary. As such, the 528 
stronger amplitude reflector immediately below the top Patchawarra Formation is typically 529 
interpreted (Fig. 8a). Within the Patchawarra Formation, the VC30 and VC50 coal measures 530 
produce strong amplitude (soft-kick) reflectors; however, the reflectors commonly split and 531 
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merge (Fig. 8a). Middle Patchawarra Formation reflectors have been shown to on-lap onto 532 
paleo-structures correlating to the Mid-Permian Event (290-270 Ma) (Apak et al., 1997; 533 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018a). Below the Permian coal measures, seismic resolution rapidly 534 
decays and the interpretation of reflectors and faults becomes difficult (Fig. 8a). The Tirrawarra 535 
and Merrimelia formation reflectors are absent in some parts of the basin and require high well 536 
control to be interpreted accurately. 537 
Seismic interpretation of the basement (Z-reflector) is again difficult throughout the basin, 538 
commonly requiring phantom interpretation through significant fault shadow and decayed 539 
amplitude (Fig. 8a). Seismic resolution has been calculated to be upwards of 150 m, in contrast 540 
to Cretaceous reflectors that can be between 15-20 m (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 541 
2017). Recently acquired 3D seismic surveys have much greater resolution below Permian coal 542 
measures, with broadband and full-azimuthal seismic data expected to significantly improve 543 
the resolution in the near future. 544 
4.2 Seismic Time-to-Depth Conversion Methods 545 
The seismic time-to-depth conversion process can incur large (10’s of feet) errors caused by 546 
local velocity anomalies, incorrect well ties, or more commonly from a poor understanding of 547 
the near surface velocity variation, or statics. Although errors cannot be removed entirely, 548 
selecting the most accurate depth conversion method for the given study area can have 549 
noticeable effects. For example, the presence of low relief hydrocarbon-rich structural traps 550 
within the Eromanga Basin can depend on the depth conversion method being used 551 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b). Additionally, fault analysis may lead to 552 
incorrect results if seismic data remains in the time-domain, as fault geometries will change 553 
once in the depth-domain (Fig. 8b & 8c). 554 
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Complete seismic volume time-to-depth conversion is often time consuming and not 555 
necessary for generating simple reflector maps. As such, time-to-depth conversion is often 556 
performed at a mapped level using gridding software, or horizon maths tools built into seismic 557 
processing and interpretation software. For the purpose of generating reflector maps, only the 558 
interpreted two-way-time (TWT) seismic reflector grid, rather than the seismic volume, is 559 
converted. In the simplest sense, the TWT grid is multiplied by a constant velocity to generate 560 
a depth grid. Three seismic time-to-depth conversion methods are commonly used within the 561 
Cooper-Eromanga basins, including the: (1) pseudo average velocity method (Fig. 9a); (2) 562 
time-depth trend method (Fig. 9b); and (3) interval velocity method (Fig. 9c). 563 
Insert Fig. 9 564 
4.2.1 Pseudo Average Velocity Method 565 
The pseudo average velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎) method is one of the more simple, yet most commonly used, 566 
seismic time-to-depth conversion methods within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. This simple 567 
approach does not explicitly consider velocity anomalies. Rather, for any given well location 568 
and for any given reflector, the depth (Δz: depth in feet) is obtained from well data and the 569 
interpreted time (Δt: one-way-time in seconds) obtained from seismic data (Fig. 9a). The ratio 570 
of the two measured values provides the 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 at the well location, such that; 571 







Where k is the 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡ℎ reflector measured from n well locations. The time-to-depth conversion 573 
process involves multiplying the resultant 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 with the seismic data (one-way-time: OWT in 574 
seconds), to give depth (ft), such that; 575 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ = 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 576 
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For seismic data that contains an abundance of well control, the 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 for each well location can 577 
be averaged to determine the overall mean  𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 of the entire survey. Alternatively, the 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 values 578 
at each well location can be gridded to produce a spatial contour map of 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎, which can take 579 
into account spatial velocity anomalies. The 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 from the surface to the Upper Cretaceous, 580 
Cadna-owie Formation, and Top Permian seismic reflectors was measured from 12 3D seismic 581 
surveys (Fig. 3b) to give a basin wide 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 value (Fig. 9d). The basin wide 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 from the mean sea 582 
level to the: (1) Upper Cretaceous reflector is 2,280 m/s, (2) Cadna-owie Formation reflector 583 
is 2,375 m/s; and (3) Top Permian reflector is 2,740 m/s (Fig. 9d). Although simplistic, this 584 
method was found to be one of the most accurate in the Cooper-Eromanga basins for converting 585 
interpreted reflector surfaces from the time-domain to the depth-domain (Rady, 2006; 586 
Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). The accuracy of time-to-depth conversion 587 
methods for entire 3D seismic volumes has yet to be explored. 588 
4.2.2 Time-Depth Trend Method 589 
The time-depth (T-D) trend method utilises the relationship between the TWT and depth 590 
values for a given reflector, hence is closely related to the pseudo average velocity method. 591 
The T-D pairs of various reflectors at a given well location are plotted on a two-way graph and 592 
a linear (𝑦𝑦 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑐𝑐), or occasionally exponential (𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 + 𝑐𝑐), trend is defined, 593 
where y is depth, x is time, m is slope, and a, b, and c are constants (Fig. 9b). The T-D trend 594 
equation that defines the distribution is used to directly convert the TWT seismic data to depth. 595 
The T-D Trend (Fig. 9e) from the 12 3D seismic surveys (Kulikowski et al., 2017) was found 596 
to be approximately; 597 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ (𝑚𝑚) = 280.5 ∗ (𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 + 847.97 ∗ (𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂) 598 
Where TWT is two-way-time measured in seconds. Not all T-D pairs will plot precisely on 599 
this trend, and may create poor well ties. Therefore, when performing a time-to-depth 600 
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conversion on a gridded reflector, the resultant depth grid must be tied to the well control 601 
precisely by firstly gridding the error between the depth and the time-to-depth converted grid, 602 
and secondly subtracting the resultant error correction grid from the time-to-depth converted 603 
grid (Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). 604 
This method of time-to-depth conversion is a commonly used method in the Cooper-605 
Eromanga basins, with early work utilising check-shot data and continuous velocity logs to 606 
calibrate seismic data. Continuous velocity logs can provide direct input data for velocity 607 
models and T-D pairs for key stratigraphic markers. It should be noted, however, that velocities 608 
from velocity logs and the velocities used for depth conversion are very different to each other 609 
and if used, a conversion factor map needs to be generated. Check-shot data for time-to-depth 610 
conversion has somewhat become outdated, with advancements in technology providing more 611 
accuracy through vertical seismic profile (VSP) acquisition (Levin & Lynn, 1958; Ganley & 612 
Kanasewich, 1980; Hauge, 1981; Balch, Lee, Miller, & Ryder, 1982; Balch & Lee, 1984; 613 
Hardage, 1985; Gajewski & Pšenčik, 1990). Check-shot and VSP data are obtained in a similar 614 
fashion to seismic data, where a P-wave travel time is measured from the surface to a downhole 615 
receiver (Stainsby & Worthington, 1985). In the case of check-shot and VSP data, the receiver 616 
is lowered through the borehole at various levels. However, the resolution of VSP data is 617 
significantly higher than check-shot data, as the number of borehole receivers can be as dense 618 
as every 25 m, in contrast to check-shot data that is only collected at key stratigraphic intervals. 619 
4.2.3 Interval (Layer-Cake) Velocity Method 620 
The interval velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖) method is used to represent the abrupt vertical changes in velocity 621 
evident across significant stratigraphic packages. A look at continuous velocity logs and 622 
synthetic seismograms shows that velocities are not constant and can abruptly increase or 623 
decrease depending on the rock composition (Al-Chalabi, 1974). The more basic interval 624 
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velocity model divides the subsurface into key stratigraphic packages that have unique 625 
velocities (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖), such that the depth can be calculated by; 626 




Where n is the number of intervals (layers) bound by the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ reflectors, which are measured 628 
in the time-domain, t (one-way-time), at a given well location. 629 
High velocity cemented calcite zones (CCZ) are present within the Eromanga Basin and can 630 
distort the true subsurface image when not incorporated into velocity models (Kulikowski et 631 
al., 2016b; Kulikowski, 2017). Precise interval velocity modelling can include these high 632 
velocity zones for more accurate seismic depth conversion that consider areal velocity changes. 633 
Interval velocity models are also used when anomalous velocities are present within a specific 634 
stratal-unit, which can be caused by overpressures, cementation, or the presence of faults and 635 
fractures. To capture these areal velocity changes, 3D velocity modelling is recommended. 636 
4.3 Seismic Time-to-Depth Conversion Accuracy 637 
The accuracy of converting post-stack seismic data from the time-domain to the depth-domain 638 
has been a significant topic of conversation within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. Inaccurate 639 
seismic depth conversion has significant implications for a number of key processes, which 640 
include: (1) drilling low relief Jurassic to Cretaceous pseudo-structures that appear in depth 641 
converted seismic data due to velocity anomalies; (2) overlooking low relief Jurassic to 642 
Cretaceous structural traps that do not appear in depth converted seismic data due to inaccurate 643 
velocity modelling; (3) inaccurate economic estimates of new wells that, if depth is 644 
underestimated, may require drilling additional 10’s of feet that may change the economic 645 
feasibility; (4) coring the wrong intervals while drilling; (5) inaccurate reserves calculations 646 
that could be under or overestimated; and (6) errors with geomechanical modelling of fault 647 
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reactivation, as fault geometries will change and could influence the sealing potential of fault 648 
bound accumulations (Hillis, Macklin, & Siffleet, 1995; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski 649 
et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). 650 
The historical inaccuracy of seismic depth conversions can be attributed to a number of 651 
factors ranging from: (1) known high velocity calcite cemented zones (CCZ); (2) the regional 652 
system of Cretaceous polygonal faults that can influence the spatial and temporal velocity; (3) 653 
velocity characteristics of fluvially deposited channel sands; and (4) the near surface ‘statics’ 654 
attributed to changes in surface conditions (rocky, regolith, etc.) (Hillis et al., 1995; Lowe-655 
Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). The effect of statics 656 
on seismic depth conversion is difficult to constrain, but can be slightly mitigated through one-657 
dimensional (1D) up-hole seismic refraction surveys that deliberately drill shallow wells to 658 
target the velocity of the near surface (Igboekwe & Ohaegbuchu, 2011). This technique can 659 
accurately measure the velocity at the wellbore, but, as with most wellbore derived data, must 660 
be extrapolated to the wider and often kilometre-scale field, which is a large assumption that 661 
can influence accuracy. To entirely mitigate the large effect of statics in seismic depth 662 
conversion accuracy within the Cooper-Eromanga basins, a method of velocity acquisition 663 
targeting the near surface must be investigated. 664 
Refraction statics is another method that captures the near surface velocity variation through 665 
the interpretation of shallow refracted seismic reflectors. These interpreted reflectors are used 666 
to determine the thickness of shallow low velocity weathered and unconsolidated sediments, 667 
which if not corrected for, can create pseudo structures in the deeper seismic data (Farrell and 668 
Euwema, 1984). This method can provide high density near surface velocity data that can also 669 
be integrated with 1D up-hole data to reduce the effects of statics. 670 
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At this present moment, much of the work on seismic time-to-depth conversion accuracy in 671 
the basins appears to be kept behind closed doors by operating companies. Literature provides 672 
only two studies in the Cooper-Eromanga basins that are focused on this topic (Hillis et al., 673 
1995; Kulikowski et al., 2018b), with Hillis et al. (1995) choosing to focus on a small local 674 
dataset. The only regional study assessing the depth conversion accuracy in the basin used a 675 
statistical approach testing the accuracy of the four most commonly used methods (pseudo 676 
average velocity, time-depth trend, kriging with external drift using TWT, and kriging with 677 
external drift to tie stacking velocities to average well velocities) by employing a cross-678 
validation, or blind-well test, method (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). An automated looping script 679 
was developed to manage the large dataset, comprising 13 3D seismic volumes, 73 interpreted 680 
TWT grids, and 729 wells (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). Their results found that although the 681 
pseudo average velocity method was the most accurate at a high-level (±24.9 ft), the accuracy 682 
of methods changes by 10’s of feet depending on the unique dataset and the combination of 683 
significant variables (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). 684 
The significant variables to the accuracy of depth conversion were: (1) the distance between 685 
the well that is being predicted and existing well control; (2) the spatial location within the 686 
basin; (3) the reflector of interest; and (4) the location of the well that is being predicted relative 687 
to the existing well data envelope (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). Interestingly the number of well 688 
controls had a negligible effect on accuracy, but rather the proximity of well controls to the 689 
well that is being predicted. The regional study reiterates the argument that depth conversion 690 
accuracy in the Cooper-Eromanga basins is a complicated issue that must be further 691 
investigated.  692 
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4.4 Seismic Data Analysis 693 
Analysis of seismic data through the use of seismic attributes, amplitude versus offset (AVO) 694 
analysis, spectral decomposition, and seismic inversion modelling can unlock hidden details 695 
that may not be immediately obvious within the amplitude volume. These techniques have 696 
become a common tool for exploration and development programs around the world and would 697 
be highly beneficial in the fluvially dominated Cooper-Eromanga basins (Fig. 10). Incoherency 698 
(coherency or similarity) is a seismic attribute that was first introduced by Bahorich and Farmer 699 
(1995) and further developed by Gersztenkorn and Marfurt (1999) and is used to visually 700 
emphasise the discrepancy (typically faults) between adjacent seismic traces along a horizon 701 
or time-slice (Neves, Zahrani, & Bremkamp, 2004; Mai, Marfurt, & Chávez-Pérez, 2009; 702 
Backé, Abul Khair, King, & Holford, 2011; Basir, Javaherian, & Yaraki, 2013). This attribute 703 
has been shown to be particularly beneficial when interpreting basement and polygonal faults 704 
(Fig. 10b) from the low resolution seismic data typical to the Cooper-Eromanga basins 705 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2017). Curvature is another structural attribute that is 706 
defined as the rate of change of the direction of a curve (Roberts, 2001), where significant 707 
curvature values are often associated with reflector displacement such as those caused by 708 
fractures or faults (Roberts, 2001; Al-Dossary and Marfurt, 2006; Backé et al., 2011; King et 709 
al., 2011; Abul Khair, Cooke, King, Hand, & Tingay, 2012; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski, 710 
Amrouch, & Burgin, 2018a). This attribute has the potential to constrain the distribution of 711 
natural fracture sweet-spots away from one-dimensional well data if carefully applied 712 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2018a). 713 
Considering that hydrocarbons are predominantly reservoired within fluvial sandstones in the 714 
Cooper-Eromanga basins, displaying the spatial distribution of amplitude along a reflector 715 
surface can aid in detecting these strong amplitude reservoirs (Fig. 10a), particularly if 716 
associated with characteristic amplitude versus offset (AVO) responses. In some cases, these 717 
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reservoirs can verge on being at a sub-seismic resolution scale and can be overlooked in seismic 718 
data. The application of spectral decomposition on the seismic volume can assist in detecting 719 
hydrocarbons, thin fluvial beds (Fig. 10d), and can also visual enhance small scale faults 720 
(Partyka, Gridley, & Lopez, 1999). 721 
Another issue facing explorationists is the discrimination between the signature of thin gas 722 
reservoirs and coals in stacked seismic data. Owing to the significant difference in Poisson’s 723 
ratio between sandstone and coal, the application of AVO analysis to Cooper-Eromanga basins 724 
seismic data has provided evidence to suggest that such discrimination is possible and most 725 
effective when using a rotated extended elastic impedance attribute in the presence of tuning 726 
(Fig. 10c) (Tyiasning and Cooke, 2015). 727 
Insert Fig. 10 728 
5. Contemporary Stress Tensor 729 
Contemporary stress tensors are well constrained in the basin, calculated from borehole 730 
breakouts and drilling induced tensile fractures, diagnostic fracture injection tests, and leak off 731 
tests (e.g. Hillis, Enever, & Reynolds, 1999; Hillis & Reynolds, 2000, 2003; Reynolds, 732 
Coblentz, & Hillis, 2002, 2003; Reynolds et al., 2004, 2006; Reynolds, Mildren, Hillis, Meyer, 733 
& Flottmann, 2005; Sandiford, Wallace, & Coblentz, 2004; Nelson, Meyer, Hillis, & Mildren, 734 
2005; Nelson, Hillis, Sandiford, Reynolds, & Mildren, 2006; Müller, Dyksterhuis, & Rey, 735 
2012; Pokalai, Ahmed, Haghighi, & Gonzalez, 2015a; Pokalai, Haghighi, Sarkar, Tyiasning, 736 
& Cooke, 2015b; Pokalai et al., 2016; Nelson, Chipperfield, Hillis, Gilbert, & McGowen, 737 
2017a; Nelson et al., 2007b; Pokalai, 2018). The far-field origin of in situ stresses has been 738 
explained by Reynolds et al. (2003) to originate from the Tonga-Kermadee subduction zone 739 
and the New Zealand collisional boundary. These tectonic stresses are transferred through the 740 
upper crust of eastern Australia to give an approximately ESE-WNW maximum horizontal 741 
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stress within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. The stress regime is dominantly strike-slip, but can 742 
transition to a compressional stress regime with increased depth, as the overpressures will 743 
decrease the effective vertical stress magnitude more than the effective horizontal stress 744 
magnitudes (Reynolds et al., 2006; Cooke et al., 2016). Alternatively, depletion of hydrocarbon 745 
reservoirs can reduce pore pressure, which in turn increases the effective vertical stress 746 
magnitude (Teufel, Rhett, & Farrell 1991). Given that the effective vertical stress magnitude 747 
can become larger than both effective horizontal stress magnitudes through reservoir depletion, 748 
the in situ stress can transition into an extensional stress regime (Teufel et al., 1991). This 749 
transition between regimes will have implications for late-stage development programs 750 
incorporating hydraulic fracturing and infill drilling, as the unexpected stress regime can 751 
impact the effectiveness of those programs. 752 
For the majority of the basin a strike-slip stress regime is present, with an ESE-WNW oriented 753 
maximum principal stress (Fig. 11a); however, local stress perturbations caused by faults can 754 
cause stress rotation (Fig. 11b). The magnitude of maximum horizontal stress has been 755 
constrained to approximately 41 MPa/km based on a combination of frictional limit theory 756 
(Sibson, 1974), drilling induced tensile fractures, and the use of tensile strength and knowledge 757 
of horizontal fabrics at the wellbore wall (Reynolds et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2005; 2007). 758 
The vertical principal stress magnitude is dependent on the overburden rock thickness and 759 
density, as well as the local pore pressure (Fig. 11c). The range of magnitudes present within 760 
the basin for the vertical stress is between approximately 17 and 20 MPa/km (Reynolds et al., 761 
2006; Nelson et al., 2007; Pokalai et al., 2015a; 2016; Pokalai, 2018). As mentioned earlier, a 762 
decrease in the pore pressure caused by depletion can increase the effective magnitude of the 763 
vertical principal stress. Minimum horizontal stress magnitudes are typically calculated from 764 
leak off tests or obtained from the minimum closure pressure during a mini-frac test (Fig. 11c). 765 
Within the Cooper-Eromanga basins, the minimum horizontal stress magnitude can vary 766 
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significantly between approximately 12 and 27 MPa/km and can depend on the interpretation 767 
technique used to read closure pressures (Nelson et al., 2007). 768 
Insert Fig. 11 769 
Equally as important as the principal stress magnitude, the pore pressure gradient can 770 
influence the reactivation and development of natural fractures and faults. Increases in pore 771 
pressure effectively shift the Mohr’s circle to the left, closer to the failure and reactivation 772 
envelopes. This effect can be induced by hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments and through 773 
gas and water injection wells. Pore pressure within the basin remains at a hydrostatic gradient 774 
(0.433 psi/ft) until depths of between 8000 and 8800 ft, where overpressure is first observed 775 
and is largely depended on the location (van Ruth & Hillis, 2000; Kulikowski et al., 2016a). A 776 
recent study within the basin calculated the effective tectonic strain to be between 777 
approximately 400 and 500 microstrains, with strain in the maximum horizontal stress direction 778 
being three times greater than that in the minimum horizontal stress direction (Pokalai et al., 779 
2016; Pokalai, 2018). 780 
6. Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation 781 
6.1 Theory 782 
Reactivation refers to the movement of faults and fractures under present-day stress 783 
conditions and can be analysed by creating a geomechanical model and measuring the shear or 784 
tensile (dilation) reactivation potential. A poor understanding of the local and regional stress 785 
conditions has tremendous implications for hydrocarbon migration pathway models, hydraulic 786 
fracture stimulation treatments, reservoir development, and seal integrity. Faults that are 787 
optimally oriented to undergo tensile reactivation, or dilate, can provide permeable conduits 788 
for hydrocarbon migration. An increase in pore pressure, through hydraulic fracture stimulation 789 
or water/gas injection wells, can facilitate shear or tensile reactivation along pre-existing faults 790 
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and fractures. Geomechanical models have also been shown to effectively predict the shear and 791 
tensile reactivation potential of faults under paleo-stress conditions, which is beneficial when 792 
incorporated with hydrocarbon migration pathway modelling (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski 793 
& Amrouch, 2018b). 794 
The Dilation Tendency (𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑) measures the likelihood that faults and fractures will tensile 795 
reactive and is governed by the orientation and magnitude of the effective normal stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛′, 796 
acting on a fault plane. The 𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑 is normalised to the differential stress to give values between 797 
zero (low likelihood) and one (high likelihood), where 𝜎𝜎1′ is the maximum effective stress and 798 






Fracture Stability is a measure of the pore pressure required to effectively shift the Mohr’s 802 
circle to the left and intersect the failure or reactivation envelope for a given fault plane. The 803 
relationship between an increase in pore pressure (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑝𝑝) and the change in horizontal stress 804 





Where α is Biot’s coefficient that describes the difference between the total and effective 807 
stresses, and v is the Poisson ratio. This equation shows the direct relationship between 808 
increasing pore pressure to an increase in the horizontal stress magnitudes. Therefore, the 809 
Fracture Stability results are provided as the pore pressure increase required to induce shear 810 
reactivation. The Slip Tendency of faults provides a normalised scale of the Fracture Stability, 811 
where zero (0) has a low likelihood, and one (1) has a high likelihood of shear reactivating. 812 
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The likelihood of faults and fractures to act as conduits can also be measured through the 813 
Leakage Factor equation that relates the pore pressure (𝛥𝛥𝑝𝑝) with the difference between the 814 





The structural stability is assessed for three groups of structural data common to the Cooper-817 
Eromanga basins: (1) Basement Faults; (2) Polygonal Faults; and (3) Natural Fractures.  818 
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6.2 Basement Faults 819 
6.2.1 Summary 820 
The majority of the basement-involved faults developed during the early tectonic 821 
development of the Australian-Mawson Block (Fig. 4a), where a Pre-Cambrian (650-575 Ma) 822 
SE-NW oriented extensional stress regime event created NE-SW striking normal faults and 823 
SE-NW strike-slip faults throughout much of Australia (Kuang, 1985; Haines et al., 2001; 824 
Apak et al., 1997; Gibson et al., 2013; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 825 
These two dominant sets are present throughout the Cooper-Eromanga basins and form close 826 
relationships with anticlinal hydrocarbons traps (Fig. 12) and the NE-SW striking GMI and 827 
NM ridges (Fig. 3b). Through time, these pre-existing basement-involved faults were 828 
repeatedly reactivated by subsequent compressional and strike-slip stress regime events (Apak 829 
et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 830 
2017, 2018; Kulikowski et al., 2017). Repeated reactivation of pre-existing faults is supported 831 
by multiple erosional unconformities and the negligible distribution of low angle 832 
compressional faults, albeit up to four compressional events (Mid-Permian Event, Hunter-833 
Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous Event, and Paleogene Event) had affected the region 834 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). Under Andersonian faulting theory (Anderson, 1951), such 835 
compressional events would develop low angle (30ᵒ) faults; however, due to the abundance of 836 
high angle (60ᵒ) normal faults present in the basin (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 837 
2017), it would be more stress economic to reactivate existing faults rather than develop new 838 
faults. 839 
Insert Fig. 12 840 
The original NE-SW striking normal faults, which are present throughout the basin (Fig. 13a 841 
& 13b), are now observed to positively displace reflectors (Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & 842 
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Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Radke, 2009; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018; 843 
Kulikowski et al., 2017). Their stratigraphic distribution is often limited to terminating within 844 
basement or Middle Permian stratigraphy, and rarely penetrating into younger units (Apak et 845 
al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Radke, 2009; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski 846 
& Amrouch, 2017b). Due to the poor seismic resolution below Permian coal measures, detailed 847 
fault growth studies (e.g. Giba, Walsh, & Nicole, 2012; Jackson and Rotevatn, 2013; Black, 848 
McCormack, Elders, & Robertson, 2017; Robson, 2018; Robson, Holford, King, & 849 
Kulikowski, 2018) have not been possible and their interpretation becomes more difficult with 850 
depth. The difficulty is also exaggerated when developing fault models from seismic data that 851 
remains in the time-domain, as the true fault angle is not being captured (Fig. 8b & 8c). The 852 
difference in basement-fault geometry between the time and depth-domains has proven to be 853 
problematic for previous researchers that used sparse 2D seismic data, as their work interpreted 854 
purely extensional faults, which were later re-interpreted as compressional faulting, and which 855 
are now known to be a combination of inverted normal faults, compressional faults and strike-856 
slip faults (e.g. Kuang, 1985; Stanmore, 1989; Apak et al., 1997; Sun, 1997; Gravestock & 857 
Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Radke, 2009; Grant-Woolley et al., 2014; Kulikowski, 2017; 858 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b; Kulikowski et al., 2017). 859 
Insert Fig. 13 860 
The SE-NW strike-slip faults are present throughout the region and have been attributed to 861 
reducing reservoir performance through cataclasis, compartmentalisation of reservoirs, and 862 
potentially complicating hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments (Grant-Woolley et al., 2014; 863 
Kulikowski et al., 2016c). These strike-slip faults appear predominantly within basement and 864 
can extend into the hydrocarbon-rich Patchawarra Formation (Apak et al., 1997; Radke, 2009; 865 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b; Kulikowski et al., 2017). This fault set can easily be 866 
overlooked in cross-section due to the seismic resolution at basement and must be investigated 867 
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in time-slice (or depth-slice) views to observe lateral displacements or linear features. A series 868 
of large basin-scale en echelon NNE-SSW strike-slip faults are present in the Patchawarra 869 
Trough (Fig. 3a) and form pop-up or positive flower structures that have been developed into 870 
highly economic fields. Their presence elsewhere in the basin may be equally as fruitful; 871 
however, are yet to be discovered! 872 
6.2.2 Reactivation potential under paleostress evolution 873 
A new approach for assessing the reactivation and dilation potential of faults through time 874 
was presented by Kulikowski & Amrouch (2018b), using the Cooper-Eromanga basins as a 875 
case study. This approach utilises complete paleo-stress tensors for six events (Kulikowski & 876 
Amrouch, 2017) that were obtained through calcite twin stress inversion analysis (Etchecopar, 877 
1984). Calcite twin stress inversion has been used extensively around the world to provide 878 
quantitative data on polyphase tectonic events (e.g. Amrouch, Lacombe, Mouthereau & Dissez, 879 
2005; Lacombe, Amrouch, Mouthereau & Dissez, 2007; Amrouch, 2010; Amrouch, Lacombe, 880 
Bellahsen, Daniel & Callot, 2010; Amrouch, Beaudoin, Lacombe, Bellahsen, & Daniel, 2011; 881 
Beaudoin et al., 2012; Arboit, Amrouch, Collins, King, & Morley, 2015; Arboit, Amrouch, 882 
Morley, Collins, & King, 2017; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017, 2018b; 883 
Burgin, Amrouch, Rajabi, Kulikowski, Holford, 2018). Complete paleo-stress tensors form the 884 
Cooper-Eromanga basins were integrated with geomechanical models to simulate the stress 885 
conditions present during each of the six key stages of basin evolution. Results found that after 886 
the critical moment in the Cooper-Eromanga basins petroleum system (90 Ma), E-W (Late 887 
Cretaceous Event) and N-S (Paleogene Event) striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most 888 
likely to be dilated and acting as permeable hydrocarbon conduits (Fig. 13c). The critical 889 
moment defines the major period of hydrocarbon generation, migration and entrapment. This 890 
provides critical information that improves hydrocarbon migration pathway models that 891 
previously considered faults to have static 2D mechanical properties. 892 
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The history of basement fault reactivation is often constrained through fault growth analysis 893 
using 3D seismic data (e.g. Williams, Powell, & Cooper, 1989; Childs, Nicol, Walsh, & 894 
Watterson, 1996; Baudon & Cartwright, 2008); however, this cannot be performed in regions 895 
that have poor seismic resolution. For such regions, including the Cooper-Eromanga basins, 896 
the Slip Tendency of faults is calculated using paleo-stress tensors and geomechanical 897 
modelling to provide insights into the 4D evolution of fault reactivation. Kulikowski & 898 
Amrouch (2018b) measured the Slip Tendency of four major fault sets modelled using the 899 
paleo-stress tensors during six tectonic events (Fig. 13d). The results showed that N-S striking 900 
high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most likely to reactivate during the Alice Springs Event, and 901 
E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults likely reactivated during the Mid-Permian Event (Fig. 902 
13d). Since these two events NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most likely to 903 
shear reactivate under the subsequent Daralingie Event, Hunter-Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous 904 
Event and Paleogene Event (Fig. 13d). This is in line with other research suggesting 905 
considerable exhumation and erosion along the major NE-SW striking GMI and NM ridges 906 
(Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006, 907 
2008; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b). 908 
6.2.3 Reactivation potential under contemporary stress 909 
A case study on the Swan Lake 3D and Dullingari 3D seismic surveys, located adjacent to 910 
the GMI and NM ridges, respectively, investigated the reactivation potential of basement-911 
involved faults under contemporary stresses by measuring the Slip Tendency, Dilation 912 
Tendency, and Fracture Stability (Kulikowski et al., 2016c). The study analysed four unique 913 
fault sets modelled using hydrostatic pressure, in situ stress, and typical rock mechanics 914 
parameters from the Cooper Basin. 915 
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Results from Kulikowski et al. (2016c) showed that E-W striking faults have the highest 916 
Dilation Tendency (0.900) and thus most likely to act as permeable hydrocarbon conduits under 917 
the present-day stress (Fig. 13c). The study also identified SE-NW strike-slip faults within both 918 
3D seismic surveys and found that they are most likely to shear reactivate (Fig. 13d). A pore 919 
pressure increase of between only 0.5 and 5.0 MPa is required for this fault set to intersect the 920 
reactivation curve. Shear reactivation can compartmentalise the reservoir, reduce reservoir 921 
properties through cataclasis, complicate hydraulic fracture propagation, and facilitate tertiary 922 
migration of hydrocarbons. Therefore, precise seismic interpretation, particularly in depth-slice 923 
to observe lateral offsets, must focus on the identification of SE-NW striking strike-slip faults 924 
in order to incorporate their presence with the development of hydraulic fracture stimulation 925 
and drilling programs. 926 
6.3 Cretaceous Polygonal Fault System 927 
6.3.1 Summary 928 
Layer bound polygonal faults are present within Cretaceous Eromanga Basin marine 929 
sediments across the entire basin (Heath et al., 1989; Watterson et al., 2000; Kulikowski, 2017; 930 
Kulikowski et al., 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b). These faults were first identified 931 
from 2D seismic data (Rumph, 1982; Moore & Pitt, 1984; Newton, 1986; Gilby & Mortimore, 932 
1989; Gorter, Gostin, & Plummer, 1989; Longley, 1989; Scholefield, 1989; Young, Gunther, 933 
& Dixon, 1989), with the 3D distribution and regional extent only recently discovered in 934 
literature (Oldham & Gibbins, 1995; Watterson et al., 2000; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et 935 
al., 2017). A detailed analysis of polygonal faults within the Lake Hope 3D seismic survey 936 
suggests that their development is linked to a density inversion, where a low density and 937 
overpressured stratal unit was buried and de-watered by overlying normally pressured and 938 
higher density sediments (Watterson et al., 2000). The planar normal faults are mostly 939 
contained within the Mackunda Formation, Coorikiana Sandstone, Bulldog Shale and 940 
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Wallumbilla Formation; however, larger faults are found to penetrate into the underlying and 941 
oil-rich Murta Member (Fig. 7). Maximum throw was found within the Coorikiana Sandstone. 942 
The dip angle of faults remains constant along a given fault plane and can range between 44ᵒ 943 
and 61ᵒ (Watterson et al., 2000). This polygonal fault system may present a new hydrocarbon 944 
exploration opportunity targeting shallow oil that has migrated from Lower Cretaceous oil-rich 945 
reservoirs through permeable polygonal faults (Fig. 7) (Watterson et al., 2000). 946 
The normal displacement across polygonal faults can tilt shallow reservoirs such that low 947 
relief structural traps are developed and potentially fault sealing. Low relief structures that are 948 
bound by deeply penetrating faults can facilitate the accumulation of oil in shallow reservoirs. 949 
This play has yet to be truly tested in this region, but is analogous to the polygonal fault system 950 
associated with Tertiary hydrocarbon-rich shales in the North Sea (Cartwright & Lonergan, 951 
1997; Lonergan, Cartwright, & Jolly, 1998). The presence of faults within hydrocarbon 952 
reservoirs can have tremendous implications for effective production and development, such 953 
as compartmentalisation of the reservoir, tertiary hydrocarbon migration, and complications 954 
with hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments. Considering that Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic 955 
hydrocarbon reservoirs are currently being explored and developed, an understanding of the 956 
geometry, intensity and reactivation potential of the Cretaceous polygonal fault system is 957 
highly beneficial. 958 
6.3.2 Reactivation potential under paleostress conditions 959 
This potential new play type was first suggested by Watterson et al. (2000), who suggested 960 
the possibility that these faults may be facilitating the tertiary migration of hydrocarbons from 961 
known reservoirs to shallow sedimentary rocks. Little literature has since appeared in relation 962 
to this exploration opportunity, with the regional extent of this system only recently discovered 963 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2017). The Leakage Factor and Dilation Tendency of 964 
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this regional polygonal fault system were modelled to determine the optimum fault geometry 965 
required for fluid flow (Kulikowski et al., 2017). 966 
 The results show that high dip angle (50-90ᵒ) polygonal faults striking 080-260ᵒN and 125-967 
305ᵒN have the largest Leakage Factor, and fault planes with high dip angle (50-90ᵒ) striking 968 
105-285ᵒN have the largest Dilation Tendency (Kulikowski et al., 2017). These fault planes are 969 
therefore most likely to facilitate the tertiary migration of hydrocarbons from Lower 970 
Cretaceous hydrocarbon-rich reservoirs into shallow structures, given that they penetrate below 971 
the Cadna-owie Formation into the hydrocarbon-rich Murta Member. 972 
6.4 Natural Fractures 973 
6.4.1 Summary 974 
Natural fractures can provide highly permeable pathways for hydrocarbon production if the 975 
local and regional fracture set geometries are known. The strike and dip angle of fracture sets 976 
are equally as important for optimising hydrocarbon recovery. Six regionally pervasive 977 
conjugate natural fracture sets (Fig. 14a) are present in the Cooper-Eromanga basins 978 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The timing of their development, stratigraphic distribution, 979 
and spatial intensity has been well constrained (Kulikowski et al., 2016a; Kulikowski, 2017; 980 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). Extrapolation of wellbore derived natural fractures and faults 981 
to the wider reservoir has also been investigated by a number of authors (Backé et al., 2011; 982 
King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Abul Khair, Cooke, & Hand, 2013; Abul Khair, 983 
Cooke, & Hand, 2015; Kulikowski et al., 2018a), suggesting that upwards of 70% of wellbore 984 
fractures are represented in seismic curvature results. 985 
Insert Fig. 14 986 
6.4.2 Natural fractures at the well bore 987 
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Low dip angle (30ᵒ) conjugate fracture sets striking E-W and N-S are present throughout the 988 
stratigraphic column and associated with the Paleogene Event, and the Upper Cretaceous and 989 
Hunter-Bowen events, respectively. A third low dip angle conjugate fracture set is present only 990 
within the Patchawarra, Tirrawarra, Merrimelia and Basement formations striking NE-SW and 991 
associated with the Mid-Permian Event. A vertical conjugate natural fracture set striking NNE-992 
SSW and SE-NW is present only within Basement and developed during the Alice Springs 993 
Event. Two additional conjugate natural fracture sets are present throughout the stratigraphic 994 
column, striking NE-SW and SE-NW with high dip angles (50-70ᵒ), and most likely associated 995 
with periods of post-compressional flexural relaxation, or basin sag (Abul Khair et al., 2015; 996 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The majority of interpreted fractures have high dip angles (50-997 
70ᵒ) making the true wellbore fracture intensity of vertical wells difficult to constrain. A 998 
comparison between the fracture intensity interpreted from vertical, horizontal and inclined 999 
wells would provide more meaningful and representative fracture intensities. 1000 
A robust natural fracture study was performed for the Warburton Basin (Sun, 1999) using 1001 
core, borehole image logs, and dip meter logs. The conclusions present a number of fracture 1002 
sets; however, their methods relied too heavily on the strike of fractures and did not consider 1003 
that slight changes in dip angle (20ᵒ) can have a different interpretation (Anderson, 1951). For 1004 
this reason the use of seismic attributes, such as most positive and most negative curvature, can 1005 
be misleading by only providing the strike of possible fractures and faults. Fracture sets with 1006 
similar strike direction but different dip angles cannot be distinguished from these seismic 1007 
trending methods. 1008 
Horizontal fractures have also been proposed to exist in the basin, and likely associated with 1009 
periods of significant exhumation and erosion (Flottmann, Campagna, Hillis, & Warner, 2004; 1010 
Tyiasning & Cooke, 2016; Cooke et al., 2016). Significant erosion can reduce the vertical stress 1011 
magnitude and create local compressional stress regimes that can develop tensile horizontal 1012 
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fractures. These horizontal fractures can complicate hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments 1013 
by preferentially reactivating and causing rotation of hydraulic fractures into the horizontal 1014 
plane, which is a common phenomenon in the Cooper-Eromanga basins (Cooke et al., 2016; 1015 
Pokalai et al., 2016; Pokalai, 2018). 1016 
6.4.3 Natural fractures away from the well bore 1017 
A common assumption within the petroleum industry is that wellbore data can be extrapolated 1018 
to the wider reservoir, which assumes that stress conditions, structural data, pore pressures, 1019 
reservoir properties and characteristic, and other important criteria remain constant. If 1020 
incorrect, this assumption can lead to obvious implications for exploration and development 1021 
programs. As the Cooper-Eromanga basins contain low permeability reservoirs, the presence 1022 
of permeable fracture networks can add great economic value to prospects; however, much of 1023 
the existing work assumes that one-dimensional borehole data is representative of the wider 1024 
kilometre-scale fields (Kulikowski et al., 2018a). Recent advancements in seismic acquisition 1025 
and processing have enabled the use of seismic attributes to provide information away from 1026 
the wellbore that is otherwise overlooked in the original amplitude volumes. 1027 
Curvature analysis is a seismic attribute that has been shown to correlate well with wellbore 1028 
derived fracture and fault data (e.g. Murray, 1968; Lisle, 1994; Stewart & Podolski, 1998; 1029 
Hakami, Marfurt, & Al-Dossary, 2004; Al-Dosary & Marfurt, 2006; Chopra & Marfurt, 2007; 1030 
King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Kulikowski et al., 2018a). The calculated value for 1031 
curvature is defined as the rate of change of the direction of a curve (Roberts, 2001), such that 1032 
for any point (P) the curvature (K) is defined as the rate of change of the dip angle (dω) with 1033 
respect to the arc length (dS) (Roberts, 2001). The arc length (dS) is obtained from the 1034 
osculating circle that has a common tangent to P and makes the greatest possible contact with 1035 
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the curve (Roberts, 2001). The radius of the osculating circle forms the radius of curvature (R); 1036 











Curvature analysis has previously been performed within the Cooper-Eromanga basins 1039 
(Backé et al., 2011; King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Kulikowski et al., 2018a) 1040 
showing a close relationship with the fracture geometry measured at the wellbore (Fig. 14b & 1041 
14c), although the density of fracturing can be underestimated in vertical wells (Kulikowski, 1042 
2017). As the two major fracture sets present in the basin are high angled (>50⁰ dip), it is 1043 
statistically less likely that these will be intersected by vertical wells, and may therefore be 1044 
providing a less than true fracture density. The spatial and temporal distribution of permeable 1045 
fracture networks away from the wellbore using curvature analysis has shown that high angle 1046 
E-W and SE-NW striking fractures are highly pervasive and most likely to be permeable under 1047 
contemporary stresses (Kulikowski et al., 2018a). These E-W and SE-NW striking fracture sets 1048 
are present in each of the five 3D seismic surveys analysed by Kulikowski et al. (2018a) and 1049 
were found to increase in intensity along E-W elongate anticlinal structures, which may present 1050 
an exploration target for future programs. The use of curvature analysis for field development 1051 
programs that target fracture networks appears invaluable, as it can provide the spatial and 1052 
temporal distributions of permeable fracture networks in the subsurface away from the 1053 
wellbore. 1054 
6.4.4 Reactivation potential under contemporary stress 1055 
Understanding the distribution, geometry, and intensity of permeable fracture networks is an 1056 
important aspect of development programs in the low permeability Cooper-Eromanga basins. 1057 
The likelihood of fractures to reactivate and be open to fluid flow is primarily controlled by the 1058 
contemporary stress conditions relative to the fracture geometry. The contemporary stress in 1059 
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the Cooper-Eromanga basins has an approximately E-W oriented maximum horizontal stress 1060 
and is under a strike-slip stress regime, but the orientation can vary by up to 20ᵒ and the regime 1061 
can alternate between a compressional stress regime (Fig. 11c) (e.g. Nelson et al., 2007; 1062 
Reynolds et al., 2004; King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Kulikowski et al., 2016c; 1063 
Pokalai et al., 2016; Pokalai, 2018). This variation of in situ stress has a profound influence on: 1064 
(1) reactivation potential of fractures and faults; (2) hydraulic fracturing; and (3) infers that 1065 
geomechanical modelling performed on the basin-scale may not be representative of the field-1066 
scale. 1067 
King et al. (2011) and Abul Khair et al. (2012) measured the fracture susceptibility of natural 1068 
fractures on a basin-scale assuming an E-W oriented maximum horizontal stress that alternates 1069 
between a strike-slip and compressional stress regime. Their study found that NE-SW and SE-1070 
NW striking fractures with moderate dip angles are most prone to reactivation (Fig. 14d & 1071 
14e). Understanding the shear reactivation potential is important; however, measuring the 1072 
likelihood of tensile reactivation is equally as important. Kulikowski et al. (2018a) measured 1073 
the Dilation Tendency of 454 fractures to show that E-W and SE-NW striking high angle (60ᵒ) 1074 
fractures are optimally oriented to dilate and act as potential hydrocarbon conduits under 1075 
contemporary stresses (Fig. 14f). These sets are regionally pervasive away from the wellbore 1076 
within the Patchawarra Formation and would form ideal fracture sweet-spots given sufficient 1077 
intensity (Fig. 14b & 14c). 1078 
7. Hydraulic fracturing and well monitoring 1079 
Hydraulic fracturing has been performed in the Cooper Basin since 1969 (McGowen, Gilbert, 1080 
& Samari, 2007). The majority of hydraulic fracturing treatments are focus on the 1081 
predominately Permian sandstone reservoirs, especially in the tight sand Patchawarra 1082 
Formation. This formation has low (milliDarcy) permeability and requires multistage hydraulic 1083 
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fracturing to optimise production and be economically feasible. There is significant gas 1084 
potential to explore and develop in this area; however, the stress complexity and high pressure 1085 
and temperature conditions are challenging to effectively execute hydraulic fracturing 1086 
programs. 1087 
During injection and fracture propagation a considerable pressure loss can be observed near 1088 
the wellbore. This near-wellbore pressure loss (NWBPL) was first discussed by Chipperfield 1089 
& Britt (2000) and Roberts et al. (2000), who stated that the causes of NWBPL are related to 1090 
pressure loss within the perforations, and tortuosity within the induced fracture path near the 1091 
wellbore. Johnson et al. (2002) and Johnson and Greenstreet (2003) discussed pressure 1092 
dependent leak-off (PDL) and NWBPL in the Cooper Basin and showed the significant impact 1093 
it can have on production performance. NWBPL is caused by frictional pressure loss at the 1094 
wellbore and closely related to tortuosity. Four different types of fracture propagation can result 1095 
from high tortuosity including fracture turning, fracture twisting, multiple fracturing and 1096 
fracture migration. High NWBPL can therefore complicate the hydraulic fracture process and 1097 
result in a lower percentage of proppant being placed within the target reservoir (Pokalai et al., 1098 
2015a, 2015b; Pokalai, 2018).  1099 
When pre-existing natural fractures are present within a reservoir the near-wellbore pressure 1100 
loss is considerably higher due to the complex interactions that create multiple fractures with 1101 
tortuous paths. This tortuous path will shear and tensile reactivate pre-existing natural fractures 1102 
to create a large amount of pressure dependent leak-off. Therefore, pressure dependent leak-1103 
off can have both positive and negative impacts. It can increase rock permeability by increasing 1104 
the stimulated rock volume, while at the same time causing a high near-wellbore pressure drop. 1105 
However, to have better proppant placement and to maximise the flowback of fracturing fluid, 1106 
near-wellbore pressure needs to be reduced. 1107 
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The majority of the Patchawarra Formation consists of thick sand intervals that cycle between 1108 
coal measures and shale, and is currently exposed to high pressure, high stress, and high 1109 
temperature conditions. Therefore, the fracturing fluid system and proppant need to be selected 1110 
in order to suit these conditions. Fracturing fluid is commonly a water-based fluid system 1111 
within the Cooper-Eromanga basins comprising of either a Linear Gel or a Borate Crosslink 1112 
Gel that is injected during the pad stage, slurry stage and the flushing stage. Proppant is 1113 
typically 100 mesh sand and is pumped into the target zone to reduce NWBPL and to bridge-1114 
off the PDL. This is followed by the injection of ceramic proppant to provide high fracture 1115 
conductivity. The perforations that the hydraulic fracture is pumped into are typically made by 1116 
lowering expendable hollow carrier (EHC) or link guns down the wellbore to perforate the 1117 
casing completion at the target location. The style of perforating guns is primarily dependant 1118 
on well completion, with EHC guns commonly used in monobore completions to mitigate rat-1119 
hole loss, and link guns are used in conventional completion designs. 1120 
Once perforations and hydraulic fracture stimulations are complete and the well begins 1121 
producing hydrocarbons, there is a significant need for well surveillance and intervention 1122 
programs due to the harsh subsurface conditions within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. These 1123 
can range from high temperatures, high pressures, and high 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 concentrations, to liquid 1124 
loading (water in the wellbore) issues that can lead to reduced production (Rigby & Smith, 1125 
1981; Wycherley et al., 1999; McGowen et al., 2007; Winterfield, Missikos, Tio, & Dalgety, 1126 
2014). Hydrocarbon production can also be inhibited by the development of scale (halite and 1127 
calcite) within the perforations, where pressure and temperature rapidly decrease causing 1128 
solutes to precipitate. The 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 concentration within the Cooper-Eromanga basins is 1129 
significantly higher (10-30 v/v%) than the average sedimentary basin (Rigby & Smith, 1981; 1130 
Wycherley et al., 1999), contributing to the need to mitigate calcite scale through acid 1131 
treatments, re-perforation, and regular wireline drift and broach intervention programs (Pitkin, 1132 
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Wedham, McGowen, & Thom, 2012). Salts (NaCl) have also been found to precipitate within 1133 
perforations originating from salty groundwater invading the reservoir. 1134 
Other than causing scale build-up, the invasion of groundwater into the wellbore can also 1135 
increase the production rate required to lift, and unload, the liquids to surface and can cause 1136 
liquid loading within the wellbore to effectively stop production (Winterfield et al., 2014). 1137 
Mitigation techniques for this may include artificial lifts (nitrogen injection), compressor 1138 
installation to reduce back-pressure, plunger lift systems, injection of foaming agents via 1139 
micro-strings, installation of siphon strings (or recompletion to small diameter tubing) to 1140 
reduce the minimum rate to lift liquids, well cycling (pressure build-up), and producing the 1141 
well to atmospheric pressures for a short period of time to unload liquids (McGowen et al., 1142 
2007; Winterfield et al., 2014). 1143 
8. Exploration and Development 1144 
8.1 Current Programs 1145 
Current exploration programs are somewhat simplistic and have remained inline with the 1146 
original anticlinal theory; identify and drill an anticlinal closure (Apak et al., 1997; Lowe-1147 
Young et al., 1998; Morton, 1998; O’Neil, 1998). This approach has generated in excess of 6.5 1148 
trillion cubic feet (TCF) of sales gas; however, an estimated 1.6 TCF is remaining to be 1149 
produced from anticlinal and stratigraphic traps (Mackie, 2015). This estimate does not include 1150 
the highly prospective unconventional plays (basin centred gas, deep coal, and fractured 1151 
basement) that have sparked renewed interest in the basin. Oil exploration, now primarily 1152 
targeting the Jurassic Eromanga Basin reservoirs, has also become highly profitable, generating 1153 
520 million barrels (mmbbls) from Jurassic to Cretaceous reservoirs, with an estimated 150 1154 
mmbbls of recoverable reserves remaining (Mackie, 2015). Although the majority of oil 1155 
discovered in the basins is in Jurassic and Cretaceous reservoirs, oil has also been discovered 1156 
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in the Early Permian Tirrawarra Formation in the Tirrawarra (80% of known Permian oil) and 1157 
Fly Lake/Brolga fields (Gravestock et al., 1998). Taking into account the number of exploration 1158 
wells drilled versus new Permian gas field discoveries, the success rate for current exploration 1159 
programs is approximately 40% (Mackie, 2015). The success of Mesozoic oil exploration wells 1160 
grew from 12% to 45% after the introduction of 3D seismic data acquisition, illustrating the 1161 
significance of geophysical advancements in discovering new fields and new play types 1162 
(Mackie, 2015). 1163 
There are currently two major plays in the province; (1) targeting Jurassic Eromanga Basin 1164 
oil reservoired in anticlinal closures; and (2) targeting Permian Cooper Basin gas reservoired 1165 
in anticlinal and stratigraphic traps (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009; Scott et al., 2013; 1166 
Mackie, 2015). The majority of Jurassic oil is reservoired within the Murta Member, Namur 1167 
Sandstone, Birkhead Formation, Hutton Sandstone, and Poolowanna Formation given that a 1168 
structural trap exists (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 1169 
2017c). It is important to note, however, that, as previous indicated, the presence of these 1170 
typically low-relief structural traps can depend on the seismic time-to-depth conversion method 1171 
being used, as the conversion errors can be greater than the structural closure (Lowe-Young et 1172 
al., 1998; Radke, 2009; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2017c; Kulikowski, 2017). Although, some 1173 
stratigraphic traps have been discovered in the Eromanga Basin sequence that appear to be 1174 
restricted to the Birkhead Formation sandstone channel faces embedded in floodplain and 1175 
lacustrine shales. The source of this Jurassic oil in the central portion of the play has been 1176 
attributed to Permian source rocks migrating vertically through leaky seals or along fault 1177 
conduits (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). Recently, the Eromanga Basin oil play has 1178 
been extended to the western flank of the Cooper Basin, where major oil exploration and 1179 
production is currently taking place (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). The western flank oil play 1180 
primarily targets low relief anticlinal traps within the Jurassic Eromanga Basin reservoirs that 1181 
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are also charged by Permian source rocks migrating through eroded regional seals on the flank 1182 
of the basin (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). 1183 
The anticlinal closures common to the basin are often associated with reactivated basement-1184 
involved faults that develop broad structures in the overlying stratigraphy, but they can also be 1185 
associated with positive flower (pop-up) features that are common in the Patchawarra Trough, 1186 
or as fault-bound anticlines where large basement-involved faults have reactivated and 1187 
penetrated through overlying units (Apak et al., 1997; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009; 1188 
Scott et al., 2013; Mackie, 2015; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2017). The case of fault-1189 
bound anticlines is most common along the GMI and NM ridges where the large NE-SW 1190 
striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults have shown evidence of relatively more recent reactivation 1191 
(Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock et al., 1998; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2018a). These anticlinal 1192 
traps allow for the accumulation of oil and gas within all reservoir quality sandstones in both 1193 
the Cooper and Eromanga basins (Kantsler, 1984; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Alexander et al., 1194 
1998; Morton, 1998; Radke, 2009; Scott et al., 2013). 1195 
8.2 Future Research and Exploration Programs 1196 
As the anticline becomes entirely exploited in this province, companies will transition into 1197 
the next phase of hydrocarbon exploration targeting technically more challenging plays, such 1198 
as the basin centred gas play, deep coal measure play, stratigraphic plays, polygonal fault play, 1199 
and potentially fractured basement play that is juxtaposed to Permian source rocks. Each of 1200 
these relatively unconventional plays will require a more thorough understanding of the basin. 1201 
Therefore, as exploration within the Cooper-Eromanga basins becomes more challenging, the 1202 
collaboration between academic researchers and explorationists will become more integral to 1203 
exploration success. Much of the regional structural, stratigraphic, and stress framework for 1204 
the basin has been well constrained in recent times (e.g. Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & 1205 
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Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Hillis et al., 1999, 2001; Reynolds et al., 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006; 1206 
Mavromatidis, 2006, 2008; Nelson et al., 2006, 2007a, 2007b; Radke, 2009; Pokalai et al., 1207 
2015a, 2015b, 2016; Kulikowski et al., 2016a, 2017; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & 1208 
Amrouch, 2017, 2018a, 2018b; Pokalai, 2018); however, there does remain a large volume of 1209 
research that can directly impact the success of future hydrocarbon exploration and 1210 
development programs. Additionally, exploration and production companies play an important 1211 
role in the effective exploitation of Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon province by testing 1212 
new concepts and acquiring new data that will promote further research in the basin. 1213 
A complete 3D reconstruction of the basin has not yet been completed and would provide 1214 
valuable information on the fault growth through time. Detailed fault growth analyses are not 1215 
possible in the basin given the poor seismic resolution at basement; however, with continued 1216 
improvement in seismic acquisition and processing techniques, a fault growth study may be 1217 
possible in the future. This may ultimately lead to a complete structural and stratigraphic 3D 1218 
reconstruction of the basin and provide a 3D view of the temporal and spatial distribution of 1219 
the three basins (Cooper, Eromanga, and Lake Eyre basins) that overly basement (Warburton 1220 
Basin). The spatial extent of major unconformities, both local and regional, would also be 1221 
useful, particularly as oil migration from Permian sources to Eromanga Basin reservoirs relies 1222 
on the presence of unconformities that have effectively removed regional seals (Lowe-Young 1223 
et al., 1998). The distribution and magnitude of overpressure has previously been investigated 1224 
(van Ruth & Hillis, 2000; Hillis et al., 2001; van Ruth, Hillis, Tingate, & Swarbrick, 2003; 1225 
Kulikowski et al., 2016a); however, the mechanism for overpressure generation in the basin 1226 
remains questionable and may be investigated by integrating reservoir pressure, vertical stress 1227 
magnitude, and sonic velocity data (Tingay, Hillis, Swarbrick, Morley, & Damit, 2007). The 1228 
degree of stress perturbation caused by pre-existing faults should also be investigated in more 1229 
detail, as local stress rotation does exist (Fig. 11b). 1230 
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To accurately interpret seismic data, the amplitude volume must be converted from the time-1231 
domain to the depth-domain using an appropriate depth conversion method (Kulikowski et al., 1232 
2016b, 2017c). The errors associated with seismic depth conversion can be attributed to a 1233 
number of factors, but these can be somewhat mitigated through a more complete 1234 
understanding of the near surface velocity variation (statics) and a systematic interpretation of 1235 
shallow reflectors, which are yet to be explored. Mapping the spatial variation of statics in a 1236 
form that can be incorporated into velocity modelling would provide more accurate results. 1237 
Considering that the contemporary stress alternates between a strike-slip and compressional 1238 
stress regime (Fig. 11c), an understanding of the spatial variation in vertical stress magnitudes 1239 
(calculated from density logs) would be highly beneficial and, if in a gridded map format, could 1240 
be used to predict stress regimes across the basin. 1241 
Rock mechanics data does exist for key parts of the region but is selectively sampled and not 1242 
representative of heterogeneities, and can contradict with other works (Abul Khair et al., 2013; 1243 
Nelson et al., 2007). A detailed study focused on constraining the complete and representative 1244 
rock mechanics data for the Warburton, Cooper and Eromanga basins would provide more 1245 
certainty on geomechanical and hydraulic fracture stimulation models. Ideally, future hydraulic 1246 
fracture stimulation models would incorporate the certain interaction between induced 1247 
fractures and naturally occurring fractures and faults, with particular attention to SE-NW strike-1248 
slip faults that are most likely to reactivate under contemporary stresses (Kulikowski et al., 1249 
2016c). These SE-NW strike-slip faults are difficult to interpret in low resolution seismic data, 1250 
but can reduce reservoir properties through cataclasis, can compartmentalise the reservoir, and 1251 
contribute to tertiary hydrocarbon migration if reactivated (Grant-Woolley et al., 2014; 1252 
Kulikowski et al., 2016c). A study investigating the possible relationship between well and 1253 
reservoir performance with distance to these SE-NW strike-slip faults would provide a better 1254 
understanding on their effect on production. 1255 
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Finally, although not directly applicable to academic researchers, operating companies may 1256 
discover new opportunities and hydrocarbon reserves by testing such concepts as the: (1) 1257 
fracture basement play; (2) basin centred gas play; (3) hydraulic fracturing of deep coal; (4) 1258 
polygonal fault system play; (5) targeting stratigraphic traps; (6) cutting-edge use of seismic 1259 
data (e.g. direct hydrocarbon indicators and other seismic attributes); and (7) cost effective 1260 
alternatives to optimise production (pad drilling, deviated wells from existing wellbores, 1261 
deepening old shallow oil wells to target Permian reservoirs, and perforating thin (1-2 feet) gas 1262 
saturated and pressurised reservoirs that were initially dismissed). 1263 
9. Conlusions 1264 
This review forms a robust synthesis of recent developments within Australia’s largest 1265 
onshore hydrocarbon province, the Cooper-Eromanga basins. New technologies and software 1266 
applications have armed researchers with cutting edge analysis techniques and applications that 1267 
have generated a recent increase in information that was previously not available. The purpose 1268 
of this study is to provide readers with a holistic insight into the province that includes: (1) a 1269 
detailed tectonic and stratigraphic evolution; (2) a summary of geomechanical modelling 1270 
results that predict fault and fracture reactivation (tensile and shear) through time to better 1271 
understand hydrocarbon migration pathways; (3) a synthesis of the petroleum system processes 1272 
and elements; (4) the spatial and temporal distributions of permeable natural fracture networks 1273 
through wellbore and seismic data analysis; (5) common hydraulic fracturing and well 1274 
surveillance programs contrast with a discussion on the common difficulties and risks; (6) a 1275 
discussion on the seismic time-to-depth conversion methods that are being used and their 1276 
individual accuracies and limitations; (7) current and future hydrocarbon exploration and 1277 
development targets; and (8) a discussion on the future research opportunities that can directly 1278 
impact the effectiveness of exploration and development programs. 1279 
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Reviewing the province has highlighted opportunities for future exploration and identified 1280 
possible research topics that will be fundamental to the success of future exploration and 1281 
development programs. These future programs will begin to target technically more 1282 
challenging plays as the anticline becomes entirely exploited and will require a thorough 1283 
understanding of the province. The methodologies and approaches summarised within this 1284 
review forms a research framework that can be applied to other hydrocarbon provinces to better 1285 
understand the dynamic structural geology, tectonic evolution and application of geophysics.  1286 
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12. FIGURES 1778 
 1779 
 1780 
Figure 1. Location of the Warburton, Cooper, and Eromanga basins (after Kulikowski et al., 1781 
2016c).  1782 
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 1783 
Figure 2. Tectonostratigraphy of the Warburton, Cooper, Eromanga and Lake Eyre basins 1784 
(after Kulikowski & Amrouch., 2017a). 1785 
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Figure 3. (a) Fault map of the South Australian Cooper-Eromanga basins (after Kulikowski et al., 2017). (b) Location of 12 3D seismic surveys 
commonly used for research. The location of the Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) and Nappacoongee-Murteree (NM) ridges, and the 
Patchawarra (P Trough), Nappamerri (N Trough), and Tenappera (T Trough) troughs are shown (after Kulikowski et al., 2017).
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Figure 4. (a)(h) Geodynamic evolution of Australia with Cooper-Eromanga basins derived 
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Figure 5. Cyclic lithology variation within the Patchawarra Formation (Core images obtained 
from Tindilpie 11 well completion report).  
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Figure 6. (a) Burial history of Cooper-Eromanga basins (after Mavromatidis, 2006). (b) Gas 
(per well) and oil expulsion through time (after Deighton & Hill, 2009). (c) Timing of key 
petroleum system processes (after Lowe-Young et al., 1998).  
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Figure 7. Cross-section from the Spencer-Kiana-Murteree 3D seismic survey (Inline 640) 
showing the polygonal fault system with large normal faults observed to displace the Cadna-
owie Formation reflector and which extend into oil-rich Lower Cretaceous reservoirs 
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Figure 8. (a) Typical seismic reflection profile showing stratigraphic and seismic markers. 
The difference in fault geometry when seismic data is in: (b) the time-domain; and (c) the 
depth-domain. See Figure 2 for stratigraphic names. The markers denote the top of interval. 
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Figure 9. Common seismic time-to-depth conversion methods. (a) Average velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎) 
method uses the ratio between depth (from well) and time (from seismic data) for a reflector. 
(b) Time-depth trend method fits a trend for the time-depth pair data. (c) Interval velocity, or 
layer-cake, method divides the seismic cross-section into key stratal units and applies 
different velocities to those layers. (d) Average Velocities for key seismic reflectors. (e) 
Time-Depth trend obtained from 12 3D seismic surveys (after Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 
2017). See Figure 3b for seismic survey location.  
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Figure 10. Seismic data analysis techniques beneficial to the fluvial dominated Cooper-
Eromanga basins. (a) Amplitudes extracted along reflector surfaces to locate channel 
systems. Example from Greater Strzelecki 3D showing a large regional channel system (after 
Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017); (b) Incoherency analysis along a reflector to identify subtle 
faults. Example from Spencer-Kiana-Muteroo 3D showing the distribution of polygonal 
faults along the Upper Cretaceous reflector (after Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2018a); (c) 
Application of amplitude versus offset (AVO) to differentiate between sandstone and coal 
measures. The example shows the distribution of sandstone (red-yellow) and shale/coal 
(green-blue) in the Cooper Basin (after Tyiasning and Cooke, 2015); and (d) Spectral 
decomposition (colour blending) analysis on the Gaschnitz 3D seismic survey used to 
delineate the geometry of a fluvial channel and ox-bow feature in the Toolachee Formation, 
Cooper Basin (Lodwick, 2014).
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Figure 11. Orientation of the maximum horizontal stress orientation across: (a) Australia 
(after Müller et al., 2012); and (b) the Cooper-Eromanga basins (after Kulikowski et al., 
2017). (c) A typical mechanical earth model for the Patchawarra Formation showing the 
minimum (𝜎𝜎ℎ) and maximum (𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻) horizontal stresses, vertical stress (𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣), breakdown 
pressure from logs (𝛥𝛥𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤) and well test data (observed 𝛥𝛥𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤), and closure pressure (observed 
𝛥𝛥𝑐𝑐) (after Pokalai, 2018). See Figure 4i for the origin of far-field stresses. 
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Figure 12. Basement and polygonal faults in the Merrimelia (Extension) 3D seismic survey 
interpreted along Inline 4295 (Kulikowski et al., 2017). See Figure 3b for seismic survey 
location. C-reflector: Cadna-owie Formation.
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Figure 13. Fault geometry from six 3D seismic surveys (Dullingari 3D, Greater Tindilpie & 
Swan Lake 3D, Gidgealpa 3D, Greater Strzelecki 3D, Merrimelia (Ext) 3D, and Fly Lake 3D) 
presented as: (a) poles to planes; and (b) dip and strike (after Kulikowski & Amrouch, 
2017a). Reactivation potential of the four most common fault sets measured using the: (c) 
Dilation Tendency; and (d) Slip Tendency (after Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). See Figure 
3 for location of 3D seismic surveys.  
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Figure 14. (a) Regional natural fracture sets (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017a). Most positive 
curvature processed into semblance in: (b) Moomba 3D; and (c) Dullingari 3D (Kulikowski 
et al., 2018a). In situ stress showing: (d) Fracture susceptibility (King et al., 2011); (e) 
Structural Permeability (Abul Khair et al., 2013); and (f) Dilation Tendency (𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑) (Kulikowski 
et al., 2017). See Figure 3b for location. 
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This spoken presentation was presented to colleagues at the Australian School of Petroleum 
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A B S T R A C T
The spatial distribution of permeable fracture networks is constrained in the subsurface Cooper Basin (Australia)
through the integration of most positive curvature ( +K ) analysis of five three dimensional (3D) seismic surveys,
wellbore fracture data, and geomechanical modelling. The +K provides the likely distribution of subsurface
extensional fractures based on the stress redistribution along the outer arc of an anticline. These results are
reprocessed into the semblance (similarity) attribute to improve the signal-noise ratio prior to being extracted
along the gas-rich and low permeability Patchawarra Formation. The subsurface fracture distribution maps show
the geometry and density of extensional fractures that have been shown to facilitate fluid migration in this
province, particularly those striking SE-NW and E-W, as these are properly oriented to undergo tensile re-
activation. The density of these permeable SE-NW and E-W striking fracture sets is predicted to significantly
increase along E-W elongate anticlines and may contribute to improved hydrocarbon recovery in this low
permeability stratigraphic interval. We show that wellbore fracture data (n=917) in the Patchawarra
Formation presents a close relationship to +K results and can be used to generate high density structural data in
this basin, with the methodology applicable to other subsurface and offshore provinces.
1. Introduction
Recent developments in three-dimensional (3D) seismic data ana-
lysis (Roberts, 2001; Chopra and Marfurt, 2007; Robson, 2017; Robson
et al., 2018) have enabled high density structural information to be
collected from subsurface and offshore provinces. Fractures detected
from the most positive curvature ( +K ) seismic attribute have been
shown to correlate with outcrop and wellbore data in many provinces
(e.g. Murray, 1968; Lisle, 1994; Stewart and Podolski, 1998; Hakami
et al., 2004; Al-Dossary and Marfurt, 2006; Chopra and Marfurt, 2007;
Bailey et al., 2014), and provides detailed constraints on the distribu-
tion of subsurface structures that can be highly beneficial in many in-
dustries related to carbon dioxide sequestration, low permeability hy-
drocarbon production, mining, and geothermal energy. As +K does not
solely rely on reflector displacement, it can be used to predict the
presence of extensional fractures based on the stress redistribution
along the outer arc of an anticline (Murray, 1968; Ferrill and Groshong,
1993; Roberts, 2001). Understanding this concept, the distribution of
extensional fractures can be selectively predicted. In the hydrocarbon-
rich and low permeability Cooper Basin, Australia, these high angled
fractures are critically oriented to facilitate fluid migration (Backe
et al., 2011; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). There,
the geometry and distribution of these regionally pervasive fractures
are presently derived from wellbore locations, and due to their high
angle nature, may not be accurately represented in vertical wellbores.
Using this basin as a case study, this research integrates +K analysis,
wellbore fracture data, and geomechanical modelling to map the spatial
distribution of the regionally pervasive and permeable high (> 50⁰)
angled fractures within the gas-rich and low permeability Patchawarra
Formation (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Five 3D seismic surveys
are time-to-depth converted, analysed using the +K attribute, processed
into semblance attribute volumes to improve the signal-noise ratio
before being extracted along the Patchawarra Formation, and finally
compared to fracture data derived from 28 wellbores. Geomechanical
modelling is incorporated into the methodology to determine the
fracture sets that are critically oriented to undergo tensile reactivation
and facilitate fluid migration under in-situ stress conditions. The con-
nection between wellbore derived high (> 50⁰) angle fractures and +K
results is also discussed for this province. This integrated methodology
is carefully applied and can benefit other subsurface or offshore pro-
vinces, given adequate geophysical data coverage, to extract important
structural data that would otherwise be derived only from sparse
wellbore locations.
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2. Geological setting
The Permian to Triassic intra-cratonic Cooper Basin is located in
central Australia (Fig. 1a) and is unconformably overlain by the Jur-
assic to Cretaceous Eromanga Basin (Apak et al., 1997; Alexander et al.,
1998). The South Australian portion of this region is defined by the NE-
SW striking Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) and Murteree-
Nappacoongee (MN) ridges that bound the NE-SW elongate Patch-
awarra, Nappamerri and Tenappera troughs (Fig. 1a) (Kulikowski et al.,
2018). SE-NW extension during the Adelaidean (650-575 Ma) devel-
oped regionally extensive high angled (> 50⁰) NE-SW striking base-
ment normal faults that created early accommodation space for cal-
careous and siliciclastic Warburton Basin sediments to be deposited,
before being inverted by subsequent compressional and strike-slip stress
regime events (Fig. 1b) (Gatehouse, 1986; Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski
and Amrouch, 2017, 2018; Kulikowski et al., 2018).
The unconformity between the Warburton and Cooper basins was
created by a N-S strike-slip stress regime belonging to the Carboniferous
Alice Springs Event, which was later overlain by Upper Carboniferous
glacial sediments (Merrimelia Formation) and Lower Permian braided
fluvial sediments (Tirrawarra Formation) (Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski
and Amrouch, 2017). Repeated cycles of sands, shales and coals were
deposited during the Middle Permian to form the low permeability and
gas-rich Patchawarra Formation (Alexander et al., 1998; Gray, 2017).
On-lapping and erosional features are present in the middle Patch-
awarra Formation along the GMI and MN ridges, and are a result of
NW-SE compression during the Mid-Permian Event (Apak et al., 1997;
Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017, 2018). Compression from the Mid-
Permian Event gradually eased, forming an east to west transgression,
during which the Late Permian Murteree Shale, Epsilon Formation,
Roseneath Shale, and Daralingie Formation were deposited (Apak et al.,
1997). The Upper Permian Daralingie Formation was later eroded
during NE-SW strike-slip stress regime conditions that were associated
with the Daralingie Event (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997;
Mavromatidis, 2006; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017, 2018). The Late
Permian Toolachee Formation and the Triassic Nappamerri Group were
deposited under meandering fluvial to deltaic, and floodplain, lacus-
trine and fluvial channel conditions, respectively (Apak et al., 1997;
Alexander et al., 1998), which mark the top of the Cooper Basin stra-
tigraphy.
An E-W compressional stress was present during the Late Triassic
Hunter-Bowen Event, which eroded up to 500m of Nappamerri Group
sediments, creating the unconformity between the Cooper and over-
lying Eromanga basins (Alexander et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006).
Jurassic to Cretaceous deposition of Eromanga Basin sediments was
uninterrupted, transitioning between fluvial, deltaic, lacustrine and
shallow marine conditions (Alexander et al., 1998). Subsequent to this,
E-W and N-S compression, associated with the Late Cretaceous Event
and Paleogene Event, respectively, created folds and were succeeded by
the present-day ESE-WNW strike-slip stress regime (Nelson et al.,
2007).
3. Methodology
3.1. Curvature (K ) attribute
The value for curvature (K ) is the inverse of the radius of the os-
cillating circle (R) (Eq. (1)) (Roberts, 2001), such that for any point (P)
the K is defined as the rate of change of the dip angle (dω) with respect
to the arc length (dS) (Fig. 2a) (Roberts, 2001). The arc length (dS) is
obtained from the osculating circle (Fig. 2a) that has a common tangent
to P and makes the greatest possible contact with the curve (Roberts,





This provides unique K values depending on the location along a
curve (Fig. 2b). When dealing with 3D data the curvature can be cal-
culated in an infinite number of directions all with unique values. For
any P a single intersecting plane normal to the surface that defines the
largest absolute curvature value exists, which is termed the maximum
curvature (Kmax) (Roberts, 2001). Perpendicular to this plane, the
minimum curvature (Kmin) value is obtained, which defines the smallest
absolute curvature value (Roberts, 2001). The Kmax and Kmin attributes
are collectively termed the principal curvatures and can be used to
derive any curvature value for planes that are normal to the given
surface (normal curvature) (Roberts, 2001), such that;
= +K K cos δ K sin δ( ) ( )i max min2 2 (2)
Where δ is the angle between a normal curvature plane (Ki) and the
Kmax plane (Roberts, 2001). The distribution of extensional fractures
along the anticlinal traps can be mapped by calculating the most po-
sitive curvature ( +K ) (Eq. (3)), by incorporating a local quadratic sur-
face with a 3×3 grid cell approach (Fig. 2c) (Murray, 1968; Roberts,
2001; Al-Dossary and Marfurt, 2006).
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Here, Zi refers to the location of grid nodes along the local quadratic
surface and xΔ is the distance between grid nodes (Fig. 2c; Roberts,
2001). The equation for +K given in Eq. (3) uses the combination of Eqs.
(4)–(6) (Roberts, 2001).
The theoretical relationship between +K and the presence of ex-
tensional fractures is in the stress re-distribution when a stratal-unit (or
bed) is folded or bent (i.e. anticline). This folding creates extensional
stresses along the outer arc, and compressional stresses in the inner arc
(Murray, 1968; Ferrill and Groshong, 1993; Roberts, 2001; Amrouch
et al., 2010a, 2010b). As the shape of reflectors can also be affected by
mechanism other than folding, such as faulting, erosion, dunes, on-
lapping, clinoforms, etc., an understanding of the structural and stra-
tigraphic history of the region must be well understood. As the +K
analysis predicts the location of fractures along a curved surface, the
abrupt curvature associated with faulting is also captured in the results.
A detailed fault model is therefore created for each seismic survey to
help differentiate between the macro-scale faults and the meso-scale
fractures.
3.2. Seismic dataset
The +K analysis was performed on five depth converted 3D seismic
surveys from the South Australian portion of the Cooper Basin (Fig. 1a).
These include the Moomba-Big Lake (acquired 1997), Dullingari (ac-
quired 1997), Merrimelia (extension) (acquired 1998), Greater Tin-
dilpie (GT)-Swan Lake (acquired 2000), and Fly Lake (acquired 2000)
Fig. 1. (a) Location of 3D seismic surveys, borehole image logs, and the Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) and Murteree-Nappacoongee (MN) ridges within the South Australian
Cooper Basin. Top Permian depth map shown (Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). Inset location of the Eromanga and Cooper basins, Australia (after Kulikowski et al., 2016). GDA94/MGA
zone 54 coordinate system used and shown as X-Y locations. (b) Stratigraphic column of the Cooper and Eromanga Basins with a typical seismic reflection profile shown.
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Fig. 2. (a) The definition of curvature where the value for curvature is defined as the rate of change of the direction of a curve, such that for any point (P) the curvature (K ) is defined as
the rate of change of the dip angle (dω) with respect to the arc length (dS) (after Roberts, 2001). (b) The change in curvature values along a curve (after Roberts, 2001). (c) Example of a
3× 3 grid cell containing grid nodes (Zi) used to compute curvature (Roberts, 2001); (b) The Dilation Tendency (Td) in terms of maximum ( ′σ1), minimum ( ′σ3), and normal ( ′σn) effective
stresses (Mildren et al., 2005). Conductive (solid line) and resistive (dashed line) natural fractures interpreted in borehole image logs from: (c) Cowralli 13; (d) Merrimelia 32; and (e)
Merrimelia 29. See Fig. 1 for location.
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Fig. 3. Basement faults projected onto Top Permian depth maps and the geometry of natural fractures interpreted from image logs in (or adjacent to) the: (a) combined natural fracture
data from all wells. See Fig. 1 for seismic survey location. (b) Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D (after Kulikowski et al., 2018). (c) Fly Lake 3D; (d) Dullingari 3D; (e) Moomba-Big Lake 3D;
and (f) Merrimelia (ext) 3D (see Fig. 1 for well location). GDA94/MGA zone 54 coordinate system used and shown as X-Y locations.
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Fig. 4. Most positive curvature displayed as the semblance attribute (zero semblance= fractures) along the Middle Patchawarra Formation in: (a) Dilation Tendency results at 1500m:
equal-area lower hemisphere stereonet with stress data from Nelson et al. (2007). (b) Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D. (c) Fly Lake 3D; (d) Dullingari 3D; (e) Moomba-Big Lake 3D; and (f)
Merrimelia (ext) 3D. See Fig. 1 for location. GDA94/MGA zone 54 coordinate system used and shown as X-Y locations.
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3D seismic surveys. A total of 28 borehole image logs were used to
measure natural fractures. These vertical wells are present throughout
the study area, with 7 wells located within the 3D seismic data, and four
wells (Merrimelia 29, 30, 31, and 32) located slightly outside of the
Merrimelia (ext) 3D seismic survey (Fig. 1a). Prior to analysis, the
seismic data were time-to-depth converted using the average velocity
method, which is one of the more accurate methods for the basin
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2018). After depth conversion, a
3D subsurface dip field volume was created to provide the dip angle of
all reflectors. The five 3D seismic volumes were individually analysed
using the +K attribute, which was then processed into a semblance
(similarity) attribute volume to improve the signal-noise ratio and fi-
nally extracted along the Middle Patchawarra Formation reflector. The
semblance attribute volume measures the amount of similarity in the
seismic curvature results in a local area, highlighting discontinuity
trends, such as faults. A half-window vertical distance of 50m was used,
which visually emphasises the curvature results by removing noise
(high semblance) and highlighting structural discontinuities (low
semblance).
3.3. Dilation Tendency
To determine the likelihood of natural fractures undergoing tensile
reactivation, and hence more likely to be hydraulically conductive
under in-situ stresses, the Dilation Tendency (Td) is measured from a
geomechanical model using Eq. (8) and illustrated in Fig. 2d (Ferrill
et al., 1999; Mildren et al., 2005; Jolie et al., 2015). This attribute is
commonly used to determine the reactivation and fluid conduit po-
tential of faults (Barton et al., 1995; Ferrill and Morris, 2003; Jolie
et al., 2015; Kulikowski et al., 2016). The Td is used in preference to
measuring the Slip (shear) Tendency, as the latter predicts the shear
potential and not the ability of natural fractures to remain open to fluid
flow (Ferrill et al., 1999; Mildren et al., 2005). TheTd is governed by the
effective normal stress acting on a plane, which directly affects the
natural fracture aperture (Ferrill et al., 1999; Mildren et al., 2005).
Therefore, the maximum ( ′σ1), minimum ( ′σ3), and normal ( ′σn) effective













The Td results are normalised to the differential stress, giving values
that range from a maximum of one (high likelihood of tensile re-
activation) to a minimum of zero (little to no tensile reactivation). To
model the in-situ stress conditions, a present-day maximum horizontal
stress orientation of 101ᵒN was used together with a hydrostatic pore
pressure gradient, a strike-slip stress regime with a low stress ellipsoid
shape ratio (∼0.10), and stress magnitude data from Nelson et al.
(2007). Importantly, this model does not consider variables such as
fracture plane roughness (texture), cementation, pressure variation, or
the possibility of crystal bridging, which has been shown to enable
fractures to remain open and permeable albeit not preferentially
aligned with ′σ 1 (Laubach et al., 2004). That being said, this model does
show which fractures will be more opened, assuming the same type of
fractures with the same parameters and with the same fluid pressures,
with the only difference being the geometry. The present-day geo-
mechanical model uses the assumption that hydrostatic pore pressure
exists within the case study and is homogenously distributed. This can
be an oversimplification and changes in local pore pressure can affect
the stability of faults and fractures.
3.4. Borehole image logs
The Cooper Basin is an intra-cratonic subsurface basin, preventing
direct measurements from outcrop; therefore, direct natural fracture
measurements can only be made from borehole image logs or core.
Images of the borehole are generated by measuring the electrical re-
sistivity at the centimetre scale, which can provide information on
whether fractures are fluid (conductive and open) or cement (resistive
and closed) filled. These methods of obtaining natural fracture data can
be selective in the natural fracture sets that are encounter, as high
angled sets will be intersected less frequently by vertical wells than the
low angle sets. This study uses 28 image logs (Fig. 1a) covering a total
length of approximately 7.5 km in vertical wells. Theses were used to
measure the natural fracture geometries present across the basin and to
then determine which of the fracture sets is critically oriented to un-
dergoes tensile reactivation and facilitate fluid flow (Fig. 2d). Both
conductive (open to fluid flow) (Fig. 2e) and resistive (closed to fluid
flow) (Fig. 2f and g) natural fractures were interpreted and geo-
mechanically analysed based on the strike and dip angle.
4. Results
Natural fracture data measured from borehole image logs are pre-
sented on a stereonet and rose plot to show the regional natural fracture
sets (Fig. 3a). The natural fracture data are projected onto the Dilation
Tendency results (Fig. 4a) to identify the critically oriented sets.
4.1. Natural fractures at the wellbore
Borehole image log data were interpreted from 28 wells, which
included 7 wells present within the 3D seismic data (Fig. 1a). These
measured natural fractures (Fig. 3a) were used to: (1) compare the
possible variation between the one-dimensional well data and three-
dimensional seismic data results; and (2) generate an in-situ geo-
mechanical model to determine the natural fracture geometry critically
oriented to undergo tensile reactivation. The wellbore fracture data is
dominantly N-S, NE-SW and E-W striking with a large number having a
high (> 50⁰) dip angle (Fig. 3a). This data is also presented for each
group of wells that are present within the Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake
(Fig. 3b), Fly Lake (Fig. 3c), Dullingari (Fig. 3d), and Moomba-Big Lake
(Fig. 3e) 3D seismic surveys. The fracture data presented for the Mer-
rimelia (extension) 3D seismic survey (Fig. 3f) are located on the
southwest border of the seismic survey (Fig. 1a). Important to note is
that the statistical likelihood of intersecting high (> 50⁰) angled frac-
tures is reduced by drilling vertical wells, suggesting that the vertical
wells used in this study may be underestimating the true fracture
density.
The Td results found that high angle (> 50ᵒ) natural fractures
striking 101ᵒN (±20ᵒ) are optimally oriented to dilate ( =T 1.0d ) and
act as potential fluid conduits (Fig. 4a), with natural fractures striking
perpendicular to this geometry (011ᵒN strike) being least likely to dilate
( =T 0d ). This is also observed in borehole image logs, with examples of
conductive (open) and resistive (closed) natural fractures presented
from Cowralli 13 (Fig. 2e), and Merrimelia 32 (Fig. 2f) and Merrimelia
29 (Fig. 2g), respectively. These results infer that E-W striking high
(> 50⁰) angled natural fractures are critically oriented to undergo
tensile reactivation and have potential to improve the hydraulic con-
ductivity of low permeability reservoirs.
4.2. Natural fractures from seismic data
The +K results (reprocessed into the semblance attribute) are ex-
tracted along the Patchawarra Formation in each of the five seismic
surveys (Fig. 4b–f). This allowed the extensional fracture networks to be
clearly imaged in the subsurface. An example from the Greater Tin-
dilpie and Swan Lake seismic survey shows the high density of exten-
sional fractures interpreted from the borehole image log, which is re-
flected in the most positive curvature results (Fig. 5a). A close look at
the curvature results (Fig. 5b) shows a dominant N-S strike, which
coincides with the mean natural fracture strike interpreted from the
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borehole image log (Fig. 5c). Other wells that contain high (> 50⁰)
angled fractures also show this expected relationship, whereas wells
with a low density of these fractures correspond to poor curvature re-
sults. The +K results (Fig. 4) also highlight the location of abrupt re-
flector curvature, or displacement, that is associated with interpreted
basement-involved faults (Fig. 3).
4.2.1. Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D
The Greater Tindilpie-Swan Lake 3D seismic survey contains the
Cowralli 13 well, which is located on a subtle NE-SW elongate anticlinal
closure on the footwall side of the GMI Ridge (Fig. 3b). The +K analysis
presents high fracture density (high +K ) within the Cowralli 13 well
location, along the NE-SW striking GMI Ridge, and also along the ap-
proximately E-W striking splays in the east of the survey (Figs. 3b and
4b). The results present a dominant SE-NW and NE-SW striking network
throughout the Middle Patchawarra Formation surface, that increase in
density in regions of known basement faults (Figs. 3b and 4b).
4.2.2. Fly Lake 3D
Structural interpretation of Fly lake 3D shows a structural high in
the west that is bound from the east by a NE-SW striking fault (Fig. 3c).
The +K results present lineaments striking NE-SW, E-W, and N-S, with
fewer striking SE-NW (Fig. 4c). The results along the Middle Patch-
awarra Formation show high +K values in the northeast of the survey
within the vicinity of Fly Lake 10 and Fly Lake 12. Strong +K results are
also present above known basement faults (Figs. 3c and 4c).
4.2.3. Dullingari 3D
The Dullingari 3D seismic survey contains two well controls;
Dullingari North 8 and Dullingari 47, which are in the Dullingari North
and Dullingari Main culminations, respectively (Figs. 3d and 4d). The
+K analysis delineates a NE-SW and SE-NW striking network present
throughout the survey (Fig. 4d), with secondary N-S striking features
present within the Dullingari Main area (Figs. 3d and 4d). E-W striking
+K lineaments are found in regions with known E-W striking basement
Fig. 5. (a) Seismic curvature (displayed as the semblance attribute) at the Cowralli 13 well location showing N-S striking results correlating well to interpreted N-S striking natural
fractures. (b) Zoomed in image of the N-S striking seismic curvature results (displayed as the semblance attribute) at the Cowralli 13 well location. (c) Rose diagram of interpreted natural
fractures from the Cowralli 13 borehole image log showing a mean N-S strike direction. See Fig. 1a for location.
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faults, and increases in density along E-W elongate anticlines (Figs. 3d
and 4d). The results along the Middle Patchawarra Formation shows the
detailed distribution of structural lineaments, such as the NE-SW
striking features in Dullingari North and the saw-tooth-like geometry of
the E-W striking fault bounding Dullingari Main from the south
(Figs. 3d and 4d).
4.2.4. Moomba-Big Lake 3D
The Moomba 74 borehole image log is located on the outer edge of
the Moomba-Big Lake 3D seismic survey, along the flank of a small
Permian structure that corresponds to low +K (Figs. 3e and 4e). E-W
trending +K lineaments are present within the Moomba 74 well loca-
tion, with large SE-NW trending lineaments present elsewhere in the
seismic survey that are subparallel to the basement faults (Figs. 3e and
4e). The major NE-SW elongate Big Lake structure is expressed with
high +K values in the southeast of the survey along the Middle Patch-
awarra Formation horizon (Figs. 3e and 4e). The +K results in this area
have a wide distribution of strikes and appears highly complex.
4.2.5. Merrimelia (extension) 3D
Three borehole image logs are located slightly outside of the
Merrimelia (extension) 3D seismic survey, but remain along the GMI
Ridge (Fig. 1a). The Merrimelia structure is a NE-SW elongate anticline
bound from the west by the GMI Ridge fault (Fig. 3f). Significantly high
+K values are present along this structure and increase to the northeast
and southwest (Fig. 4f). The general trend of this dense +K network is
mostly NE-SW, with secondary N-S, SE-NW, and E-W striking features
also present (Fig. 4f). The results present a large N-S striking feature
along the Middle Patchawarra Formation in the centre of the survey
(Fig. 4f), which coincides with basement faults and an abrupt increase
in depth (Fig. 3f).
5. Discussion
Although borehole image logs and cores can provide the natural
fracture distribution at the wellbore, assuming this data is re-
presentative of the basin can be unrealistic. For one, the sampling of
fractures is statistically biased in vertical wells to intersect more low
angle fractures than high angle, and coupled with local stress pertur-
bations and lateral changes in geology, the 1D well data can be wholly
unrepresentative. An effective means of obtaining high density struc-
tural data from subsurface provinces is through the careful application
of seismic curvature analysis (e.g. Murray, 1968; Lisle, 1994; Al-
Dossary and Marfurt, 2006; Chopra and Marfurt, 2007; Bailey et al.,
2014). By understanding that most positive curvature ( +K ) analysis
selectively presents high (> 50⁰) angled fractures based on the exten-
sional stress distribution along the outer arc of an anticline, this re-
search is able to constrain the distribution of permeable fracture net-
works along the gas-rich Patchawarra Formation, Cooper Basin.
Borehole image log interpretation found resistive (closed) natural
fractures typically striking N-S and NE-SW with high dip angle (> 50ᵒ),
with examples shown from Merrimelia 32 (Fig. 2f) and Merrimelia 29
(Fig. 2g). Alternatively, conductive fractures typically strike SE-NW and
E-W with high dip angles (> 50ᵒ), as shown in Cowralli 13 (Fig. 2e).
Regional NE-SW and SE-NW striking faults and fractures have been
shown to preferentially shear reactivate under present-day stress
(Kulikowski et al., 2016; Kulikowski, 2017); however, it is important to
understand whether they will remain open after shearing. We examine
this by developing a geomechanical model of the in-situ stress to
measure the Td of fracture sets, with results aligning well with borehole
image log interpretation of conductive and resistive fractures, showing
that near vertical E-W striking fractures will preferentially dilate
(Td=1.0), as will the pervasive SE-NW striking fracture set
( = −T 0.7 0.8d ) (Fig. 4a).
Previous research on the regional natural fracture distribution in the
basin found that NE-SW and SE-NW striking high (> 50ᵒ) dip angle sets
dominate the region and likely developed through extensional stresses
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). These fracture sets
are present within the Patchawarra Formation together with low angle
(< 30ᵒ) sets striking NE-SW, N-S, and E-W. The subsurface fracture
distributions in each of the five seismic surveys shows a dominant NE-
SW and SE-NW strike in the curvature (semblance attribute) results,
supporting previous works that suggested their regional presence
(Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and
Amrouch, 2017). Amongst this dominant fracture network, N-S and E-
W striking lineaments are also identified in each seismic survey. The
geomechanical modelling results show that high angled fractures,
particularly if striking E-W to SE-NW, are optimally oriented to undergo
tensile reactivation. These E-W to SE-NW striking conductive fracture
sets are present in each seismic survey and most pervasive within the
Fly Lake (Fig. 4c), Dullingari (Fig. 4d), and Moomba-Big Lake (Fig. 4e)
3D seismic surveys. The density of these sets increases rapidly along SE-
NW and E-W elongate anticlines, such as those found in the Moomba-
Big Lake (Figs. 3e and 4e) and Dullingari (Figs. 3d and 4d) 3D seismic
surveys.
Wells that were drilled in regions of high +K were found to have an
increased number of high (> 50⁰) angle natural fractures present in the
wellbore image logs. This relationship is also found in wells that were
drilled in low seismic curvature regions, which have relatively less high
(> 50⁰) angle natural fractures. A low fracture density in the Cooper
Basin has previously been described and can potentially be attributed to
the inability of vertical wells to intersect the high angled (> 50ᵒ)
fracture sets that dominate the province (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski
and Amrouch, 2017). Seismic +K analysis combats this limitation to
widely present the fracture density within the five seismic surveys,
suggesting that the density may be much higher than previously
thought. Once the subsurface distribution of the regionally pervasive
and critically oriented high (> 50⁰) angle E-W and SE-NW striking
fractures is defined, these can be exploited and become highly bene-
ficial for many industries including, petroleum, geothermal, and carbon
sequestration.
The additional processing of +K results into the semblance (simi-
larity) attribute has better defined the fracture networks by improving
the signal-noise ratio. High density fracture zones are compared with
the location of known dry wells in each of the seismic surveys (Fig. 4),
showing a noticeable absence of dry wells from high density locations
in all cases. Although drilling within high fracture density zones may
not be the single factor involved in a well failing to produce hydro-
carbons, it can have a significant impact on the efficiency of hydraulic
fracture stimulation treatments and in well design.
The remote sensing of fractures and faults has become an important
tool in many industries (e.g. petroleum, geothermal, carbon dioxide
capture and storage, hydrology, and mining) because of their potential
for enhanced fluid/gas flow. A study that focused on a local area in the
Penola Trough, Otway Basin, presented a large 3D subsurface fracture
network that appeared to show good connectivity from curvature re-
sults; however, through core and image log analysis, and stress mod-
elling, Bailey et al. (2014) concluded that this network was likely to be
a poor hydraulic conductor. This reiterated the need for a careful ap-
proach when exploiting subsurface fracture networks. Following on
from this work, we used the Cooper Basin as a case study to highlight
the potential of integrating seismic curvature analysis with wellbore
data and geomechanical modelling to constrain the distribution of
permeable subsurface fracture networks, that would otherwise be lim-
ited to one-dimensional well data. Although we focus on one strati-
graphic interval within the basin, future work should consider the
changing fracture distribution between stratigraphic intervals and at-
tempt to investigate the vertical persistency of fractures and its re-
lationship to vertical hydraulic conductivity.
The careful application of this approach would be most beneficial to
other important subsurface or offshore provinces that have a known
regional distribution of high (> 50⁰) angle extensional fractures and
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faults, such as the Otway Basin in Australia (Bailey et al., 2014; Burgin
et al., 2018), Piceance Basin in Colorado (Lorenz and Finley, 1991),
East Texas Basin in the Gulf of Mexico (Laubach, 1988), Ordos Basin in
China (Lianbo and Xiang-Yang, 2009), and frontier basins, such as the
Ceduna Sub-basin in Australia (Robson, 2017), the group of basins in
offshore Columbia (Beltrán Rivas and Vargas Jiménez, 2014), the
Congo Basin in offshore West Africa (Brownfield and Charpentier,
2006), Zagros collision belt (Lacombe et al., 2007), and the Big Horn
Basin in Wyoming (Amrouch et al., 2011; Beaudoin et al., 2012).
6. Conclusion
This research uses the intra-cratonic subsurface Cooper Basin
(Australia) as a case study to carefully apply an approach that maps the
distribution of permeable fracture networks through the integration of
most positive curvature ( +K ) seismic analysis, wellbore fracture data,
and in-situ geomechanical modelling. Five three-dimensional seismic
surveys were analysed using the +K seismic attribute to constrain the
distribution of critically oriented high (> 50⁰) angle permeable fracture
networks within the gas-rich and low permeability Patchawarra
Formation. The regionally pervasive high angle (> 50ᵒ) SE-NW and E-
W striking fracture sets were identified to be critically oriented to un-
dergo tensile reactivation and act as fluid conduits under in-situ
stresses. These sets are identified in each of the five seismic surveys and
found to increase in density along E-W elongate anticlines. The well
fracture data in the Cooper Basin presents a close relationship to +K
results, which can be important for generating representative high
density structural data that would otherwise be restricted to sparse well
locations. Careful application of this approach to other subsurface or
offshore provinces can provide important high density structural in-
formation between sparse one-dimensional well data.
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Appendix I.II: Co-Authored Manuscript 2 
 
The intracratonic Cooper and Eromanga Basins, Australia: A Comprehensive Review 
 
The finalised version of this manuscript will be submitted to the Australian Journal of Earth 
Science. 
 
As with section I.I while based in the Cooper Basin, in central Australia. This manuscript draws 
on many of the elements fundamental to the main body of this thesis.  
Much of the new contributions to the framework of the basin within the manuscript were made 
using the same approach as applied within the preceding pages of this thesis.  
This study is further testament to what can be achieved when a multiscale approach to basin 
analysis is completed. Comprehensively summarising many geological aspects of the basin and 
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Abstract 27 
This review focuses on integrating old literature with present-day models to provide a modern 28 
summary of Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon province, the Cooper-Eromanga basins, 29 
with a focus on structural geology and geophysics. A rapid rise in cutting-edge research has 30 
been facilitated by exploration companies transitioning away from the nearly extinct anticlinal 31 
theory, to technically more challenging plays within the basin. The purpose of this review is to 32 
provide new and existing operating companies, and researchers, with a summary of the recent 33 
research developments, together with the fundamentals of the basin, to ensure that the 34 
tremendous unconventional hydrocarbon potential is effectively explored for and appropriately 35 
developed. A modern tectonostratigraphic evolution model is presented alongside the stress 36 
magnitude, regime and orientation of the six events that have affected the province (N-S 37 
Carboniferous Alice Springs Event; SE-NW Mid-Permian Event; NE-SW Late Permian 38 
Daralingie Event; E-W Triassic Hunter-Bowen Event; E-W Late Cretaceous Event; N-S 39 
Paleogene Event). Integration of these complete paleo-stress tensors with geomechanical 40 
models has constrained the dynamic reactivation (shear and tensile) of faults through time to 41 
find that since the critical moment (90 Ma), N-S and E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults 42 
were most likely to facilitate hydrocarbon migration. These form the major topics of 43 
discussion; however, the temporal and spatial distribution of natural fractures away from the 44 
wellbore, seismic time-to-depth conversion methods and accuracies, petroleum systems 45 
elements and processes, current and future exploration programs, common hydraulic fracturing 46 
and well surveillance programs, and recommendations for future research are also discussed. 47 
The methodologies, cutting-edge research and novel approaches presented here form a 48 
framework that can be applied to other hydrocarbon provinces around the world while also 49 
providing a knowledge platform for this highly prospective hydrocarbon province.  50 
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1. Introduction 51 
The Cooper-Eromanga basins are Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon province (Fig. 1) 52 
and have been producing oil and gas from tight reservoirs since the first natural gas discovery 53 
at Gidgealpa in 1963 (Gravestock, Alexander, Morton & Sun, 1998; Radke, 2009; Mackie, 54 
2015). The basins are oil and gas saturated and require the simplest of structural traps, an 55 
anticline, for effective petroleum accumulation and preservation (Apak, Stuart, Lemon & 56 
Wood, 1997; Gravestock et al., 1998; Mackie, 2015). As such, much of the early research has 57 
focused on basic structural interpretation of sparse two-dimensional (2D) seismic data that 58 
remained in the time-domain, with the primary focus of identifying these anticlinal closures 59 
(e.g. Senior, Galloway, Ingram, & Senior, 1968; Stuart, 1976; Veevers, Jones & Powell, 1982; 60 
Kuang, 1985; Stanmore, 1989; Elliot, 1993; Apak et al., 1997; Sun, 1997; Gravestock & 61 
Jensen-Schmidt, 1998). The lack of detailed research has been further compounded by the 62 
limited exposure of rocks at surface, particularly within the South Australian portion of the 63 
basin, which has ultimately restricted much of the research to wellbore derived data. However, 64 
recent advancements in seismic data acquisition and processing, coupled with novel software 65 
applications and approaches, have enabled researchers to better constrain the structural geology 66 
and tectonic evolution of the Cooper-Eromanga basins. A detailed and modern synthesis of this 67 
prospective province, with a focus on the structural geology and geophysics, will provide 68 
fundamental and up to date understandings that will benefit future hydrocarbon exploration 69 
and development programs and highlight the present-day research gaps that can be further 70 
investigated. 71 
The significantly reduced seismic resolution below Permian coal measures has made research 72 
difficult in the past. As a result, the structural and stratigraphic evolution of the province has 73 
received conflicting arguments through time, evolving from original models that display 74 
normal faults (Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998), followed by researchers interpreting the 75 
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same structures as reverse faults (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Sun, 1997), to most recent 76 
studies that have presented evidence for extensive, compressional, and strike-slip faulting 77 
(Radke, 2009; Grant-Wooley, Kong, Schoemaker, Nasreddin & Montague, 2014; Kulikowski, 78 
Amrouch & Cooke, 2016c; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski, Amrouch, Cooke & Gray, 2017; 79 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018a, 2018b). These models are discussed and integrated with 80 
recent research to provide a modern tectonostratigraphic evolution model, which includes 81 
paleo-stress orientations, magnitudes and stress regimes that have affected the province 82 
through time. 83 
This transition of structural models can also be linked to the improvement, and the use, of 84 
seismic time-to-depth conversion methods, which can have a significant impact on: (1) the true 85 
measurable fault dip angle; (2) the presence or absence of shallow low relief structures; and (3) 86 
pseudo structures resulting from high or low velocity heterogeneities. To promote the use and 87 
accuracy of high resolution 3D seismic data in future research, we describe the most commonly 88 
used seismic time-to-depth conversion methods, discuss their individual limitations and 89 
accuracies, identify the key seismic reflectors, and highlight the importance of accurate seismic 90 
time-to-depth conversion for future hydrocarbon exploration and research purposes. 91 
Similarly, the improvement of petrophysics, drilling, and hydraulic fracture stimulation 92 
technologies has fostered exciting new research on geomechanics, optimisation of drilling 93 
programs, and in modelling the intrinsic relationship between hydraulic fracture stimulations 94 
and pre-existing natural fractures and faults (Chipperfield & Britt, 2000; Roberts, Chipperfield, 95 
& Miller, 2000; Johnson, Aw, Ball, & Willis, 2002; Johnson and Greenstreet, 2003; McGowen, 96 
Gilbert, & Samari, 2007; Scott et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2015; Pokalai, Kulikowski, Johnson, 97 
Haghighi, & Cooke, 2016; Pokalai, 2018). Understanding the growth of hydraulic fractures, 98 
both temporally and spatially away from the wellbore, has been a strongly debated topic within 99 
the province (Scott et al., 2013; Cooke et al., 2015). The high stress environment, the effect of 100 
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pre-existing natural fractures, the influence of near wellbore pressure loss, and the complexity 101 
of intra-formational heterogeneity have contributed to ineffective hydraulic fracture programs 102 
in the past (Scott et al., 2013; Cooke, Tyiasning, & Abul Khair, 2016; Pokalai et al., 2016; 103 
Pokalai, 2018). These issues, together with current hydraulic fracturing practises and well 104 
surveillance programs, are discussed to provide fundamental background information for 105 
companies, both existing and new, that are investing in the basin. 106 
This recent influx of high quality detailed research has been driven by the transition to a more 107 
technically challenging hydrocarbon exploration strategy. Few undrilled anticlinal traps remain 108 
within the basin, facilitating the shift to technically more challenging exploration that is 109 
focused on identifying new targets such as stratigraphic traps, basin centred gas, deep coals 110 
and polygonal fault related accumulations (Lowe-Young, Mackie, & Heath, 1998; Morton, 111 
1998; Watterson, Walsh, Nicol, Nell, & Bretan, 2000; Hillis, Morton, Warner, & Penney, 2001; 112 
Radke, 2009; Mackie, 2015). This paradigm shift has tremendous opportunities for new 113 
investors and existing companies targeting hydrocarbons within this prolific basin. To facilitate 114 
this transition, the purpose of this research is to collate and critically discuss published works 115 
and integrate the key findings into a single document that provides: (1) a modern 116 
tectonostratigraphic evolution model; (2) a summary of geomechanical modelling results that 117 
predict fault and fracture reactivation (tensile and shear) through time to better understand 118 
hydrocarbon migration pathways; (3) a synthesis of the petroleum system processes and 119 
elements; (4) the spatial and temporal distributions of permeable natural fracture networks; (5) 120 
common hydraulic fracturing and well surveillance programs contrasted with the common 121 
difficulties and risks; (6) a discussion of the seismic time-to-depth conversion methods that are 122 
being used and their accuracies and limitations; (7) current and future hydrocarbon exploration 123 
and development targets; and (8) a discussion on the future research opportunities that can 124 
impact the success of future hydrocarbon programs. 125 
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This review collates and integrates previous research with modern understandings that can be 126 
disseminated within companies operating in the Cooper-Eromanga basins, Australia. The 127 
detailed methodologies, cutting-edge research and novel approaches form a research 128 
framework that can be applied to other subsurface or offshore provinces around the world. 129 
Insert Fig. 1 130 
2. Modern tectonostratigraphic evolution model 131 
Unique to this province, the Silurian to Cambrian Warburton Basin, Triassic to Permian 132 
Cooper Basin, Cretaceous to Jurassic Eromanga Basin, and Paleogene to Quaternary Lake Eyre 133 
Basin are separated in time by regional unconformities that were developed through successive 134 
reactivation of pre-existing faults (Fig. 2) (Kantsler, Prudence, Cook, & Zwigulis, 1984; 135 
Bradshaw, 1993; Apak, 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). 136 
These vertically stacked basins have unique spatial extents and unique stratigraphy and 137 
hydrocarbon potential. The Warburton Basin is considered basement within this region and 138 
consists of volcanic, shallow shelf, deltaic and prograding shoreline deposits (Gatehouse, 139 
1986). The Cooper Basin is the most hydrocarbon-rich, with a large volume of Permian coals 140 
that cycle with intra-formational sandstone and shale (Kantsler et al., 1984; Apak et al., 1997; 141 
Alexander, Gravestock, Cubitt, & Chaney, 1998). The Cooper Basin consists mostly of 142 
sediments deposited by fluvial, lacustrine, and swamp conditions. The Eromanga Basin is also 143 
hydrocarbon-rich with many of the present-day exploration programs targeting oil-rich Jurassic 144 
and Early Cretaceous sediments primarily along the western flank of the basin (Heath, 145 
McIntyre, & Gibbins, 1989). The depositional environment during this time transitioned from 146 
fluvial, lacustrine, deltaic, shoreface marine, and open shallow marine, with fluvial conditions 147 
returning to deposit one of the youngest and thickest units of the Eromanga Basin; the Winton 148 
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Formation (Lowe-Young et al. 1998). The Lake Eyre Basin is presently exposed at surface 149 
with no hydrocarbon potential. 150 
The Permian coals are the major hydrocarbon source rock of the basin, and increase in 151 
thickness in the South Australian portion of the basin. As such, the major exploration and 152 
development targets are located within South Australia (Reynolds, Mildren, Hillis, & Meyer, 153 
2004, 2006; Mackie, 2015). This portion of the basin contains two NE-SW striking ridges; the 154 
Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) Ridge and the Nappacoongee-Murteree (NM) Ridge 155 
(Fig. 3b) (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Kulikowski, 156 
2017). These prominent ridges form the major hydrocarbon fields in this sector of the basin 157 
and also separate the NE-SW elongate Patchawarra, Nappamerri and Tenappera troughs (Fig. 158 
3). In the following sections, the structural and stratigraphic evolution of this intra-cratonic 159 
region will be discussed, with emphasis on the most up-to-date research. 160 
Insert Fig. 2 161 
Insert Fig. 3 162 
2.1 Pre-Cambrian Extension (650-575 Ma) 163 
During the Late Proterozoic much of the world’s landmass was submerged by ocean with a 164 
relatively small landmass exposed at surface, consisting of portions of what is now Antarctica, 165 
India, South Africa, Congo, and the western portion of Australia (Fig. 4a) (Myers, Shaw, Tyler, 166 
1996; Boger & Miller, 2003; Collins & Pisarevsky, 2005; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017). 167 
The ancient Australian landmass was in a similar geometry to present-day; slightly rotated in 168 
a clockwise direction and bisected in an NNE-SSW direction by the paleo-tectonic plate 169 
boundary (Myers et al., 1996; Boger & Miller, 2003; Collins & Pisarevsky, 2005). This 170 
boundary is now referred to as the Tasman Line that separates the younger land mass in eastern 171 
Australia from the rest of the continent (Haines, Hand, & Sandiford, 2001). Rifting within the 172 
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Panthalassic Ocean, east of the ancient plate, began in the Late Proterozoic (650 Ma) in an 173 
approximately SE-NW direction. This regional rifting event affected the then Centralian 174 
Superbasin as well as the Warburton Basin, developing SE-NW striking strike-slip faults and 175 
NE-SW striking normal faults within the Igneous Meta-sedimentary Willyama Supergroup 176 
(Veevers & Powell, 1984; Evan, 1988; Apak et al., 1997). These basin- to continent-scale SE-177 
NW strike-slip faults are present within many other Australian provinces (Myers et al., 1996; 178 
Gibson et al., 2013). 179 
Deep fault development during the Early Cambrian was concurrent with exhumation of the 180 
Mooracoochie Volcanics, which marks the base of the Warburton Basin stratigraphy 181 
(Gatehouse, 1986; Sun, 1997; Meixner et al., 2000). Continued extension developed 182 
accommodation space for the deposition of shallow shelf sediments that became the Diamond 183 
Bog Dolomite (~510 Ma), Coongie Limestone Member (~505-497 Ma), and Kalladeina 184 
Formation (~508-485 Ma) (Gatehouse, 1986). As relative sea levels rose, the depositional 185 
environment transitioned into low-stand fan, deltaic, and prograding shoreline, which 186 
deposited the Narcoonowie Formation (~490 Ma), Pando Formation (~488 Ma), and 187 
Innamincka Formation (~485-435 Ma) (Gatehouse, 1986; Rezaee & Sun, 2007). Regional 188 
erosion of the upper Innamincka Formation represents the unconformable boundary to the 189 
overlying Permian to Triassic Cooper Basin. 190 
Insert Fig. 4 191 
2.2 Carboniferous Alice Springs Event (450-300 Ma) 192 
The Alice Springs Event (ASE) has had a significant influence on the tectonic development 193 
of central and northern Australia (Haines et al., 2001). Its effect has been recorded in a number 194 
of petroleum basins and structural provinces, including the Amadeus, Ngalia, Georgina, Wiso, 195 
Officer, and Warburton basins, as well as the Arunta and Musgrave inliers (Haines et al., 2001). 196 
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Calcite twin, natural fracture and fault data from within the South Australian portion of the 197 
Warburton Basin has constrained this regional tectonic event to have occurred under a strike-198 
slip stress regime with maximum principal stress in an N-S direction in this region (Fig. 4b) 199 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The effective maximum principal stress magnitude was also 200 
calculated (49 MPa) through calcite twin stress inversion (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 201 
2018b). Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation under this paleo-stress tensor identified 202 
N-S and NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ), and SE-NW striking strike-slip faults to be the 203 
most likely to reactivate (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). A NNE-SSW and SE-NW striking 204 
vertical conjugate natural fracture set was developed during this event and is present only 205 
within the Warburton Basin stratigraphy (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 206 
As mentioned earlier, the stratigraphy of this region contains a regional unconformity that 207 
separates the Warburton and Cooper basins and is a result of basement fault reactivation, 208 
exhumation and erosion of upper Warburton Basin sediments. Carboniferous Big Lake 209 
Granodiorite was also exhumed during this event in local regions south of the GMI Ridge and 210 
provides elevated contemporary temperature gradients due to their high uranium content 211 
(Meixner et al., 2000; Kulikowski, Cooke, & Amrouch, 2016a). The Australian continent 212 
remained connected to Antarctica during this time and exposed to plate scale glaciation (Collins 213 
& Pisarevsky, 2005; Gray & Foster, 2004; Metcalfe, 2013). 214 
As the continent began to escape glaciation during the Late Carboniferous to Early Permian, 215 
the glacial Merrimelia Formation (~290 Ma) was deposited onto the regional unconformity, 216 
marking the base of the Cooper Basin. The overlying Tirrawarra Formation (~287 Ma) was 217 
deposited in a postglacial outwash to braided fluvial depositional environment (Lowe-Young 218 
et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). The Tirrawarra Formation is produced for oil, albeit being 219 
deeper and under higher temperatures and pressures than the gas-rich middle to upper Permian 220 
and Triassic reservoirs (Gravestock et al., 1998). The depositional environment transitioned 221 
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into fluvio-deltaic, lacustrine and swamp during the middle Permian, and deposited repeated 222 
cycles of sandstone, shale, and coal to compose the predominantly gas-rich Patchawarra 223 
Formation (~285-260 Ma) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Apak et al., 1997; Alexander et al., 1998). 224 
2.3 Mid-Permian Event (290-270 Ma) 225 
During deposition of the Patchawarra Formation, intra-formational on-lapping is observed 226 
from seismic data along paleo-structural highs, which are more often than not also the present-227 
day structures (Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998). On-lap is observed 228 
between 273 and 270 Ma, inferring that structural highs were present during the Mid-Permian 229 
and limited the accommodation space (Apak et al., 1996; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 230 
2018a). Seismic interpretation aligns with stress inversion of calcite twin, natural fracture and 231 
fault data, which demonstrate a compressional SE-NW oriented event with an effective 232 
maximum principal stress magnitude of 56 MPa (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 233 
2018b). The far-field stresses likely originated from the approximately NE-SW to N-S striking 234 
subduction line along the eastern margin of Australia (Fig. 4c). The paleo-stress conditions 235 
likely reactivated E-W, NE-SW and N-S striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults and developed a 236 
regional NE-SW striking low dip angle (30ᵒ) conjugate natural fracture set within the 237 
Patchawarra, Tirrawarra and Merrimelia formations and also within basement (Kulikowski, 238 
2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018b). 239 
As compression from the short lived Mid-Permian Event eased, the upper Patchawarra 240 
Formation became finer grained and more shale dominated (Apak et al., 1997). An east to west 241 
transgression ended the deposition of the Patchawarra Formation, transitioning into a shoreface 242 
and lacustrine dominated environment that deposited the Murteree Shale (~264 Ma), Epsilon 243 
Formation (~262 Ma), Roseneath Shale (~260 Ma), and Daralingie Formation (~258 Ma) 244 
(Bradshaw, 1993; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Lowe-Young et al., 245 
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1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). The Roseneath-Epsilon-Murteree (REM) stratal unit represents 246 
the major shale gas play in the region with total organic carbon (TOC) values ranging between 247 
1.0 and 4.1% (Jadoon, Roberts, Blenkinsop, Raphael, & Shah, 2016). 248 
2.4 Late Permian Daralingie Event (258 Ma) 249 
Following the deposition of the Daralingie Formation, an erosional unconformity was first 250 
identified in 2D seismic data (Apak et al., 1996) and later confirmed through calcite twin stress 251 
inversion analysis (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). This SE-NW oriented 252 
strike-slip stress regime event recorded an effective maximum principal stress magnitude of 253 
approximately 56 MPa (Fig. 4i) that reactivated NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults 254 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). This event is most notable along the NE-SW striking GMI 255 
and NM ridges, as a significant portion of the Daralingie Formation was eroded from these 256 
areas (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al. 1997; Mavromatidis, 2006). New fracture and fault 257 
development was absent during this time, with the stress preferentially accommodated along 258 
pre-existing faults (Kulikowski et al., 2017). The far-field stress was likely related to the N-S 259 
striking subduction zone east of Australia during this time (Fig. 4d) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 260 
2017). 261 
2.5 Upper Triassic Hunter-Bowen Event (245-190 Ma) 262 
Post-compressional flexural relaxation, or sag, followed the Daralingie Event and generated 263 
accommodation space for the deposition of the Toolachee Formation (~250 Ma) that consists 264 
of sands, shales and coals deposited under meandering fluvial to deltaic conditions (Kantsler 265 
et al. 1984; Apak et al. 1997; Lowe-Young et al., 1998). The depositional environment 266 
transitioned to a floodplain, lacustrine and fluvial channel system in the Triassic, depositing 267 
the Nappamerri Group, which includes the Callamurra Member (~245 Ma), Panning Member 268 
(~243 Ma), Wimma Sandstone Member (~241 Ma), Tinchoo Formation (~238 Ma), and the 269 
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Cuddapan Formation (~210 Ma) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Apak et al., 1997; Alexander et al., 270 
1998; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). The early Nappamerri Group was likely 271 
charged with oil and gas from the underlying Toolachee Formation, and perhaps along fault 272 
conduits from the deeper early Permian source rocks (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). 273 
A regional erosional unconformity is carved into the upper Tinchoo Formation and the 274 
majority of the Cuddapan Formation, which is only present in local areas of the basin (Lowe-275 
Young et al., 1998). This unconformity separates the Cooper and Eromanga basins and marks 276 
the timing of the Hunter-Bowen Event. The maximum principal stress was horizontal and in 277 
an E-W direction (Fig. 4e) (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 278 
1998; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The regional erosional boundary was first interpreted 279 
from 2D seismic data (Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997) and later confirmed through calcite 280 
twin stress inversion, and natural fracture and fault stress inversion (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 281 
2017). Calcite twin stress inversion results identified an E-W oriented compressional event 282 
with an effective maximum principal stress magnitude of 60 MPa (Fig. 4i) corresponding to 283 
the Hunter-Bowen Event (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018b). Geomechanical modelling 284 
using this stress tensor identified that NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most 285 
likely to shear reactivate at this time (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). Reactivation of 286 
predominantly this fault set exhumed and eroded up to 500 meters of Nappamerri Group 287 
sediments (Apak et al., 1997; Kantsler et al., 1983; Alexander et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 288 
2006). 289 
2.6 Late Cretaceous Event (95-55 Ma) 290 
As the Hunter-Bowen Event subsided, flexural relaxation generated accommodation space 291 
and a fluvial depositional environment transcended, which deposited the Poolowanna 292 
Formation (~200-180 Ma) onto the regional unconformity (Green, Brain, & John, 1989; 293 
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Hoffman, 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Tectonic quiescence continued with the deposition 294 
of the braided fluvial Hutton Sandstone (~178-160 Ma), fluvial to lacustrine Birkhead 295 
Formation (~157 Ma), and braided fluvial to lacustrine Adori Sandstone (~152 Ma) (Lowe-296 
Young et al., 1998). The braided fluvial to lacustrine depositional environment continued in 297 
the region, depositing the Namur Sandstone (~152-140 Ma), Westbourne Formation (~150 298 
Ma), and the oil-rich Murta Member (~140 Ma) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Jurassic units 299 
contain abundant oil (and gas) reservoirs at a shallower depth than Permian reservoirs, and 300 
currently primarily targeted on the western flank of the Cooper Basin (Heath et al., 1989). 301 
The depositional environment transitioned into fluvial to shallow marine conditions and 302 
deposited the Cadna-owie Formation (~140-126 Ma) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). The overlying 303 
Wyandra Sandstone Member (~125 Ma) was deposited under deltaic to shoreface marine 304 
conditions and contains some oil and gas potential (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Following this, 305 
the Bulldog Shale (~125-108 Ma) and Wallumbilla Formation (~125-104 Ma) were deposited 306 
in restricted open marine conditions, which transitioned into a shoreface depositional 307 
environment to deposit the Coorikiana Sandstone (~105 Ma), in which some gas discoveries 308 
have been recently made (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Shallow open marine conditions 309 
developed and deposited the Oodnadatta Formation (~104-98 Ma), Toolebuc Formation (~103 310 
Ma), and Allaru Mudstone (~100 Ma) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Finally, the Winton 311 
Formation (~97-93 Ma) and Mackunda Formation (~97 Ma) were deposited by fluvial-312 
lacustrine conditions to mark the final period of sediment deposition within the Eromanga 313 
Basin (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). These Middle to Late Cretaceous marine sediments also host 314 
the regionally extensive polygonal fault system that presents a new target for future exploration 315 
(Watterson et al., 2000). The critical moment in the Cooper-Eromanga basins hydrocarbon 316 
system, which marks the time of major hydrocarbon generation, migration, accumulation and 317 
preservation, occurred around 90 Ma (Lowe-Young, et al., 1998). 318 
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The Winton and Mackunda formations were significantly eroded following their exhumation 319 
by the E-W Late Cretaceous compressional Event (Fig. 4f) (e.g. Kuang, 1985; Green et al., 320 
1989; Hoffman, 1989; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Lowe-Young 321 
et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018a). Folding related to 322 
pre-existing NE-SW striking faults, rather than reactivation, facilitated the development of this 323 
erosional boundary, which separates the Eromanga and Lake Eyre basins (Fig. 2). An effective 324 
maximum principal stress magnitude of 59 MPa was measured from calcite twin stress 325 
inversion analysis (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). N-S striking low angle (30ᵒ) 326 
conjugate natural fractures were developed during this time (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 327 
Considering that this event occurred during and after the critical moment, understanding the 328 
dilation and shear tendency of faults is vital for accurate migration pathway modelling. Under 329 
these stress conditions, E-W and NE-SW striking high angle (60ᵒ) faults were the most likely 330 
to act as hydrocarbon conduits (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). 331 
2.7 Paleogene Event (33-23 Ma) 332 
During deposition of the Lake Eyre Basin, which is presently at surface, an N-S oriented 333 
Paleogene compressional event developed E-W striking low angle (30ᵒ) conjugate natural 334 
fractures throughout the stratigraphic column (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). This event is 335 
attributed to the northwards movement of the Australian plate (Fig. 4g). The effective 336 
maximum principal stress magnitude of this event was calculated from calcite twin stress 337 
inversion analysis and found to be 64 MPa (Fig. 4i) (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). 338 
Interestingly, this event does not appear to have reactivated or developed faults; however, N-S 339 
and NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults are considered to have been likely to dilate and 340 
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3. Petroleum Systems Elements 343 
3.1 Hydrocarbon Source Rocks 344 
Hydrocarbons in the Cooper Basin are principally sourced from intra-formational Permian 345 
coals and Permian to Jurassic carbonaceous shales, and reservoired within fluvial sandstones 346 
(Fig. 5) (Boreham & Hill, 1998). The petroleum system is largely gas saturated with small 347 
volumes of liquids found in localised areas (Kantsler et al., 1984). As such, the isotopic 348 
composition of intra-formational coals and carboniferous shales indicates fresh water origin 349 
and dominated by high order plants (Kantsler et al., 1984; Boreham & Hill, 1998). The 350 
Toolachee, Daralingie, Epsilon and Patchawarra formations contain an average total organic 351 
content (TOC) of 3.9% and 6.9 kg/tonne of hydrocarbon (Smyth, 1983; Boreham and Hill, 352 
1998). The most organic-rich source rock is within the Toolachee Formation, averaging 214 353 
kg/tonne (Hydrogen index) across the Cooper Basin (Boreham & Hill, 1998). Liquid 354 
hydrocarbon yields are low in Permian reservoirs due to high vitrinite and inertinite (Type III 355 
kerogens) composition in shale and coal measures, and are absent within the over mature 356 
Nappamerri Trough, which contributes only dry gas (Kantsler et al., 1984; Boreham & Hill, 357 
1998). 358 
Insert Fig. 5 359 
The hydrocarbon source for the overlying Eromanga Basin is more uncertain, and likely to 360 
be sourced from: (1) non-marine Jurassic aged rocks (Powell et al., 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 361 
1998); (2) Permian shales and coals with migration through reactivated faults (Heath et al., 362 
1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998); and (3) a combination of both Jurassic and Permian source 363 
rocks (Fig. 6c) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Jenkins, 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998). Jurassic aged 364 
units contain oil and gas; however, only gas has been discovered in Cretaceous aged reservoirs 365 
in the Strzelecki, Packsaddle and Nappacoongee regions (Kantsler et al., 1984). Permian aged 366 
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source rocks are currently within the gas window, with Jurassic to Cretaceous source rocks 367 
currently at peak oil generation in the deep basin centres (Kantsler et al., 1984). 368 
Insert Fig. 6 369 
3.2 Hydrocarbon Generation 370 
Permian and Triassic source rocks reached the hydrocarbon generation window as early as 371 
the Permian to Middle Triassic during maximum burial (Fig. 6), and peaked during a secondary 372 
sag period in the Middle Cretaceous (Deighton & Hill, 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006). Relatively 373 
minor hydrocarbon generation and expulsion commenced in the Permian to Middle Triassic, 374 
before peaking in the Middle to Late Cretaceous and potentially continues today (Fig. 6a & 6b) 375 
(Pitt, 1986; Duddy, 1987; Gallagher, 1988; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006; 376 
Deighton & Hill, 2009). Minor volumes of hydrocarbons were also generated in the 377 
Nappamerri Trough during the Permian, and, given sufficient residual kerogen, the effect of 378 
Late Tertiary elevated temperatures and Tertiary deposition may have led to secondary (late-379 
stage) hydrocarbon generation and expulsion in certain parts of the basin (Fig. 6b) (Deighton 380 
& Hill, 2009). 381 
Although a rare phenomenon, the concentration of carbon dioxide (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) within the Cooper-382 
Eromanga basins is significantly higher (10-30 v/v%) than typical sedimentary basins (Rigby 383 
& Smith, 1981; Kantsler et al., 1984; Wycherley, Fleet, & Shaw, 1999). However, the origin 384 
remains somewhat questionable, but could be related to: (1) an increase in coal thickness, with 385 
regions containing thick coal deposits, such as the Patchawarra Trough, containing the highest  386 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 concentrations; or (2) magmagenesis or metamorphic reactions, which is also supported 387 
by the correlation between raised 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 levels and the presence of Carboniferous Uranium-rich 388 
Moomba-Big Lake Granodiorite (Gatehouse, 1986; Wycherley et al., 1999). 389 
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3.3 Hydrocarbon Migration 390 
Hydrocarbon generation and expulsion is divided into three phases: (1) early expulsion 391 
between the Late Permian and Early Triassic; (2) primary expulsion within the Cretaceous; (3) 392 
and a possible secondary expulsion during the Late Cenozoic (Fig. 6) (Lowe-Young et al., 393 
1998; Radke, 2009). These three phases of expulsion coincide with the timing of hydrocarbon 394 
migration (Fig. 6c) (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). Hydrocarbon generated from 395 
Permian source rocks migrated short distances to the vertically stacked overlying or underlying 396 
intra-formational reservoirs, or alternatively along deep seated and reactivated basement-397 
involved faults into overlying Eromanga Basin reservoirs (Boreham & Hill, 1998; Gravestock 398 
et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). Tertiary hydrocarbon migration through stacked intra-formational 399 
seals into overlying reservoirs has also been discussed (Heath et al., 1989; Boult, Lanzilli, 400 
Michaelsen, McKirdy, & Ryan, 1998; Gravestock et al., 1998; Hillis et al., 2001; Radke, 2009). 401 
Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation (dilation and shear) through time highlighted 402 
the changing conduit potential of individual fault sets as stress conditions changed (Kulikowski 403 
et al., 2016c; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). See chapter 10 for more 404 
detail. 405 
Secondary hydrocarbon migration from Permian source rocks into overlying Jurassic 406 
Eromanga Basin reservoirs has been suggested by numerous authors after observing oil 407 
compositions that were not consistent with a Jurassic origin (Heath et al., 1989; Hallmann, 408 
Arouri, McKirdy, & Schwark, 2007). The origin of Jurassic oils has been found to be from 409 
either: (1) Permian source rocks; (2) Jurassic source rocks; or (3) a combination of the two 410 
(Smyth, 1983; Heath et al., 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Hallmann et al., 2007). In the case 411 
of Permian source rock origin, secondary migration of oil was through: (1) permeable fault 412 
conduits into shallow Eromanga Basin reservoirs; or (2) through a permeable carrier bed in the 413 
up-dip direction towards the flanks of the basin, where overlying Triassic sealing units 414 
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effectively pinch-out and allow the oil to migrate into directly overlying reservoir rocks (Heath 415 
et al., 1989; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Borazjani, Kulikowski, Amrouch, & Bedrikovetsky, 416 
2018, 2019). These flank regions host many large producing oil fields (Heath et al., 1989; 417 
Borazjani et al., 2018, 2019). In these two migration pathway cases, the oil composition 418 
between source and reservoir has shown to be different due to the effects of deep bed filtration 419 
(Borazjani et al., 2018, 2019), or water-washing (Heath et al., 1989) of hydrocarbons. 420 
The ability of a fault to act as a potential hydrocarbon conduit can be measured by calculating 421 
the Dilation Tendency, or the likelihood of faults to undergo tensile reactivation. Alternatively 422 
the likelihood of faults to shear reactivate can be measured by calculating Slip Tendencies. 423 
These likelihoods were calculated for four regional fault sets, which were modelled under six 424 
unique paleo-stress tensors (Alice Springs Event, Mid-Permian Event, Daralingie Event, 425 
Hunter-Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous Event, and Paleogene Event), as well as the present-day 426 
stress conditions (Kulikowski et al., 2016c; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 427 
2018b). The results of these studies found that early expulsion of hydrocarbons would have 428 
preferentially migrated along NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults during the Late 429 
Permian and along E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults during the Late Triassic. Since the 430 
critical moment (90 Ma) hydrocarbons would have preferentially migrated along E-W striking 431 
high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults during the Late Cretaceous and N-S striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) 432 
faults during the Paleogene. Hydrocarbons generated during the secondary phase, or present-433 
day, would likely be migrating along E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults or SE-NW strike-434 
slip faults. See Chapter 6.2 for more detail.  435 
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3.4 Hydrocarbon Seals and Trap Development 436 
Intra-formational fluvial-lacustrine to lacustrine shales and coal measures form cyclically 437 
deposited impermeable seals to underlying reservoirs, while also acting as potential source 438 
rocks to overlying reservoirs (Bradshaw, 1993; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998). These 439 
vertically stacked intra-formational shales and coals have the highest influence on sealing 440 
hydrocarbons within the four-way closing anticlinal traps that are present throughout the basin 441 
(Gravestock et al., 1998). The Nappamerri Formation, Roseneath Shale, and Murteree Shale 442 
are highly efficient regional seals to the Toolachee, Epsilon, and Patchawarra formations, 443 
respectively; however, intra-formational shales hold back hydrocarbon to individual and 444 
compartmentalised intra-formational sandstone reservoirs (Gravestock et al., 1998; Gray, 445 
2017; Gray, Daniel, Kaldi, & Kulikowski, 2019). Cretaceous marine sediments and the Late 446 
Jurassic Birkhead Formation form regional seals for Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Eromanga 447 
Basin reservoirs (Gravestock et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). 448 
The regional Murteree Shale and intra-formational Patchawarra Formation seals are eroded 449 
along the western margin of the basin contributing to the significant number of oil discoveries 450 
made along the western flank, as oil migrates from the deep sections of the Patchawarra Trough 451 
into shallow Eromanga Basin reservoirs (Radke, 2009). Low relief structural closures within 452 
the Eromanga Basin are sealed by the regional Birkhead and Wallumbilla formations, 453 
facilitating the accumulation of hydrocarbons (Radke, 2009; Kulikowski, Hochwald, Cooke, 454 
& Amrouch, 2016b; Kulikowski, Hochwald, & Amrouch, 2018b). A regional polygonal fault 455 
system is present within Cretaceous sediments and is observed to occasionally penetrate into 456 
the hydrocarbon-rich Murta Member (Fig. 7) (Watterson et al., 2000; Kulikowski, 2017; 457 
Kulikowski et al., 2017). Where these normal faults are approximately E-W striking and 458 
penetrate into the Murta Member, hydrocarbons may be migrating through permeable fault 459 
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conduits into shallow reservoirs, possibly presenting a new exploration strategy (Watterson et 460 
al., 2000; Kulikowski et al., 2017). 461 
Insert Fig. 7 462 
Structural trap development occurred as early as the Mid-Permian Event and Late Permian 463 
Daralingie Event, coinciding with the early phase of hydrocarbon generation and expulsion 464 
(Deighton & Hill, 1998; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018a). Key anticlinal traps were developed 465 
by two subsequent events; the E-W Hunter-Bowen Event and E-W Late Cretaceous Event 466 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018a). These two events reactivated basement-involved 467 
faults to create broad anticlinal domes within the Permian, and low relief anticlines within 468 
Cretaceous sediments prior to the primary phase of hydrocarbon generation and expulsion 469 
(Deighton & Hill, 1998). The N-S Paleogene Event (33-23 Ma) may have contributed to a late-470 
stage of structural trap development; however, this occurred significantly after the critical 471 
moment in the hydrocarbon system and may have negatively influenced the preservation of 472 
existing hydrocarbon accumulations (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 473 
2018a, 2018b). Although the majority of accumulations are trapped by anticlines, there does 474 
exist an opportunity to begin targeting higher risk stratigraphic pinch-out traps and on-lapping 475 
features that are common within the basin, particularly within the hydrocarbon-rich 476 
Patchawarra Formation (Apak et al., 1997; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018a). 477 
3.5 Hydrocarbon Accumulation and Preservation 478 
Hydrocarbons are primarily reservoired within the Tirrawarra Formation, Patchawarra 479 
Formation, Epsilon Formation, Daralingie Formation, and Toolachee Formation of the Cooper 480 
Basin, and the Hutton Formation and Namur Sandstone of the Eromanga Basin (Kantsler et al., 481 
1984; Alexander et al., 1998; Gravestock et al., 1998; Mackie, 2015). Although these are the 482 
dominant oil and gas producers, with the Hutton Sandstone contributing greater than 50% of 483 
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oil discoveries (by volume) in the Eromanga Basin, hydrocarbons can be found in virtually all 484 
reservoir-quality zones older than the Late Cretaceous (Kantsler et al., 1984; Lowe-Young et 485 
al., 1998; Radke, 2009). The majority of Cooper Basin hydrocarbon discoveries are located 486 
within the South Australian region, reflecting the significantly greater volume of Permian 487 
source rocks (Kantsler et al., 1984; Reynolds et al., 2006). Primary hydrocarbon accumulation 488 
commenced during the Late Cretaceous critical moment (90 Ma), with existing fields 489 
withstanding the Late Cretaceous Event (95-55 Ma), Paleogene Event (33-23 Ma), and the 490 
present-day stress environment (Fig. 6c) (Kantsler et al., 1984; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; 491 
Mackie, 2015; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 492 
The preservation of accumulations appears to be unaffected by these three events, as seismic 493 
data shows that basement-involved faults were not reactivated; however, sub-seismic 494 
resolution faulting may be possible considering that resolution is not better than 15 m 495 
(Kulikowski et al., 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2018b). Fault reactivation causing less 496 
than 15 m of displacement can be sufficient to cause seal breach and facilitate tertiary migration 497 
of hydrocarbons, particularly if fault geometries are optimally oriented to tensile reactivate 498 
(dilate). Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation has shown that the most common fault 499 
set, NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ), was the most likely to shear reactivate during the four 500 
most recent (Daralingie Event, Hunter-Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous Event, Paleogene Event) 501 
tectonic events (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). Under contemporary stresses, SE-NW strike-502 
slip faults are most likely to shear reactivate and must be accurately interpreted because of the 503 
high likelihood of interacting with, and complicating, hydraulic fracture stimulations (Pokalai 504 
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4. Geophysics 508 
4.1 Significant Seismic Reflectors 509 
With the majority of Cooper Basin hydrocarbons reservoired within Permian rocks, the near 510 
top Toolachee Formation (P-reflector), near top Patchawarra Formation (V-reflector), and 511 
middle Patchawarra (VC-reflector) seismic reflectors are most commonly interpreted and 512 
associated with regionally consistent coal markers (Kulikowski, 2017). The Cretaceous Cadna-513 
owie Formation reflector (C-reflector) is an easily identifiable and regional strong amplitude 514 
reflector (Fig. 8a). Its interpretation provides the structural trap geometry for Jurassic and 515 
Cretaceous reservoirs, as well as providing broad insights into the underlying structures. This 516 
reflector also shows intermittent normal displacement caused by polygonal faults extending 517 
down from the Mackunda Formation (AM-reflector) into the deeper hydrocarbon-rich Murta 518 
Member (D-reflector) (Fig. 7). The top Nappamerri Group reflector (N-reflector) shows a 519 
similar characteristic to the Cadna-owie Formation reflector, although with variable amplitude 520 
due to the erosional boundary that it represents (Fig. 8a). This reflector marks the boundary 521 
between the Cooper and Eromanga basins. 522 
Insert Fig. 8 523 
In the area of this study, the top of Permian sedimentation is identified by an abrupt strong 524 
amplitude package that represents the fluvial to deltaic Toolachee Formation (P-reflector) (Fig. 525 
8a). The top Patchawarra Formation (V-reflector) is notoriously bland, attributed to the 526 
relatively more transitional boundary between the upper Patchawarra Formation and the 527 
Murteree Shale (U-reflector) that results in a low acoustic impedance boundary. As such, the 528 
stronger amplitude reflector immediately below the top Patchawarra Formation is typically 529 
interpreted (Fig. 8a). Within the Patchawarra Formation, the VC30 and VC50 coal measures 530 
produce strong amplitude (soft-kick) reflectors; however, the reflectors commonly split and 531 
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merge (Fig. 8a). Middle Patchawarra Formation reflectors have been shown to on-lap onto 532 
paleo-structures correlating to the Mid-Permian Event (290-270 Ma) (Apak et al., 1997; 533 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018a). Below the Permian coal measures, seismic resolution rapidly 534 
decays and the interpretation of reflectors and faults becomes difficult (Fig. 8a). The Tirrawarra 535 
and Merrimelia formation reflectors are absent in some parts of the basin and require high well 536 
control to be interpreted accurately. 537 
Seismic interpretation of the basement (Z-reflector) is again difficult throughout the basin, 538 
commonly requiring phantom interpretation through significant fault shadow and decayed 539 
amplitude (Fig. 8a). Seismic resolution has been calculated to be upwards of 150 m, in contrast 540 
to Cretaceous reflectors that can be between 15-20 m (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 541 
2017). Recently acquired 3D seismic surveys have much greater resolution below Permian coal 542 
measures, with broadband and full-azimuthal seismic data expected to significantly improve 543 
the resolution in the near future. 544 
4.2 Seismic Time-to-Depth Conversion Methods 545 
The seismic time-to-depth conversion process can incur large (10’s of feet) errors caused by 546 
local velocity anomalies, incorrect well ties, or more commonly from a poor understanding of 547 
the near surface velocity variation, or statics. Although errors cannot be removed entirely, 548 
selecting the most accurate depth conversion method for the given study area can have 549 
noticeable effects. For example, the presence of low relief hydrocarbon-rich structural traps 550 
within the Eromanga Basin can depend on the depth conversion method being used 551 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b). Additionally, fault analysis may lead to 552 
incorrect results if seismic data remains in the time-domain, as fault geometries will change 553 
once in the depth-domain (Fig. 8b & 8c). 554 
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Complete seismic volume time-to-depth conversion is often time consuming and not 555 
necessary for generating simple reflector maps. As such, time-to-depth conversion is often 556 
performed at a mapped level using gridding software, or horizon maths tools built into seismic 557 
processing and interpretation software. For the purpose of generating reflector maps, only the 558 
interpreted two-way-time (TWT) seismic reflector grid, rather than the seismic volume, is 559 
converted. In the simplest sense, the TWT grid is multiplied by a constant velocity to generate 560 
a depth grid. Three seismic time-to-depth conversion methods are commonly used within the 561 
Cooper-Eromanga basins, including the: (1) pseudo average velocity method (Fig. 9a); (2) 562 
time-depth trend method (Fig. 9b); and (3) interval velocity method (Fig. 9c). 563 
Insert Fig. 9 564 
4.2.1 Pseudo Average Velocity Method 565 
The pseudo average velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎) method is one of the more simple, yet most commonly used, 566 
seismic time-to-depth conversion methods within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. This simple 567 
approach does not explicitly consider velocity anomalies. Rather, for any given well location 568 
and for any given reflector, the depth (Δz: depth in feet) is obtained from well data and the 569 
interpreted time (Δt: one-way-time in seconds) obtained from seismic data (Fig. 9a). The ratio 570 
of the two measured values provides the 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 at the well location, such that; 571 







Where k is the 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡ℎ reflector measured from n well locations. The time-to-depth conversion 573 
process involves multiplying the resultant 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 with the seismic data (one-way-time: OWT in 574 
seconds), to give depth (ft), such that; 575 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ = 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 576 
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For seismic data that contains an abundance of well control, the 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 for each well location can 577 
be averaged to determine the overall mean  𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 of the entire survey. Alternatively, the 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 values 578 
at each well location can be gridded to produce a spatial contour map of 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎, which can take 579 
into account spatial velocity anomalies. The 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 from the surface to the Upper Cretaceous, 580 
Cadna-owie Formation, and Top Permian seismic reflectors was measured from 12 3D seismic 581 
surveys (Fig. 3b) to give a basin wide 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 value (Fig. 9d). The basin wide 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 from the mean sea 582 
level to the: (1) Upper Cretaceous reflector is 2,280 m/s, (2) Cadna-owie Formation reflector 583 
is 2,375 m/s; and (3) Top Permian reflector is 2,740 m/s (Fig. 9d). Although simplistic, this 584 
method was found to be one of the most accurate in the Cooper-Eromanga basins for converting 585 
interpreted reflector surfaces from the time-domain to the depth-domain (Rady, 2006; 586 
Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). The accuracy of time-to-depth conversion 587 
methods for entire 3D seismic volumes has yet to be explored. 588 
4.2.2 Time-Depth Trend Method 589 
The time-depth (T-D) trend method utilises the relationship between the TWT and depth 590 
values for a given reflector, hence is closely related to the pseudo average velocity method. 591 
The T-D pairs of various reflectors at a given well location are plotted on a two-way graph and 592 
a linear (𝑦𝑦 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝑐𝑐), or occasionally exponential (𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 + 𝑐𝑐), trend is defined, 593 
where y is depth, x is time, m is slope, and a, b, and c are constants (Fig. 9b). The T-D trend 594 
equation that defines the distribution is used to directly convert the TWT seismic data to depth. 595 
The T-D Trend (Fig. 9e) from the 12 3D seismic surveys (Kulikowski et al., 2017) was found 596 
to be approximately; 597 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ (𝑚𝑚) = 280.5 ∗ (𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 + 847.97 ∗ (𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂) 598 
Where TWT is two-way-time measured in seconds. Not all T-D pairs will plot precisely on 599 
this trend, and may create poor well ties. Therefore, when performing a time-to-depth 600 
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conversion on a gridded reflector, the resultant depth grid must be tied to the well control 601 
precisely by firstly gridding the error between the depth and the time-to-depth converted grid, 602 
and secondly subtracting the resultant error correction grid from the time-to-depth converted 603 
grid (Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). 604 
This method of time-to-depth conversion is a commonly used method in the Cooper-605 
Eromanga basins, with early work utilising check-shot data and continuous velocity logs to 606 
calibrate seismic data. Continuous velocity logs can provide direct input data for velocity 607 
models and T-D pairs for key stratigraphic markers. It should be noted, however, that velocities 608 
from velocity logs and the velocities used for depth conversion are very different to each other 609 
and if used, a conversion factor map needs to be generated. Check-shot data for time-to-depth 610 
conversion has somewhat become outdated, with advancements in technology providing more 611 
accuracy through vertical seismic profile (VSP) acquisition (Levin & Lynn, 1958; Ganley & 612 
Kanasewich, 1980; Hauge, 1981; Balch, Lee, Miller, & Ryder, 1982; Balch & Lee, 1984; 613 
Hardage, 1985; Gajewski & Pšenčik, 1990). Check-shot and VSP data are obtained in a similar 614 
fashion to seismic data, where a P-wave travel time is measured from the surface to a downhole 615 
receiver (Stainsby & Worthington, 1985). In the case of check-shot and VSP data, the receiver 616 
is lowered through the borehole at various levels. However, the resolution of VSP data is 617 
significantly higher than check-shot data, as the number of borehole receivers can be as dense 618 
as every 25 m, in contrast to check-shot data that is only collected at key stratigraphic intervals. 619 
4.2.3 Interval (Layer-Cake) Velocity Method 620 
The interval velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖) method is used to represent the abrupt vertical changes in velocity 621 
evident across significant stratigraphic packages. A look at continuous velocity logs and 622 
synthetic seismograms shows that velocities are not constant and can abruptly increase or 623 
decrease depending on the rock composition (Al-Chalabi, 1974). The more basic interval 624 
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velocity model divides the subsurface into key stratigraphic packages that have unique 625 
velocities (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖), such that the depth can be calculated by; 626 




Where n is the number of intervals (layers) bound by the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ reflectors, which are measured 628 
in the time-domain, t (one-way-time), at a given well location. 629 
High velocity cemented calcite zones (CCZ) are present within the Eromanga Basin and can 630 
distort the true subsurface image when not incorporated into velocity models (Kulikowski et 631 
al., 2016b; Kulikowski, 2017). Precise interval velocity modelling can include these high 632 
velocity zones for more accurate seismic depth conversion that consider areal velocity changes. 633 
Interval velocity models are also used when anomalous velocities are present within a specific 634 
stratal-unit, which can be caused by overpressures, cementation, or the presence of faults and 635 
fractures. To capture these areal velocity changes, 3D velocity modelling is recommended. 636 
4.3 Seismic Time-to-Depth Conversion Accuracy 637 
The accuracy of converting post-stack seismic data from the time-domain to the depth-domain 638 
has been a significant topic of conversation within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. Inaccurate 639 
seismic depth conversion has significant implications for a number of key processes, which 640 
include: (1) drilling low relief Jurassic to Cretaceous pseudo-structures that appear in depth 641 
converted seismic data due to velocity anomalies; (2) overlooking low relief Jurassic to 642 
Cretaceous structural traps that do not appear in depth converted seismic data due to inaccurate 643 
velocity modelling; (3) inaccurate economic estimates of new wells that, if depth is 644 
underestimated, may require drilling additional 10’s of feet that may change the economic 645 
feasibility; (4) coring the wrong intervals while drilling; (5) inaccurate reserves calculations 646 
that could be under or overestimated; and (6) errors with geomechanical modelling of fault 647 
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reactivation, as fault geometries will change and could influence the sealing potential of fault 648 
bound accumulations (Hillis, Macklin, & Siffleet, 1995; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski 649 
et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). 650 
The historical inaccuracy of seismic depth conversions can be attributed to a number of 651 
factors ranging from: (1) known high velocity calcite cemented zones (CCZ); (2) the regional 652 
system of Cretaceous polygonal faults that can influence the spatial and temporal velocity; (3) 653 
velocity characteristics of fluvially deposited channel sands; and (4) the near surface ‘statics’ 654 
attributed to changes in surface conditions (rocky, regolith, etc.) (Hillis et al., 1995; Lowe-655 
Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2018b; Kulikowski, 2017). The effect of statics 656 
on seismic depth conversion is difficult to constrain, but can be slightly mitigated through one-657 
dimensional (1D) up-hole seismic refraction surveys that deliberately drill shallow wells to 658 
target the velocity of the near surface (Igboekwe & Ohaegbuchu, 2011). This technique can 659 
accurately measure the velocity at the wellbore, but, as with most wellbore derived data, must 660 
be extrapolated to the wider and often kilometre-scale field, which is a large assumption that 661 
can influence accuracy. To entirely mitigate the large effect of statics in seismic depth 662 
conversion accuracy within the Cooper-Eromanga basins, a method of velocity acquisition 663 
targeting the near surface must be investigated. 664 
Refraction statics is another method that captures the near surface velocity variation through 665 
the interpretation of shallow refracted seismic reflectors. These interpreted reflectors are used 666 
to determine the thickness of shallow low velocity weathered and unconsolidated sediments, 667 
which if not corrected for, can create pseudo structures in the deeper seismic data (Farrell and 668 
Euwema, 1984). This method can provide high density near surface velocity data that can also 669 
be integrated with 1D up-hole data to reduce the effects of statics. 670 
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At this present moment, much of the work on seismic time-to-depth conversion accuracy in 671 
the basins appears to be kept behind closed doors by operating companies. Literature provides 672 
only two studies in the Cooper-Eromanga basins that are focused on this topic (Hillis et al., 673 
1995; Kulikowski et al., 2018b), with Hillis et al. (1995) choosing to focus on a small local 674 
dataset. The only regional study assessing the depth conversion accuracy in the basin used a 675 
statistical approach testing the accuracy of the four most commonly used methods (pseudo 676 
average velocity, time-depth trend, kriging with external drift using TWT, and kriging with 677 
external drift to tie stacking velocities to average well velocities) by employing a cross-678 
validation, or blind-well test, method (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). An automated looping script 679 
was developed to manage the large dataset, comprising 13 3D seismic volumes, 73 interpreted 680 
TWT grids, and 729 wells (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). Their results found that although the 681 
pseudo average velocity method was the most accurate at a high-level (±24.9 ft), the accuracy 682 
of methods changes by 10’s of feet depending on the unique dataset and the combination of 683 
significant variables (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). 684 
The significant variables to the accuracy of depth conversion were: (1) the distance between 685 
the well that is being predicted and existing well control; (2) the spatial location within the 686 
basin; (3) the reflector of interest; and (4) the location of the well that is being predicted relative 687 
to the existing well data envelope (Kulikowski et al., 2018b). Interestingly the number of well 688 
controls had a negligible effect on accuracy, but rather the proximity of well controls to the 689 
well that is being predicted. The regional study reiterates the argument that depth conversion 690 
accuracy in the Cooper-Eromanga basins is a complicated issue that must be further 691 
investigated.  692 
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4.4 Seismic Data Analysis 693 
Analysis of seismic data through the use of seismic attributes, amplitude versus offset (AVO) 694 
analysis, spectral decomposition, and seismic inversion modelling can unlock hidden details 695 
that may not be immediately obvious within the amplitude volume. These techniques have 696 
become a common tool for exploration and development programs around the world and would 697 
be highly beneficial in the fluvially dominated Cooper-Eromanga basins (Fig. 10). Incoherency 698 
(coherency or similarity) is a seismic attribute that was first introduced by Bahorich and Farmer 699 
(1995) and further developed by Gersztenkorn and Marfurt (1999) and is used to visually 700 
emphasise the discrepancy (typically faults) between adjacent seismic traces along a horizon 701 
or time-slice (Neves, Zahrani, & Bremkamp, 2004; Mai, Marfurt, & Chávez-Pérez, 2009; 702 
Backé, Abul Khair, King, & Holford, 2011; Basir, Javaherian, & Yaraki, 2013). This attribute 703 
has been shown to be particularly beneficial when interpreting basement and polygonal faults 704 
(Fig. 10b) from the low resolution seismic data typical to the Cooper-Eromanga basins 705 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2017). Curvature is another structural attribute that is 706 
defined as the rate of change of the direction of a curve (Roberts, 2001), where significant 707 
curvature values are often associated with reflector displacement such as those caused by 708 
fractures or faults (Roberts, 2001; Al-Dossary and Marfurt, 2006; Backé et al., 2011; King et 709 
al., 2011; Abul Khair, Cooke, King, Hand, & Tingay, 2012; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski, 710 
Amrouch, & Burgin, 2018a). This attribute has the potential to constrain the distribution of 711 
natural fracture sweet-spots away from one-dimensional well data if carefully applied 712 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2018a). 713 
Considering that hydrocarbons are predominantly reservoired within fluvial sandstones in the 714 
Cooper-Eromanga basins, displaying the spatial distribution of amplitude along a reflector 715 
surface can aid in detecting these strong amplitude reservoirs (Fig. 10a), particularly if 716 
associated with characteristic amplitude versus offset (AVO) responses. In some cases, these 717 
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reservoirs can verge on being at a sub-seismic resolution scale and can be overlooked in seismic 718 
data. The application of spectral decomposition on the seismic volume can assist in detecting 719 
hydrocarbons, thin fluvial beds (Fig. 10d), and can also visual enhance small scale faults 720 
(Partyka, Gridley, & Lopez, 1999). 721 
Another issue facing explorationists is the discrimination between the signature of thin gas 722 
reservoirs and coals in stacked seismic data. Owing to the significant difference in Poisson’s 723 
ratio between sandstone and coal, the application of AVO analysis to Cooper-Eromanga basins 724 
seismic data has provided evidence to suggest that such discrimination is possible and most 725 
effective when using a rotated extended elastic impedance attribute in the presence of tuning 726 
(Fig. 10c) (Tyiasning and Cooke, 2015). 727 
Insert Fig. 10 728 
5. Contemporary Stress Tensor 729 
Contemporary stress tensors are well constrained in the basin, calculated from borehole 730 
breakouts and drilling induced tensile fractures, diagnostic fracture injection tests, and leak off 731 
tests (e.g. Hillis, Enever, & Reynolds, 1999; Hillis & Reynolds, 2000, 2003; Reynolds, 732 
Coblentz, & Hillis, 2002, 2003; Reynolds et al., 2004, 2006; Reynolds, Mildren, Hillis, Meyer, 733 
& Flottmann, 2005; Sandiford, Wallace, & Coblentz, 2004; Nelson, Meyer, Hillis, & Mildren, 734 
2005; Nelson, Hillis, Sandiford, Reynolds, & Mildren, 2006; Müller, Dyksterhuis, & Rey, 735 
2012; Pokalai, Ahmed, Haghighi, & Gonzalez, 2015a; Pokalai, Haghighi, Sarkar, Tyiasning, 736 
& Cooke, 2015b; Pokalai et al., 2016; Nelson, Chipperfield, Hillis, Gilbert, & McGowen, 737 
2017a; Nelson et al., 2007b; Pokalai, 2018). The far-field origin of in situ stresses has been 738 
explained by Reynolds et al. (2003) to originate from the Tonga-Kermadee subduction zone 739 
and the New Zealand collisional boundary. These tectonic stresses are transferred through the 740 
upper crust of eastern Australia to give an approximately ESE-WNW maximum horizontal 741 
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stress within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. The stress regime is dominantly strike-slip, but can 742 
transition to a compressional stress regime with increased depth, as the overpressures will 743 
decrease the effective vertical stress magnitude more than the effective horizontal stress 744 
magnitudes (Reynolds et al., 2006; Cooke et al., 2016). Alternatively, depletion of hydrocarbon 745 
reservoirs can reduce pore pressure, which in turn increases the effective vertical stress 746 
magnitude (Teufel, Rhett, & Farrell 1991). Given that the effective vertical stress magnitude 747 
can become larger than both effective horizontal stress magnitudes through reservoir depletion, 748 
the in situ stress can transition into an extensional stress regime (Teufel et al., 1991). This 749 
transition between regimes will have implications for late-stage development programs 750 
incorporating hydraulic fracturing and infill drilling, as the unexpected stress regime can 751 
impact the effectiveness of those programs. 752 
For the majority of the basin a strike-slip stress regime is present, with an ESE-WNW oriented 753 
maximum principal stress (Fig. 11a); however, local stress perturbations caused by faults can 754 
cause stress rotation (Fig. 11b). The magnitude of maximum horizontal stress has been 755 
constrained to approximately 41 MPa/km based on a combination of frictional limit theory 756 
(Sibson, 1974), drilling induced tensile fractures, and the use of tensile strength and knowledge 757 
of horizontal fabrics at the wellbore wall (Reynolds et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2005; 2007). 758 
The vertical principal stress magnitude is dependent on the overburden rock thickness and 759 
density, as well as the local pore pressure (Fig. 11c). The range of magnitudes present within 760 
the basin for the vertical stress is between approximately 17 and 20 MPa/km (Reynolds et al., 761 
2006; Nelson et al., 2007; Pokalai et al., 2015a; 2016; Pokalai, 2018). As mentioned earlier, a 762 
decrease in the pore pressure caused by depletion can increase the effective magnitude of the 763 
vertical principal stress. Minimum horizontal stress magnitudes are typically calculated from 764 
leak off tests or obtained from the minimum closure pressure during a mini-frac test (Fig. 11c). 765 
Within the Cooper-Eromanga basins, the minimum horizontal stress magnitude can vary 766 
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significantly between approximately 12 and 27 MPa/km and can depend on the interpretation 767 
technique used to read closure pressures (Nelson et al., 2007). 768 
Insert Fig. 11 769 
Equally as important as the principal stress magnitude, the pore pressure gradient can 770 
influence the reactivation and development of natural fractures and faults. Increases in pore 771 
pressure effectively shift the Mohr’s circle to the left, closer to the failure and reactivation 772 
envelopes. This effect can be induced by hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments and through 773 
gas and water injection wells. Pore pressure within the basin remains at a hydrostatic gradient 774 
(0.433 psi/ft) until depths of between 8000 and 8800 ft, where overpressure is first observed 775 
and is largely depended on the location (van Ruth & Hillis, 2000; Kulikowski et al., 2016a). A 776 
recent study within the basin calculated the effective tectonic strain to be between 777 
approximately 400 and 500 microstrains, with strain in the maximum horizontal stress direction 778 
being three times greater than that in the minimum horizontal stress direction (Pokalai et al., 779 
2016; Pokalai, 2018). 780 
6. Geomechanical modelling of fault reactivation 781 
6.1 Theory 782 
Reactivation refers to the movement of faults and fractures under present-day stress 783 
conditions and can be analysed by creating a geomechanical model and measuring the shear or 784 
tensile (dilation) reactivation potential. A poor understanding of the local and regional stress 785 
conditions has tremendous implications for hydrocarbon migration pathway models, hydraulic 786 
fracture stimulation treatments, reservoir development, and seal integrity. Faults that are 787 
optimally oriented to undergo tensile reactivation, or dilate, can provide permeable conduits 788 
for hydrocarbon migration. An increase in pore pressure, through hydraulic fracture stimulation 789 
or water/gas injection wells, can facilitate shear or tensile reactivation along pre-existing faults 790 
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and fractures. Geomechanical models have also been shown to effectively predict the shear and 791 
tensile reactivation potential of faults under paleo-stress conditions, which is beneficial when 792 
incorporated with hydrocarbon migration pathway modelling (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski 793 
& Amrouch, 2018b). 794 
The Dilation Tendency (𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑) measures the likelihood that faults and fractures will tensile 795 
reactive and is governed by the orientation and magnitude of the effective normal stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛′, 796 
acting on a fault plane. The 𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑 is normalised to the differential stress to give values between 797 
zero (low likelihood) and one (high likelihood), where 𝜎𝜎1′ is the maximum effective stress and 798 






Fracture Stability is a measure of the pore pressure required to effectively shift the Mohr’s 802 
circle to the left and intersect the failure or reactivation envelope for a given fault plane. The 803 
relationship between an increase in pore pressure (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑝𝑝) and the change in horizontal stress 804 





Where α is Biot’s coefficient that describes the difference between the total and effective 807 
stresses, and v is the Poisson ratio. This equation shows the direct relationship between 808 
increasing pore pressure to an increase in the horizontal stress magnitudes. Therefore, the 809 
Fracture Stability results are provided as the pore pressure increase required to induce shear 810 
reactivation. The Slip Tendency of faults provides a normalised scale of the Fracture Stability, 811 
where zero (0) has a low likelihood, and one (1) has a high likelihood of shear reactivating. 812 
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The likelihood of faults and fractures to act as conduits can also be measured through the 813 
Leakage Factor equation that relates the pore pressure (𝛥𝛥𝑝𝑝) with the difference between the 814 





The structural stability is assessed for three groups of structural data common to the Cooper-817 
Eromanga basins: (1) Basement Faults; (2) Polygonal Faults; and (3) Natural Fractures.  818 
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6.2 Basement Faults 819 
6.2.1 Summary 820 
The majority of the basement-involved faults developed during the early tectonic 821 
development of the Australian-Mawson Block (Fig. 4a), where a Pre-Cambrian (650-575 Ma) 822 
SE-NW oriented extensional stress regime event created NE-SW striking normal faults and 823 
SE-NW strike-slip faults throughout much of Australia (Kuang, 1985; Haines et al., 2001; 824 
Apak et al., 1997; Gibson et al., 2013; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). 825 
These two dominant sets are present throughout the Cooper-Eromanga basins and form close 826 
relationships with anticlinal hydrocarbons traps (Fig. 12) and the NE-SW striking GMI and 827 
NM ridges (Fig. 3b). Through time, these pre-existing basement-involved faults were 828 
repeatedly reactivated by subsequent compressional and strike-slip stress regime events (Apak 829 
et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 830 
2017, 2018; Kulikowski et al., 2017). Repeated reactivation of pre-existing faults is supported 831 
by multiple erosional unconformities and the negligible distribution of low angle 832 
compressional faults, albeit up to four compressional events (Mid-Permian Event, Hunter-833 
Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous Event, and Paleogene Event) had affected the region 834 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). Under Andersonian faulting theory (Anderson, 1951), such 835 
compressional events would develop low angle (30ᵒ) faults; however, due to the abundance of 836 
high angle (60ᵒ) normal faults present in the basin (Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 837 
2017), it would be more stress economic to reactivate existing faults rather than develop new 838 
faults. 839 
Insert Fig. 12 840 
The original NE-SW striking normal faults, which are present throughout the basin (Fig. 13a 841 
& 13b), are now observed to positively displace reflectors (Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & 842 
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Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Radke, 2009; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017, 2018; 843 
Kulikowski et al., 2017). Their stratigraphic distribution is often limited to terminating within 844 
basement or Middle Permian stratigraphy, and rarely penetrating into younger units (Apak et 845 
al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Radke, 2009; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski 846 
& Amrouch, 2017b). Due to the poor seismic resolution below Permian coal measures, detailed 847 
fault growth studies (e.g. Giba, Walsh, & Nicole, 2012; Jackson and Rotevatn, 2013; Black, 848 
McCormack, Elders, & Robertson, 2017; Robson, 2018; Robson, Holford, King, & 849 
Kulikowski, 2018) have not been possible and their interpretation becomes more difficult with 850 
depth. The difficulty is also exaggerated when developing fault models from seismic data that 851 
remains in the time-domain, as the true fault angle is not being captured (Fig. 8b & 8c). The 852 
difference in basement-fault geometry between the time and depth-domains has proven to be 853 
problematic for previous researchers that used sparse 2D seismic data, as their work interpreted 854 
purely extensional faults, which were later re-interpreted as compressional faulting, and which 855 
are now known to be a combination of inverted normal faults, compressional faults and strike-856 
slip faults (e.g. Kuang, 1985; Stanmore, 1989; Apak et al., 1997; Sun, 1997; Gravestock & 857 
Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Radke, 2009; Grant-Woolley et al., 2014; Kulikowski, 2017; 858 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b; Kulikowski et al., 2017). 859 
Insert Fig. 13 860 
The SE-NW strike-slip faults are present throughout the region and have been attributed to 861 
reducing reservoir performance through cataclasis, compartmentalisation of reservoirs, and 862 
potentially complicating hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments (Grant-Woolley et al., 2014; 863 
Kulikowski et al., 2016c). These strike-slip faults appear predominantly within basement and 864 
can extend into the hydrocarbon-rich Patchawarra Formation (Apak et al., 1997; Radke, 2009; 865 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b; Kulikowski et al., 2017). This fault set can easily be 866 
overlooked in cross-section due to the seismic resolution at basement and must be investigated 867 
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in time-slice (or depth-slice) views to observe lateral displacements or linear features. A series 868 
of large basin-scale en echelon NNE-SSW strike-slip faults are present in the Patchawarra 869 
Trough (Fig. 3a) and form pop-up or positive flower structures that have been developed into 870 
highly economic fields. Their presence elsewhere in the basin may be equally as fruitful; 871 
however, are yet to be discovered! 872 
6.2.2 Reactivation potential under paleostress evolution 873 
A new approach for assessing the reactivation and dilation potential of faults through time 874 
was presented by Kulikowski & Amrouch (2018b), using the Cooper-Eromanga basins as a 875 
case study. This approach utilises complete paleo-stress tensors for six events (Kulikowski & 876 
Amrouch, 2017) that were obtained through calcite twin stress inversion analysis (Etchecopar, 877 
1984). Calcite twin stress inversion has been used extensively around the world to provide 878 
quantitative data on polyphase tectonic events (e.g. Amrouch, Lacombe, Mouthereau & Dissez, 879 
2005; Lacombe, Amrouch, Mouthereau & Dissez, 2007; Amrouch, 2010; Amrouch, Lacombe, 880 
Bellahsen, Daniel & Callot, 2010; Amrouch, Beaudoin, Lacombe, Bellahsen, & Daniel, 2011; 881 
Beaudoin et al., 2012; Arboit, Amrouch, Collins, King, & Morley, 2015; Arboit, Amrouch, 882 
Morley, Collins, & King, 2017; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017, 2018b; 883 
Burgin, Amrouch, Rajabi, Kulikowski, Holford, 2018). Complete paleo-stress tensors form the 884 
Cooper-Eromanga basins were integrated with geomechanical models to simulate the stress 885 
conditions present during each of the six key stages of basin evolution. Results found that after 886 
the critical moment in the Cooper-Eromanga basins petroleum system (90 Ma), E-W (Late 887 
Cretaceous Event) and N-S (Paleogene Event) striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most 888 
likely to be dilated and acting as permeable hydrocarbon conduits (Fig. 13c). The critical 889 
moment defines the major period of hydrocarbon generation, migration and entrapment. This 890 
provides critical information that improves hydrocarbon migration pathway models that 891 
previously considered faults to have static 2D mechanical properties. 892 
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The history of basement fault reactivation is often constrained through fault growth analysis 893 
using 3D seismic data (e.g. Williams, Powell, & Cooper, 1989; Childs, Nicol, Walsh, & 894 
Watterson, 1996; Baudon & Cartwright, 2008); however, this cannot be performed in regions 895 
that have poor seismic resolution. For such regions, including the Cooper-Eromanga basins, 896 
the Slip Tendency of faults is calculated using paleo-stress tensors and geomechanical 897 
modelling to provide insights into the 4D evolution of fault reactivation. Kulikowski & 898 
Amrouch (2018b) measured the Slip Tendency of four major fault sets modelled using the 899 
paleo-stress tensors during six tectonic events (Fig. 13d). The results showed that N-S striking 900 
high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most likely to reactivate during the Alice Springs Event, and 901 
E-W striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults likely reactivated during the Mid-Permian Event (Fig. 902 
13d). Since these two events NE-SW striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults were most likely to 903 
shear reactivate under the subsequent Daralingie Event, Hunter-Bowen Event, Late Cretaceous 904 
Event and Paleogene Event (Fig. 13d). This is in line with other research suggesting 905 
considerable exhumation and erosion along the major NE-SW striking GMI and NM ridges 906 
(Kuang, 1985; Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Mavromatidis, 2006, 907 
2008; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b). 908 
6.2.3 Reactivation potential under contemporary stress 909 
A case study on the Swan Lake 3D and Dullingari 3D seismic surveys, located adjacent to 910 
the GMI and NM ridges, respectively, investigated the reactivation potential of basement-911 
involved faults under contemporary stresses by measuring the Slip Tendency, Dilation 912 
Tendency, and Fracture Stability (Kulikowski et al., 2016c). The study analysed four unique 913 
fault sets modelled using hydrostatic pressure, in situ stress, and typical rock mechanics 914 
parameters from the Cooper Basin. 915 
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Results from Kulikowski et al. (2016c) showed that E-W striking faults have the highest 916 
Dilation Tendency (0.900) and thus most likely to act as permeable hydrocarbon conduits under 917 
the present-day stress (Fig. 13c). The study also identified SE-NW strike-slip faults within both 918 
3D seismic surveys and found that they are most likely to shear reactivate (Fig. 13d). A pore 919 
pressure increase of between only 0.5 and 5.0 MPa is required for this fault set to intersect the 920 
reactivation curve. Shear reactivation can compartmentalise the reservoir, reduce reservoir 921 
properties through cataclasis, complicate hydraulic fracture propagation, and facilitate tertiary 922 
migration of hydrocarbons. Therefore, precise seismic interpretation, particularly in depth-slice 923 
to observe lateral offsets, must focus on the identification of SE-NW striking strike-slip faults 924 
in order to incorporate their presence with the development of hydraulic fracture stimulation 925 
and drilling programs. 926 
6.3 Cretaceous Polygonal Fault System 927 
6.3.1 Summary 928 
Layer bound polygonal faults are present within Cretaceous Eromanga Basin marine 929 
sediments across the entire basin (Heath et al., 1989; Watterson et al., 2000; Kulikowski, 2017; 930 
Kulikowski et al., 2017; Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017b). These faults were first identified 931 
from 2D seismic data (Rumph, 1982; Moore & Pitt, 1984; Newton, 1986; Gilby & Mortimore, 932 
1989; Gorter, Gostin, & Plummer, 1989; Longley, 1989; Scholefield, 1989; Young, Gunther, 933 
& Dixon, 1989), with the 3D distribution and regional extent only recently discovered in 934 
literature (Oldham & Gibbins, 1995; Watterson et al., 2000; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et 935 
al., 2017). A detailed analysis of polygonal faults within the Lake Hope 3D seismic survey 936 
suggests that their development is linked to a density inversion, where a low density and 937 
overpressured stratal unit was buried and de-watered by overlying normally pressured and 938 
higher density sediments (Watterson et al., 2000). The planar normal faults are mostly 939 
contained within the Mackunda Formation, Coorikiana Sandstone, Bulldog Shale and 940 
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Wallumbilla Formation; however, larger faults are found to penetrate into the underlying and 941 
oil-rich Murta Member (Fig. 7). Maximum throw was found within the Coorikiana Sandstone. 942 
The dip angle of faults remains constant along a given fault plane and can range between 44ᵒ 943 
and 61ᵒ (Watterson et al., 2000). This polygonal fault system may present a new hydrocarbon 944 
exploration opportunity targeting shallow oil that has migrated from Lower Cretaceous oil-rich 945 
reservoirs through permeable polygonal faults (Fig. 7) (Watterson et al., 2000). 946 
The normal displacement across polygonal faults can tilt shallow reservoirs such that low 947 
relief structural traps are developed and potentially fault sealing. Low relief structures that are 948 
bound by deeply penetrating faults can facilitate the accumulation of oil in shallow reservoirs. 949 
This play has yet to be truly tested in this region, but is analogous to the polygonal fault system 950 
associated with Tertiary hydrocarbon-rich shales in the North Sea (Cartwright & Lonergan, 951 
1997; Lonergan, Cartwright, & Jolly, 1998). The presence of faults within hydrocarbon 952 
reservoirs can have tremendous implications for effective production and development, such 953 
as compartmentalisation of the reservoir, tertiary hydrocarbon migration, and complications 954 
with hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments. Considering that Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic 955 
hydrocarbon reservoirs are currently being explored and developed, an understanding of the 956 
geometry, intensity and reactivation potential of the Cretaceous polygonal fault system is 957 
highly beneficial. 958 
6.3.2 Reactivation potential under paleostress conditions 959 
This potential new play type was first suggested by Watterson et al. (2000), who suggested 960 
the possibility that these faults may be facilitating the tertiary migration of hydrocarbons from 961 
known reservoirs to shallow sedimentary rocks. Little literature has since appeared in relation 962 
to this exploration opportunity, with the regional extent of this system only recently discovered 963 
(Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2017). The Leakage Factor and Dilation Tendency of 964 
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this regional polygonal fault system were modelled to determine the optimum fault geometry 965 
required for fluid flow (Kulikowski et al., 2017). 966 
 The results show that high dip angle (50-90ᵒ) polygonal faults striking 080-260ᵒN and 125-967 
305ᵒN have the largest Leakage Factor, and fault planes with high dip angle (50-90ᵒ) striking 968 
105-285ᵒN have the largest Dilation Tendency (Kulikowski et al., 2017). These fault planes are 969 
therefore most likely to facilitate the tertiary migration of hydrocarbons from Lower 970 
Cretaceous hydrocarbon-rich reservoirs into shallow structures, given that they penetrate below 971 
the Cadna-owie Formation into the hydrocarbon-rich Murta Member. 972 
6.4 Natural Fractures 973 
6.4.1 Summary 974 
Natural fractures can provide highly permeable pathways for hydrocarbon production if the 975 
local and regional fracture set geometries are known. The strike and dip angle of fracture sets 976 
are equally as important for optimising hydrocarbon recovery. Six regionally pervasive 977 
conjugate natural fracture sets (Fig. 14a) are present in the Cooper-Eromanga basins 978 
(Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The timing of their development, stratigraphic distribution, 979 
and spatial intensity has been well constrained (Kulikowski et al., 2016a; Kulikowski, 2017; 980 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). Extrapolation of wellbore derived natural fractures and faults 981 
to the wider reservoir has also been investigated by a number of authors (Backé et al., 2011; 982 
King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Abul Khair, Cooke, & Hand, 2013; Abul Khair, 983 
Cooke, & Hand, 2015; Kulikowski et al., 2018a), suggesting that upwards of 70% of wellbore 984 
fractures are represented in seismic curvature results. 985 
Insert Fig. 14 986 
6.4.2 Natural fractures at the well bore 987 
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Low dip angle (30ᵒ) conjugate fracture sets striking E-W and N-S are present throughout the 988 
stratigraphic column and associated with the Paleogene Event, and the Upper Cretaceous and 989 
Hunter-Bowen events, respectively. A third low dip angle conjugate fracture set is present only 990 
within the Patchawarra, Tirrawarra, Merrimelia and Basement formations striking NE-SW and 991 
associated with the Mid-Permian Event. A vertical conjugate natural fracture set striking NNE-992 
SSW and SE-NW is present only within Basement and developed during the Alice Springs 993 
Event. Two additional conjugate natural fracture sets are present throughout the stratigraphic 994 
column, striking NE-SW and SE-NW with high dip angles (50-70ᵒ), and most likely associated 995 
with periods of post-compressional flexural relaxation, or basin sag (Abul Khair et al., 2015; 996 
Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017). The majority of interpreted fractures have high dip angles (50-997 
70ᵒ) making the true wellbore fracture intensity of vertical wells difficult to constrain. A 998 
comparison between the fracture intensity interpreted from vertical, horizontal and inclined 999 
wells would provide more meaningful and representative fracture intensities. 1000 
A robust natural fracture study was performed for the Warburton Basin (Sun, 1999) using 1001 
core, borehole image logs, and dip meter logs. The conclusions present a number of fracture 1002 
sets; however, their methods relied too heavily on the strike of fractures and did not consider 1003 
that slight changes in dip angle (20ᵒ) can have a different interpretation (Anderson, 1951). For 1004 
this reason the use of seismic attributes, such as most positive and most negative curvature, can 1005 
be misleading by only providing the strike of possible fractures and faults. Fracture sets with 1006 
similar strike direction but different dip angles cannot be distinguished from these seismic 1007 
trending methods. 1008 
Horizontal fractures have also been proposed to exist in the basin, and likely associated with 1009 
periods of significant exhumation and erosion (Flottmann, Campagna, Hillis, & Warner, 2004; 1010 
Tyiasning & Cooke, 2016; Cooke et al., 2016). Significant erosion can reduce the vertical stress 1011 
magnitude and create local compressional stress regimes that can develop tensile horizontal 1012 
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fractures. These horizontal fractures can complicate hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments 1013 
by preferentially reactivating and causing rotation of hydraulic fractures into the horizontal 1014 
plane, which is a common phenomenon in the Cooper-Eromanga basins (Cooke et al., 2016; 1015 
Pokalai et al., 2016; Pokalai, 2018). 1016 
6.4.3 Natural fractures away from the well bore 1017 
A common assumption within the petroleum industry is that wellbore data can be extrapolated 1018 
to the wider reservoir, which assumes that stress conditions, structural data, pore pressures, 1019 
reservoir properties and characteristic, and other important criteria remain constant. If 1020 
incorrect, this assumption can lead to obvious implications for exploration and development 1021 
programs. As the Cooper-Eromanga basins contain low permeability reservoirs, the presence 1022 
of permeable fracture networks can add great economic value to prospects; however, much of 1023 
the existing work assumes that one-dimensional borehole data is representative of the wider 1024 
kilometre-scale fields (Kulikowski et al., 2018a). Recent advancements in seismic acquisition 1025 
and processing have enabled the use of seismic attributes to provide information away from 1026 
the wellbore that is otherwise overlooked in the original amplitude volumes. 1027 
Curvature analysis is a seismic attribute that has been shown to correlate well with wellbore 1028 
derived fracture and fault data (e.g. Murray, 1968; Lisle, 1994; Stewart & Podolski, 1998; 1029 
Hakami, Marfurt, & Al-Dossary, 2004; Al-Dosary & Marfurt, 2006; Chopra & Marfurt, 2007; 1030 
King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Kulikowski et al., 2018a). The calculated value for 1031 
curvature is defined as the rate of change of the direction of a curve (Roberts, 2001), such that 1032 
for any point (P) the curvature (K) is defined as the rate of change of the dip angle (dω) with 1033 
respect to the arc length (dS) (Roberts, 2001). The arc length (dS) is obtained from the 1034 
osculating circle that has a common tangent to P and makes the greatest possible contact with 1035 
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the curve (Roberts, 2001). The radius of the osculating circle forms the radius of curvature (R); 1036 











Curvature analysis has previously been performed within the Cooper-Eromanga basins 1039 
(Backé et al., 2011; King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Kulikowski et al., 2018a) 1040 
showing a close relationship with the fracture geometry measured at the wellbore (Fig. 14b & 1041 
14c), although the density of fracturing can be underestimated in vertical wells (Kulikowski, 1042 
2017). As the two major fracture sets present in the basin are high angled (>50⁰ dip), it is 1043 
statistically less likely that these will be intersected by vertical wells, and may therefore be 1044 
providing a less than true fracture density. The spatial and temporal distribution of permeable 1045 
fracture networks away from the wellbore using curvature analysis has shown that high angle 1046 
E-W and SE-NW striking fractures are highly pervasive and most likely to be permeable under 1047 
contemporary stresses (Kulikowski et al., 2018a). These E-W and SE-NW striking fracture sets 1048 
are present in each of the five 3D seismic surveys analysed by Kulikowski et al. (2018a) and 1049 
were found to increase in intensity along E-W elongate anticlinal structures, which may present 1050 
an exploration target for future programs. The use of curvature analysis for field development 1051 
programs that target fracture networks appears invaluable, as it can provide the spatial and 1052 
temporal distributions of permeable fracture networks in the subsurface away from the 1053 
wellbore. 1054 
6.4.4 Reactivation potential under contemporary stress 1055 
Understanding the distribution, geometry, and intensity of permeable fracture networks is an 1056 
important aspect of development programs in the low permeability Cooper-Eromanga basins. 1057 
The likelihood of fractures to reactivate and be open to fluid flow is primarily controlled by the 1058 
contemporary stress conditions relative to the fracture geometry. The contemporary stress in 1059 
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the Cooper-Eromanga basins has an approximately E-W oriented maximum horizontal stress 1060 
and is under a strike-slip stress regime, but the orientation can vary by up to 20ᵒ and the regime 1061 
can alternate between a compressional stress regime (Fig. 11c) (e.g. Nelson et al., 2007; 1062 
Reynolds et al., 2004; King et al., 2011; Abul Khair et al., 2012; Kulikowski et al., 2016c; 1063 
Pokalai et al., 2016; Pokalai, 2018). This variation of in situ stress has a profound influence on: 1064 
(1) reactivation potential of fractures and faults; (2) hydraulic fracturing; and (3) infers that 1065 
geomechanical modelling performed on the basin-scale may not be representative of the field-1066 
scale. 1067 
King et al. (2011) and Abul Khair et al. (2012) measured the fracture susceptibility of natural 1068 
fractures on a basin-scale assuming an E-W oriented maximum horizontal stress that alternates 1069 
between a strike-slip and compressional stress regime. Their study found that NE-SW and SE-1070 
NW striking fractures with moderate dip angles are most prone to reactivation (Fig. 14d & 1071 
14e). Understanding the shear reactivation potential is important; however, measuring the 1072 
likelihood of tensile reactivation is equally as important. Kulikowski et al. (2018a) measured 1073 
the Dilation Tendency of 454 fractures to show that E-W and SE-NW striking high angle (60ᵒ) 1074 
fractures are optimally oriented to dilate and act as potential hydrocarbon conduits under 1075 
contemporary stresses (Fig. 14f). These sets are regionally pervasive away from the wellbore 1076 
within the Patchawarra Formation and would form ideal fracture sweet-spots given sufficient 1077 
intensity (Fig. 14b & 14c). 1078 
7. Hydraulic fracturing and well monitoring 1079 
Hydraulic fracturing has been performed in the Cooper Basin since 1969 (McGowen, Gilbert, 1080 
& Samari, 2007). The majority of hydraulic fracturing treatments are focus on the 1081 
predominately Permian sandstone reservoirs, especially in the tight sand Patchawarra 1082 
Formation. This formation has low (milliDarcy) permeability and requires multistage hydraulic 1083 
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fracturing to optimise production and be economically feasible. There is significant gas 1084 
potential to explore and develop in this area; however, the stress complexity and high pressure 1085 
and temperature conditions are challenging to effectively execute hydraulic fracturing 1086 
programs. 1087 
During injection and fracture propagation a considerable pressure loss can be observed near 1088 
the wellbore. This near-wellbore pressure loss (NWBPL) was first discussed by Chipperfield 1089 
& Britt (2000) and Roberts et al. (2000), who stated that the causes of NWBPL are related to 1090 
pressure loss within the perforations, and tortuosity within the induced fracture path near the 1091 
wellbore. Johnson et al. (2002) and Johnson and Greenstreet (2003) discussed pressure 1092 
dependent leak-off (PDL) and NWBPL in the Cooper Basin and showed the significant impact 1093 
it can have on production performance. NWBPL is caused by frictional pressure loss at the 1094 
wellbore and closely related to tortuosity. Four different types of fracture propagation can result 1095 
from high tortuosity including fracture turning, fracture twisting, multiple fracturing and 1096 
fracture migration. High NWBPL can therefore complicate the hydraulic fracture process and 1097 
result in a lower percentage of proppant being placed within the target reservoir (Pokalai et al., 1098 
2015a, 2015b; Pokalai, 2018).  1099 
When pre-existing natural fractures are present within a reservoir the near-wellbore pressure 1100 
loss is considerably higher due to the complex interactions that create multiple fractures with 1101 
tortuous paths. This tortuous path will shear and tensile reactivate pre-existing natural fractures 1102 
to create a large amount of pressure dependent leak-off. Therefore, pressure dependent leak-1103 
off can have both positive and negative impacts. It can increase rock permeability by increasing 1104 
the stimulated rock volume, while at the same time causing a high near-wellbore pressure drop. 1105 
However, to have better proppant placement and to maximise the flowback of fracturing fluid, 1106 
near-wellbore pressure needs to be reduced. 1107 
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The majority of the Patchawarra Formation consists of thick sand intervals that cycle between 1108 
coal measures and shale, and is currently exposed to high pressure, high stress, and high 1109 
temperature conditions. Therefore, the fracturing fluid system and proppant need to be selected 1110 
in order to suit these conditions. Fracturing fluid is commonly a water-based fluid system 1111 
within the Cooper-Eromanga basins comprising of either a Linear Gel or a Borate Crosslink 1112 
Gel that is injected during the pad stage, slurry stage and the flushing stage. Proppant is 1113 
typically 100 mesh sand and is pumped into the target zone to reduce NWBPL and to bridge-1114 
off the PDL. This is followed by the injection of ceramic proppant to provide high fracture 1115 
conductivity. The perforations that the hydraulic fracture is pumped into are typically made by 1116 
lowering expendable hollow carrier (EHC) or link guns down the wellbore to perforate the 1117 
casing completion at the target location. The style of perforating guns is primarily dependant 1118 
on well completion, with EHC guns commonly used in monobore completions to mitigate rat-1119 
hole loss, and link guns are used in conventional completion designs. 1120 
Once perforations and hydraulic fracture stimulations are complete and the well begins 1121 
producing hydrocarbons, there is a significant need for well surveillance and intervention 1122 
programs due to the harsh subsurface conditions within the Cooper-Eromanga basins. These 1123 
can range from high temperatures, high pressures, and high 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 concentrations, to liquid 1124 
loading (water in the wellbore) issues that can lead to reduced production (Rigby & Smith, 1125 
1981; Wycherley et al., 1999; McGowen et al., 2007; Winterfield, Missikos, Tio, & Dalgety, 1126 
2014). Hydrocarbon production can also be inhibited by the development of scale (halite and 1127 
calcite) within the perforations, where pressure and temperature rapidly decrease causing 1128 
solutes to precipitate. The 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 concentration within the Cooper-Eromanga basins is 1129 
significantly higher (10-30 v/v%) than the average sedimentary basin (Rigby & Smith, 1981; 1130 
Wycherley et al., 1999), contributing to the need to mitigate calcite scale through acid 1131 
treatments, re-perforation, and regular wireline drift and broach intervention programs (Pitkin, 1132 
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Wedham, McGowen, & Thom, 2012). Salts (NaCl) have also been found to precipitate within 1133 
perforations originating from salty groundwater invading the reservoir. 1134 
Other than causing scale build-up, the invasion of groundwater into the wellbore can also 1135 
increase the production rate required to lift, and unload, the liquids to surface and can cause 1136 
liquid loading within the wellbore to effectively stop production (Winterfield et al., 2014). 1137 
Mitigation techniques for this may include artificial lifts (nitrogen injection), compressor 1138 
installation to reduce back-pressure, plunger lift systems, injection of foaming agents via 1139 
micro-strings, installation of siphon strings (or recompletion to small diameter tubing) to 1140 
reduce the minimum rate to lift liquids, well cycling (pressure build-up), and producing the 1141 
well to atmospheric pressures for a short period of time to unload liquids (McGowen et al., 1142 
2007; Winterfield et al., 2014). 1143 
8. Exploration and Development 1144 
8.1 Current Programs 1145 
Current exploration programs are somewhat simplistic and have remained inline with the 1146 
original anticlinal theory; identify and drill an anticlinal closure (Apak et al., 1997; Lowe-1147 
Young et al., 1998; Morton, 1998; O’Neil, 1998). This approach has generated in excess of 6.5 1148 
trillion cubic feet (TCF) of sales gas; however, an estimated 1.6 TCF is remaining to be 1149 
produced from anticlinal and stratigraphic traps (Mackie, 2015). This estimate does not include 1150 
the highly prospective unconventional plays (basin centred gas, deep coal, and fractured 1151 
basement) that have sparked renewed interest in the basin. Oil exploration, now primarily 1152 
targeting the Jurassic Eromanga Basin reservoirs, has also become highly profitable, generating 1153 
520 million barrels (mmbbls) from Jurassic to Cretaceous reservoirs, with an estimated 150 1154 
mmbbls of recoverable reserves remaining (Mackie, 2015). Although the majority of oil 1155 
discovered in the basins is in Jurassic and Cretaceous reservoirs, oil has also been discovered 1156 
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in the Early Permian Tirrawarra Formation in the Tirrawarra (80% of known Permian oil) and 1157 
Fly Lake/Brolga fields (Gravestock et al., 1998). Taking into account the number of exploration 1158 
wells drilled versus new Permian gas field discoveries, the success rate for current exploration 1159 
programs is approximately 40% (Mackie, 2015). The success of Mesozoic oil exploration wells 1160 
grew from 12% to 45% after the introduction of 3D seismic data acquisition, illustrating the 1161 
significance of geophysical advancements in discovering new fields and new play types 1162 
(Mackie, 2015). 1163 
There are currently two major plays in the province; (1) targeting Jurassic Eromanga Basin 1164 
oil reservoired in anticlinal closures; and (2) targeting Permian Cooper Basin gas reservoired 1165 
in anticlinal and stratigraphic traps (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009; Scott et al., 2013; 1166 
Mackie, 2015). The majority of Jurassic oil is reservoired within the Murta Member, Namur 1167 
Sandstone, Birkhead Formation, Hutton Sandstone, and Poolowanna Formation given that a 1168 
structural trap exists (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 1169 
2017c). It is important to note, however, that, as previous indicated, the presence of these 1170 
typically low-relief structural traps can depend on the seismic time-to-depth conversion method 1171 
being used, as the conversion errors can be greater than the structural closure (Lowe-Young et 1172 
al., 1998; Radke, 2009; Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 2017c; Kulikowski, 2017). Although, some 1173 
stratigraphic traps have been discovered in the Eromanga Basin sequence that appear to be 1174 
restricted to the Birkhead Formation sandstone channel faces embedded in floodplain and 1175 
lacustrine shales. The source of this Jurassic oil in the central portion of the play has been 1176 
attributed to Permian source rocks migrating vertically through leaky seals or along fault 1177 
conduits (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). Recently, the Eromanga Basin oil play has 1178 
been extended to the western flank of the Cooper Basin, where major oil exploration and 1179 
production is currently taking place (Lowe-Young et al., 1998). The western flank oil play 1180 
primarily targets low relief anticlinal traps within the Jurassic Eromanga Basin reservoirs that 1181 
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are also charged by Permian source rocks migrating through eroded regional seals on the flank 1182 
of the basin (Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009). 1183 
The anticlinal closures common to the basin are often associated with reactivated basement-1184 
involved faults that develop broad structures in the overlying stratigraphy, but they can also be 1185 
associated with positive flower (pop-up) features that are common in the Patchawarra Trough, 1186 
or as fault-bound anticlines where large basement-involved faults have reactivated and 1187 
penetrated through overlying units (Apak et al., 1997; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Radke, 2009; 1188 
Scott et al., 2013; Mackie, 2015; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski et al., 2017). The case of fault-1189 
bound anticlines is most common along the GMI and NM ridges where the large NE-SW 1190 
striking high angle (50-70ᵒ) faults have shown evidence of relatively more recent reactivation 1191 
(Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock et al., 1998; Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2018a). These anticlinal 1192 
traps allow for the accumulation of oil and gas within all reservoir quality sandstones in both 1193 
the Cooper and Eromanga basins (Kantsler, 1984; Lowe-Young et al., 1998; Alexander et al., 1194 
1998; Morton, 1998; Radke, 2009; Scott et al., 2013). 1195 
8.2 Future Research and Exploration Programs 1196 
As the anticline becomes entirely exploited in this province, companies will transition into 1197 
the next phase of hydrocarbon exploration targeting technically more challenging plays, such 1198 
as the basin centred gas play, deep coal measure play, stratigraphic plays, polygonal fault play, 1199 
and potentially fractured basement play that is juxtaposed to Permian source rocks. Each of 1200 
these relatively unconventional plays will require a more thorough understanding of the basin. 1201 
Therefore, as exploration within the Cooper-Eromanga basins becomes more challenging, the 1202 
collaboration between academic researchers and explorationists will become more integral to 1203 
exploration success. Much of the regional structural, stratigraphic, and stress framework for 1204 
the basin has been well constrained in recent times (e.g. Apak et al., 1997; Gravestock & 1205 
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Jensen-Schmidt, 1998; Hillis et al., 1999, 2001; Reynolds et al., 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006; 1206 
Mavromatidis, 2006, 2008; Nelson et al., 2006, 2007a, 2007b; Radke, 2009; Pokalai et al., 1207 
2015a, 2015b, 2016; Kulikowski et al., 2016a, 2017; Kulikowski, 2017; Kulikowski & 1208 
Amrouch, 2017, 2018a, 2018b; Pokalai, 2018); however, there does remain a large volume of 1209 
research that can directly impact the success of future hydrocarbon exploration and 1210 
development programs. Additionally, exploration and production companies play an important 1211 
role in the effective exploitation of Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon province by testing 1212 
new concepts and acquiring new data that will promote further research in the basin. 1213 
A complete 3D reconstruction of the basin has not yet been completed and would provide 1214 
valuable information on the fault growth through time. Detailed fault growth analyses are not 1215 
possible in the basin given the poor seismic resolution at basement; however, with continued 1216 
improvement in seismic acquisition and processing techniques, a fault growth study may be 1217 
possible in the future. This may ultimately lead to a complete structural and stratigraphic 3D 1218 
reconstruction of the basin and provide a 3D view of the temporal and spatial distribution of 1219 
the three basins (Cooper, Eromanga, and Lake Eyre basins) that overly basement (Warburton 1220 
Basin). The spatial extent of major unconformities, both local and regional, would also be 1221 
useful, particularly as oil migration from Permian sources to Eromanga Basin reservoirs relies 1222 
on the presence of unconformities that have effectively removed regional seals (Lowe-Young 1223 
et al., 1998). The distribution and magnitude of overpressure has previously been investigated 1224 
(van Ruth & Hillis, 2000; Hillis et al., 2001; van Ruth, Hillis, Tingate, & Swarbrick, 2003; 1225 
Kulikowski et al., 2016a); however, the mechanism for overpressure generation in the basin 1226 
remains questionable and may be investigated by integrating reservoir pressure, vertical stress 1227 
magnitude, and sonic velocity data (Tingay, Hillis, Swarbrick, Morley, & Damit, 2007). The 1228 
degree of stress perturbation caused by pre-existing faults should also be investigated in more 1229 
detail, as local stress rotation does exist (Fig. 11b). 1230 
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To accurately interpret seismic data, the amplitude volume must be converted from the time-1231 
domain to the depth-domain using an appropriate depth conversion method (Kulikowski et al., 1232 
2016b, 2017c). The errors associated with seismic depth conversion can be attributed to a 1233 
number of factors, but these can be somewhat mitigated through a more complete 1234 
understanding of the near surface velocity variation (statics) and a systematic interpretation of 1235 
shallow reflectors, which are yet to be explored. Mapping the spatial variation of statics in a 1236 
form that can be incorporated into velocity modelling would provide more accurate results. 1237 
Considering that the contemporary stress alternates between a strike-slip and compressional 1238 
stress regime (Fig. 11c), an understanding of the spatial variation in vertical stress magnitudes 1239 
(calculated from density logs) would be highly beneficial and, if in a gridded map format, could 1240 
be used to predict stress regimes across the basin. 1241 
Rock mechanics data does exist for key parts of the region but is selectively sampled and not 1242 
representative of heterogeneities, and can contradict with other works (Abul Khair et al., 2013; 1243 
Nelson et al., 2007). A detailed study focused on constraining the complete and representative 1244 
rock mechanics data for the Warburton, Cooper and Eromanga basins would provide more 1245 
certainty on geomechanical and hydraulic fracture stimulation models. Ideally, future hydraulic 1246 
fracture stimulation models would incorporate the certain interaction between induced 1247 
fractures and naturally occurring fractures and faults, with particular attention to SE-NW strike-1248 
slip faults that are most likely to reactivate under contemporary stresses (Kulikowski et al., 1249 
2016c). These SE-NW strike-slip faults are difficult to interpret in low resolution seismic data, 1250 
but can reduce reservoir properties through cataclasis, can compartmentalise the reservoir, and 1251 
contribute to tertiary hydrocarbon migration if reactivated (Grant-Woolley et al., 2014; 1252 
Kulikowski et al., 2016c). A study investigating the possible relationship between well and 1253 
reservoir performance with distance to these SE-NW strike-slip faults would provide a better 1254 
understanding on their effect on production. 1255 
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Finally, although not directly applicable to academic researchers, operating companies may 1256 
discover new opportunities and hydrocarbon reserves by testing such concepts as the: (1) 1257 
fracture basement play; (2) basin centred gas play; (3) hydraulic fracturing of deep coal; (4) 1258 
polygonal fault system play; (5) targeting stratigraphic traps; (6) cutting-edge use of seismic 1259 
data (e.g. direct hydrocarbon indicators and other seismic attributes); and (7) cost effective 1260 
alternatives to optimise production (pad drilling, deviated wells from existing wellbores, 1261 
deepening old shallow oil wells to target Permian reservoirs, and perforating thin (1-2 feet) gas 1262 
saturated and pressurised reservoirs that were initially dismissed). 1263 
9. Conlusions 1264 
This review forms a robust synthesis of recent developments within Australia’s largest 1265 
onshore hydrocarbon province, the Cooper-Eromanga basins. New technologies and software 1266 
applications have armed researchers with cutting edge analysis techniques and applications that 1267 
have generated a recent increase in information that was previously not available. The purpose 1268 
of this study is to provide readers with a holistic insight into the province that includes: (1) a 1269 
detailed tectonic and stratigraphic evolution; (2) a summary of geomechanical modelling 1270 
results that predict fault and fracture reactivation (tensile and shear) through time to better 1271 
understand hydrocarbon migration pathways; (3) a synthesis of the petroleum system processes 1272 
and elements; (4) the spatial and temporal distributions of permeable natural fracture networks 1273 
through wellbore and seismic data analysis; (5) common hydraulic fracturing and well 1274 
surveillance programs contrast with a discussion on the common difficulties and risks; (6) a 1275 
discussion on the seismic time-to-depth conversion methods that are being used and their 1276 
individual accuracies and limitations; (7) current and future hydrocarbon exploration and 1277 
development targets; and (8) a discussion on the future research opportunities that can directly 1278 
impact the effectiveness of exploration and development programs. 1279 
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Reviewing the province has highlighted opportunities for future exploration and identified 1280 
possible research topics that will be fundamental to the success of future exploration and 1281 
development programs. These future programs will begin to target technically more 1282 
challenging plays as the anticline becomes entirely exploited and will require a thorough 1283 
understanding of the province. The methodologies and approaches summarised within this 1284 
review forms a research framework that can be applied to other hydrocarbon provinces to better 1285 
understand the dynamic structural geology, tectonic evolution and application of geophysics.  1286 
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12. FIGURES 1778 
 1779 
 1780 
Figure 1. Location of the Warburton, Cooper, and Eromanga basins (after Kulikowski et al., 1781 
2016c).  1782 
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 1783 
Figure 2. Tectonostratigraphy of the Warburton, Cooper, Eromanga and Lake Eyre basins 1784 
(after Kulikowski & Amrouch., 2017a). 1785 
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Figure 3. (a) Fault map of the South Australian Cooper-Eromanga basins (after Kulikowski et al., 2017). (b) Location of 12 3D seismic surveys 
commonly used for research. The location of the Gidgealpa-Merrimelia-Innamincka (GMI) and Nappacoongee-Murteree (NM) ridges, and the 
Patchawarra (P Trough), Nappamerri (N Trough), and Tenappera (T Trough) troughs are shown (after Kulikowski et al., 2017).
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Figure 4. (a)(h) Geodynamic evolution of Australia with Cooper-Eromanga basins derived 
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Figure 5. Cyclic lithology variation within the Patchawarra Formation (Core images obtained 
from Tindilpie 11 well completion report).  
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Figure 6. (a) Burial history of Cooper-Eromanga basins (after Mavromatidis, 2006). (b) Gas 
(per well) and oil expulsion through time (after Deighton & Hill, 2009). (c) Timing of key 
petroleum system processes (after Lowe-Young et al., 1998).  
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Figure 7. Cross-section from the Spencer-Kiana-Murteree 3D seismic survey (Inline 640) 
showing the polygonal fault system with large normal faults observed to displace the Cadna-
owie Formation reflector and which extend into oil-rich Lower Cretaceous reservoirs 
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Figure 8. (a) Typical seismic reflection profile showing stratigraphic and seismic markers. 
The difference in fault geometry when seismic data is in: (b) the time-domain; and (c) the 
depth-domain. See Figure 2 for stratigraphic names. The markers denote the top of interval. 
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Figure 9. Common seismic time-to-depth conversion methods. (a) Average velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎) 
method uses the ratio between depth (from well) and time (from seismic data) for a reflector. 
(b) Time-depth trend method fits a trend for the time-depth pair data. (c) Interval velocity, or 
layer-cake, method divides the seismic cross-section into key stratal units and applies 
different velocities to those layers. (d) Average Velocities for key seismic reflectors. (e) 
Time-Depth trend obtained from 12 3D seismic surveys (after Kulikowski et al., 2016b, 
2017). See Figure 3b for seismic survey location.  
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Figure 10. Seismic data analysis techniques beneficial to the fluvial dominated Cooper-
Eromanga basins. (a) Amplitudes extracted along reflector surfaces to locate channel 
systems. Example from Greater Strzelecki 3D showing a large regional channel system (after 
Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2017); (b) Incoherency analysis along a reflector to identify subtle 
faults. Example from Spencer-Kiana-Muteroo 3D showing the distribution of polygonal 
faults along the Upper Cretaceous reflector (after Kulikowski and Amrouch, 2018a); (c) 
Application of amplitude versus offset (AVO) to differentiate between sandstone and coal 
measures. The example shows the distribution of sandstone (red-yellow) and shale/coal 
(green-blue) in the Cooper Basin (after Tyiasning and Cooke, 2015); and (d) Spectral 
decomposition (colour blending) analysis on the Gaschnitz 3D seismic survey used to 
delineate the geometry of a fluvial channel and ox-bow feature in the Toolachee Formation, 
Cooper Basin (Lodwick, 2014).
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Figure 11. Orientation of the maximum horizontal stress orientation across: (a) Australia 
(after Müller et al., 2012); and (b) the Cooper-Eromanga basins (after Kulikowski et al., 
2017). (c) A typical mechanical earth model for the Patchawarra Formation showing the 
minimum (𝜎𝜎ℎ) and maximum (𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻) horizontal stresses, vertical stress (𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣), breakdown 
pressure from logs (𝛥𝛥𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤) and well test data (observed 𝛥𝛥𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤), and closure pressure (observed 
𝛥𝛥𝑐𝑐) (after Pokalai, 2018). See Figure 4i for the origin of far-field stresses. 
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Figure 12. Basement and polygonal faults in the Merrimelia (Extension) 3D seismic survey 
interpreted along Inline 4295 (Kulikowski et al., 2017). See Figure 3b for seismic survey 
location. C-reflector: Cadna-owie Formation.
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Figure 13. Fault geometry from six 3D seismic surveys (Dullingari 3D, Greater Tindilpie & 
Swan Lake 3D, Gidgealpa 3D, Greater Strzelecki 3D, Merrimelia (Ext) 3D, and Fly Lake 3D) 
presented as: (a) poles to planes; and (b) dip and strike (after Kulikowski & Amrouch, 
2017a). Reactivation potential of the four most common fault sets measured using the: (c) 
Dilation Tendency; and (d) Slip Tendency (after Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2018b). See Figure 
3 for location of 3D seismic surveys.  
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Figure 14. (a) Regional natural fracture sets (Kulikowski & Amrouch, 2017a). Most positive 
curvature processed into semblance in: (b) Moomba 3D; and (c) Dullingari 3D (Kulikowski 
et al., 2018a). In situ stress showing: (d) Fracture susceptibility (King et al., 2011); (e) 
Structural Permeability (Abul Khair et al., 2013); and (f) Dilation Tendency (𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑) (Kulikowski 
et al., 2017). See Figure 3b for location. 
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Appendix II: Posters and Presentations 
 
In addition to the main body of work within this thesis, a number of spoken and poster 
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This spoken presentation was presented to colleagues at the Australian School of Petroleum 
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This spoken presentation was given to staff at Beach Energy as part of an efforts to actively 
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This spoken presentation was given to staff at ExxonMobil as part of the interview process 
for a secured position as a graduate geoscientist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
